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ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE-RELATIONSHIP OF
FEDERAL AGENCIES TO LOCAL AND STATE POLICE

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1975

-HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 2118.

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Otis G. Pike [chairman],
presiding.

Present: Representatives Pike, Giaimo, Stanton, Dellums, Murphy,
Hayes, Lehman, McClory, Treen, Johnson, and Kasten.

Also present: A. Searle Field, staff director; Aaron B. Donner,
general counsel; James B. F. Oliphant, counsel; Richard S. Vermeire,
counsel; John M. Atkisson, counsel; Ellen S. Miller, investigator.

Chairman PIKE. The committee will come to order.
Today we are going into a very different area: general consideration

of the elements of risk involved in our intelligence-gathering opera-
tions. This is the risk of average people having their personal com-
munications intercepted by agencies of the Government or by private
individuals just for personal and private reasons.

Our first witness will be Mr. Michael Hershman, who for 14 months
served as the Chief Investigator of the National Wiretap Commission.

Mr. Hershman, please proceed.
Mr. MCCLORY. Would you yield to me for this comment?
Chairman PIKE. Certainly.
Mr. MCCLORY. I certainly welcome the hearing this morning. Hav-

ing participated in the development of the Omnibus Crime bill of
1968-including provisions regarding wiretapping and limiting the
use of wiretapping and electronic surveillance to a very precise and
a very limited area under very tight restrictions-I am going to look
forward with interest to the testimony on this subject that we are about
to receive.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PIKE. Mr. Hershman, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL HERSHMAN, FORMER CHIEF
INVESTIGATOR, NATIONAL WIRETAP COMMISSION

Mr. HERSTIMAN-I. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee:
Thank you very much for the opportunity to appear before you this
morning.

For a period of 14 months I served as the Chief Investigator for the
National Commission for the Review of Federal and State Laws Re-

(939)
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lating to Wiretapping and Electronic Surveillance. The National
Wiretap Commission was established to conduct a comprehensive
study and review of the operation and application of the electronic
surveillance provisions of the Omnibus Crime bill enacted in 1968.

I would like to direct my introductory remarks to the problem of
illegal electronic surveillance. During my tenure at the National Wire-
tap Commission the question most frequently asked of me concerned
the frequency of illegal wiretapping and bugging in the United States.
Although some individuals profess to have an answer to this question,
no one can really know. The nature of illegal electronic surveillance is
such that most individuals remain unaware of their victimization.
Furthermore, many of those who do discover that they have been
bugged or tapped are reluctant to report it, because of embarrassment,
publicity, and a fear of subsequent investigations. These factors com-
bine to make it virtually impossible to estimate how much wiretapping
is taking place.

However, we do know that illegal electronic surveillance takes place,
and there is evidence to indicate that it has not substantially declined
since enactment of the Federal Wiretap Act in 1968. The motivations
and incentives for illegal wiretapping have not significantly changed;
illegal electronic surveillance remains an inexpensive and effective
technique to gather information. In addition, it is a crime in which the
rewards generally outweigh the risks.

Before going further, I would like to put my remarks in perspective.
Wiretapping and bugging occurs, but certainly not to the degree
claimed by many. We find that most of the individuals claiming mas-
sive eavesdropping are in the business of debugging, or selling de-
bugging equipment.

Perhaps the most interesting point is that most of the illegal wire-
tapping and bugging that takes place in the United Statesloday occurs
in the private sector, and that most of it has nothing to do with pre-
venting crime. Eavesdropping devices are targeted on employee dis-
honesty, on husbands and wives, political information, industrial es-
pionage, courtship situations, and illegal police surveillance.-

The significant point is that there is apparently little attempt by
the Federal Government to curb these invasions of our personal pri-
vacy, or to curb the multimillion dollar traffic in spy devices. The FBI
is supposed to be in charge, but the stories of blatant abuse go on and
on.

A recent case illustrates the point. In 1974, a Florida man in the
middle of a divorce proceeding secreted a tape recorder equipped with
an automatic activator under a night table in the bedroom of his home
and connected the device to the telephone wires. When asked about
the purchase of the equipment, the husband stated that after having
seen the equipment in a sales catalog lie "walked into a retail store
and bought it." The automatic activator, a device which allows for
self-starting and stopping, cost $25 and the instructions explained
how it should be hooked across the telephone wires and plugged into
the tape recorder.

The tap, which was instituted in order to gain advantage in a child
custody battle, was discovered by the wife who reported it to the tele-
phone company. The husband was sentenced by a State court to 6
months probation.
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To give some idea of how easy and widespread illegal electropjc
surveillance is in the United States today, Iwould like to report thq
results of an investigative study just completed by the Wiretap Com-
mission. The purpose of the survey was to determine the types of elec-
tronic surveillance ana countermeasures available'to the general public
and to determine the number of private investigators willing to dis-
cuss, even in the course of a simple telephone request, installing illegal
eavesdropping devices.

One hundred and fifteen private investigating firms were contacted,
in 7 cities; 42 either offered to perform illegal wiretapping and
bugging themselves or referred the caller to another agency that would
provide the illegal service. Approximately a dozen firms indicated
they would be willing to discuss the subject if the caller would come in-
to the office. The remaining firms indicated that they would only en-
gage in debugging. The estimated costs of bugging or wiretapping
ranged from $30 to $5,000, with suggested methods ranging from
simple tape recorders to a closed circuit TV.

When we speak of electronic surveillance, we cannot consider the
act without some mention of the tools. There is, and always has been,
a proliferation of devices on the American market which are readily
adaptable to eavesdropping.

Alarmingly, some of these devices are advertised, contrary to Fed-
eral laws, in popular periodicals. The manufacturers attempt to dis-
guise their evesdropping potentials by claiming usages as "baby-
sitters" and "burglar alarms." Advertisements read:

WOD'S SMALLEST TRANSMITTER LISTEN-IN ON ANY STANDARD FM RADIO

This miniature electronic marvel picks up the slightest sound and clearly trans-
mits them to any standard FM radio up to 50 feet away . . .

or
WALL HANGING THERMOMETER FM TRANSMITTER

which features a transmitter built into a wall thermometer. Its sensitive micro-
phone picks up all voices and sounds in a room, transmitting by battery for more
than one week.

These advertised devices are aimed at relatively unsophisticated in-
dividuals. Government agencies have no need for such simple trans-
mitters.

When a State or local police department wishes to purchase elec-
tronic surveillance equipment it can solicit the business of any one of
a dozen manufacturers which build and sell surveillance equipment
to Government agencies.

Many State and local police, however, are not authorized to engage
in electronic surveillance. The Wiretap Commission discovered a
number of police departments in States without authorization statutes,
that is, without specific laws allowing for the use of court ordered
wiretapping or bugging, who were purchasing electronic surieillance
equipment which could be of no lawful use to them.
--The Commission's review of the sales of 10 manufacturers of elec-
tronic surveillance equipment showed that the manufacturers have
left the determination of whether a particular department or official
was authorized to purchase equipment largely up to the department
involved, with the result that a number of sales of questionable legality
have been made.
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The reason given by some officials for their possession of the equip-
ment is not entirely satisfactory. In Dallas, for example, where wire-
tapping without the consent of one party is not permitted, the chief
of police was quoted as stating that his department used the bugging
equipment "to make sure our good debugging equipment is in work-
ing order."

The results of the Wiretap Commission's study, which was con-
ducted by only a few people, are certainly interesting, but they are

. particularly revealing when contrasted with the results of a Depart-
ment of Justice study which was released 2 days ago. That study noted
that there were only 11 convictions last year in cases it prosecuted
under the electronic surveillance statutes.

Privacy invasions, as typified by illegal eavesdropping, has a chilling
effect in our society. Before speaking, many pCople weigh the costs of
speaking freely against the risk of the possible word-for-word dis-
closure of their conversations to unintended recipients. The comment,
"I can't talk over the telephone," has become the trademark of mis-
tnstful individuals.

One step in restoring the confidence of Americans must be an ag-
gressive and affirmative approach to enforcing the criminal statutes
against illegal wiretapping. If any one factor has led to the continu-
ance of eavesdropping, it is the failure of law enforceinent-Federal,
State, and local-to take the offensive against this type of crime. The
authorities must take the initiative and 'prove to the public that they
are as interested in protecting the people's privacy as they are their
property.

Thankyou.
Chairman PIKE. Thank you, Mr. Hershman.
Ve will go next to a man who has been in the law enforcement busi-

ness, Mr. Anthony J. P. Farris, former U.S. attorney, Houston, Tex.

- STATEMENT OF ANTHONY 3. P. FARRIS, FORMER U.S. ATTORNEY,
HOUSTON, TEX.

Mr. FARRIS. Mr. Chairman, my name is Anthony J. P. Farris, and
I am an attorney with Farris, Pain & Horne in Houston. From Feb-
ruary 14, 1969, to December 30, 1974, I served as U.S. attorney for the
southern district of Texas, with the principal office in Houston. The
district is the eighth largest of the 94.

I understand I am here to testify about allegations of illegal elec-
tronic surveillance by local law enforcement authorities in Houston,
Tex., about the lack of azgressiveness by the FBI in investiating
those allegations, about allegations that the FBI and DEA had known
about illegal electronic surveillance by Houston Police Department
officers and neither investigated them nor reported them, and about
allegations that both FBI and DEA agents had either participated in
illyal electrAnic surveillance, or at, least witnessed it.

These matters first came to light when th IRS commenced an in-
vestigation of a big-time heroin dealer in Houston in 1971. That in-
vestigation led the IRS into an investigation of illegal electronic
surveillance by certain members of the Houston Police Department.
The latter investigation commenced in September of 1972 and resulted
in indictments of nine officers in May of 1974.
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When the allegations of Houston Police Department illegal elec-
tronic surveillance began to surface in the late summer and early fall
of 1973, my chief assistants and I commenced communication with the
FBI in Houston about these possible violations and started to send
material to the FBI. Allegations then commenced about participation
in illegal electronic surveillance by the FBI and DEA. In preliminary
and pretrial hearings in the case of United State8 v. Dudley Clifford
Bell, Jr. in November of 1973, counsel for defendant alleged that the
FBI special agent in charge knew about the Houston Police Depart-
ment's illegal activities and did not investigate them. He also alleged
that electronic eavesdropping equipment had been sold to a named
FBI agent in Houston and that Federal funds had gone to the pur-
chases of equipment for electronic surveillance purposes by local law
enforcement entities.

I sent a copy of that transcript to the FBI special agent in charge in
Houston in the fall of 1973. In short, the FBI in Houston had informa-
tion before them of probative value of allegations of illegal electronic
surveillance by local and Federal authorities in the fall of 1973.

The investigation being conducted by the IRS in the fall of 1973
resulted in indictments of seven Houston police officers and two former
police officers in early 1974. From late 1973 until early 1974 1 attempted
to keep the same IRS agents on the investigation of the Houston police
department with the idea in mind that it was really an ongoing investi-
gation. Commissioner Alexander denied that request through his as-
sistance because the IRS is chartered to investigate only title 26
matters.

Chairman PIKE. I want to interrupt you for a moment. I want the
photographers sitting in front of the table to please move. These wit-
nesses are doing the best they can, but I personally find the photog-
raphers sitting right in that place offensive.

Go ahead, Mr. Farris.
Mr. FAnnIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Commissioner Alexander denied that request through his assistants

because the IRS is chartered to investigate only title 26 matters. From
late 1973 to April 1974, my chief assistants and I continued to com-
municate with the FBI in Houston relative to the Houston Police De-
partment electronic surveillance and we did so by telephone, in person
and in writing. In April 1974, we sent a lengthy letter with exhibits
to the FBI special agent in charge in Houston and asked him formally,
firmly, and in writing to commence his investigation if he had not
already done so. A copy of this lengthy letter and copies of the exhibits
were sent to the General Crime Section in the Department of Justice
in Washington. The FBI only saw fit to assign one agent to this com-
plex investigation of the country's fifth largest police department. This
FBI agent submitted reports to our office which were notable only in
their lack ot substance, depth, and consisted largely of Xeroxed news-
paper articles. We continued to communicate in writing, by telephone
and in person with the FBI in Houston urging them to give us some-
thing to work on and mv then assistant chief of criminal matters spoke
in blunt English to the lone agent assigned to this matter. In June 1974,
a new special agent in charge had taken over in the Houston office of
the FBI. Our letters, memos and phone calls to the FBI in Houston
continued unabated, with copies to Washington, through December
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1974. There was no noticeable increase in quantity or quality of the
FBI -reports received by us. In the latter part of 1974, the new police
chief, Carroll Lynn, gave us additional information about allegations
of theHouston Police Department's illegal electronic surveillance,
'about allegations that the FBI aid DEAh ad participated in illegal
electronic surveillance and that the FBI and DEA had known about
these illegal activities and had done nothing about them; We passed
these allegations on to an FBI inspector visiting in Houston in late
October or early November 1974 and to the General Crime Section of
the Department of Justice.

Finally, in December 1974, unable to get cooperation from the'FBI
in Houston, I wrote a lengthy letter to Attorney General Saxbe with
copies to the Deputy Attorney General, the Assistant Attorney General
in charge of the Criminal Division, and to the General Crime Section
recapitulating every point I could think of and sending as exhibits
copies of all the correspondence with the FBI, copies of the transcripts
of the Dudley Bell hearings and copies of the transcripts of the record-
ings made by Chief Lynn of his own men.

I know of my own knowledge that the investigation of the Houston
Police Department matters, as conducted by the FBI through 1974,
would rate 1 on a scale of 10. I know of my own knowledge that when
there were hijacking and kidnapping cases in Houston, the FBI had
brought in many agents from other offices and I know of no F13I policy
that would forbid bringing in agents from other FBI offices to help
out in the Houston Police Department case. I know of no internal,
investigation having been conducted by the FBI of either the type of
investigation conducted by the FBI of the Houston Police Department
or of allegations of illegal electronic surveillance by Federal officers.
I do know personally that through December 30, 1974, the General
Crime Section of the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice
showed very little interest in the investigation of this country's fifth
largest police department or of the allegations that Federal agents
had actually witnessed illegal electronic surveillance activities and
had done nothing about them.

In closing, I would once again bring up a suggestion that the FBI
bring in agents from other offices to investigate allegations of illegal
activities by local law enforcement officers. This was first suggested by
five U.S. attorneys, in Arizona in 1973, while meeting with Bill Cleve-
land of the FBI. Mr. Cleveland indicated to us that he interpreted our
suggestion as an affront to the integrity of the FBI. We repeated this
suggestion in a report to the Attorney General early in 1974, and two
of us repeated it to Clarence Kelley in New Orleans in September 1974
at the U.S. Attorneys' Conference. I personally repeated it to-two com-
mittees here in Washington this year and am repeating it once again
now.

Chairman PIKE. Thank you very much.
Our next witness will be Anthony Zavala, a former officer of the

narcotics division of the Houston Police Department, who has a unique
and interesting tale to tell us.

Go ahead, Mr. Zavala.
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STATEMENT OF ANTHONY ZAVALA, FORMER OFFICER, HOUSTON
POLICE DEPARTMENT, ACCOMPANIED BY PHILIP S. GREENE,
ATTORNEY

Mr. ZAVALA. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Tony Zavala. I want to thank the committee for giving me this
chance to testify today, and I hope I can help in your investigation. I
also hope that by telling you what I know, I can help other police
officers from falling into the same trap that I did-learning to break
laws, and winding up on my way to prison.

I am a former police officer with the Houston Police Department,
narcotics division. I joined the department in 1965. I started in nar-
cotics in 1967, where I stayed until 1973, when I was suspended pre-
ceding my indictment in 1974 on wiretapping charges. In June of
1975, I pled guilty to one count of wiretapping. Three weeks ago I was
sentenced to 3 years in Federal prison. I begin my prison term 1 week
from next Tuesday.

During my work with narcotics at the Houston Police Depart-
ment I became more and more involved with wiretapping. The first
time was in early 1968, when one of my supervisors ordered me to
monitor a conversation from an empty building in downtown Houston.
The last time was in 1972, when I monitored conversations in a nar-
cotics case, where because of the wiretapping involved, all charges
against the suspect were dismissed. In between, from 1968 to 1972, 1
was personally involved in about 35 illegal wiretaps.

I might add, Mr. Chairman, that wiretapping was the most effec-
tive law enforcement tool that we had.

And there were other divisions using wiretaps: Intelligence, vice,
homicide, burglary and theft. Again, I know this only through the
casual talk of many fellow officers at headquarters. But we all talked,
every day. We would talk about our cases-the names, who we were
tapping, what we were hearing, how it was working out.

And while we talked, members of other agencies-Federal agen-
cies, like BNDD and the FBI-would walk in and walk out, and
participate in the conversations.

While I cannot point to any one specific conversation with any one
particular FBI agent, for example, I know that it was all discussed
f reely, and that everyone knew what was going on. Wiretapping,
in fact, became second nature to us all.

So that the committee may have some idea of the modu8 operandi
of tapping in Houston, I will describe our procedures. When one of us
wanted a tap, we would ask one of our supervisors-a sergeant, a
lieutenant, or a captain. If the supervisor approved, and he always
did, he would telephone someone I happen to know at Southwestern
Bell Telephone Co. for the particular "cable and pair information" we
needed for the tap. The individual at the phone company routinely
supplied what we needed a short time later. He would call the super-
visor usually; but sometimes lie would call back directly to officers
like me.

The "cable and pair" information would include a specific location
where the tap was to be installed. That information would be given
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to another officer who was assigned to actually install the tap-
usually on a telephone pole. Later, the field officer, like me, was told
he could go ahead and monitor, and that's what he did.

Sometimes we would lose a tap. That is, telephone company workmen
would discover a tapping device. They would call us, ask if we had
lost the device, and return it without another word.

The telephone company was involved in other ways, too. We used to
attend narcotics training seminars. I did not think it was strange at
the time, but there was always a Southwestern Bell representative
there. He would offer complete cooperation in our enforcement efforts.
Any information we needed, he said, we could have.

The equipment for these taps was produced by our own police de-
partment. It was manufactured, as a matter of fact, on the sixth
floor of headquarters. That also was common knowledge among us all,
and the Federal men who frequented our headquarters.

I myself have been in that sixth floor facility many times.
The guys who actually installed the taps were well trained, and

the training was always being updated. The supervisors wanted every-
body to be able to install a tap, Lit that meant climbing poles, and
some of us were afraid of heights. I remember a sergeant announcing
that a pole-climbing school would be started in the department to
take care of that. But it never got going.

Mr. Chairman- I understand the committee is interested in Federal
officers' direct participation in wiretaps. I heard about many cases
from fellow police officers. But that is hearsay. I have more direct
knowledge.

On one occasion-in 1969-I was assigned by a captain to monitor
a drug case. It was a lengthy tap. My job was to monitor on nights_-
and weekends. One night a fellow police officer introduced me to
several narcotics agents, two of whom I got td-know pretty well, as
they kept coming and going, and listening with me to the conversa-
tiols of the target. Some weeks later the suspect in the case was
arrested-by the Federal agents, incidentally-and afterward the
three of us were discussing the wiretap at police headquarters. My
two Federal friends were disturbed because the entire conversation
took place in front of a high-ranking BNDD supervisor. They said I
shouldn't talk about wiretapping in front of him that way. The super-
visor was smiling the whole time.

In 1971. I conducted a wiretap on a narcotics siisnect for about 2
months. During the whole 2-month period I supplied the content
of the tap to a U.S. Customs agent.

In 1972 and 1973, 1 worked as a DALE task force officer, during
which time my paycheck came from LEAA. In one case I remember
I attempted to obtain legal wiretap authorizations, through the
Federal authorities I was working with. After awhile, I was told
in effect that the "title III procedures were too much of a hassle"
and that I would have to "do it in another wav." I definitely understood
the word "it." to mean the wiretap I wanted. Later, I did conduct a
wiretap in that case, without croing through any title III Procedures.

I would like to say also. while I was working with DALE's Federal
men. there were many conversations about mv DALE cases. It was
never said in so many words. but I am sure it was understood that
wiretaps were being conducted.
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As time went on, late in my work with the Department, the secrecy
and the lying became a real burden for me. I wanted out. I tried
several times to get transferred. But it never worked out. The Feds
started to get interested in the case, too.

Once, in 1972, the FBI apparently started an investigation. But
in that case our departmentconveniently knew -about it in advance.
One0 of my superiors told us to "knock off the wiretaps for awhile;

S I just got the word from the Feds; a task force is in town ready to
ar-rest anybody it finds w51retapping-cven police officers." That hiap-
pened a couple of times.

Mr. Chairman, I have just spoken about some illegal things in-olv-
ing some people I know. I know the names. And I have given the
names to your staff. I have also cooperated with the U.S. attorney
in Houston as fully as I know how. He is continuing his investigation
of these matters. Also, there is now sitting a Federal grand jury,
before which I have already testified. I have also been told of the
rules of this committee concerning accusations of crime. That is why
I have not mentioned the names I know in this public hearing.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will try to answer any questions the
committee may have.

Chairman PirKE. Thank you, Mr. Zavala.
The committee will stand in recess for approximately 15 minutes.

We have a vote going on on the floor of the House.
FBrief recess.)
Chairman PIKE. The committee will come to order.
We move from the environment of Houston to the e,,vironii of Wash-

ington, I).C. Our next witness Will be Mr. Martin L. Kaiser, tme presi-
dent and sole owner of Martin L. Kaiser, Inc.

Go ahead, Mr. Kaiser.

STATEMENT OF MARTIN L. KAISER, PRESIDENT, MARTIN L.
KAISER, INC.

Mr. KAISER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
My name is MartinL. Kaiser and I am the president and sole owner

of Martin L. Kaiser, Inc., a Maryland corporation chartered in 1965,
which specializes in the development and manufacture of electronic
surveillance and countermneasure equipment. We presently market over
300 products and have serviced, and continue to service, a large variety
of Federal, State, and local law enforcement agencies. Our list of cli-
ents includes. but is not limited to, the CIA, DIA, Army Intelligence,
OSI, DEA, IRS, Treasury, the FBI, and numerous Stat; and local law
enforcement agencies.

I was recently hired as a consultant by President Sadat of Egypt to
develop the electronic surveillance and countermeasure capabilities for
an Egyptian equivalent of our Secret Service.

Recently I also received the Baltimore County Distinguished Citizen
Award.

In 1968, the Omnibus Crime Act was passed by Congress and its
passage had a great impact on the manufacture and sale of electronic
surveillance equipment. Pursuant to this act, the manufacture, assem-
bly, possesion, and sale of electronic surveillance equipment was se-
verely restricted. Advertising of such equipment was absolutely for-
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bidden. I noticed that there were two types of firms who remained in
the marketplace--those who were willing to live up to the dictates of
the Omnibus Crime Act and those who flagrantly violated such acts
and their mandates.

I called numerous and glaringviolations dealing with illegal manu-
facture, sale, advertising, and stockpiling to the attention of the FBI.

* These types of violations were clearly revealed by advertisements for
electronic surveillance equipment which were occasionally very trans-
parent and misleadingly disguised as novelty items and which prolif-
erated in both trade and popular magazines. I would like to call your
attention to a variety of these items, copies of which are included in
your briefing books.

We have an advertisement that appeared in Law Enforcement News
about a device known as a "Telephone Watchman'-in the upper cor-
ner-manufactured by a company known as TELCO. This is the in-
famous infinity transmitter which is designed primarily for surrepti-
tious listening through telephone lines.

As far as wiretapping is concerned, in the latest issue of the Lafay-
ette catalog on page 103, we have two wiretaps that are not hidden at
till, shown-in that catalog. Here is a catalog that shows a body trans-
mitter by Security Specialists, Inc. The reason it is called a body trans-
mitter is because unser some State laws you are permitted to wear a
transmitter for security reasons. However, I would wager that only
1 percent are used for security and the rest wind up somewhere else.

To the best of my knowledge, none of the many violations which I
reported to the FBI ever resulted in prosecutions. The advertisements
have not abated. In fact, they have proliferated and the companies are
flourishing. While I do not know exactly why the FBI refuses to en-
force the regulations pertaining to electronic surveillance equipment
and enacted by Congress, I can offer this theory: The FBI investigators
do not seem to possess sufficient technical expertise in order to feel con-
fident in bringing cases against these violators. Therefore, as time goes
by it becomes increasingly more difficult for them to prosecute activities
they have allowed to flourish over a period of years. This problem
becomes more complex when we deal with technical advertisements.
Again I call your attention to page 103 of the Lafayette catalog. De-
vices described on this page can only be used in the furtherance of
wiretapping.

4ef is Devices on that page, by the way, have only one purpose and that
is wiretapping. During one of my recent visits at the FBI labora-
tories, I noticed a very large staff-I would estimate about 20 people-
very carefully examining blown up schematic designs of a pinball
machine. They were apparently trying to put together some sort of
case regarding the intenoattAmnportation of pinball machines to
Louisiana. Perhaps if a similar effort was expended to insure Bureau
familiarization with the components of electronic surveillance equip-
ment, the illegal traffic in these materials might be arrested.

I began my relationship with the FBI around 1967 or 1968. All my
correspondence was sent direoily to the FBI. However, I think it was
on only one occasion that the Bureau ever contacted me personally.
All other purchases were made personally or verbally. Once they be-
gan purchasing equipment I was directed not to send this equipment
to the FBI, but rather sell it to a company known as U.S.
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Recording, a private company operating on South -Capitol Street in
Washington, D.C. I informed the Bureau, as if they needed that piece
of information, that Federal law would not allow me to sell equip-
ment to anyone except bona fide governmental agencies. The FBI
agents assured me my actions were proper and subsequently supplied
a stamp of U.S. Recording which purported to certify on the pur-
chase orders that the transaction was in accordance with Federal law.

I might point out at this time, by the way, that nearly all the equip-
ment deliveries I made to the Equipment bureau involving orders to
U.S. Recording were handled by me and billed to U.S. Recording.
So the paperwork went through that route. I discovered at one time
that U.S. Recrding was adding a 30-percent markup on the bills for
the equipment. During my dealings with the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation I sold them approximately $100,000 worth of electronic
equipment.

I was recently contacted by a distributorship in New York which
informed me that they had received a request for my equipment to
be routed through U.S. Recording. I have provided you wi their
brochure which shows that the. specific item ordered is marked
up 100 percent over my wholesale price. I have no idea what U.S.
Recording is going to tack on, but I am sure it will be considerable.
I am in the constant process of improving and adding innovations
to my equipment. I do this in order to insure the high performance
of my equipment. I will modify any equipment I have sold with
my latest innovations absolutely free of charge. In 1975 I con-
tacted the Federal Bureau of Investigation in order to have them
return equipment purchased from me so that I could modernize and
upgrade the quality of these electronic devices. The FBI initially
denied that they had any of my equipment. I consider this type of
action not only frustrating, but a foolish exercise of secrecy for its
own sake. Eventually, the FBI did admit possession of my equip-
ment. However, it has not been returned to me.

In the course of my dealings with the other governmental agencies
to which I have previously alluded, I found myself in another com-
plex business arrangement. Whenever I would orally contract to
furnish a governmental agency with electronic surveillance equip-
ment, the written order for such equipment would always be routed
through Fort Holabird as a U.S. Army order. There was no indication
on the order as to the real purchaser of the equipment.

My association with Fort Holabird put me in a position t6 notice
that many of my pieces of equipment were being inser4e4 in a number
of imaginative objects, including but not limited to mattresses, golf
clubs, and electric toothbrushes.

In summation, it is clear to me, as an expert in the field of elec-
tronic surveillance equipment, that the FBI demonstrates virtually
no interest in enforcing Federal laws dealing with electronic surveil-
lance equipment. This is discouraging to me, both morally and
financially.

If the committee is interested, I would'be pleased to demonstrateex-
amples of equipment which I have sold to the intelligence community.

Thank you.
[Mr. Kaiser's prepared statement follows :3
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARTIN L. KAISER, PRESIDENT, MARTIN L. KAISER, INC.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. My name is Martin L. Kaiser
and I am-the president and sole owner of Martin L. Kaiser, Inc., a Maryland
corporation chartered in 1985, which specializes in the development and manu-
facture of electronic surveillance and counter-measure equipment. We presently
market over 800 products and have serviced and continue to service a large
variety of Federal, State and local law enforcement agencies. Our list of clients
includes but is not limited to the CIA, DIA, Army Intelligence, 01, DEA, U.S.
Postal Service, Secret Service, ATF, IRS, Treasury, the FBI and numerous State
and local law enforcement agencies.

In 1975 I received the Baltimore County Distinguished Citizen Award. I have
been hired as a consultant by law enforcement agencies throughout the United
States and- was recently commissioned by President Sadat of Egypt to develop
the electronic surveillance and counter-measure capabilities for the Egyptian
Secret Service.

In 1968, the Omnibus Crime bill was passed by Congress and its passage had a
great impact on the manufacture and sale of electronic surveillance equipment.
Pursuant to this act, the manufacture, assembly, possession, and sale of electron-
ic surveillance equipment was severely restricted. Advertising of such equipment
was absolutely forbidden. I noticed that there were two types of manufacturers.
those who lived up to the dictates of the Omnibus Crime Act and those who fla-
grantly violated its mandates. I called numerous and glaring violations dealing
with illegal manufacture, sale, advertising and stockpiling to the attention of
the FBI. These types of violations were clearly revealed by advertisements for
electronic surveillance equipment which were occasionally transparent and mis-
leadingly disguised as novelty items and which proliferated in both trade and
popular magazines. I would like to call your attention to a variety of these items,
copies of which are included in your briefing books.

To the best of my knowledge none of the many violations which I reported to
the FBI ever resulted in prosecutions. The advertisements have not abated. In
fact, they have proliferated and the companies are flnirishing. While I do not
know why the FBI refuses to enforce the regulations pertaining to electronic
surveillance equipment and enacted by Congress, I can offer this theory. The
FBI investigators do not seem to possess sufficient expertise in order to feel con-
fident in bringing cases against these violators. Therefore, as time goes by it
becomes increasingly more difficult for them to prosecute activities they have
allowed to flourish over a period of years. This problem becomes more complex
when we deal with technical advertisements. I call your attention to page 103
of the Lafayette catalog. Devices described on this page can only be used in the
furtherance of wiretapping.

During one of my visits to the FBI, I noticed an entire staff of people intently
examining blown up schematic designs of a pinball machine. They were appar-
ently trying to put together some sort of case regarding t'e interstate trans-
portation of pinball machines to Louisiana. If a similar effort war expended
to insure Bureau familiarization with the components of electronic surveillance
equipment, the illegal traffic in these materials could be arrested.

I began my relationship with the FBI around 1967 or 1968. All my correspond-
ence was sent directly to the FBI. However, the FBI would never correspond with
me. Instead, they sent agents to my factory who selected equipment and made
large orders. I was directed not to send equipment to the FBI. but instead to
sell it to the U.S. Recording Co., a private company located at 1347 South Capitol
Street, Washington, D.C. I informed the Bureau that Federal law would not allow
me to sell to anyone except bona fide governmental agencies. The FBI agents
assured me my actions were proper and subsequently supplied a stamp to T'.S.
Recording which purported to certify on the purchase orders that the transaction
was in accordance with Federal law. Subsequently, I discovered that U.S. Record-
ing was charging the FBI a 30 percent mark-up on the products that I supplied
to them. During my dealings with the Federal Bureau of Investigation, I sold
a total of $ worth of electronic surveillance equipment to the FBI which
was routed through U.S. Recording.

I was recently contacted by a distributorship in Massachusetts which informed
me that they had received a request for my equipment to be routed through U.S.
Recording. I have provided you with their brochure which shows that the specific
item ordered is marked up 100 percent by the company in Massachusetts and will
undoubtedly receive a further mark-up at the hand of U.S. Recording on the
way to its ultimate consumer.
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I am in the constant process of improving and adding innovations to my
equipment. In order to insure the high performance of my equipment, I will
modify any equipment I have sold with my latest innovations absolutely free of
charge. In 197-, I contacted the Federal Bureau of Investigation in order to have
them return equipment purchased from me so that I could modernize and upgrade
the quality of these electronic devices. The FBI initially denied that they had
any of my equipment. I consider this action not only frustrating, but a foolish
exercise of secrecy for its own sake. Eventually, the FBI did admit possession
of my equipment.

In the course of my dealings with the other governmental agencies to which I
have previously alluded, I found myself in another complex business arrangement.
Whenever I would orally contract to furnish a governmental agency with telec-
tronic surveillance equipment, the written order for such equipment would always
be routed through Fort Holabird as a U.S. Army order. There was no indication
on the order as to the real purchaser of the equipment.

As an aside, while at Fort Holabird, I noticed that my equipment was being
inserted into a number of imaginative objects, including but not limited to mat-
tresses, golf clubs and electric toothbrushes.

In summation, it is clear to me as an expert in the field of electronic surveil-
lance equipment, that the FBI demonstrates virtually no interest in enforcing
Federal laws dealing with electronic surveillance equipment. This is discouraging
to me, both morally and financially.

If the committee is interested, I would be pleased to demonstrate examples
of equipment which I have sold to the intelligence community.

Thank you.
Chairman PIKE. Would the members like to see some of this equip-

ment demonstrated at the present time or would you rather do it
privately later on? Go ahead, Mr. Kaiser, just show us some of your
ittle devices since you have them all here.

Mr. KAism. All right. I will come around the front of the table
and talk loudly since I will be off mike. I have several pieces of
electric surveillance equipment with me also which would show you
how some of this equipment is being marketed. Here is a piece of
equipment from a company known as EDCOR which is a wireless
microphone which is turned on and works then like any-other sur-
veillance device.

What you see in front of you is some equipment involved in
detection of the devices. Again, it is the technology that is important,
not the hardware. In this unit here we have some equipment which is
designed primarily for detection of wireless and wired microphones.
In this system here we have detection of modifications to the tele-
phone which would render it useful for eavesdropping purposes
when it is hfung up. Part of the complexity of this problem in the
case of the telephone has been modified. There is no device involved
at all. It is merely a placing of one or two wires in a different location.
So this thoroughly complexes the business of enforcement of the law
itself. There are many other examples aside from the telephone. That
is basically the nature of this equipment.

Chairman PIKE. What items of equipment are most available to
the general public and are most used privately for wiretapping?

Mr. KAISER. The general purpose wiretap that is sold by jafayette
for approximately $24.95. There are two of-them. One of the firms
that sells it is an extremely large firm. It is sold by a company in
New York as wiretap equipment. You can buy the entire system for
$69.95-wiretap and recorder.

So these are available to the general public, and there is no restric-
ti6n oh their use whatsoever.

As far as actual surveillance equipment, I recently saw a little bug,
in fl,p shape of a bug, with a bug inside of it, wlich was sold as a
novelty item. Mr. Hershman pointed out the thermometer.

63-16578-----2
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I have over here a Dick Tracy radio which makes a very good sur-
veillance device for $4.95. This is part of the question of where we
-stop and what we do about it. Did I answer your question?

Chairman PIKE. Thank you very much. Mr. McClory?
Mr. MCCLORY. How do you detect whether or not a wiretap is on?

F or instance, that piece of equipment is hooked up someplace. How
does anyone know that? -Is there some kind of a signal or some varia-

~ tion ?
Mr. KAISER. No; not really. Any one of the wiretaps I mentioned to

you earlier, as well as my wiretaps, when properly attached to the
telephone line, are undetectable. If the wiretap is on the premise, you
can find it Ihysically, but electrically it is very difficult to do.

Mr. MCLORY. There is no piece of equipment that you have, or
that you know of, that would be able to detect a wiretap which was
outside of the premises where the phone was being tapped?

Mr. KAISER. There are devices, mine as well, that will detect certain
types of wiretaps. Again, there is a whole rafter of technology that
falls into wiretapping. If it is an electric switch such as mine or in
the Lafayette catalog, there is no way you can detect it. This is some-
thing I stress to my customers; I can't help them between their
premises and the central office. There is no way to properly handle
that. I -

Chairman PKE. I think the committee will now proceed under the
5-minute rule. I would like, just for openers, to advise the members
of the committee that I have asked the Capitol Hill Police to *once
again check all of the committee members' offices for possible bugging
devices. That is being done today.

I want to ask just one question of Mr. Farris. Mr. Farris, have you
talked with other U.S. attorneys around the country about'this skb-
ject? If you have, does there seem to be a general consensus that the
FBI is not interested in prosecuting wiretap cases simply because they
get the benefits of the wiretaps?

Mr. FARRIs. I have discussed the subject with some of my former
colleagues. Mr. Chairman. But I cannot say that that is the reason
why the FBI might not investigate illegal electric surveillance. We
are in agreement, however, that it is a very hard thing, apparently,
for the FBI to investigate any violations of the law of police officers
that they deal with on a day-to-day basis. We are in agreement on that.

Chairman PriE. I yield the balance of my time to Mr. Dellums.
Mr. DELLUMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kaiser, can the telephone company open a phone with the

receiver down?
Mr. KAISFR. Can the telephone company do it ?
Mr. DELLUMS. Yes.
Mr. KAISER. I don't know if they have that technology. I can do it

for you. I don't think they have that technology right now, or are
they interested in it.

Mr. DELLtuhs. Thank you,
Mr. Zavala, prior to your coming to testify today, were you visited

by the Drug Enforcement Agency? If so, what did they want?
Mr. ZAVALA. I was visited 2 days ago by two members of the DEA

Internal Security Section.
Mr. DELLUMs. What did they want from you?
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Mr. ZAVALA. Well, basically, they wanted to know about statements
that I have made in the press about naming the names of people.

Mr. DELLUS. IS it your opinion that they were in any way attempt-
ing to control your testimony?

Mr. ZAVALA. I don't believe so. They asked me if this committee
was paying me to come up here and testify. They also asked me what
the committee wanted to kow.

Mr. DELLUTS. Why in the hell didn't they come to the committee
to find out what we wanted to know?

Mr. ZAVALA. I have no idea.
Mr. DELL-TMS. Can you supply the names of the people who visited

you 2 days ago in private session?
Mr. ZAVALA. No, sir; but my attorney has their names. They con-

tacted us at the office. I don't remember their names.
Mr. DEIgLUmS. Your attorney can make them available to the com-

mittee?
Mr. GREENE. Yes; I can. I have their names in my office in Houston.

They came by my office to speak with another client of mine, and acci-
-dentally Tony dropped in, and when they Saw him there, they indi-
cated they wanted to speak with him, also.

Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Zavala, do you know if the DEA has investigated
the charges of DEA agents' cooperation in illegal wiretaps?

Mr. ZAVALA. No, sir; I don't have that information.
Mr. DRLLu fs. As I understand it, they are starting an investigation

today, which is rather interesting.
Mr. ZAvAJmA. Yes, sir.
Mr. DELLums. Mr. Farris, are you aware of any relationships be-

tween Southwestern Bell and the DEA and the FBI office in Houston,
Tex., and if so, can you explain in as much detail as you can?

Mr. FARS. Congressman, I am only aware that the chief of security
of Southwestern Bell in Houston is a former FBI agent and is a close
personal friend of many of the senior agents as well as the former
SAC in Houston.

Mr. DELLUMS. Do you have any idea about the number of former
FBI agents and former Houston police officers who are on the payroll
of the security personnel of the Southwestern Telephone Co.?

Mr. FARMS. No, sir. I know that it is considerable. I know that
the committee staff has a table with the names of all the Southwestern
Bell security people and the number of years they spent as FBI agents.
I also know that in the past, something over 100 Houston Police
Department officers moonlighted as security people for Southwestern
Bell.

Mr. DELLUMS. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to reserve the balance of my time but

prior to doing that----
Mr. GiAimO [presiding]. You were on the chairman's time, and it

has expired. Now you have your own time.
Mr. DELLUMS. I reserve my own time.
Mr. GLii no. Mr. McClory?
Mr. McCLowr. Mr. Zavala, the illegal wiretapping that you were

doing-was that because there were no court orders received before the
wiretaps were placed?
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Mr. ZAVALA. Well, Texas doesn't have any law regarding wiretaps
as far as giving a legal tap.

Mr. MCCLORY. You were not involved in any Federal case? Was this
narcotics?

Mr. ZAVALA. These were narcotics cases, Mr. McClory.
.M r. McCLORY. Was organized crime involved?
Mr. ZAVALA. No, sir; I don't think so.
Mr. MCCLORY. I)id you know what the law was at the time you were

conducting these investigations?
M r. ZAVALA. Yes, sir; I did.
Mr. McCLoRY. Now, Mr. Kaiser, are you the largest manufacturer

of this wiretap and electronic surveillance equipment?
Mr. I(AIsJi. No, I would have to say no. I probably rank among

the smallest. There are two very, very large firms in this business that
result in probably the largest percentage of the sales.

Mr. MCCLORY. You sell to the FBI and then you sell to public
agencies, don't you?

Mr. KAISER. Do I sell to publications ?
Mr. MCCLORY. Public law enforcement agencies.
Mr'. KAISER. Yes, they must be a bona fide law enforcement agency-

not an agent but an agency.
Mr. MCCLORY. What reason do you think there is for the FBI pur-

chasing through the U.S. Recording Co.?
Mr. KAISER. I have never gotten a satisfactory answer to that. They

told me this is the way it was going to he done and if I wanted to do
business with them itliad to be done this way.

Mr. McCiLoRY. Do you service your own equipment? U.S. Recording
is not just a service agency; is it?

Mr. KATSER. I do service my own equipment.
Mr. MCCLORY. Do they provide service?
Mr. KAISER. They may also provide service. I don't know if they do.
Mr. McCRY. You don't know if service is included in their 30-per-

cent markup?
Mr. KAISER. No, I have no way of knowing that. The important

point to make is that I will do it free forever as long as I am alive. Why
give it to somebody else?

Mr. MCCLORY. Do Vou or somebody else, at the table have an esti-
mate as to how many illegal wiretaps are being carried on at. the pres-
ent time? Do you have a ball park estimate?

Mr. HERSHMAN. As I mentioned, sir. in my opening statement, I
- think that is somewhat impossible to determine. It is like asking me

how many people cheat on their income tax. It is a type of crime not
readily observable and doesn't lend itself toward estimates of frequency
of occurrence. I can, however, say that in the normal course of their
business the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. comes across ap-
proximately 200 illegal devices nationwide per year.

Mr. MCCLORY. Mr. Farris. you indicated that if the FBI we-e to
assign agents from other areas they would be able to handle the illegal
wiretap situation or at least make a substantial contribution in the
Houston area. Do you know how many personnel the FBI would rp-
quire, or how much money Would be needed, in order to enforce the
law that we enacted in 1968 2
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Mr. FAaIS. Congressman, I witnessed during my 6 years as U.S.
attorney in Houston many instances where the FBI brought in agents
fr'm 5 or 600 miles to help out in hijacking cases, et cetera.

Mr. McCLORY. Right. You told-us about that. How many would you
reniire to handle the wiretap violations?

Mr. FARIs. I would say that half a dozen experienced agents could
do the job if this is the only assignment they had.

Mr. MOCLORY. They could work in one community. How many do
you think we would need in order to handle the problem nationwide?

Mr. FARIS. I can't answer that because I do not know what the
problem is other than in Houston.

Mr. MXfc iWRY. It would probably be in the hundreds.
Mr. FARRIS. Probably, yes.
Mr. MCCLORY. Have they ever told you that the problem was a lack

of personnel and that the Congress had not provided sufficient funds
or sufficient personnel for handling the enforcement of the law that we
enacted?

Mr. FARRIS. No, sir; they never gave me a reason why.
Mr. McCLoRY. That could be a reason?
Mr. FARRIS. That could be but I don't think so.
Mr. MCCLORY. Well, they can't do it without personnel. You don't

want them to take personnel off hijacking or anything like that in
order to handle this?

Mr. FARRis. No. I think this is a matter of priority. If Congress
enacts an act, and you did, and you say in only those States where there
is enabling legislation passed are they to have legal eTctronic surveil-
lance, then since the FBI is the only agency chartered to do it, obviously
they are the ones that have to. They have to find the priority.

MHr. MOCLORY. My time has expired.
Mr. GIA Mo. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from California is recognized.
Mr. DELLus. I would like to reserve my time.
Mr. GIAMo. The gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Murphy.
Mr. MURPHY,. Mr. Hershman, you indicated there were some 200

wiretaps that A.T. & T. would come across.
Mr. HERSHMAN. Yes.
Mr. MURPHY. What, if anything, did they do about them?
Mr. HERSHMAN. According to the figures supplied to the National

Wiretap Commission by A.T. & T., for 8 years, ending in 1974, they
discovered approximately 1,500 illegal devices. Out of those, approxi-
inately 610 cases were turned over to the FBI.

Mr. MURPHY. What happened to those cases?
Mr. HERSHMAN. We received figures from the FBI indicating that,

No. 1, they could only establish approximately 473 of those having
ever been turned over; and No. 2, of the approximately 473

Mr. Muitpiiy. What. happened to the difference between the tele-
phone company's estimate and the FBIs estimate as to what was
reported?

Mr. HERSHMAN. We have never been able to determine that.
Mr. MURPHY. Does A.T. & T. report these to the local district attor-

nev or do they send them into Washington?
fr. HERSHMAN. Normally they report it to the local office of the

FBI.
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Mr. lMfuRPiiY. Could a proper assumption be made then that then
local district attorney, in cooperation with some Federal agency,
knew of that tap and then did not report it or investigate further?

Mr. HERSIMAN. Certainly almost 100 percent of the devices found
-were reported to some law enforcement agency. There is only one

subsidiary of A.T. & T. which does not have a policy of reporting it to
a law enforcement agency and that is Illinois Bell. They will dot
report any devices found to law enforcement.

C6 Mr. MURIUiy. They will not report them?
Mr. HERSHMAN. That is correct.
Mr. MuP-Wy. I find that very interesting.
Mr. HERSHMAN. This was brought up at hearings by the National

Wiretap Commission in June. I believe Illinois Bell has since changed
their policy.

Mr. MURPHiY. I would like to aslk the panel members if any of them
are aware of the law which require the telephone company to report
these findings. Is there such a law?

Mr. HERSHMAN. I don't believe there is such a law, sir.
Mr. MURPHY. I would like to pursue this. The rest of the Bell sub-

sidiaries are reporting and those in Chicago are not reporting. Do you
have any personal lowledge of why they would not report?

Mr. HERSHMAN. It was a policy decision on the part of the execu-
tives of Illinois Bell.

Mr. MURPHY. Did they testify to that fact before your Commission?
Mr. HER.SHMAN. Yes; we had executives of the mother company,

A.T. & T., testify directly to that.
Mr. MURPHY. Wait a minute now. Was it the parent company or

the subsidiary, Illinois Bell, that testified they would not provide that
information ?

Mr. HERSHMAN. The parent company testified that Illinois Bell was
the only subsidiary.

Mr. MURPHY. Did you ask them why there was this difference?
Mr. HERSHMAN. Yes, I did.
Mr. MunPHY. What was their response?
Mr. HERSHMAN. They said it was a policy decision by executives of

Illinois Bell and they did not agree with it.
Mr. MURPHY. Did they say they were working with the local dis-

trict attorney or the local FBI or the local Drug Enforcement Agency
in establishing that policy?

Mr. HmSHMAN. In all cases except for Illinois Bell they were doing
that; yes.

Mr. MuRPiY. Then really what we have at the bottom line is
A.T. & T. and the Federal Government and its agencies, the FBI and
DEA, engaging in wiretaps when they don't have a court order and it
has nothing to do with national security, and they are in violation of
the law. Is that not correct?

Mr. HERSHIMAN. I am sorry, sir, I am not quite sure I understand
your question.

Mr. MURPHY. If A.T. & T. knows about 1,500 taps throughout their
system in a year and they report them to the FBI, how many convic-
tions were there in connection with those 1,500 taps?

Mr. HFESHMAN. Of the 473 cases over an 8-year span that we could
document having been received by the FBI, 27 cases resulted in arrest,
indictment, or prosecution.
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Mr. MURPHY. How many resulted in convictions?
Mr. HERSHMAN. From fiscalyear 1969 to fiscal 1975 there were 114

cases brought by the Justice Department with regard to violations of
the electric surveillance laws. Of those, there were 61 cases that re-
sulted in conviction.

Mr. MURPHY. How many years' span is that?
Mr. HI RSHmAw. Approximately a 7- to 8-year span.
Mr. MURPHY. Were all those cases that the telephone company says

S they came across reported to the FBI?
Mr. HERSHMAN. The telephone company claims they reported 610

of the 1,500 to the FBI. The majority of the remainder were reported
to local prosecutors.

Mr. GiIimo. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. Treen from Louisiana is recognized.
Mr. TREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Do I understand that Mr. Kraus from the FBI is going to testify

later or not?

;AMES KRAUS, UNIT CHIEF, ANTITRUST AND BANKRUPTCY UNIT,
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Mr. KRAus. Yes, sir.
Mr. Gimmo. As I understand it he is here to answer questions. Do

you have direct testimony?
Mr. KRAuS. No, sir.
Mr. GIAIMo. But you are available for questions.
Mr. TREEN. I have just one question first of Mr. Kaiser. You stated

that there was a 30-percent markup on the equipment that you sold to
U.S. Recording. How do you know that?

Mr. KAISER. I sat in the office, the Old Post Office Building, with the
very gentleman that I had been negotiating another contract with and
I saw the paperwork come in through U.S. Recording on his desk.
I looked at the paperwork and compared the prices shown there--as
a matter of fact I wrote them down-and compared the prices shown
on their invoices versus what they would have been from me.

Mr. TMEN. You said you provided a lot of other agencies with equip-
ment and these orders caine through the U.S. Army. Would that in-
clude all the agencies you were talking about that you referred to
earlier-the U.S. Postal Service, IRS, Treasury, and others? Did they
all order their equipment through the Army?

Mr. KASER. No. They all used a different procedure. I refer to them
as cutouts. Occasionally, one agency would order through another.

Mr. TRmEN. Have you supplied the names of these other agencies to
the committee staff ?

Mr. KAISER. All the agencies you have there. Just mix them all
around. They all did the business of ordering for other agencies; not
just Fort Holabird, but others.

Mr. TREEN. I am talking about where you had ostensibly a private
company ordering, or where you had the Army ordering, equipment
that you knew was destined for someone other than the Army. Have
you supplied that information?

Mr. RAI8F.R Yes; I will supply the information to you.
Mr. TREEN. You will. OK.
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Mr. Kraus, can you enlighten us a little bit, from the point of view
of the FBI, about the method by which it acquires equipment? I as-
sume none of this equipment that Mr. Kaiser manufactured here is
illegal., per se, is it?

Mr. KAISER. It is electronic surveillance.
Mr. TREEN. It is not illegal to manufacture the equipment you have

displayed today, is it?
Mr. KAISER. No.
Mr. TREEN. Under the ]aw?
Mr. KAISER. Under the law.
Mr. TREEN. And it, is not illegal for any of these Government agencies

to possess it, per se-possession-is that correct?
Mir. KAISER. That is correct.
Mr. TREEN. Mr. Kraus, do you have any comments about the method

by which the Federal Bureau of Investigation acquires this equip-
ment? It has been alleged that the U.S. Recording Co. is an inter-
mediary through which this equipment is acquired. Is this true, and
if so, why is that done?

Mr. Krtnus. The acquisition of material, supplies, is handled by the
Administrative Division of the FBI. I have never worked in the Ad-
ministrative Division of the FBI, and I don't know the answer to your
question.

Mr. TREEN. You have no information on this subject at all?
.Mr. KRALus. No. sir.
Mr. TREEN. Has that been supplied to the staff, Mr. Field-tle FBI

explanation as to why, if true. these intermediary agencies or organiza-
tions are used?

M 1r. FIELD. It, has not.
fr. TREEN. Mr. Kraus. can that be supplied? Can you arrange to

supply that to the committee, a statement of the reasons why. if true.
interiiediary organizations are used for the acquisition of'this type
of equipment?

'Mr. KRAUS. I can't Supply it.
Mr. TitEF.N. Can the Federal Bureau of Investigation supply it?
Mr. KRPurs. We will look into it, sir.
Mr. TR,.EEN. I assume the committee will make a request.
Now. if I have some more time, Mr. Kaiser, you generally alleged

that many of these other Government agencies order their equipment
through the Army; that is, agencies that are not connected with the
Army. Can you give me a specific example? You said the U.S. Postal
Service had ordered some of your equipment. 1What kind of equipment
did the Postal Service order, and how did you transmit it to the Postal
Service?

Mr. K.misE. The Postal Service bought in many cases direct. I think
most of their cases were direct. The most significant example I can
think of. of . in order that was routed through Army Intelligence, was
one for the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Diugs. That was the
most sizable. It was roughly $70,000 or $80,000 from the Bureau of
Narcotics to Fort Holabird to me. Again I delivered directly to
Bureau of Narcotics but billed through Fort Holabird.

Mr. TREEN. You were paid by the Army?
Mr. KAISER. Yes.
Chairman PrKE. Mr. Dellums, do you want to use your time?
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Mr. GuiA o. Can I ask unanimous consent to yield my time to Mr.
Dellums?

Chairman PIK&. Without objection, Mr. Dellums is recognized for
10 minutes.

Mr. DEwLLtMS. First of all, I would like to point out that I think the
hearing today is extraordinarily important because it raises one of the
most dangerous risks of uncontrolled intelligence-gathering capability.
It may be that what we are listening to today is clear evidence that we
have established an electronic horror story that renders the Bill of
Rights null and void. In some ways I sit here and almost feel impotent
as a Member of Congress on a tiny committee that may not even be
backed up by the entire Congress. We are trying to go into an area
from where we may not be able to come out.

I would like to pursue with Mr. 1leishinan and perhaps Mr. Farris
this question. It spins off of the question raised by my distinguished
colleague from Illinois. We have heard testimony this morning that
various telephone companies around the country have participated. or
have been involved, implicitly or explicitly, in illegal wiretaps. The
question I would like to ask you is: If that's true and telephone com-
panies have not. reported all of these illegal wiretaps to the appropri-
ate Federal. State, or local agencies. is it not a fact that perhaps indict-
ments can be brought against telephone companies all over this coun-
try for criminal acts in violation of the Constitution and in violate ion
of the rights of human beings in this country?

Mr. IIER siIMaN. I think if, in fact, they have participated in illecral
wiretapping, prosecutors could possible, ol)tain convictions. indict-
ments, and so forth.

Mr. DI,LUMS. Does your information indicate that it. is clearly true
that not all of the warrantless wiretaps that. the telephone company is
aware of, or perhaps even participated in, were reported to the appro-
lriate authorities?

Mr. ttERSiTniN. I think that the most glaring evidence. of thi is
from the Illinois Bell System. where through their policy, they did not
report findings of illegal devices to law enforcement..

I want to say that during the course of the National Wiretap Com-
mission's business, we had many allegations that the telephone com-
panv had cooperated with law enforcement throughout the country in
instituting illegal wiretaps or buggings. It has been the case, however,
that, we have only been able to document individual telephone com-
pany repairmen or linemen having cooperated, and in most of these
instances that have come to light, they have been the subject of
prosecution.

I believe that the instance discussed here today with regard to Hious-
ton is still under grand jury investigation. Wo" will have to wait. and
see how that. turns out.

Mr. DELrums. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and mem)eis of time committee. I would like to stare

with vou my own nersonal experience. A gentleman who was on hIave
from Maryland Iniversity at Universitv of California at Berkeley
came to my office at.the request of my staff-a very sophisticated person
with extraordinary credentials in el'ctronie surveillance. IP put o(uip-
ment on the telephone lines of my own congressional office, found out
and signed an affidavit sn-ing that high freuqency radio electronic stir-
veillance equipment was on my telephone.
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I am a Member of Congress, ostensibly capable of having some in-
fluence, and I say this to point out how'the average citizen has to be
totally wiped out in this process.

The best I could do as a Member of Congress-I reported it to one of
the leaders of the House and was told we will hold a hearing and give
you an opportunity to blast the fact there is a wiretap on your phone
and maybe you can get a little press out of it.

I found that repugnant and repulsive.
'What happens when thousands of American people are harmed by

these wiretaps? There has been laughter in the Chamber today, but I
don't find one damin thing funny al)out a nation, ostensibly demo-
,cratic, that has created so much irresponsibility with Federal agencies
involved; and we sit here and think that is a joke. I think what we have
done today is open up Pandora's box, Mr. Chairman, and I hope this
committee will go as far as it, can go. I hope someday we get someone
from the FBI here who can actually answer questions. This is the sec-
ond time, Mr. Chairman, we have'had some representative from the
FBI who says, "I can't answer the question," or "maybe we can get this
information for you."

I would like to know, because if we can ever open up this can of
worms-the business that the FBI is involved in warrautless wiretaps
and harassment of American people-maybe it would make all these
things about the CIA look like kindergarten school.

I would like to ask the gentleman from the FBI: You have respon-
sibility for investigations of violation of the criminal provisions of
the 1,68 Onmibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act; that is cor-
rect, right?

Mr. KRmTs. Yes. sir, we have responsibility over title 47-605, title 18-
2511 and 12. Title III is the law, as I understand it, that authorizes the
legal use of wiretaps.

Mr. DELL.Ums. That seems like a great deal of responsibility. How
many staif' people do you have in order to carry out your function?

Mr. KRAUS. In my unit?
M r. DELm.JuS. Yes.
Mr. KRAEs. I have two other supervisors and two clerks.
Mr. DELLUmS. To carry out all this business?
Mr. KArs. To carmy out the business that is carried on in the Bank-

rirptcv and Antifrust'Unit in the Accounting and Fraud Section of
the General Investigative Division.'We have currently pending 194 interception cases. The whole unit

' ' has somewhere in the neighborhood of 2,000 cases.
fr. DELLUmS. Does that include Migratory Bird Act violations?

Mr. Kiu'us. Yes, sir.
Mr. DELLUM31S. So that means that of those four staff people, half

of them are handling migratory bird violations and the other two are
lhandling all of these important electronic surveillance cases?

Mr. KRAUs. I don't believe there is a single Migratory Bird Act
case pending in the Bureau. But if there was such a case, it would
be handled in the Bankruptcy and Antitrust Unit.

Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Farris, what do you think about that?
Mr. FAmms. I think that is pretty sad, Congressman. I agree that

electronic surveillance is a necessary evil in certain types of investiga-
tions-national security, the crimes enumerated in the act--but I think
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that even with safeguards, electronic surveillance is a dirty business.
To think that the only agency chartered by this Congress-and this

is the only Congress we lave-to investigate those violations has
a small unit that has to worry about migratory birds and antitrust, and

-so forth, is pretty sad. That is what I think of it.
Mr. DELLUMS. Do you have a comment, Mr. Hershman?
Mr. HERSHMAN. I do. I think this is somewhat of a tragedy and

probably goes a little bit further than the committee members are
aware.

We had testimony from the gentleman responsible for title III
violation prosecutions in the Justice Department. That unit consists
of 4 lawyers and they are assigned to enforce violations of 10 other
statutes.

I feel very strongly that there is a misplaced priority in the en-
forcement of laws that have to do with invasion of privacy. I take
issue with Mr. Kaiser, who said earlier that the FBI does not have
the technical capability to investigate crimes of electronic surveil-
lance. I am well aware of the technical capability the FBI has, and
I respect them for it. They have helped us at the Commission to
formulate a study of the state of the art of electronic surveillance
technology and did a wonderful job. The lack of technical capability
to investigate these crimes is not the problem.

The problem is the motivation, the priority placement.
Mr. DELLUMS. Thank you.
Mr. Kraus, I have here an FBI memo from an FBI field office that

clearly shows the FBI, in 1971, conducting an apparently warrantless
electronic surveillance of a series of telephone calls. At the end of the
memo, it puts one of the individuals monitored on a watch list for
further surveillance.

I have a 1970 memo which shows investigative data clearly obtained
from Bell Telephone Co., and I have data, which shows: "American
Telephone & Telegraph. Total American Telephone & Telegraph se-
curity personnel, 656; total FBI experience, 45; total local experience,
31; total State experience, 18; percent of FBI agents in security per-
sonnel, 6.8. Southwestern Bell. total of 40 agents: total number of
former FBI agents, 16; the percent in location, 40 percent."_

Will you describe the full relationship between the FBI and the
Bell Telephone Co. and I.T. & T.; the full relationship between the
TBI and the telephone company?

[The data referred to above by Mr. Dellums are printed on pp.
112-1122 of the appendixes.]

It seems to me that given this testimony, there has to be some kind
of relationship that is more than casual between the FBI and the
telephone company, and I would like to elicit that information.

Mr. KRAUS. I am not sure I understand what kind of relationship
you are speaking of.

Mr. DELLUMtS. The relationship that allows the FBI to tap tele-
phones with the cooperation of the telephone company, to allow the
FBI to use the services of the telephone company in order to impose
electronic surveillance on American citizens.

Mr. KnAus. Mr. Dellums, I am not aware of any relationship be-
tween the Bureau and ITT, ATT, or any of its subsidiaries to permit
the FBI to install illegal wiretaps.
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Mr. DELLUMS. Is it your testimony-
Chairman PIKE. The time of the-gentleman has expired.
We have a vote. I would suggest this would be an appropriate time

for us to break for another 15 minutes.
It is the intention of the Chair to go through the members without

breaking for lunch and then wrap up the hearing and not come back
this afternoon.

[Brief recess for voting.]
Chairman PIKE. Mr. Hayes, you may question.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Kraus, good morning.
Mr. KRAus. Good morning.
Mr. HAYES. -Does the FBI have a stated or unstated policy not to

enforce those Federal statutes which have to do with wiretapping and
interception of communications, to your knowledge?

Mr. KRAUS. No, sir.
Mr. HAYES. Have there ever been policy discussions in your pres-

ence--because of your jurisdictional authority with the FBI-about
the efficacy of enforcement practices within the Bureau, of those same
lawsI

Mr. KRAUs. No, sir.
Mr. HAYES. Has any one of your superiors or peers within the

Bureau ever discussed with you what is going on in terms of enforce-
ment within your division of those statutes?

Mr. KRAUS. We have joint discussions; yes, sir.
Mr. HAYES. Now, about those joint discussions: Can you recall when

the last one was conducted .
Mr. KRAUs. We discussed interception of communications yesterday.

We discussed them this morning.
Mr. HAYES. Now, in the discussion yesterday, did you get beyond

what your role would be vis-a-vis this committee?
Mr. KRAUS. Beyond?
Mr. HAYES. Yes; did you discuss the 18 convictions that you had in

1974? Did you discuss, for example, how effective your division has
been in enforcing the statutes? Did you discuss anything of that
nature?

Mr. Kmnus. Not of that nature. Yesterday our discussion concerned
my interview with two members of this committee staff on Tuesday,
and I discussed with them what the questions were that I could remem-
ber, and I especially discussed with them the fact that--not especially,
but included in it was the fact that they asked me certain statistical
questions that I didn't have-the answers to, and I told the members
that it would be possible to get this information by a review of the
files concerned. They would have to identify them.

Mr. HAYES. In law enforcement matters, would you characterize
the FBI's ability to cooperate with the various telephone companies
as good, bad, or indifferent? Would you characterize them in one of
those three ways?

Mr. KRAUS. I would say good.
Mr. HAYES. Now in terms of that, how would you characterize the

FBI's capacity to cooperate in enforcing the Federal wiretap laws
with those same companies? Would you characterize those as good,
bad. or indifferent.

Mr. KRAus. Our capacity to enforce the law?
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Mr. HAYES. To cooperate with the telephone company. You have
18 convictions, but they reported, I believe the gentleman testified to,
about 200 taps over the last year.

Mr. KRAUS..Well, as you are aware, Mr. Hayes, the FBI doesn't
prosecute. We investigate.

Mr. HAYES. I am saying, you investigate-
Mr. KiAus. And the results of all our investigations are given to

the appropriate U.S. attorney and also the Criminal Division in the
Department of Justice.

Mr. HAYES. How many local police departments did you inform
U.S. attorneys about in terms of their wiretapping ?

Mr. Kaus. I believe we furnished that information to this com-
mittee this month, and while I-

Mr. HAYES. I will look it up.
Mr. KI us [continuing]. I didn't prepare it, I believe there were

about 50 cases during, I believe it was from the period from 1970
or 1971 to 1975, but Iam not sure of this. It was a period of 4 years,
I believe, 5 years.

Mr. HAYES. What actions have you had personal knowledge of in
regard to the Law Enforcement Assistance Agency grants to local
police departments for the purchase of electronic surveillance equip-
nient or wiretapping equipment?

Mr. KRAus. I don't have any personal knowledge of it. I am aware
from reading of it in the newspapers and in discussions that the LEAA
does give grants and these grants are used for the purchase of these
devices

Mr. HAYES. Mr. Hershman, in regard to the same question that I
asked Mr. Kraus, do you have a comment?

Mr. HERSHMAN. Sir, at the National Wiretap Commission, we
initiated a program to examine the sales records of 10 manufacturers
of eledronic surveillance equipment in the United States. Upon ex-
amining the records we found that in virtually all States there were
sales of electronic surveillance equipment to State and local law
enforcement, including those States which do not have authorization
stilttutes.

I believe there are currently 22 States in the country which permit
court-authorized wiretaps. Of the rest they had purchased equip-

"ment which reasonably could be assumed to be purposeful only in
the surreptitious interception of wire and all communications.

During testimony from a number of manufacturers we found that
perhaps 60 to 75 percent of their sales are through funds providedb 1)y LE AA or the various State funding agencies.

Mr. HAYES. Sixty to 75 percent?
Mr. HER8HMAN. That is correct, sir.
Chairman PIKE. The time of the gentleman has expired. Mr.

KastenI
Mr. KATEN,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We received information and evidence this morning about the ac-

tivities in Houston. In what other cities are the local police presently
working with Government surveillance of different kinds?

What other situations do we have that would be like Houston, to
your knowledge.
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Mr. HERSHMAN. The most notable situation outside of Houston
is in New York, where a subsantial number of officers in the special
investigations unit of the New York City Police Department, nar-
cotics division, have been convicted of crimes relating to wiretapping.

The special investigations unit consisted of approximately 80 de-
tectives, and I believe since its inception, a number o years ago,
more than half of those detectives have been convicted.

Mr. KASTEN. Are those in relationship to local police doing the
wiretap or the Federal Government doing the wiretap?

Mr. HERSHMAN. In relation to the local police doing it.
Mr. KASTEN. What about other cities? I would like a list. Would

Richmond be an example? Would McKeesport, Pa., be an example?
Mr. HERS11MAN. We may be talking about two different things. If

the question has to do with FBI enforcement of the electronics sur-
veillance laws regarding illegal police wiretapping, Richmond is a
current investigation where I believe FBI agents on active duty are
subject of a grand jury investigation stemming from charges of ob-
struction of justice.

Mr. KASTEN. In prior testimony before this committee in one of our
initial hearings, we had Eugene W. Walsh, the Assistant Director
of the Administrative Division of the FBI.

Are you familiar with Mr. Walsh and what he does?
Mr. KRAus. Yes, sir; I do know Walsh.
Mr. KASTEN. I asked Mr. Walsh a question: "Do you use State and

local police to collect intelligence specifically for wiretapping or sur-
veillance?" On that day before this committee Mr. Walsh answered,
"No, sir, not to my knowledge."

In another point going further on, talking about cooperation, I
asked about work that takes place in State and local government-
coordinating with the FBI, in some cases wiretapping, et cetera:
"Mr. Walsh: No,.sir, we have no cooperative effort to get local police
to place wiretaps in our behalf."

How do you explain Mr. Walsh's testimony, that statement, "No,
sir, we have no cooperative effort to get local police to place wiretaps
in our behalf."

We have Houston and other examples right here.
Mr. KRAus. Mr. Kasten, I can't explain the answers you are talking

about, but may I explain this? I was interviewed by two members of
your staff, and I explained to them what my position was-that I
was in charge of a unit in the Accounting and Fraud Section and in
that unit we also handled, in addition to some other 2,000 investiga-
tions, the interception of communications statutes.

I also explained to them that I was not involved in policymaking.
I do not make policy. And so in answer to your question, I don't know
the answer.

Mr. KASTEN. Is there another part of the agency that is responsible
for the interception of communications statutes ?

Mr. KRAus. No, sir.
Mr. KASTEN. There is no other person who should have this re-

sponsibility?
Mr. KPATS. The overall responsibility would rest with our Assist-

ant Director, who is in charge of the General Investigative Division,
and he is in a position to be involved in the setting of policy.
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Mr. KASTEN. Neither you nor Mr. Walsh, who is an Assistant Di-
rector, would have the knowledge that the committee is addressing it-
self tot

Mr. KPAius. No, sir; I don't-have the answer to that question.
We offered to make available to this committee this morning some-

one else in the Bureau who would be at a policymaking level, and the
committee requested that I show up.

Mr. KAsTEN. Mr. Kaiser, in your testimony you said-your list of
clients is not limited to but includes, CIA, DIA, Army Intelligence,
et cetera. There were a number of domestic agencies other than the
FBI in your list.

What specifically does the Treasury Department-the IRS----do with
your equipment?

Mr. KAISER. My only requirement is that I receive a purchase order
from the bona fide law enforcement agency. That is the only require-
ment I have, and once I ship the goods, I have absolutely no idea what
they do with it-absolutely none.

Mr. KAsTE-N. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PIKE. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Before we broke for the recess, Mr. Aspin asked unanimous consent

that he could yield his time to Mr. Murphy. Is there objection?
Without objection, Mr. Murphy is recognized for 10 minutes.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Zavala, in your experience as a police officer in Houston. were

you requested by other Federal agencies, namely the DEA and the
FBI, to cooperate in wiretapping operations?

Mr. ZAVALA. No, sir; I was never officially-there was never a re-
quest from anyone officially to instigate a wiretap.

Mr. MURPHY. Did you ever turn over information?
Mr. ZAVALA. Yes; I did.
Mr. MuRPHY. Did they object?
Mr. ZAVALA, NO; they didn't.
Mr. MURPHY. Did they stop you in any way from giving them that

information ?
Mr. ZAVALA. No; they didn't stop me. It was encouraged because they

knew it was correct information.
Mr. MURPHY. How was it encouraged?
Mr. ZAVALA. Well, by asking more questions, by hanging around

the station asking if anybody-was working on so and so. When we gAve
information-for example a case that I gave a Customs man infor-
mation in Brownsville-I believe they arrested the man-I was given
a 3-day subpena to Brownsville, where I had no testimony at all to
give in the case and the Federal Government was paying me up there
to go have a little vacation for giving him the information, you might
say. It was sort of like a reward.

Mr. MuRPH. And you gave no testimony up there?
Mr. ZAVALA. No, sir, I did not. Later on, the U.S. attorney, now as-

sistant U.S. attorney, in Houston, asked me why I had been sub-
penaed, and I asked him, "Well, why did you subpena me?" And he
said, "Well, I don't remember." I said it was because I gave the Cus-
toms man the information that made the case down in Brownsville.

Mr. MuRPHY. Were you present at that trial in that case?
Mr. ZAVALA. Yes, sir; I was.
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Mr. MURPHY. Did the prosecutor introduce evidence that was ob-
tained from your wiretapsI

Mr. ZAVALA. No, sir. The prosecutor didn't know. There was no case.
Tie man pled guilty.

Mr. MURPHY. You said the prosecutor didn't know. Did the FBI
agents testify-on the information that you received from wiretaps?

Mr. ZAVALA. No, sir; no one testified at the trial. When the trial was
C . about to start, the man pled guilty. However, the customs people knew

that it was a wiretap because I had supplied the information to them,
There was no actual testimony by anyone involved because the man
pled guilty.

Mr. MURPHY. Were you present at any pretrial conversations or
hearings where the evidence you obtained illegally was presented to
the attorney for the defendant and the defendant?

Mr. ZAVALA. No, sir; I was not present at that.
Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Farris, in your experiences as the U.S. attorney,

do you know that it is a common practice for the FBI or DFA to use
local law enforcement officers or their facilities to wiretap in juris-
dictions?

Mr. FARRIS. I do not know as a personal fact that it is, but certainly
beginning with 1973, late 1973 those were the rumors in Houston, and
this is part of the testimony that I have given before two other coin-
mittees and this one.

Mr. MURPHY. You know of no specific instance?
Mr. FARRIS. Not specific instances; no, sir; only the allegations by

defense counsel and the information supplied to us by the former chief
of police in Houston, Carroll Lynn.

Mr. MURPHY. As a practical'practicing attorney and somebody who
knows the town pretty well, you know it to be the case that the FBI
uses local law enforcement officials to obtain the information illegally
and then they can say they never wiretap; isn't that correct?

Mr. FARRIS. I can't say that as a fact-
Mr. MURPHY. Where Is all this equipment that this gentleman makes

and sells? 'Where does it go? He was asked a question what do they
do with it. What else can they do with it but use it for the purpose for
which it was manufactured.

Let's quit kidding ourselves and the American people. We know
there is illegal wiretapping going on. There is one man here who is
going to go to prison next wvek for it.

Mr. FARRIS. Your question was whether I personally knew and I do
not personally know. I know the allegations were there.

Mr. MURPHY. Have you ever heard it discussed around your office,
as U.S. attorney, among the assistant attorneys or the agents working
on the ease?

Mr. FARRis. I heard the allegations repeated; yes, sir. And I sup-
plied-

Mr. MURPHY. You know of Federal cases that have been thrown
out, because of tainted evidence; isn't that correct?

Mr. FARRIs. I know of no Federal cases in the southern district that
were thrown out when I was in office because of tainted evidence;
no, sir.

Mr. MURPHY. How about you, Mr. Kraus? Do you know this to be
a practice of the FBI in any jurisdiction throughout the country-
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they work with local enforcement agencies and have them do the
wiretapping?

Mr. KnJaus. No sir.
Mr. Mumn_ . No you know of any instances where the FBI works

closely with the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. or any of its
subsidiaries to obtain illegal evidence?

Mr. KlAus. No sir
Mr. Muwmy. o you know anybody in the FBI who might know

of that? Can you supply his name so we can call himI
Mr. Kuus. No, sir. Ko, I don't.
Mr. KAsTzN. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. Muitpny. Yes.
Mr. KATzzr. Who in the FBI would have that information? Who

would answer that question? What is the person's name who could
answer the question that the gentleman from Illinois just addressed?

Mr. KRAus. I don't know that the question is a question of fact. I
think it is a presumption. I don't think that there is anybody in the
FBI who has knowledge of illegal wiretapping on the part of the FBI
or who works in conjunction with the telephone company or any police
agency to install illegal wiretaps or condones it.

Mr. KAsmzE. So iP t was going on, there would be no one in the FBI
who would know?

Mr. KnAus. No, sir. It is as much a violation of the Federal law for
an FBI agent to engage in illegal wiretapping as any other citizens.

Mr. KAsTEN. I thank the gentleman for yielding.
Mr. AftIvtuy. Hav they ever, in the history of the FBI, engaged in

it, to your knowledge?
Mr. KnAus. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. MuiwHy. Do you know of any Federal cases thrown out because

of tainted evidence obtained through illegal wiretapping?
Nr. KRAuS. No; I don't.
Mr. MuRPHY. I think my time is up, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PK. Mr. Lehman, do you have any questions.
Mr. LxHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I guess I will address my questions to Mr. Kaiser. We have talked a

lot about tho abuses and the illegalities of surveillance, wiretapping,
law enforcement agents, FBI, or the telephone companies; but in title
47, section 605, of the'statutes on wire and radio communication. and
in your testimony, it seems like many of your competitors are in direct
violation of this'by just the sale and distribution of this kind of com-
munication equipment-which, as you say., are advertised in catalogs.

What concerns me is this great proliferation in the private sector of
this sophisticated equipment. I saw the movie. "Conversation"-I
guess some of you might have seen that-and it shows just how prev-
alent, and how sophisticated and how dangerous this is. not Just in
the police area but in the private sector. I think that is what we are
goinr to have to do-make the rank and file people concerned about it.

Tt is illegal, in my way of thinking, to send and sell this equipment
in fhe private sector.

From your infnrinstion. do you know of situations wherp thiis ennip-
ment has been sold in the private sector? Are there nersons iii the nri-
vate business area who conduct electronic surveillance on a enm-
petitor, employee, or even labor organizations? Would you care to
comment on the prevalence and availability of this equipment where

68-165--76-----8
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we have one private sector versus another private sector, or one pri-
vate citizen versus another private citizen?

Mr. KAISER. I view private sector as not only individuals, but also.
companiesand organizations and that type. I don't know. about abuses,
one against the other, and where the source is.

I, myself, do countermeasure work and have done work-not only
for the law enforcement agencies and various States' attorneys ana

SGovernors in particular, but for corporations; and the type of thing
I am finding doesn't even involve'a device. It involves a modification of
an already existing eavesdropping device. So the "whodunnit" there
is almost impossible to find out.

Mr. LEiMfAN. The average citizen is not that concerned about the re-
lationship between the law enforcement agency and himself, because le
is a law-abiding citizen. But, take a person that is on a checkout
counter of a supermarket. What kind of devices can be planted there
so that the market manager will see that relatives aren't getting stuff
through the checkout counter free? What is available for automobile
agencies so that one automobile agency can find out what his competi-
tors discounted 1976 models for?

What can be done in regard to a shipping clerk that some employee
can bug to determine whether he is letting stuff out the back side of
the warehouse?

What is available? How are these being used? What is this sort of
civil war, where one segment of the private sector is against the other
through the use of electronic surveillance weapons?

That is what I think I am most concerned about-as much as I am
about, the abuses in the law enforcement area.

Could you give me any insight to the kind of legislation we need, or
kind, of enforcement of'present laws that will prevent these kinds of
abuses and this kind of invasion of privacy?

Mr. KAISER. That is a mighty big order.
Mr. LF, h3AN. Is it an important problem?
Mr. KAISER. I think-it is a very, very important problem.
Mr. LRHIMAN. Equivalent even to the problem of the law enforce-

ment agencies, perhaps?
Mr. KAISER. Possibly even beyond that point.
Mr. LHM1AiN. That is what I was trying to get to.
Mr. KAISER. I have really enjoyed this game I have been in for the.

last 10 years, and have tried to define this myself; and I find it com-
ing right down to the basic things that we call morals and that we call

t- ethics, and I honestly, don't know how to legislate this.
I have turned, of course, to the 'Justice Department for answers to

this. wid they can't give me an answer.
Mr. IEMANw. Could I ask Mr. Farris to respond to this?
Mr. FARRIS. Congressman, as you know, I testified before Mr. Hersh-

man's group-the National IW iretap Commission-and I pointed out
that a Federal iudge in Califdrnia has already held that a department
store that conducted electronic surveillance'of one of its employees
without, his consent was not violating the law under the present act
as written by Congress.

You can ide in elevators in certain condominiums and certain of-
fice buildings where the elevator is wired so that the people that run
the elevator can heate what you ore saying--all under the, present act.

Mr. LIi mAN. In that case, do you----.
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Chairman Pi . The time of the gentleman hasexpi red.
Mr. Johnson?
Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Farris, what is the relationship between the U.S. attorney and

the FBI, generally I
Mr. FARRIS. In any district?
Mr. JoiINsoN. Yes; well, in your district-specifically the one you

used to run.
Mr. FA JRIS. Except for the agent in charge who retired in 1974,

good.
Mr. JOHNSON. I wasn't asking the question that way. I phrased my

question poorly.
When you, as the U.S. attorney, asked the FBI to investigate a mat-

ter, for example, bank robbery or car theft-I guess that is their big
thing-or hijacking, or something like that, what was the response you
got ? What kind of cooperation did you get?

Mr. FAmus. Excellent.
Mr. JoxiNsoN. Isn't that generally the way it is?
Mr. FARmis. That is correct.
Mr. Joi[NsoN. I was a district attorney in the State of Colorado for

several years, and if I made a request for investigative work, we also
got good cooperation from wherever we were asking it from the law
enforcement agents.

As a prosecuting attorney, you expect that, don't you?
Mr. FARRIS. That is correct.
Mr. JoHNsoN. You have been in practice since 1956. I assume you

have been a defense counsel in criminal matters and one of the things
you always are irritated with is the prosecuting attorney has so much
help from various law enforcement officials; right?

Mr. FARRIS. Right.
Mr. JoiiNsoN. Can you tell me why in this case, when you requested

information with respect to investigation of other law enforcement
agencies--in this case the Houston Police Department-you didn't
get any response from anybody who was of real significance ?

Mr. FARIUS. Actually, there were two cases in which I got little or
no response. The other one involved vote stealing-same SAC. In
all other cases they always responded, they always performed admir-
ably; but in this case-the investigation of the allegations of illegal
electronic surveillance by the police department in Houston-there
was not only reluctance but obvious foot dragging.

Mr. JOHNSON. You testified that during the course of over a:year's
period of time, you contacted the SAC and his superiors and the Jus-
tice Department, and it seems to me very pointed in your testimony
that it is all left hanging.

What was the result of your contacts with Saxbe and Kelley and
the others?

Mr. FARms. To quote myself in other hearings, zip; nothing. Saxbe
didn't answer; the Deputy Attorney General of the United States
didn't answer; the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the division
didn't answer. The Chief of the General Crime Section didn't answer.
No one answered. I don't think they were listening.

Mr. JOHNSON. Did you prosecute Mr. ZavalaI
Mr. FAMus. One of my assistants did.
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Mr. JoHNsoN. Without knowing any more about the case, it is very
difficult to comment on it; but it seems to me unusual to hear that a
man who had cooperated with the investi native authorities gets a
sentence of 3 years out of a maximum possibe sentence of 5 when he
is one of those who is helping to break the case and helping the
prosecutors' investigate. That is kind of unusual, I would say.
Wouldn't you characterize it that way?

Mr. FARRIS. I don't know what the policy is in the U.S. attorney's
office in Houston now, but when I was there, and before me, the Fed-
eral judges in the Southern District of Texas did not want and would
not accept recommendations on sentencing from the U.S. attorney's
office. That is the policy, and it was enunciated by Chief Judge Ben C.
Connally in a case- a written opinion.

I don t know what has happened since I left office in December 1974.
I don't know what the story was in Mr. Zavala's case. But when I was
there for 6 years, and prior to that, we had no voice in sentencing. We
had no voice in telling the judge outright in open court that someone
had oprated or had not.

Mr. JOHNSON. Are you familiar with the allegations of Mr. Zavala?
You were familiar with them, as I understand it, during your period
of time in office.

Mr. FARRIs. Yes, sir.
Mr. JOHNSON. It seems to me that this man is going to jail for what

his superiors--if his testimony is correct-ordered, and his superiors
have not been tried or prosecuted as far as I am aware.

What is the nature of the facts?
Mr. FARRIS. I can't comment because, as you know the Federal

grand jury in Houston is still investigating the matter oi his superiors
in the policA department and others.

Mr. JOHNSON. Did they get any cooperation from the FBI, in terms
of the investigation of the allegations, that FBI officials were aware
of the violations?

Mr. FARRus. Congressman Johnson, I don't know what has hap-
pened in that respect since December of 1974. I don't know whether
they are getting cooperation or not.

Mr. JOHNSON. But you characterize the cooperation they received
prior to that time as "zip." -

Mr. FAmus. It is not worthy of the name investigation; yes, sir.
Mr. JOHNSON. Once again, this is inconsistent with their response

to other requests that you might make for other investigations?
Mr. Fmis. That is correct.
Mr. JouNSOn. I see my time is up.
Chairman PrKE. The time of the gentleman has expired. Mr. Field I
Mr. Fi mi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kraus, there-seems to have been some discussion as to why you

are here, and I would like to perhaps address that with you. was
the one who asked you to appear today. I expect if policy people had
been here, they would tell us things were going pretty well in your
department, and I wanted to ask you some questions about how they
actually are going.

Doyou know, approximately, the total number of investigations the
FBI does inthe course of the year?

Mr. KRAtus. We have 53,000 cases pending right now.
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Mr. F.lu . Our figures indicate there are some 200,000 cases that
are investigated-not cases that are pending; 200,000 investigations
undertaken by the FBL

Mr. KRAUS. I didn't hear you.
Mr. Fmm). We have figures there are some 200,000 investigations,

not cases. But my point is on something else: In connection with themany thousands of annual investigations by the FBI. on illegal eaves-

dropping or wiretapping, how many does your unit undertake?
Mr. KRAUS. Per year. In fiscal year 1974 we received 701-I hope

you won't hold me to this-701 cases of illegal electronic surveillance
cases, IOC cases, interception of communications cases.

Mr. FELD. You mean complaintsI
Mr. KRAUS. Complaints and we opened cases on them; and in ac-

cordance with our policy, when we get a case that is a well-rounded
complaint, we take it to the U.S. attorney.

At that point, the U.S. attorney's oAce may request a preliminary
investigation. He may request that no investigation be conducted be-
cause he considers that it is not worthy of investigation or that it is
-not a crime and there would be no purpose in going forward with it or
in attempting litigation.

If he requests a preliminary investigation, we conduct that investi-
gation and the results of it-

Mr. FIELD. How many investigations are you conducting now? That
is my point. We have a figure of 194.

Mr. KRAUS. We had pending, as of the end of August this year,
194 1OC cases.

Mr. FIELD. I understand the FBI has about 16,000 convictions a year
o'i cases they investigate. How many interception of communication
convictions were there last year ?

Mr. KRAUS. In fiscal 1975 we had 25.
Mr. FMLD. I have figures here that were two for illegal advertising

in the last 6 months. Is that correct? These are figures from the Justice
Department.

Mr. KRAus. We don't keep those statistics, but yesterday I caused
a review of those files that had convictions to determine, if I could,
which of them were for which specific violation. We had one con-
viction for violation of section 2512. That would be the manufacture,
advertising, possession-

Mr. FmLD. You had one conviction last year for illegal advertising
NOW of these products?

Mr. Kmuus. For section 2512.
Mr. FrLD. Mr. Kaiser, do you turn over complaints to the FBI?

Do you ever tell them about illegal advertising you come across, and
if so, how frequently do you do that?

Mr. KAIsER. Naturally as a manufacturer and businessman I will
turn in anything I consider illegal competition. The answer is yes.

Mr. FiEm. How often have you done that?
Mr. KAISE1,. From the period of 1968 to 1973, roughly about 25 in

total.
Mr. Fxxm. So you have turned over to the FBI 25 examples of what

you considered to be fairly clear illegal advertising. Now, Mr. Krais,
you had one conviction last year?

Mr. KPuus. Yes, sir.
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Mr. FELD. Have you seen the advertisements that Mr. Kaiser
brought with him and have you seen the advertisement entitled "FBI
Surveillance Outfit" I

Mr. KiAus. I don't know whether I have or not,
Mr. FIELD. Can you take a quick look at the types of advertisements

he has there, and if he could find the "FBI Surveillance Outfit" would
you look at that ?

Mr. KRAus. We have looked into cases and investigated cases con-
cerning illegal advertising including advertising in the telephone
directories. Those cases are also investigated in accordance with our
policy and in accordance with our mandate to investigate these viola-
tions. They are discussed and the results are given to the U.S. attorney
and to the Department of Justice.

Mr. Fl Erw. Mr. Kraus, we have hundreds of pages of these advertise-
ments and yet last year only two cases were filed for illegal advertising
of wiretap and surveillance equipment. Why? Was it just that you
did not investigate the others or that, you could not find these advertise-
ments or couldn't trace them down? My question to you is: Although
you are not at a policy level you had the responsibility for doing this;
why were not more of those advertisements investigated and the
facts brought forward which would bring a case?

Mr. KRAS. The one case you are speaking of is a conviction.
Mr. FIELD. That is good.
Mr. KRAus. Why was there only one conviction? Is that the question?
Mr. FIELD. Out of the hundreds of companies advertising this year,

why only one?
Mf r. KRA TS. I don't think I know the answer to your question.
Mr. FIELD. Have you seen these ads?
Mr. KRAUTS. I have, seen some; yes. We have investigated some. We

have sent the advertisements to our laboratory for analysis. The law
states that the device must be primarily useful for surreptitious inter-
ception of communications.

Now, this microphone is capable of intercepting my communica-
tions, but I don't think it is an illegal device. But if I put this micro-
phone in my tie clip and conceal it, then it would become, in my
estimation, an illegal device and it would be something we would be
obliged to investigate.

Chairman PIKE. Before the hearing ends, I would ask all of the
witnesses if they would respond to any additional questions which
members might vish to submit.

I just want to say in closing this particular hearing that it is a
rather unique situation to find on one end of the table a man about to
go to jail for 3 years who has been convicted of wiretapping and who
did, as Mr. Johnson pointed out, apparently cooperate with the officials
in revealing rather widespread wiretapping in his area-oP at least
allegations of widespread wiretapping. And at the other end of the
table, we have a representative of the FBI.

I think that it does, if nothing else, show that there are risks involved
in our intelligence-gathering operations-perhaps greatly underesti-
mated in the past as far as the average citizen in the United States of
America is concerned.

I want to advise the members of the committee that there has been
an allegation of a leak of highly sensitive material from this con-
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mittee. We are going to get a lot of allegations of leaks from this
committee. I don't believe there are leaks from this committee. I simply
say to you that after the recess we are going to go into some very
sensitive matters and I ask you not to discuss them during the recess.

Mr. Dellums?
Mr. DELLUMS. One quick question, 'Mr. Chairman. I characterized

the contact of the DEA agents with Mr. Zavala from my previous
information as if they had very specifically moved to contact him.
But I understand that it was a much more casual meeting than that.

fr. GREF: ENE. I think I can explain that. I have another client who
is another police officer and who knows a great deal about this. This
is the third year of the investigation. They contacted not me but him
at, his home and wanted to come out and see him. lie called me and I
said "Well, we will not have anything of that kind at this late stage.
You bring those guys to my office." Yesterday-no, the day before
yesterday-at noon they appeared at my office and met Carlos Avila.
I )iad Tony come in and we were kind of surprised they were there.

Mr. DmLLUMS. I wanted the report to reflect that.
Chairman PIKE. The committee will stand in recess sr bject to the

call of the Chair. It is my expectation that we will meet 1 week from
Tuesday in executive session.

[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m. the committee was recessed, to reconvene
at the call of the Chair.]
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THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION'S DO-
MESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL INTELLIGENCE PRO-
GRAMS

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1975

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT CO3f3rITEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room 2118,

Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Otis G. Pike [chair-
man], presiding.

Present: Representatives Pike, Giaimo, Stanton, Dellums, Murphy,
Aspin, Milford, Hayes, Lehman, McClory, Treen, Johnson, and
Kasten.

Also present: A. Searle Field, staff director; Aaron B. Donner,
general counsel; James B. F. Oliphant counsel; John M. Atkisson,
counsel.

Chairman PIKE. Our witnesses this morning will be Mr. Jerry-
Jenson, the Deputy Administrator of the Drug Enforcement Agency;
Mr. Vernon Acree, the Commissioner of the U.S. Bureau of Customs;
and Dr. Mark Moore, who was formerly Chief of DEA's Office of
Planning and Evaluation and who regrettably is now at Harvard.

It is my understanding that you all have prepared statements, and
what I am going to suggest to the members of the committee is that
we let all of the gentlemen finish their prepared statements before
we have any questions. I would also suggest to the members of the
committee that they look in their backup book at the report of the
General Accounting Office on this general subject-particularly at
those portions which have been classified and try to figure out why
they havebeen classified.

STATEMENT OF JERRY N. JENSON, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR,
DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION, ACCOMPANIED BY
JOHN WARNER, CHIEF, INTERNATIONAL INTELLIGENCE; PHIL
SMITH, CHIEF, DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE; DANIEL P. CASEY,
ACTING ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR INTELLIGENCE;
MARTIN PERA, CHIEF, DOMESTIC INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION;
AND DONALD MILLER, CHIEF COUNSEL

Mr. JENsoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you have indicated, I
am Deputy Administrator of the Drug Enforcement Administration,
a position I have held since April of this year. Prior to that time, my
last assignment was as regiona director of the Chicago regional office,

(975)! J
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and my expe rience in drug law enforcement extends almost 18 years
to the former Bureau of Narcotics.

Probably no other activity in the history of Federal drug enforce-
ment has generated as much interest as our expanded drug intelligence
capability. For this reason, Mr. Chairman, I would like to outline for
you some important milestones and characteristics of our intelligence
within the Drug Enforcement Administration in an effort to provide
vou and thd committee a perspective of our problems and what we
have done.

The Federal drug intelligence program at DEA began substantially
before Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1973, which established DEA
and the incorporation into DEA of the Office of National Narcotics
Intelligence. That plan formalized developments which really began
with the intelligence staff of its predecessor agency, specifically, the
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. That organization demon-
strated the value of having a specific organizational unit to collect
and disseminate intelligence by establishing the Strategic Intelligence
Office of that organization. This Office produced meaningful strategic
intelligence, but perhaps its greatest contribution was the heightened
awareness it brought to the Federal enforcement community that a
formalized intelligence capability with greater manpower and fiscal
resources was needed before the benefits of systematic intelligence
could be delivered to rank and file enforcement personnel.

The greatest gap to be filled was in the area of operational intelli-
gence analysis and production. This is aimed at the discovery and
neutralization of specific narcotic traffickers but its volume precluded
meaningful ad hoc production.

The application of the intelligence process to law enforcement was
a relatively new technique which is just reaching full potential in the
area of drug control. While drug -intelligence was collected daily by
many law enforcement agencies, the full concept of systematic intel-
ligence collection, collation, analysis, and dissemination had not been
implemented until the creation of the DEA Office of Intelligence.
Drug intelligence is information to support and complement drug
enforcement by providing investigators with a full picture of the drug
traffic and the persons or groups involved. Drug intelligence, in and
of itself, does not reach its full potential until it can be converted into
positive action so as to interdict the drug traffic. Thus, drug intelli-
gence must be translated into actionable intelligence on a timely basis.

In July Qf 1978, Reorganization Plan No. 2 established DEA and
gave it the organizational resources -and missions of the Office of Na-
tional Narcotics Intelligence and of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dan-
gerous Drugs as the raw material from which DEA was to strengthen
a narcotics intelligence capability at the Federal level.

However, the opportunity to strengthen such a capability brought
with it a full measure of difficulties. First of all, DEA had to expand
the entire concept of the intelligence role within the drug law enforce-
ment effort. The roles of the Cabinet Committee on International
Narcotics Control, CCINC, needed clarification. The previous charter
of the Office of National Narcotic Intelligence was somewhat vague
and required specific definition. The Central Intelligence Agency
plays a vital role in the overseas collection of intelligence dealing with
international narcotics trafficking. The work of that Agency also had
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to be fully coordinated with our own expanded intelligence-gathering-
capability and activity, and that data it furnished had to be adapted to
our unique requirements, that is, the information may ultimately end
up as a pertinent evidentiary matter in a court of law.

Probably the most fundamental accomplishments of the Office of
Intelligence have been in -tfhe area of data base'design for intelligence
purposes; analyst/agent training in intelligence processes and meth-

--. odologies for production; network analyses against major drug deal-
Sers; programs designed to provfie State surv eys and establishment of

the El Paso Intelligence Center, commonly known as EPIC.
As you know, EPIC is the focal point for all intelligence on illicit

drug operations in the 1,900-mile United States/Mexican border. Al-
though not yet up to its authorized DEA/INS strength, this unique
facility is off to a good start.. It is developing a manual data base
which" is compatible with the planned computerized system, called
Pathfinder. In 1 month alone, it added 2,800 names of individuals, air-
craft, and boats directly involved in illegal drug traffic. It is respond-
ing to about 350 requests for support eaich week and is becoming
nationally known as evidenced by queries from among other States:
New Jersey, Vermont, Michigan, Ohio, Kansas, Washington State,
Louisiana, and Florida.

Our new automated systems include the air intelligence program,
established in conjunction with the Federal Aviation Administration.
This system includes data on pilots, aircraft owners, airports and air-
port operators known or suspected of involvement in illicit drug traf-
icking. The first phase of our system will provide DEA. with an all-
source. data base of illicit drug activity of specific interest to it.

A good, serviceable data base has always been a problem for drug
enforcement. Existing drug agency files contain over 40 years of infor-
mnation. These files were created and are used for criminal investiga-
tion and prosecution and are oriented toward individuals. The need
to continue this type filing has been well established. There is, how-
ever, a concurrent need for a data base with information of intelligence
value, such as topical or general subject files. This type data would
then provide the intelligence analyst a base from which to work.

Thus, the first and most essential part of the DEA intelligence pro-
grain comes into focus-the data base. In order to be meaningful to the
agent in the field, as well as the supervisor or headquarters coordinator,
the data base must be complete, timely, and accessible. Our planning
envisions an online computer and data base, directly accessible from

ww all DEA field or headquarters offices, which will provide a complete
Background on individual subjects or groups, includina the latest infor-
mnation on associates, methods of operation and vulnerabilities. We
have now designed such a data base-the practicality of the system has
already been established.

From its start, the Office of Intelligence has developed into one of
the major contributors to carrying out the DEA mission. Intelligence
is now being meshed with law enforcement functions at all levels.
A greater mutual respect. is developing between intelligence and en-
forcement personnel which has lessened, if not eliminated, rivalry and
instilled cooperation. Intelligence support at regonal and headquar-
ters levels has provided authoritative national and international pro-
jections on drug availability, price, and purity.
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We realize that intelligence programs must be continually evaluated
aid activities monitored by competent and objective personnel. In this
regard, after Acting Administrator Henry S. Dogin assumed com-
mand of DEA last June, he caused to be initiated an indepth investi-
gation and evaluation of certain key aspects of the DEA Office of
Intelligence by the Department of Justice--this program is well under-
way at present. Further, Mr. Dogin has assigned a career drug enforce-
mnent manager with over 26 years' experience, Daniel P. Casey, to fill
the position of Assistant Administrator of Intelligence. Mr. Casey has
the specific mandate to evaluate DEA's intelligence program and to
submit such proposals as may be necessary to improve the program.
Mr. Dogin has assigned ir. Casey to set up an effective interface with
the FBI in order to make the best use of tlh, intelligence-gathering
resources of that Bureau. Additionally, Mr. Dogin has directed that
the intelligence program be included in the audits conducted by DEA
evaluation units in order for us to make certain that adequate emphasis
is being given to intelligence in all of our DEA's field offices.

Acting Administrator Dogin and other senior staff members of DEA
regularly meet with their counterparts in Customs agency service to
improve our exchange of intelligence data; a teletype stressing this
responsibility was sent to all DEA installations in July 1975. We have
received complimentary letters from Commissioner Acree since that
date on the overall imp rovement of informational exchange. There
have been several such letters, and we are pleased to report that our
relations with Customs 4s the best it has ever been to date.

During the last 4 months, as an example of our exchange of informa-
tion with the Customs agency service, we have forwarded the following
intelligence items to the U.S. Customs Service: 128 reports on suspected
aircraft; 309 reports on suspected vehicles; 84 reports on suspected
vessels; 1,011 reports on suspected persons; 28 reports on suspected
businesses; 27 reports on suspected smuggling and concealment meth-
ods; 22 special reports on studies of drug trafficking networks; 90 in-
stances where we conducted file checks through the EPIC system in
El Paso, and 31,851 checks through our NADDIS subject reports file.

The office has also initiated a series of periodic intelligence reports
des-igned to support field units with strategic and operational intelli-
gence and to provide a broad view of illicit drug production and dis-
tribut ion for U.S. policymakers. Among these is a qua rterly publication
of intelligence trends which provides an overview of drug availability
that is worldwide in scope. It is designed to provide a strategic analysis
of national and international narcotics and dangerous drug produc-
tion, distribution, and projections that will serve as a basis for sound
national decisions on the targeting of drug enforcement resources. It
will also support diplomatic initiatives that may be applied to reduce
the flow of illicit narcotics and dangerous drugs into the United States.

At least 200 illicit drug network analyses and at least 2.000 bio-
graphic profiles on traffickers have been distributed. In addition, more
than 10,000 illicit drug enforcement targets were referred to Federal,
State, and local authorities.

Currently, the office of intelligence has an authorized force of 120
employees, including 23 at EPIC, and is operating under a continuing
resolution based on last year's operating budget of $152,000. Included
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ini these employees are 19 special agents, and 53 intelligence analysts.
Additionally. all of' DEA's 19 regional offices have a regional intelli-
gence unit. these units are responsible for the production of tactical
intelligence in support of regional investigative activities and support
of the headquarters strategic intelligence report.

I might add, Mr. Chairman, that the figures I just gave are not the
sum total of our intelligence efforts. In the day-to-day operations of
DEA's criminal investigators, great quantities of intelligence about
drug violators are collected and put into our program. Therefore, it
is difficult to place a specific price tag on DEArs total activities which
may be described as "intelligence."

A matter of major concern in DEA is our ability to bring to the
criminal justice system of the United StzItes, or any other competent
jurisdiction, those organizations, and principal members of organiza-
tions involved in the growing, manufacture, or distribution of con-
trolled substances appearing in or destined for the illicit traffic in the
United States, that is, to make conspiracy cases against the highest
levels of the illicit drug traffic. To accomplish this, DEA strives to
create a narcotics intelligence system in cooperation with Federal,
State, local, and foreign officials to collect, analyze, and disseminate
data and operate within the policy guidance of the Cabinet Commit-
tee on International Narcotics Control in all its relations and programs
associated with drug law enforcement officials of foreign countries.
IndeDth - investigations. fully supported by a methodical, efficient
intelligence system, will go far in disrupting the illicit drug traffic.
Also, we believe this offers the best cost-effective approach.

In summary, the DEA intelligence program has come a long way
in 2 years. We have had some setbacks and made some false starts. We
have identifi6d some problem areas, and have arranged for further
evaluations. We make no claim of being perfect. I do submit, however,
Mr. Chairman, that the DEA intelligence program can and will be
a model for effective drug law enforcement.

Acceptance of and reliance on DEA's intelligence is growing-not
only within DEA but by other agencies as well. Many Federal. State,
local, and international agencies have received the benefits of our
intelligence program, and have expressed their gratitude. It is an
intelligence program unique in law enforcement, and holds much
promise for further development and effective use.

Thank you. I have kept my remarks brief, since I know you need
sufficient time for questions. I am accompanied by several DEA offi-
cials, and I would like to introduce them.

Chairman Pniu,. Certainly.
Mr. JNsoN. Mr. Daniel'P. Casev, who T mentioned is the Acting

Assistant Administrator for Intelligence in DEA. And I also have
back here, Mr. Phil Smith, who is the Chief of our Domestic Intelli-
gence. I have Mr. Martin Pera, who is the Chief of our Domestic
Investigations Division, and Mr. John Warner, who is Chief of Inter-
national Intelligence, and Mr. Don Miller, who is chief counsel.

Ve will be happy to answer any questions at the appropriate time.
Chairman Prx.'Thank you verve much, Mr. Jenson, and I want to

thank you and your associates for'being here.
Our'next witness will be Mr. Vernon Acree. -
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STATEMENT OF VERNON D. ACRE?, U.S. COMMISSIONER OF CUS.
TOMS; ACCOMPANIED BY G. R. DICKERSON, DEPUTY COM.
MISSIONER; GEORGE CORCORAN, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER,
IN-TGATIONS; AND ALFRED DeANGELUS, ASSISTANT COM-
MISSIONER, ENFORCEMENT SUPPORT

Mr. Acim. Thank you, Mr. Chairman; gentlemen.
I am Vernon D. Acres, U.S. Commissioner of Customs. I have served

in this capacity since May of 1972. 1 am a career employee of 38 years'
service with some credentials in the fields of administration, organiza-
tion, and management. I am accompanied by Deputy Commissioner
G. R. Dickerson, Assistant Commissioner, Investigations, George Cor-
Coran, Assistant Commissioner, Enforcement Support, Alfred De
Angelus, and other staff personnel. We are here at your invitation to
furnish testimony concerning narcotics intelligence and its relation
-to the mission of the U.S. Customs Service.

The Customs Service has a long and honored 186-year history of
-responsiveness to changing national priorities. Over the decades as
new challenges have arisen, the Customs Service, by its unique position
as the country's primary border enforcement agency, has responded
in a timely and effective manner meeting such recent-year challenges
as liquor smuggling during prohibition, arms smuggling during the
early sixties, and narcotics smuggling in the seventies.

Prior to July 1, 1973, the Customs Service shared with the Bureau
of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs the responsibility for the sup-
pression of illicit trafficking in narcotics. In performing our role,
Customs acted on all fronts in intelligence gathering, border interdic-
tion, and investigation of- narcotics smuggling traffic. -Cstoms effec-
tiveness was widely acknowledged both in the United States and
abroad. In conjunction with BNDD significant successes were achieved
in reducing the narcotics flow into the Tnited States. Customs, in per-
forming its responsibilities, utilized border interdiction of narcotics
as a stepping stone to the building of major conspiracy cases and the
immobilization of major narcotics traffickers on a worldwide basis.
For it is-at the borders that narcotics and narcotics trafficking organiza-
tions are most vulnerable.

Narcotics seized at the border are in the most concentrated form
with respect to purity, in their greatest bulk, and at their highest value
running into the millions of dollars with respect to the investment
of the, trafficking organization. Ten pounds of heroin intercented at
the border represents from 120 to 200 pounds of adulterated dosages
of heroin on the streets of the United States. Ten pounds intercepted
at the border represents a minimum of a .400,000 investment b.v the
trafficking organization and nearly $4 million in street value of the
seized narcotics.

Information and intelligence is the key to successful interdiction
ond removal of narcotics and to the making of major conspiracy cases.
Previously, customs officers, working overseas on the full range of
intelligen;e and liaison activities for all Customs matters, obtained and
exchanged significant narcotics intelligence which resulted in major
seizures both in the United States and in foreign countries. Addition-
ally. information derived from these seizures resulted in numerous
narcotics conspiracy convictions.
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In short., we had the three I's at our direct disposal: intelligence
gathering abroad and domestically on smuggling cses, interdiction
at the ports of entry and the borders, and investigations of smuggling
cases and conspiracies. The loop was closed and the utilization of in-
telligence resulted in further interceptions at our borders, thus build-
ing the information base for successful conspiracy cases. The cycle de-
veloped was a self-generated and continuing one.

Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1973, which created DEA by the
amalgamation of BNDD, ODALE--Office of Drug Administration
and Law Enforcement-ONNI--Office of National Narcotics Intel-
ligence-and parts of Customs charged these working systems and
interfaces between agencies. Customs was removed from narcotics
intelligence gathering and narcotics smuggling investigations, but was
left with the responsibility for all other contraband, fraud, firearms
smuggling, intelligence gathering, and investigations-both foreign
and domestic.

We were also left with the responsibility, reaffirmed by the plan,
for the interdiction of all contraband, including narcotics, at the ports
of entry and anywhere along the land and sea borders of the United
States. Thus, we became instantly dependent upon DEA for intelli--
gence to continue a high level of interdiction, and investigation by
DEA to maintain a viable program for the continued development of
international conspiracy cases. Unfortunately, neither happened,
which is the subject of considerable review and recommendation in
the recently issued Domestic Council White Paper on Drug Abuse.
The white paper observes that:

To date, DEA has not provided intelligence to the Customs Service relating
to the modus operandi of smugglers, or regarding specific individuals, in suffi-
cient quantity. A greater exchange Is necessary.

The white paper. further points out that the development of con-
spiracy cases should be a major element of drug law enforcement and
that:

Interdiction of drugs at the border and ports of entry is an important com-
ponent of the overall supply reduction strategy because of, one, the deterrent
effect; two, the potential for penetration of trafficking organizations; and three,
the possible removal of large quantities of drugs. The importance of this func-
tion is enhanced by the unique search authority of Customs.

Prior intelligence is useful in the removal of drugs at the border;
yet the vast majority of Customs arrests and seizureshave been acconi-
pished without any prior information both before and increasingly
after Reorganization Plan No. 2. The significant difference is that
Customs through its unique police function was able to investigate
and develop these cold arrests and seizures into its own intelligence
system to further feed the interdiction capability at the border. Un-
fortunately., DEA does not have this unique police structure to feed
the same interdiction forces, and their investigative techniques,
methodology, and objective& are substantially different from that of
Customs.

Current GAO studies on Federal drug enforcement state that DEA's
intelligence-gathering efforts have been geared almost entirely to
identifying major traffickers and eliminating sources of supply, and
little eifort has been devoted to the gathering of intelligence to inter-
dict drugs at U.S. borders and pots of entry. GAO also recognized
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the efficiency and effectiveness of our former enforcement cycle in a
report to Congress in which it commented upon the significant number
of Customs heroin seizures resulting from information obtained from
followup investigation of previous seizures. All of this capability
accounted for about 80 percent of all heroin seizures in fiscal year
1971 and about 50 percent of all hard narcotic seizures credited to
the Federal effort before July 1973.

Due to its classified content, I cannot quote to you directly from
another recent GAO study entitled "Problems in Slowing the Flow
of Cocaine and Heroin From and Through South America." "

Chairman PiKE. Mr. Acree, if I can interrupt you there, that is the
document that we have in our possession, is it not, Mr. Field? It is
found there under "background and statistics," and I referred to it
earlier when I asked the members to see if they could figure out why
it was that highly classified.

Please proceed.
Mr. ACRF.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Several points are made in

that study, Mr. Chairman to which you refer, which I believe are
pertinent to our interest of tie morning.

One, intelligence on the narcotics problem previously developed by
Customs is no onger available.

Two-and these are quotes from the reports-intelligence is not
being gathered which targets Customs requirements.

Three, adequate intelligence on drug trafficking which will assist
customs in its interdictory role is not being made available.

In short. Reorganization Plan No. 2, which sought the devlo;meri t
of a unified and cohesive Federal narcotics strategy, has achieved only
limited success in its objectives to date because of the manner in which
it has been implemented. Rather than expanding and developing a
more comprehensive intelligence data base which serves the entire
range of narcotics enforcement activities, DEA has until- recently
s ught to approach its goals as being both proprietary and exclu-
sionary.

Now to our experience operating with these constraints in the past
2 years: Since reorganization, two problems are identifiable with the
current arrangement under which Customs intelligence needs are met.
First, the amount of available intelligence has fallen significantly from
the level before reorganization. Second. the kinds and quality of
intelligence specifically geared to the needs of interdiction has alsosignificantly fallen. That these problems would occur appears almost
self-evident in light of the 2 years of hindsight now available to all
of us.

I would like to record, Mr. Chairman, at this point that these dif-
ferences in objectives, methodology, and viewpoint have been vari-
ously described as "hostile," "bureaucratic infighting," "petty sqnab-
bling," et cetera. This is simply not the fact.

What we have here are two agencies with differing missions, meth-
odology, and operational requirements, and each agency is attempting
to do its job within the limitations of its charter.

DEA is the sole Federal agency working with local police devart-
mnents. and although DEA accepts seizures and potential defendants
from us, some 10,000 in fiscal year 1975, we have not received the
"feedback" of information and intelligence to serve our operational
requirements at the ports and borders.
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Much of DEA's foreign programs deal in eradication and coordi-
nation with host country police authorities with little or no informa-
tion or intelligence again back to us.

I do know, however, that the operational requirements of Customs
from both DEA's domestic and foreign operations should also he
oriented to provide tactic~il and strategic intelligence to identify sup-
pliers, shippers receivers, organizations, and any other activity in-
dicating methods and routes used in the smuggling of narcotics where
timely interdiction can be effected at the border to prevent narcotics
from becoming an internal law enforcement. problem.

Along with Mr. Jenson, I would also like to affirm that some recent
progress has been made. With the advent on the scene of Deputy At-
torney General Harold Tyler and the acting DEA Administrator
Henry Dogin, a serks of meetings have been held and are continuiu.
Our operational requirements have been made known to these offici-als.
They have been understood and accepted and diretives have been is-
sued within DEA that are producing results. I would be pleased to
provide further details later.

However, I do not believe that any one system, procedure, provran,
organization or strategy can bear the full burden of meeting all ex-
pectations in terms of. ridding our Nation of the narcotics menace.

This is why the Treasury Department and the Customs Service filed
an addendum to the Domestic Council white paper recently released.
It is our belief that the national strategy should be flexible enough to
insure utilization of all available I.S. resources, skills, and statutory
an! regulatory authority. We believe we can make a far arreater con-
tribution, that we can cooperate and work with DEA, and that a joint
effort will be far more meaningful in the national interest than uni-
lateral strategies and initiatives.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That concludes my statement.
Chairman PIKE. Thank you, Mr. Acree.
Our final witness is Prof. Mark Moore. who is the former Chief

Planning Officer of DEA and is currently assistant professor of public
policy at the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University.

Plesew proceed.

STATEME T OF MAR H. MOORE, ASISTAfT PROFESSOR OF PUB.
LIC POLICY, THE KENNEDY SCHOOL OF GOVERN-MENT, HARVARD

VERSITY; FORMERLY CHI PLANNING OFFICER, DRUG
ENFORCE ADMINISTRATION
Mr. MooRn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be here.

I have submitted written testimony for the record. In the interest of
time, I will omit sections of that written testimony in my oral
presentation.

My name is Mark Moore. I am currently assistant professor of
public policy at the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard
University. From July 1974, to August 1975, I was the Chief Planning
Officer of the Drug Enforcement Administration of the Department
of Justice.

As I understand it, the mandate of this committee is generally to
review, the intelligence functions of the U.S. Government. You are
concerned that intelligence be conducted not only with due regard
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for civil liberties, but also with efficiency and effectiveness. You have
asked me to discuss the efficiency and effectiveness of the intelligence
program in DEA.

I will do so in the following steps. (1) 1 will describe the important
role of intelligence in DEA's mission. In the oral presentation I will
concentrated exclusively on tactical and operational intelligence as
opposed to strategic intelligence. (2) I will outline the general orga-
nizational problems that arise when an effort is made to develop a
)rofessional intelligence capability in an enforcement organization

like DEA.(3) I will describe the strategy that was adopted for DEA,
initial limitations that made successful development of the program
difficult, and some problems that developed. (4) I will indicate some
significant accomplishments of DEA's intelligence program, and
identify some signs that are auspicious for the future development
of the p~rogram.

I should make it clear that my discussion is neither the official
position of DEA. nor the analysis of an intelligence expert. I am
making these remarks as a reasonably knowledgeable and thoughtful
layman who had the opportunity to work closely with professionals
inside DEA on the analysis and planning of the intelligence program.
I am grateful to have lad the opportunity. I would still be working
at DEA. but for the fact that my leave of absence from Harvard
expired this last September.

There is a tendency to make the intelligence process mysterious.
However, it is possible to have a very simple view of intelligence ill
an organization like DEA. The basic issues are what decisions do DEA
agents make in developing cases and what information do they have
available to them when they make that decision?

Basically, DEA agents make two important. kinds of tactical deci-
sions. They decide which cases are worth developing. And they make
decisions about, the direction of development by pushing the case in
one direction rather than another. or seizing some opport unities that
appear during the development and ignoring, others. While this sounds
abstract, it is really quite concrete and simple. Agents debrief de-
fendants and other informants to see who they can "give up." They
must gage the credibility of the informants, and the importance, of
the trafficker who the informant has volunteered to surrender. In the
course of undercover operations or surveillance activities, new indi-
viduals will be implicated and different arenues of investigation will
open up. Agents must then decide which avenues to pursue in the
light, of the imnortance of the potential targets, and the chance that
they will be able to secure incriminating evidence.

These decisions are some of the most important resource allocation
decisions made within DEA. After a decision has been made about
the geographical allocations of agents. all the remaining important
allocation decisions are tlen made bv individual agents deciding
which sets of leads to pursue and which cases to follow up.

The important question is what information-do DEA agents have
available to them when making these vital operational decisions. To
answer this question, you have to know a little bit about the basic
structure of information processing in DEA and how agents get ac-
cemss to that information. I hesitatee to bore you with great detail about
this, but it is very important to understand some of the mechanics of
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the system because in some respects what we are talking about is a
very mechanical procedure and mechanical problem.

Information collected by DEA agents comes into headquarters
in several different forms. By far the most important source is the
"DEA-6: Report of Investigation." However, there are also teletypes,
particularly from foreign areas, and telephone calls. The DEA-6's
usually arrive several weeks after the events have occurred. The tele-
phone and teletype messages are much more timely. The written docu-
ments, DEA-6's and teletype, are stored in chronological order in
numbered case files. A case file will often include many different in-
dividuals. Names mentioned in the documents will be cross indexed
to other case files in which the name appears. The pages of the file are
not numbered. In addition to these manual files, there is an auto-
mated system called NADDIS. Names, related case files, telephone
numbers, and some narrative information are entered into the
NADDTS system from the DEA-6's and teletypes. Telephone mes-
sages will enter the manual or automated data bases only if someone
writes down their content on a DEA-6. Thus, the data base consists
primarily of DEA-6's organized in numbered case files, cross indexed
on the basis of names. The automated system called NADDIS is
primarily an automated cross-indexing system. It contains only a
small portion of the total information available on the DEA-6. That
is the structure of the data base within DEA.

To gain access to the existing information, DEA agents in the field
can do several things. First. the agents have immediate access to the
case files stored in their office. If they are operating out of a regional
office, this will include all the cases made in the region. If they are in
a district office, only cases made in that district will be available. Sec-
ond. about two-thirds of the domestic DEA offices, including about
80 p rcent of the domestic personnel, have access to NADDIS through
a NADDIS terminal. If NADDIS is operating, and if someone in the
office knows how to use the NADDIS terminal, the agent can obtain
the limited but important information about individuals contained in
NADDIS. and identify the case numbers of other cases in which a
specific individual is mentioned. Ie can gain access to these other case
filet. by asking someone at headquarters to look through the files.

The next question is how does the agent get access to those other
physical files that, aren't stored there, to which he is referred by
NADDIS? The answer is he can call someone at headquarters and get
them to look through the file or request a copy of that file. The problem
is that the central files are very voluminous and difficult to look
through, so that mostly agents don't. do that. What they do instead
is an alternative procedure which is less tidy but might be effective.
Namely, they know from the case file in which office the case was
made. Therefore. they can call that office, using the FTS system. and
speak directly to the agent who made the other case that, the inquiring
agent is concerned about. That conversation over the telephone is likely
to produce both more comprehensive and more timely information
than the search through the files at headquarters. Thus. it is likely
that the field agent's mainstays are the files stored physically in his
office, NADDIS and the FTS system. While this system may not look
like a formal intelligence system, it may be very effective.
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The basic idea of the operational and tactical intelligence program
inside DEA is to improve on this basic system-not replace it. The
specific improvement is simply to create a specialized group of people
who can master the case file and monitor a flow of paper relating to a
given geographical area.

To do this job well, you need people who have the minds of agents
and the temperament of scholars. They need the minds of agents to

.identify when .:eces of information are related to one another and
to distinguish facts from rumors and credible allegations from rumors.
They need the temperament of a scholar to be willing to spend long
hours pouring through essentially written documents and recording
what they observed in, those written documents and they have to be
satisfied with that as their contribution to the overall enforcement
mission of DEA. Those people are rare. One of the major objectives
of the tactical and operational intelligence program is to increase the
supply of those people within DEA.

In making this investment, we are betting on a fairly simple propo-
sition: If a man has access to a data base that covers a longer span of
time and a larger geographical area than agents currently have avail-
able, the chances of discovering significant relationships that can be
exploited in the investigation increase significantly.

Let me emphasize the benefits that would accrue if you had a pro-
gram like that inside DEA. First, a given agent would be able to bring
more information to bear on the decisions about which cases to develop).
and the direction in which to develop them. On average, if his deci-
sion got slightly better (that is. he changed from a .200 hitter to a
.350 hitter), DEA's overall production would increase significantly.

Second, relationships between cases being developed simultaneously
would be noted, and the tactics in the case adjusted to insure the effec-
tive development of what is now seen to be a single case involving
several different agents from different regions.

Third, a review of historical files might reveal significant investi-
gative opportunities in relationships among cases that were not noticed
at the time. These opportunities would become available as additional
leads for agents to consider in deciding how to allocate their time.

There is an additional point about this process. As the intelligence
analysts worked with the existing case files to support ongoing inves-
tigations, they would be effectively rearranging the information cur-
rently available within DEA. Pieces of infoination previously stored
in disparate case files would begin to be organized in coherent pictures
of trafficking networks. Implicitly over time a new data base organized
on a much different and more useful basis than the existing files would
begin to grow. This is an aspect( of the intelligence program to which
Mr. Jensen also referred.

Thus, there is some potential benefit of an operational aud tactical
intelligence program inside DEA. Its exact benefits are somewhat
uncertain.

Now, it should be apparent from the discussion above that there will
be some general problems in seeking to develop intelligence programs
in enforcement organizations. Nearly every police organization sek-
ing to develop an intelligence program will encounter the same kind of
problems. I would like to describe the problems.
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First, there is the problem of information processing. The systems
that exist in police organizations before they get an intelligence system
are uulikQly to be useful for intelligence purpose. The design of new
filing and indexing systems and the shift from manual systems to
automated systems is likely to require more resources and greater tech-
nical expertise than enforcement organizations are likely to have
available to them. Thus, you have to understand that you are going to
pay a very high entry cost whenever you decide to set up an intelligence
system inside an enforcement organization.

Second, there is the problem of capturing what agents and police
officers know for the intelligence system. Agents do not write every-
thing down that is important. This is true partly because it is simply
incon Venient and expensive to (to so. In fact, I once argued the greatest
contribution to the New York City Police Department intelligence pro-
gram was simply to spend more money for secretaries on the principle
that the reason lots of information wasn't getting there is that it
wasn't being written down. A second reason that information doesn't
get into the system is that agents are concerned that other agents will
use that information and make the case before the original agent gets
around to using it. A third reason is that it is very important to keep
the case files clean of irrelevant information because they are going to
be used for evidentiary purposes. All three of those factors tend to
make it difficult to get information that agents know captured in the
existing intelligence system.

The third problem is there is a basic hostility toward intelligence
functions in enforcement organizations. I am not entirely clear about
the exact reasons for these hostilities, but I have a couple of suspicions.I think the major problem is the functions of an intelligence analyst
are almost wholly included within the functions of an investigator. No
investigator wotild be happy to admit that lie had not mined the files
of his organization for every nugget of relevant information. Conse-
quently, investigators think they should be doing what the intelligenceanalysts are doing, and also believe that they performed this function
better at lower cost than the analysts currently do.

A corollary of this contempt'is the fear that the analysts may do
the job better than the agents. There is a fear that the analysts will
discover things the agent did not notice, or suggest things the. agent
would never take seriously, or steal credit for cases that agents helped
to make. The Xossibility that intelligence analysts could embarrass,
propose to guile, or steal credit from agents is particularly galling to
agents because the intelligence analysts are desk workers who face no
risks.

Thus, whenever one proposes to establish an intelligence program
in an enforcement organization, one faces serious technical, financial,
and organizational problems. It is a very expensive and time-consuming
effort.

These general problems were known to the architects of DEA. In-
deed, these problems guided their calculations. They were concerned
about two things:

First, they were concerned about getting a major, sustained invest-
ment in the basic systems that would support an intelligence profession
inside the organization. This argued for the creation of a separate
Office of Intelligence headed by an Assistant Administrator who could
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take responsibility for the development of the profession, and com-
pete successfully with other programs for resources.

On the other" hand, they had to be-worried about insuring effective
coordination between operational intelligence analysts and enforce-
nient agents. Coordination was important partly to secure the benefits
of operational intelligence and partly to win acceptanice for the in-
telligence function among the enforcement side of the organization.

a. Effective coordination argued for close liaison and integration of in-
telligence analysts in the operational chain of command, namely, no
separate Office of Intellfgence.

In the end, they decided that insuring the. development of the pro-
fession was the immediate problem. They would worry abm)ut effective
coordination later. Consequently, they decided to establish a separate
Office of Intelligence. Moreover, in choosing the man to head this of-
fice, they nearly pulled off a brilliant compromise. They found a man
who combined three important chnrcteristics: Ie was probably the
strongest program manager in DEA, he was highly respected by en-
forcemint types, and he seemed to have respect for intelligence. Thus,
they could it him in charge of intelligence, rely on his management
skill and interest in intelligence to establish the profession, and rely on
his credibility with enforcement agents to solve the long-run problem
of integrating intelligence into DEA's overall program.

This was a very good calculation. However, there were several par-
ticular problems in DEA that, spoiled these reasonable hopes.

First, DEA had to deal with the trauma of a general reorganization.
The instability created by the reorganization meant that there were
hundreds of problems to be resolved. many people to be reassured. and
many new programs that had to be funded. A program that needed a
very large investment of new resources and careful attention to pro-
cedures and personnel would have a hard time.

Second, the basic foundations for an intelligence program in DEA
were fairly weak. BNDD's small strategic intelligence staff was com-
bined with the larger ONNI. Neither organization had a particularly
distinguished record in the. area of operational intelligence. Indeed
to some extent one had to regard these transfers as liabilities rather
than assets. They absorbed a large fraction of the available resources,
and would complicate efforts to redesign a new program.

Third, supervisory positions in the intelligence program were used
to absorb high Trade agent personnel who were, displaced in the re-
organization. Many of these people. had little commitment, and less

,knowledge about how to establish an intelligence progtam.
Fourth, the ADP program in DEA wais extremely hard pressed. It

was struggling under the burden of three major ADP systems which
were coming into operation-for example. NADDIS, CSA. ARCOS-
and two other systems which were supposed to be ready but were lag-
gina very behind schedule-for example, STRIDE anl DEA-AS.

Fifth, after failing to get the resources and attention he felt, he de-
served and needed, the Assistant Administrator for Intelligence turned
instead to operational programs in which lie was very interested. These
programs exaggerated the potential conflict between enforcement and
intelligence.

Thus, within a year or two after DEA was established, it became
clear that we had the worst of all worlds. In establishing a separate
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Office of Intelligence we had paid the price of poor coordination. In-
deed, we had active competition, not just poor coordination. And
there was little evidence of a developing intelligence profession.

First that statement I made in January last year approximately.
Despite these problems, the intelligence program within DEA did

have some significant accomplishments during this period.
Significant accomplishments included the development and routine

, use of the heroin signature program which allows DEA to make more.
- precise estimates about the sources of drugs; the development of an

interagency intelligence facility on the Southwest border which will
insure that large amounts of information available within DEA are
brought to bear on operation decisions in the vital area of the South-
%vest border; and third, significant and increasing contributions by
operational and tactical intelligence to take care of major conspiracy
cases made by CENTAC units.

These accomplishments signal a significant potential within the cuir-
rent intelligence program.

Hopeful signs indicating that the program is now moving in the-
correct direction include the following:

Gradual replacement of 1,811 supervisors in the intelligence area.
The development of filing procedures to facilitate and organize in-

telligence Jroduction.
Closer liaison between intelligence analysts and enforcement people

to insure relevant intelligence.
Thus, we are beginning to see the best of all worlds-a world in

which intelligence is flourishing and effectively cooperating with en-
forcement operations.

However, it is important to keep in mind that the development of
this program is by nature a long-run process. Since I have returned
to Harvard, I have discussed this organizational problem with several
colleagues-including some from the Harvard Business School. They
point out that even in a private firm where they have significant dis-
cretion over hiring and firing, we would be thinking in terms of a
5-year development program. In a Government agency, with less dis-
cretion about personnel and less measurable outputs the process would
probably be substantially longer. I hope that this committee will lend
its weight to assist DEA in this development process. It is the duty of
all of us to do so.

Thank you.
[Professor Moore's prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARK H. MOORE, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC POLICY.
TJIE KENNEDY SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, FORMERLY CuIEF
PLANNING OFFICER, DRUo ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION

INTRODUCTION

My name is Mark Moore. I am currently an Assistant Professor of Pitlile
Policy at the Kennedy School of Government at Harvard L'niversity. From July,
1974 to August, 1975, I was the Chief Planning Officer of the Drug Enforcement
Administration of the Department of Justice.

As I understand it, the mandate of this Committee is generally to review the
intelligence functions of the U.S. Government. You are concerned that intelli-
gence be conducted not only with due regard for civil liberties, but also with
efficiency and effectiveness. You have asked me to discuss the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of the intelligence program in DEA.



I will do so in the following steps. First, I will describe the important role
of intelligence in DEA's mission. Second, I will outline the general organizational
problems that arise when an effort is made to develop a professional intelligence
capability in an enforcement organization like DF3A. Third, I will describe the
strategy that was adopted for DEA, initial limitations- that made mccessful
development of the program difficult, and some problems that developed. Fourth,
I will indicate some significant accomplishments of DEA's intelligence program,
and identify some signs that are auspicious for the future development of the

S program.
I should make it clear that my discussion is neither the official position of

DEA, nor the analysis of an intelligence expert. I am making these remarks as a
reasonably knowledgeable and thoughtful layman who had the opportunity to
work closely with professionals inside DEA on the analysis and planning of the
intelligence program. I am grateful to have had the opportunity. I would still be
working at DEA but for the fact that my leave of absence from Harvard expired
on September 1, 1975.

THE ROLE OF INTLLIGENCE IN DEA

There is a tendency to make the intelligence process mysterious. In some orga-
nizations, at some levels of analysis, I am certain that the process is difficult
and mysterious. However, it is possible to have a very simple view of Intelligence
in an organization like DEA.

We need a basic distinction. Strategic intelligence will be defined as intelligence
which contributes to evaluations of DEA's performance or affects basic allocation
decisions within DEA. It has no effect on the development of individual crses.
Operational and tactical intelligence will be treated together and defined as intel-
ligence that affects the. development of individual cases. I will discuss strategic
intelligence first.because it can be handled fairly quickly, and then give more
concentrated attention to operational and tactical intelligence.

The Administrator of DEA is responsible for monitoring the performance of his
organization, and for knowing what shifts of resources from one geographic area
to another, or from one program to another, are likely to improve the perform-
ance. Strategic intelligence should supply him with this Information. Specifically.
strategic intelligence should inform him on the following issues:

Trends in the abuse of different kinds of drugs.
Levels of price and availability of drugs in Illicit markets.
The major sources of drugs to illicit markets.
The capabilities of drug control agencies of other-governments that are

potentially able to assist DEA in overall drug control efforts.
The structure of illicit distribution systems.

If he knows these things, he can make reasonable policy decisions about the
allocation and use of his resources, and can reliably report on the external envi-
ronment he faces, and what he has been able to accomplish.

Two things are worth noting about the strategic intelligence program. First,
strategic intelligence requires information and analytic capabilities that are
significantly different from the information and analysis that are required to
make cases. For example, it is important to collect information about the capabili-
ties of other drug control agencies so that DEA will know how much of the Job
they can depend on these other agenices to do. and how DEA can best complement
their efforts. In the course of their regular efforts, DEA agents will pick up some
Information of this kind. However, to have systematic information available, spe-
cial collection efforts must be orgafilzed. Another example: strategic intelligence
analysts must. be able to discern general trends in a welter of detail. For some
requirements involving quantitative data, this simply requires that the analysts
be competent statisticians. However, for other requirements the analysts must be
able to develop general models and descriptions on the basis of fragments of
information. In an agency that is oriented to producing evidence to be used in
court to convict individuals, this speculative effort to establish general trends
seems suspicious. Thus, the strategic intelligence function doe.s not fit nearly into
the ordinary operators of an enforcement agency. Second, despite these problems,
DEA has made some substantial progress in the strategic intelligence area-
particularly with respect to the first three requirements. Indeed, DEA is now in
an excellent position to monitor trends in the use, availability, and sources of
heroin. These issues can be resolved with some confidence and precision.

The basic purpose of the operational and tactical intelligence program is to
insure that the full weight of DEA's international data base be brought to bear
on the operational decisions made by Individual DFA agents. To understand the
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importance of this function, it is necessary to understand a little about the
important decisions in making cases, and the information that is currently and
potentially available to DEA agents who make those decisions.

DEA agents make two important kinds of tactical decisions. They decide which
cases are worth developing. And they make decisions about the direction of
development by pushing the case in one direction rather than another, or seizing
some opportunities that appear during the development and ignoring others.
While this sounds abstract, it is really quite concrete and simple. Agents de-brief
defendants and other informants to see who they can "give up." They must gage
the credibility of the informants, and the importance of the trafficker who the-
informant has volunteered to surrender. In the course of undercover operations-
or surveillance activities, new individuals will be implicated and different avenues
of investigation will open up. Agents must then decide which avenues to pursue
In the light of the Importance of the potential targets, and the chance that they
will be able to secure incriminating evidence. In effect, agents are constantly
evaluating "leads." Their Individual decisions about which leads to follow wilt
determine the aggregate production and ultimate Impact of DEA.

Now, the important question is what information do l)EA agents have avail-
able to them when making these vital operational decisions. To answer this
question, one must know about the basic structure of information processing-
within DEA. One must know how the national data base is created and organized,.
and how DEA agents In the field can gain access to this information.

Information collected by DEA agents comes Into headquarters in several dif-
ferent forms. By far the most important source is the "DEA-6: Report of In-
vestigation." However, there are also teletypes (particularly from foreign areas),
and telephone calls. The DEA-6"s usually arrive several weeks after the events-
have occurred. The telephone and teletype mesages are much more timely. The
written documents (DEA-6's and teletype) are stored in chronological 'Irder in
numbered case files. A case file will often include many different individuals.
Names mentioned In the documents will be cross-indexed to other case files in
which the name appears. The pages of the file are not numbered. In addition to
the ,' manual files, there is an automated system called NADDIS. Names. re-
lated case files, telephone numbers, and some narrative information are entered
into the NADDIS system from the DEA-6's and teletypes. Telephone miessages
will enter the manual or automated data bases only if someone writes down
their content on a DEA-6. Thus, the data base consists primarily of DEA-6's
organized in numbered case files, cross-indexed on the basis of names. The auto-
mated system called NADDIS is primarily an automated cross-indexing system.
It contains only a small portion of the total information available on the I)EA-6.

To gain access to the existing information, DEA agents in the field eanl do
several things. First, the agents have immediate access to the case files stored
in their office. If they are operating out of a regional office, this will include all
the cases made in the region. If they are in a district office, only cases mnude in
that district will be available. Second, about two-thirds of the domestic DEA
offices (including about 80% of the domestic I)er.onnel) have access to NAI))IS
through a NADDIS terminal. If NADDIS is operating, and if someone in tho office
knows how to use the NADDIS terminal, the agent can obtain the limited, hut
Important information about individuals contained by NADDIS, and identify the
case numbers of other cases in which a specific individual is mentioned. lie ean:
gain access to these other case files by asking someone at headquarters to l,'ok
through the files. However. because the pages of the files are not numbered and
the files are often very thick, sifting throughthe related case files is a time-
consuming chore. Probably a more valuable source of information is the FTS.
telephone system. From NADDIS. the-agent will know which offices made differ-
ent cases. A telephone call to that office will often enable the inquiring agent tO
talk to the agent who made the related case. Their conversation Is likely to pro-
duce more comprehensive information more quickly titan checking the file.. Thus,
It is likely that the field agent's mainstays are the files stored physically In his,
office. NADDIS and the FTC system. While this system may not look like a
formal intelligence system, it may be very effective.

The basic idea of the operational and tactical intelligence program inside
DEA is to improve on this basic system-not replace it. The specific improvement
Is simply to create a specialized group of people who can master the case file and
monitor a flow of paper relating to a given geographical area. Basically. this
capability represents a large investment in operational Intelligence analywds. Tile
analysts should steep themselves in the historical record of investigations, come
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to know the traffickers and their organizations, and monitor on-going cases in the
context of that historical record. In making this Investment, we are betting on a
fairly simple proposition: if a man has access to a data base that covers a longer
,span of time and a larger geographical area, the chance of discovering significant
relationships that can be exploited in the investigation increase significantly.

If this capability existed, several significant benefits would accrue. First, a
given agent would be able to bring more information to bear on the decisions
about which cases to develop, and the direction in which to develop them. On
average. If his decision got slightly better (i.e., le changed from a .200 hitter to a
.350 hitter), DEA's overall production would increase significantly. Secondly, re-
lationships between cases being developed simultaneously would be noted, and
the tactics in the case adjusted to insure the effective development of what is
now seen to be a single case involving several different agents from different
regions. Third, a review of historical files might reveal significant investigative
opportunities in relationships among cases that were not noticed at the time.
These opportunities would become available as additional leads for agents to
consider in deciding how to allocate their time. If done well, this would have a
profound impact on the kinds of cases developed within DEA. One would expect
to see more cases involving high level traffickers, more cases crossing regional
boundaries, and more cases involving conspiracy charges for historical offenses
which had not yet passed the statute of limitations. DEA's aggregate produc-
tim would increase.

There Is an additional point about this process. As the intelligence analysts
worked with the existing case files to support on-going investigations, they
would be effectively re-arranging the information currently available within
DEA. Pieces of information in disparate case files would be organized into co-
herent pictures of trafficking networks. Implicity, then, a new data base, or-
ganized on a much different and more useful basis than the existing case would
begin to grow. The growth of this data base would mean that retrieval from man-
ual files would be easier in the future. Moreover, there would be a new possi-
bility for automation of the files. In effect, the analysts' work has an investment
component as well as an immediate, operational component.

There are several things worth noting about this process. First, in order to do
this Job well, one needs people who have the minds of agents and the tempera-
ments of scholars. They need the minds of agents to insure: (1) that the analysts

-can distinguish facts from credible allegations; and credible allegations from
rumours; and (2) that they are able to see when two pieces of information are
related in a way that explains a whole set of relationships or a whole pattern
of activity. They need the temperaments of scholars to insure that they are

* satisfied with and absorbed by the process of sifting through pieces of paper
to discover facts. Such people are rare, and somewhat difficult to train.

Second. what is called operational and tactical intelligence in DEA Is really
only a piece of the total inteLiligence process. Intelligence in DEA means analysis
and production. And then it means only a portion of the analysis and production
that is actually done within DEA. People called Agents do the vast majority of
the intelligence collection, and no small portion of the total analysis and produc-
tion. In effect, agents performing what would be called Intelligence functions
in an intelligence organization, surround the tiny piece of the overall Intelli-

__ gence process that Is given to the program called Intelligence in DEA. Intelli.
gence in DEA is really only an Increased expenditure on the process of analysis
and production.

Third. it Is clear that the basic structure of Information processing in DEA
is likely to be a problem. There is some problem with timeliness for written docu-
ments-but this is not likely to be a major problem. Six months to several years
may be a reasonable planning horizon for most conspiracy cases. More serious
problems exist in capturing, organizing, and retrieving the Information. The casefiles are incomplete in terms of information available to agents and very difficult
to work with in doing analysis. There is a long design process ahead in terms of
filing procedures and automation.

Fourth, the net contribution of the operational and tactical intelligence pro-
gram depends a great deal on how well agents are doing with the combination
of NADDIS and FTS. Some portion of the potential that exists to be captured
by the Improved operational Intelligence program Is already being captured by
this other ad hoc system. It is unclear what fraction this Is, but if it Is sub-
stantial, then the potential net contribution of existing intelligence system will
be fairly small.
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Thus, there are potentially significant contributions to be made to DEA's
enforcement program by an effective strategic intelligence program and an ef-
fective operational intelligence program. One would expect to see the results
of improved strategic intelligence In the form of m9re accurate eharacteritics
of the drug abuse problem, more rational allocation decision, and increased pro-
ductivity. One would expect to see the results of an improved operational intelli-
gence program in the form of cases that involved higher quality defendants,
crossed regional boundaries, and charged people with conspiracy for historical
offenses. Both would contribute to DEA's ability to control the drug problem.

GENERAL PROBLEMS OF INTELLIGENT CE PROGRAMS IN ENFORCEMENT ORGANIZATIONS

It should be apparent from the discussion above that there will be some gen-
eral problems In seeking to develop Intelligence programs in enforcement or-
ganizations. These problems will show up in any enforcement organization
embarking on-an intelligence program. There are three problems worth noting.

First, there Is the problem of information processing. Existing systems, both
manual and automated, are unlikely to be useful. -The development of new
filing and indexing systems is likely to be very difficult. Shifting from manual
systems to automated systems is likely to require more resources and greater
technical expertise than enforcement organizations are likely to have available
to them. Thus, one must pay a very high entry cost to have an Intelligence or-
evted -database.

Second, there is the problem of capturing what agents know for the Intelli-
gence system. Agents do not write everything down that Is important. This is
true partly because it is simply inconvenient and expensive to do so (I once
argued that the greatest contribution to the intelligence system of the NYCPD
would be simply to provide more secretaries) ; partly because they are concerned
that other agents will use the Information to make a case before they get around
to it; and-partly because It is important to keep the case fles clean of irrelevant
Information for evidentiary purposes.

Third, there Is a basic hostility toward IG functions In enforcement organiza-
tions. The exact reasons for this hostility are not clear. However, I think it is
related 'to the following factors. The functions of an intelligence analyst are
almost wholly Included in the functions of an investigator. No Investigator would
be happy to admit that he had not mined the files of his organization for every
nugget of relevant information. Consequently, investigators think they should be
doing what-the intelligence analysts are doing, and also believe that they per-
formed this function better at lower cost than the analysts currently do. A
corollary of this contempt is the fear that the analysts may do the job better than
the agents. There is a fear that the analysts will discover things the agent did
not-notice, or suggest things the agent would never take seriously, or steal credit
for cases that agents helped to make. The possibility that Intelligence analysts
could embarrass, propose to guide, or steal credit from agents is particularly
galling to agents because the intelligence analysts are dilletantes who face no
risks9. They do not know how hard it Is to de-brief a defendant nor crash a
door. hey.sit_.cure In their offices to embarrass and guide street agents who
risk their neck and work long and irregular hours. Whatever the reasons, it
seems clear that agents are hostile towards Intelligence analysts and take every
opportunity to degrade them and limit their program.

Thus, whenever one proposes to establish an intelligence program In an en-
forcement organization, one faces serious technical, financial, and organizational
pir0blems. It is an expensive effort.

PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPMENT WITHIN DEA

These general problems were known to the architects of DEA. Indeed, these
problems guided their calculations. They had to be concerned about two con-
flicting objectives. On the one hand, they were concerned about getting a major,
sustained Investment in the basic systems that would support an intelligence
profession (e.g., personnel systems and information systems). This argued for
the creation of a separate Office of Intelligence headed by an Assistant Admin-

-Istrator-who could take responsibility for the development of the profession, and
compete successfully with other programs for resources. On the other hand, they
had to be worried about Insuring effective coordination between operational In-
telligence analysts and enforcement agents. Coordination was important partly
to secure the benefits of operational intelligence and partly to win acceptance for
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the Intelligence function among the enforcement side of the organization. Effec-
tive coordination argued for close liaison and integration of intelligence analysts
in the operational chain of command.

In the end, they decided that insuring the development of the profession was
the immediate problem. They would worry about effective coordination later.
Consequently, they decided to establish a separate Office of Intelligence. More-
over, In choosing the man to head this office, they nearly pulled off a brilliant
compromise. They found a man who combined three important characteristics:
he was probably the strongest program manager in DEA; he was highly respected
by enforcement types; and he seemed to have respect for intelligence. Thus, they
could put him in charge of intelligence, rely on his management skill and interest
In intelligence to establish the profession, and rely on his credibility with enforce-
ment agents to solve the long-run problem of integrating intelligence into DEA's
overall program.

This was a reasonable calculation. I can easily manage myself making it.
Moreover, in many situations It might have been successful. However, there
were several particular problems in DEA that spoiled these reasonable hopes.

First, DHA had to deal with the trauma of a -general reorganization. The
Instability created by the reorganization meant that there were hundreds of
problems to be resolved, many people to be reassured, and many new programs
that had to be funded. Moreover, most of these issues had to be resolved at fairly
high levels because an important consequence of any reorganization is to confuse
the delegation of authority. The result was that the central management and
financial resources of the organization users were very hard pressed. A program
that needed a very large investment of new resources and careful attention to
procedures and personnel would have a hard time.

Second, the basic foundations for an intelligence program in DEA were fairly
weak. BNDD's small strategic intelligence staff was combined with ONNI. Neither
organization had a particularly distinguished record. Indeed to some extent,
one had to regard these transfers as liabilities rather than assets. They absorbed
a large fraction of the available resources, and would complicate efforts to
design a wholly new program.

Third. supervisory positions in the intelligence program were used to absorl,
high grade 1811 personnel who were displaced in -the reorganization. Many of
these people had little commitment, and less knowledge about how to establish
an intelligence program.

Fourth, the ADP program in DEA was extremely hard pressed. It was strug-
gling, under the burden of three major ADP systems which were coming into
operation (e.g., NADDIS, CSA, ARCOS), and two other systems which were
supposed to be ready but were lagging very behind schedule (e.g., STRIDE and
DEA-AS). -

Fifth, after failing to get the resources and attention he felt he deserved and
needed, the Assistant Administrator for Intelligence lost some of his Interest
in developing the profession of intelligence. He turned, instead, to operational
programs. These programs exaggerated the potential conflict between enforcement
and intelligence.

Thus, within a year or two after DEA was established, it became clear that we
had the worst of all worlds. We had paid the price of poor coordination. (Indeed,
we had paid it in spades. There was active competition between enforcement and

S intelligence, not Just poor coordination.) And there was little evidence of a devel-
oping intelligence profession.

SOME HOPEFUL SIGNS

Despite these problenTsthe Intelligence Program within DEA did have some
significant accomplishments during this period. Moreover, current signs about
the development of the program are auspicious.

Significant accomplishments include:
The development and routine use of the Heroin Signature Program which

allows DEA to make more precise estimates about the sources of drugs.
The development of an interagency intelligence facility on the Snuthwest

Border which will insure that large amounts of information available within
DEA are brought to bear on operational decisions in this vital area.

Significant and increasing contributions by operational and tactical intel-
ligence to major conspiracy cases made by CENTAC units.

These accomplishments signal a significant potential within the current Intel-
ligence program.
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Hopeful signs Indicating that the program is now moving In the correct
direction include the following:

Gradual replacement of 1811 supervisory personnel In the 1G program
with intelligence professionals.

The development of consistent manual filing procedures, prototype analyses
and quality procedures to facilitate and organize intelligence production.

Closer liaison between intelligence analysts and enforcement desks to
insure timely and relevant intelligence products.

Thus, we are beginning to see the best of all worlds--a world in which the
intelligence profession is flourishing and effectively co-operating with enforce-
ment operations.

However, it is important to keep in mind that the development of this program
iq by nature a long-run process. Since I have returned to Harvard, I have dis-
cussed this organization~tl problem with several colleagues--including some from
the Harvad Busihess School. They point out that even in a private firm with
the advantages of easily measurable outputs and significant discretion over hiring
and firing, we would be thinking in terms of a five-year development program.
In a government agency, with less discretion about personnel and less measurable
outputs the process would probably be substantially longer. I hope that this com-
mittee will lend its weight to assist DEA in this development process. It is the
duty of all of us to do so.

Chairman PIKE. Thank you very much, Professor Moore.
The committee will now proceed under the 5-minute rule. We mayfind it necessary to go into executive session. We may decide this can

be done at the staff level. I will rely on the judgment of the committee.
I would like to ask you first, Mr. Jenson: Is our intelligence such,

today, that we know where the hard narcotics on the streets of America
come from?

Mr. JENSON. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. Through the signature program
that-Dr. Moore referred to, we were able to determine within a rea-
sonable percentage of accuracy the actual source country of the heroin.

.Chairman PIKE. You refer to heroin. Is the same also true for
cocaine?

Mr. JENSON. Cocaine, yes, sir. Cocaine originates in South America.
All cocaine coming into the United States, for that matter, around the
world, is from South America I

Chairman Pz.' South America is a fairly large area. Can we pin-
point it any better than South America.

o Mr. JEzpON. Principally. sir, the producing country is Peru, in the
Andes Mountain Range in South America.

Chairman PIKE. Mr. Acree, would you agree that, today, we know
)retty well where the hard drugs coming into America come from?

Mr. ACCEE. I would agree certainly, Mr. Chairman, that we know
the origin countrywise of the hard drugs coming into the United
States, lut I do not know, sir, as to how they get here.

Chairman PIKE. So there is a problem not so much as to pinpointing
where they are basically grown and perhaps produced, but the routes
by which they get into America?

Mr. AcREE. -The routes, the modes, the means, the manner by which
they are smuggled into the United States.

Chairman Pni. I would ask you, Mr. Jenson. what proportion
of the drugs illicitly entering the United States of America, in your
judgment, are detected and seized today I

Mr.JJxso f. That would be simply an estimate on our part and it
would h ye to be broken down by the different types of drugs.

Chairman Px. For my purpose skip marihuana.
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Mr. JENSON. In the case of heroin, something like 10 percent or less
of the total required for the estimated addict population of the united
StAtes ard 6onfistated. -

Chairman PKE. How about the other hard drugs ?
Mr. JENSON. Cocaine, that is a little harder to get a handle 6n. The

use of cocaine is much wider Spread and we do not really have as
much of an estimate figure on the actual consumption of cocaine and,

< therefore, we don't know really how much is entering the United
States.

In the case of the addict population, we do have a rough estimate
of the number of addicts. We can then compute the average daily
consumption of an individual addict and make a determination.

Chairman PiKE. Do you come up with a figure of better than 10
percent or worse than 10 percent I

Mr. J.Nsoi. Again, I would say it probably would range in the
same area. Something around 10 percent.

Chairman PiK". So, with all of your efforts in this regard during
the last few years-and Congress has devoted some time to this-we
are still intercepting roughly only about 10 percent of the drugs that
are flowing into the country?

Mr. J Nsox. That is correct. sir, but there is another factor, here.
In the last couple of years we have expanded our international opera-
tions. The DEA is now located in 61 posts in 42 foreign countries, and
a great deal of activity is occurring there in the eradication area and
in the destruction and seizure of laboratories, which prevents produc-
tion or reduces the amount -that would be available to be smuggled
into the United States.

Chairman PiKE. In your judgment, is the intelligence input into
the process better or worse, today, than it was before the creation of
the DEAI

Mr. JE soN. In my opinion, it is considerably better today than
ever before. We, today, know more about the producing areas of the
world, the quantities they are capable of producing. We don't hav'e
all of that information, but we are working toward that end, and
we do have a good starting point to develop that type of inforhition.
What types of drugs are available or could be available, and also from
the domestic side of it, what drugs are abused, or those that have the
greatest potential for abuse, so we can take necessary action here to
control or to make efforts to reduce the availability of those substances.

mw Chairman Pn. Mr. Acree, may we have your views?
Mr. AcRFE!. I would have to say, insofar as the Customs Service is

concerned, that we find ourselves, as I indicated in my opening state-
ment, disadvantaged by the kind, both kind and volume of information
that fits our operational requirements.

We need to know not really where it is grown-and. some of the
areas my associate, Mr. Jenson, referred to-Ibut we need to know
how it is geting into our country. We do not know, sir.

Chairman Prom Mr. Treen.
Mr. TREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to folow up on that. How many names do you have in this

personal data base, Mr. Jenson in DEA I
Mr. JENSON. We have more than one system, sir, In our-
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Mr. TRit. You have several systems. One is 4 filing system based
upon the names of individuals, and I assume in that system you have
all availabl information on that particular individual.-Is that correct?

Mr. JmsoN. Yes.
Mr. Tj N. How many names do you have in there?
Mr. JNqsoN. Approximately half'a million, sir.
Mr. TRtBN. Half a million names?
Mr. J~mso.. Yes, sir.
Mr. TRFN;. On which you have, I would assume, varying degrees of

information. That is, from hard information down to just rumor or
hearsay; isthat correct ?

Mr. JNsoN. That is correct.
Mr. TRERN. Now, how do you disseminate intelligence information

to the Customs Service ? Mr. Acree has just indicated that, as I gather,
he is not getting information that he formerly would have, which
would arouse the suspicion that someone is coming into the country
in some manner with narcotics.

When you get information which would be useful to Customs for
interdiction purposes, how do you disseminate this?

Mr. Jzrso.v. It would depend on the nature of the activity. If it is
something concerning an operational matter that develops in one of
our field offices the field office would inform the Customs counterpart
in that particular location, and we would work jointly, where appro-
priate, with them, in the pursuit of this information.

Also, we now have established here in headquarters in Washington
a unit that provides day-to-day information to the Customs Service.

Mr. TnzvE . Day-to-day operational information?
Mr. Jmwsox. Plus not only operational information but that of the

more or less strategic type that will identify source countries-
Mr. Twmn. I understand that. I am trying to get to the kind of in-

formation that Mr. Acree apparently thinks lie used to get regarding
the entry of narcotics into the country. Let's narrow it down to that.

You send out all information that you get that would arouse sus-
picion that someone is going to come into the country with drugs. Do
you send that daily to the Customs Service?

Mr. Jxxsox. That is correct, we do, including whatever information
we have such as license plates; if it is an automobile that is suspected
of being involved. If we-have any information as to the type of smug-
gling, whether it is a secret compartment in a suitcase or in a hollowed-
out portion of the drive shaft of an automobile, this type of informa-
tion is furnished to the Customs agency.

Mr. TPRnFN. Mr. Acree. what kind of information is it that you used
to get when you had that within your agency that you are not get-
ting now? You have indicated, I think pretty strongly, that you are
not able to accomplish the interdictions at the border that you used
to be able to-is that your bottom-line statement?

Mr. Acn. Ye& I also indicated since June there has been marked
improvement. I think it is in that context that Mr. Jenson is speak-
ing, and I would certainly have to agree that since June there has been
marked improvement.-

In fact, I have brought with me some of the letters I have written to
Mr. Dogin in this regard. One dated September 22, 1975:
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As a Zollowup to our discussions September 15, 1 am pleased to let you know
our efftirts are beginning to bear fruit. Upon my return to Washington I was in-
formel that on September 1 we received a significant number of DEA arrest
repors.

M1,r. TR=N. I do appreciate that-that it is improving.
7M4r. AcRF.E. It is improving, sir.
Mr. TmREN. Is it up to the level that you want it to be or the level

'we had before the reorganization?
Mr. AcRP.F. No, sir: it is not to that level.
Mr. TPEEN. You have indicated that. you used to be able to make

:a lot of "cold" arrest. I assume you mean by that arrests not based
on hard information; is that correct?

Mr. AcRF.E. That is correct, sir.
Mr. TR _. Why can't you still make these cold arrests? You seem

to indicate that since reorganization you can't make them.
Mr. ACREE. We still make the cold arrests. I would point out, how-

ever, that the percentage of cold seizures has increased substantially.
As a matter of fact, since July 1, 1974, through November 12, yester-
day, we made 24,177 narcotics seizures. Only 1,061 of them were based
on prior information.

Chairman PIKE. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. Giamo?
Mr. GTAnO. Mr. Acree, I just heard you say, and I think Mr. Jenson

before, that things are getting better.
Professor Moore, I believe you hold out hope in your statement for

things getting better and you envision it will take 5 years for them
to get better; but, because it is the Government bureaucracies you are
talking about, it will be an even more extended time than 5 years.

It so.unds to me like the classic case that we always hear in Congress
from governmental agencies that thing are getting better and you
are telling me it is going to take somewhere around 10 years for then
to become effective.

Now. if things are getting better, it means they are not too good at
the present time, or certainly not the way you would like them. Is that
a fair inference?

Mr. JENRoi;. I think Dr. Moore was referring to what is considered
the normal ainount of time that it takes to have an effective intelligence
unit performing at peak.

Mr. Guimo. I understand that, but I only have 5 minutes and I
don't, need long answers from witnesses.

Mr. Jrisow. I think we have made tremendous progress in the
2 years.

U{r. GIAIMO. I think we have made tremendous progress.
Mr. Acree, do you think that things are the way you would like to

have them I
Mr. AcPxr. I think that a blueprint for action in terms of the way

we would like to have them certainly is underway. With the support
of the present leadership in DEA and the Justice Department; yes,
they are.

Mtr. GTAIHo. It takes 10 years for you to reduce to 10 percent the
heroin coming into this country?

Professor Moore, things werb so bad with the situation before that
we had to have the reorganization plan to create a new Federal agency,



and now I am. drawing an inference that things are not going along
too well between the new agency and Customs. You wilf concede, I
think, that this happens in many of our Federal agencies. There is
even some, evidence of the fact that for some time the FBI and the
CIA don't like to work with each other and. some of the other agen-
cies. This happens in some of our Armed Porce-between the Army
and the Navy and'so forth. It seems to be indigenous to government.

Tell us about. What is the benefit we got from the reorganization
plan,?

Mr. MOoRL I think the benefit you got was essentially making one
organization accountable for st rategic design of overall drug supply
reduction efforts.

Mr. GT& o. This sounds great. What does it do about stopping
heroin from. coming into the country ?'

Mr. MooPm I think focusing on the issue of how many border
seizures, and the fraction of the total amount Of heroin available in
the country represented by those seizures is tqo simple a way to
evaluate our performance

If you were serious about stopping the flow of drugs into the United
States, and I think we are desperately serious about the objective, the
best strategy would turn out to include seizures at the border. We are
always gmeful for that dividend, but the major objective would be
to immobilize networks that are continuing to move drugs across the
border.

Mr. Gi mo. Who are these major movers?
Mr. Moon. They are people who we discover and are listed in our

intelligence files.
Mr. G Axm o. What is the total budget. of the DEA '
Mr. JzNsoN. $153 million.
Mr. GrAixo. What is the total cost of 'all the heroin coming. into the

United States ?
Afr. JENsON. The cost?
Mr. Guixo. An estimate.. You spoke about 10 pounds costing about

$400000 in one of' your earlier statements. Someone mentioned 410
pounds of pure heroin at about $400,000.

How much heroin comes into the U'nited Stats in a year?
Mr. JzirsoN. Something like 6'or 7Ttons.
Mr. GI A o. That costs $160'million I
Mr. JlrssoN. Oh, yes Broken down to the street price.
Mr. Gwuixo. Not broken down to the street. Broken down to what

it costs in its pure form.
Mr. JpzsoN. Roughly $280 million.
Mr. GiAiMo. Here we spend $150 million and all we get is about 10

percent.
Mr. Moons. What implication do you, draw from thatI'
Mr. GIKo.. You are the witness, If you want the off-the-top-of-my-

head conclusion, it is that many of our agencies are very ineffective.
However, you are the witness, please proceed.

Mr. Mo6R . I think the impication you might draw from that is if
we merely spent $260 million to buy the operation out, we could do-it.
In fact, that is probably not a reasonable expectation. If we put $2Z
million, to buy out the current- su ples of heroin, aniotfier group oY.

63-165-7-----5
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suppliers would emerge and demand the same amount of money. There
is a fairly large supply capability for heroin.

Mr. Gxao. How much are we spendingto buy heroin f
Mr. Jzsox. Our PEPI, which is for the purcha of evidence and

payment for information, is about $7 million now.
I think there is another factor that has to be considered. The cost of

~ drugs to society. Dr. Dupont was with us at a meeting in Caracas, an
area coordinators' meeting last week, and he pointed out that today it
is costing somewhere around $10 billion to the United States for the
drug problem here, the cost to. society. He estimates that without con-
trols it would be drastically increased over that. $o we are talking
about billions of dollars.

I think when you are measuring what it costs in relation to the
benefits, you have to consider factors other than merely what the
heroin is valued at that comes into the United States.

Mr. GIAIrO. What bothers me is that for $150 million, it seems to
me, we get a very minuscule result from our Federal agencies in this
area.Chairman P?-il~r. Dellums.

Mr. Diuiuxs Mr., Jenson, let me follow on your most recent re-
sponse and ask you this question: Does spendinig millions of public
dollars inpurchasing narcotics, in any way m your estimation, encour-
age or otherwise subsidize the trade in narcotics in this country V

Mr. JEwsox. That position has been advanced by some, but when you
consider he actual value of the drugs that are sold on the streets, that
is a relatively small part. A kilo of heroin, when broken down to the
street level, is worth $1 million in some parts of the country, so really
we are talking about a small part of the total amount of money that is
spent in this country for drugs.and therefore I do not consider it as
subsidizing the drug traffic.

Mr. ILLuMs. You don't believe that in any way encouraged it?
Mr. JENsoN. Absolutely in no way.
Mr. DELuLs. Mr. Acree made a very definite statement with re-

spect to the question whether anyone knows how heroin is being
brought into this country. Your Tesponse was no.

I would like to ask Mr. Jenson if he agrees with that statement-
that we do not know how heroin is brought into this country-and if
you agree with the statement made by Mr. Acree I would like you to
respond as to why.

Mr. JeNsox. We do not know all of the methods employed to bring
heroin into this country. We never have.

Mr. DFxuuMs. Is the reason you don't know because we are involv-
ing ourselves with marihuana instead of the factor of intelligence ?

Mr. J.NsoN;. No, sir, that is not the problem at all. The problem is
that we are dealing with traffickers wiho are making every effort to
conceal the method that they are going to use to bring the drugs into
the country. They are acting at great risk, both from possibly going to
jail and from what it would cost them and their organizations, should
their methods be discovered. So they are continually seeking out new
method, and they are working at this full time,; and they have the
benefit of knowing what they are going to do.. And we have to try to
determine What their plans are without the benefit of actually know-
ing what methods they have available to them.
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Mr. Dzuu trs. Let me, in my remaining time, move to another area.
I have heretwo pictures that were given to me by a former employee
of your agency. That employee alleges that these pictures show equip-
ment given by a telephone company for the purposes of wiretapping.

Now, will you deny in open session that DEA carries out warrant-
less wiretaps or receives information from warrantless wiretaps?

• Mr. JNsoN. We do not carry out warrantless wiretaps and it is not
with our knowledge if we receive any information that has been ob-.
tained by others without warrants.

Mr. D'EUMs. In 1973, allegations surfaced publicly regarding
DEA involvement in warrantless wiretaps in Houston, Tex. There are
internal DEA memos in early 1975 regarding the matter. My question:
Why did it take until October 1975 for DEA to initiate an official in-
vestigation into warrantless wiretaps in Houston, Tex I

Mr. J so.v. The U.S. attorney was in charge of that and lie was
handling the investigation, sir.

Mr. DFALLUMS. That is your answer to the question I
Mr. JE;Nso.v. He had control of that, yes, sir, the U.S. attorney.
Mr. I)Eutrms. To your knowledge, has any official or employee of

DEA or its predecessor agency ever discussed, considered, proposed, or
otherwise developed any plan to create a unit of employees, agents, or
outside contacts which would conduct extra-legal, officially unauthor-
ized, illegal, or clandestine activities ? If your answer is in the affir-
mative, would you please explain ?

Mr. JENsoN. To my knowledge there has never been -any such ac-
tivity, sir.

Mr. DELLUMS. Maybe we can go into that in executive session a little
further.

The CIA has provided your agency employees with. training in
clandestine tradecraft. Can you explain the training and discuss
whether it included electronic surveillance, surreptitious entry, and
mail openings?

Mr. JENsoN. To my knowledge it did not include any of those open-
ings or surreptitious entry techniques.

Mr. DELLUMS. What about electronic surveillance? Never received
training from the CIA regarding that?

Mr.. JENso. No, sir.
Mr. DELLUM . The CIA has provided assistance to the agency,

including providing CIA personnel to umcover internal corruption,
tasking of a CIA proprietary to recruit and train agents, providing
technological and operational assistance, including electric and pho-
tographic equipment, flash money, monitoring of telephones. Has all
of this'assistance ceased and if so, when and why?

Mr. JENsoN. The assistance has ceased. That was, as I understand
it, a one-shot operation where the CIA was requested to assist in our
internal security operations, or our inspections office in the training
of a number of agents that were to be later placed in our field instal-
lations to serve as a conduit to our inspection office in Washington.
That is no longer in effect.

Chairman Pix. The time of the gentleman has expired. Mr. Kasten.
Mr. KAsr. Mr. Jenson, how much money whih is spent buying

narcotics--purchase of evidience--has been actually recovered in the
last couple of years ?
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Mr. JENsoN. Last, year we expended roughly $4 miUioi and we

recovered somewhere in the neighborhood of $200,000 behind that.
I might explain, however, that you cannot include the payment for
information because that is money that obviously you cannot take
away from the person that you paid it to.

As far as the purchase of evidence, in order to fully develop an
investigation to climb the ladder, so to speak, to get beyond the person
that you start with who may be at a lower echelon than the person you
are targeting in on, that is the head of the organizi4ion, you must
expend this money. You have to play the role of, in effeW a dope
peddler.

Mr. KASTEN. I have figures in front of me that say in 1974 we
spent $3,975.000 and got $180,000 back; that we spent, in 19759,$4,609,-
000 and got $182,000 back.'

Now, this is payment for the purchase of evidence-less than 5 per-
cent. Why is it that we are getting so few dollars back? I would as-
sume this is supposed to be in the process of making convictions; is
that right?

Mr. J.soN. The point that I just made is we cannot just buy from
the person and turn around and arrest him at that poit, and that is
the only time-there are other times when a person does not dispose
of the money right away and a few days later we arrest him and check
to see if he has the money in his possession, which we then recover.

We have been accused by some of being a buy-bust operation. If we
were, that figure would be changed because buy-bust means you give
the money, take the drugs, and then immediately turn around, make
an arrest, and confiscate the money. This shows we do develop the
cases as far up the chain as possible.

Mr. KASTgr. This also shows. in answer to the question of Mr.
Dellums, that in fact for the difference between the $160,000 and
$4 million you? are subsidizing the drug industry, that you are trying
tom-

Mr. JE.So N. Sir, that same person we are making the purchase from
is probably dealing in, many, many times more, or in much greater
quantities than what we are buying from them. So we are really a
fraction of his clientele and that would account for very little of the
subsidizing, in effect, of his operation.

Mr. KAST.N. I have a different line of questions, and I think it
might be helpful if Mr. Warner, who is in the international inteli-
gence, would join you in responding to the questions that may be
important. I am not sure it is necessary.

But it is our Understanding that DEA foreign operatives work
directly under the State Department's Chief of K Mission; is that
correct?

Af r. WARNER. Yes, sir, it is.
Mr. KASTEN. In all cases?
Mr. WAwNER. Except along the Mexican border--there is a 29-

kilometer zone where agents stationed in the United States are. au-
thorlzed to operate. -

Mr. KASTEN. Where agents stationed in California and' Arizona
operate with what kind of controlst What kind of records are kept
as to whdreihose agents enter, what they do, and how they leave.?

. ~~~ I . e , ° "
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What kind of records are kept by either State or DEA as to the
actions of those agents I

Mr, WAPYPR. I think this is a question -better a4swered by Mr.
Jenson, who is responsible for the total----

Mr. Klswsm. Are any records kept of the operations of these agents
in the 2.imile free area?

Mr. JENSON. Not as a separate type of record.
Mr. Kwmiq. Have gun fights ever occurred with our agents .iil this

free area?
Mr. JxNsoN. Yes.
Mr. KAsrN. 'Use of firearms. Could you describe under what cir-

cumstance.-these agents who are operating in a foreign country couldbe inVolvedl, ii~ gunfights?. .-
Mr. JENSON. We are allowed by the Mexican Government to carry

firemartn in Mexico. This, iq not something that i ina a "f16imzil agree-
ment; it-isijust somethingthat 'has been done ov ethe ryars ad is
acceptab.6 t tliim, It is'a relatively dingeris area to o ,iate.

Mr. KASTEN. You said this is. iepftable to-5. 0'.."
'Mr.J sbr. The Mexican officials '
Mr.--Kssi-'. Have theie been any cornplihts'or qi~elbit about

that acceptability? ."" .' -

Mr. JENSON. No. . ..
Mr. KASTEN. Mr. Warner, in.yoar opinion hivdt1~er' iben any-

I have some information, from soineoiue oi tfhis staff that if such con-
duetpersist , DEA would be kikkeduit of tlieO'coimntrles.

. -W. imc. N'o; I don't bWieve this 'is the case iliqfe ico. We
c ;il.h W ul operation from the "Mexican atfoprney general
and: the" F~ al Jdml Police in Mexico to" 0 rate re the ?-kilo-
mefer z6&ie in cooperation, ofcourse, 'w'ith the Me-xican aut!oritjds..
. The chain of command is pretty: rigid. T .regional imiiagenient

in Califoinia; in Texas, or Wherever T.ih operation" may 'be directed
'from, ik, knowle e abOut the peni'ns m that re 'eihg carried
Out by the ageuits and they operate under tlie retri titis, in.the; 'use
of'flreairms .or anyfluing.e e theyuhidertake.

Mr.tJo$s9i. 'I ask unapiimous consat. to. yield , minutes of my
time to the gentleman 'fr6m Wiconsi..

Chaiti~an PIKE: Wit44out ob4jevtin, the gentleman is. lcogizq d
fOr2 iddifiofin minutes.

Mo ti said y6ut had cont,'o1s, but y6 ! said .po records
ai'e- kep.,0b. eihr State or. PEA,'asto the itivitiks 6f our agents

Cin tlir 26-iile free area.
•Mr: J- Sor. ay I correct that? We said no sePsrater. req'ords as

st-h, butt mi bf the official activity of our agents, whi they 'are con-dhidihg ani investiation is' record' in our DEA I6, -hich is te
st~ard ~epot forn, p-lu they ae acc6uttabk ,to their 'immediate
siipet Iso, a ,roup supervisoror special agent in C iarge iho is also
account aIbe higher chai of comniand.'

So there-are controls, both. fion- that sfidpoint, and there a'ie
written reports as to theiractivity.'

I We hi;.Ye,.asically two types Of acti-itv. One is inthlgenee't vpe,
.1pai'ye t'pe. Jnvystigataoii, which is 4rictly like recorA cheeks, sur-
veillahe, 'd e". t)ire are n arrests or aiy forcibldtaefioh; and thena ' , - " r .* t • *, "-
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we have that, type of activity which is also in conjunction with the
'host country, Mexico, or any other country.

Mr. KASTEN. In connection with the incident of the.shoot-out-
gunfights-'in this 26-mile free area with the agents coming in ffm
California, Arizona, it would seem to me that the incidence of this
is very, very high and that it is not dealing with-or it is not serving
your purpose, which is to gather intelligence..

I mean you become kind of an arm of the Mexican police force
here running around; but shouldn't you be doing the work with in-
telligence and not getting your agents involved with all these dif-
ferent kinds-of u hts And isnt it a fact that in many of these
cases we are dealing with people with marihuana in small operations?

Why don't you deal with intelligence and get out of the gunfight
business?

Mr. JmsoN. We are there at the invitation of the host country of
Mexico. We assist them in those areas that they. request us to.

Mr. KAvTEN. You mean Mexico told you to get out of the intelli-
gence business and.,into the gunfight business?

Mr. JNsoN. No; but we have to assist them in areas that they want
and need help in order for them. to cooperate with us in these other
areas which are important to us.

Mr. KASm . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PRm. Mr. Murphy.
Mr. MmuHir. Thankyou, Mr. Chairman.,
We have heard testimony from both Mr. Acree and Mr. Jenson

here today, with whom I have had the pleasure of working in regard
to. this problem for many years, but both of you have testified that
the cooperation between both your agencies has improved since June,
I believe it was., Obviously -we are talking about the departure of
Mr. Bartels.

But as we sit here. today'I notice.Mr. Dogin isn't here.today!.-and I
also know that presently in the White House there is a decision to
replace Mr. Dogin and bring in a new head of the DEA.

We just had the new White House paper on drug abuse, and this is
about the third or fourth paper we have had on that. We will prob-
ably. go through. another third or fourth reorgamization before we
get down to brass tacks. The.brass tacks, gentlemen, in my estima-
tion is that the State Department of the United States still rofu.es
to recbgnize the. international drug-problem on ab No. 1 priritv bass.

Until that happens, until .we are able to give support to (tstoms
, 'L and DEA agents-in these foreign countries, we are kidding oureelves.

We all know where the dope is gtown.. I have flown over the fields
three or four times itt different countries. The origin of these drugs
is no secret. Mexico Is No. 1 on the hit.parade supplyng us actls.
There is a saying among your agent.that once t ohe popy is miiied
or split. open,, the ball oame is ovet. Your own estimates are that you

* get.10 or 15 percent of what is smuggled into thiscountr.. As soon
as they .grow poppiea aind .they, are incised and harvested, 80 to 85
percent is go'ng. to get into theUMnited States.

People ask the question, how do drupg t in. Toy qet i in as
* .many ways as the imagination. can think of. Prmsident bxon kickedi,.t around and tde a pihtical football out of it.- w Pr dent Ford
beginning. to do the same. We cot rid of Mr& Bartls, who -never
had a conference with-Attorney General Levi. Tylei f him for
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endemic corruption. None of it has been proved. Maybe Bartels was a
poor manager; I don't know. But there was no corruption.

The morale in both your agencies is way down' because the State
Department and the executive department made football out of
both your agencies, and it is continuing to do so.

As we sit here today, a fellow from Chicago is being interviewed
to head the DEA agency, and we aregoing to get him confirmed in
1 month or 2. He will come in with his policies, if he knows anything
about drug abuse.

Bensinger is not. a lawyer.- He has never been a prosecutor. He was
a foimer candidate for sheriff in Cook County.and lost.

They are bringing him in now, and we are going to start this whole
process over. • . .

Let's not kid each other. As far as your intelligence is concerned,
we know it comes from the- NSA or the CIA. I have been in South
America when the CIA wasn't, talking to Customs agents or DEA
agents. They would only give them. the crumbs off. the table as far as
intelligence is concerned. hat is because the State Department hasn't
made drug abuse the No. 1 priority. ' ,a . . -

Your agencies, both Customs and DEA, are ignored by-the agencies
and embassies around the world. In fact, they would like to keep you
out because you are a pain in the rump to them since yoif ask em-
barrassig questions. You tell the host country Who is involved in their
own cabinets and among their offrciils..

We have-members of foreign governments smuggling the stuff into
this country. We all know abont it. We have intelligence.on it. But
our-State Department:and Dr. Kissinger refuse to recogmizp drugs as
an important problem.

We made-a deal with Turkey, and the Turks welched on theirwords.
They took millions of dollars. In 1971, their total income from export-
ing opium was $2.5 million. We.made a deal for $35 million for them,
and now more farmers are growing it than ever before in the history
of Turkey.

Now Mexico is in- the business, -Not only is organized crime in thebusiness but amateurs art bring it across the border. I know your
agents are dedicated people; and -oth you gentlemen have done fine
-jobs, but we all know how longwe Waked for helicopters in Mexico
to fly Over opium fields

1n Thaijid -in 1971, we inade.a deal with the Thais and delivered
them helicopters from, Vietnam, where. we had hundreds of them. Ithinktoday the Thais have six helicopters and the rest of them went

.into North Vietnamese. hinds when they took over ...So it is -really a joke until'theex~outive departrent.wants to get
- serious about drig enforcement and will turii over to You intelligence

from the NSA hd. the -CIA rewarding the major traffickers. Until
then, all vouare goig to be able to d- is developinformation based
on your limited esources.,We are talking about billions of dollars
worth of money herein narcotics, but as we sit hore today, the DEA
is going through another round 'ofwaltz-me-arouiad-again-Lucy with
the 1wwhe~do DEA coming "

Mr.- Chairmin,- believe me, have ,been studying'this since I -have
beei in the" Conrs. I have been in every foreig.country where
f "arc0tics oiiginate. We get back to oir ol&friend Dr. Kissingir today,
Who' refusM tomake narcotics the No. 1 priority. .
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''We are worried about communism coming to this country but what
we have hee is worse than that. We have white heroin in our streets.

I know this is kind of apolitical speech, but I have written three
or four reports about it, and I have had it up to my eyelids with thisth know w-here the ball lies and in whose couit it is. The executive

branch is coming ,out with -this new drug abuse paper that a kid in
the sixth grade could write from references in liba-faries, and we are
down again to a new head of the DNA, a losing candidate for sheriffin Cook County"

He may be a decent guy, and he is, but he doesn'tkmow a damn
thing about narcotics, and we are starting all over again.

Chairman PJX. The time of the gentleman has expired but I would
like to invite any of the three Witnesses to comment on their perceptions
that they just received, if qhey would care to doso.

Mr. AcnE. Would you care W Ifr.-..JNsoN. No.
Mr. AcRE.' Mr. Pike, I would like to'start myq ii year on Tuesday.
Chairman .Pti. Mr. Milf o. "

M M ur m D. Thank you, Afro Chairman.
Did I understand' correctly that yDur iecordkeeig df suspects alid
IOI, et ctera, is essentially a manual'syem?, . ."
Mr. JE'sbx. The 'briglnil s~vsern, which dates -fck t' the begin-

.n f the Bureau of NarcoticS in the early w 30's, was amiiual

aSince approximatb!y19'68 or 1969, W*bve been develdping this int(
a dmputerlizedsystemi that we call NA DIS.

As we .re able todo so, we are going back and apthiain u ll'of that
data that js in the 'ld manual W.1sand plaeh g thlit ri-t6'th6 systein.For .thepresent time we are' doing. that which 1S current, or that
.which is new material as opposed to the old material.'-

-Mr. M-LORD. The first obvious question that cin6es ton:v mind
,is why you -do not use the FBI or NCIC for all of your 'On' Suspect
and &O1 files. Thaitsystom, als I understand it, has an ekitiisive com-
Putei o01lection and istribtht1i' systemm Whiich raiihefit hall but
thevery S -allest police agenicik§ W-h aren't youtied itit thit system?

Mr. JE!Nsoi#. We are tied intb it; bitt weneed our own b.pabilit'v for
our own purposes. The'type of information they have includeA, 'While
it is good, is)ot completed enough to meet ourneeds.

Mr. MuORn. How-does it dilter, specifically?.
Mr. JENsoN. ell, theirs is more Aescriitive of 'the .typ of person,the criminal histo-ev, and that type of information anl ours is more

related to his activity, aSsoclat~s, andsofoh, andhe' he ties into
the drugtriffickiig operations . r " h a • ow he tie i

Mr. "MTiLFOD. In 'ny old 'police days. I used to see the saiii thing
from NCIC. In 6ther words, eVerything from iliaS; to asbciates,to
aiv information they would have. • ast

Mfr. .W sox. As -Mr. Warner points out, that file orthe N'IC rec-
ords relate to persons who are wanted or to stilen property and'that
tpe of thing, as opposed to intelligence files on individuals'of interest
or that possibly may be of interest, 'and that ;is the type of informa-
tion that *e need, and We have in our files.
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Mr. Miroiw. Doesn't the FBI have a similar type of intelligence
file?

Mr. JzNso. They have a manual system unless they have changed
it in recent times. They are still using a manual system for their
indexes.

Mr. MrLFORD. I would like to address this to both Mr. Acree and
Mr. Jenson. Do either of you feel that the effectiveness of your work
or your agency's work has been hampered-n any way by the Freedom
of Information Act or the recent Privacy Act, and , if so, howI

Mr. Acree f
Mr. Acnpx. So far as the Freedom of Information Act is concerned,

sir, I don't believe so. So far as the Privacy Act, it is possible, and
only time will tell, that it could cause some restrictions on the exchange
of information which is available to us with other parties.

Mr. JENSoN. From our staiidpoint, the major problem with the Free-
doma of Information Act has been the additional resources that were
required, in the way of personnel in particular, to handle the re-
quests--the numerous requests that come in for information under
that provision. We were not provided additional positions to cover
that, so we have, in effect, had to take it out of our operating units
where we can least afford it for that purpose.

We have had some concern voiced by foreign governments as to the
effects of the Privacy Act in providing us with information. They
frequently are very concerned that the source might be disclosed,
and we have not as yet been able to assess the full impact of that;
but it is something that has been voiced as a concern and could pos-
sibly cause some problems for us in the future.

Mr. Miyo"R. In that respect, on page 6 of your statement you spoke
about a quarterly publication of intelligence trends which provides
an overview of drug availability, worldwide in scope, that is designed
to provide a strategic analysis of national and international narcotics
and dangerous drug production, distribution, and projections and
that will serve as a basis for sound national decisions on the targeting
of drug enforcement resources.

Is that a document that anyone can obtain t
Mr. JENSON. No, sir; that document is furnished, for example, to

the CLstoms Service. It is a classified document and could not be made
available to just anyone.

Mr. MifLroRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PiKE. Mr. Johnson.
Mr. JoHNsoN. Mr. Chairman, I didn't realize that Dr. -Kissinger

was an unwitting accomplice to the international drug trade, but I
didn't know the State Department was so much involved in the enforce-
ment of the situation, and the statement of Mr. Murphy, I felt, was
uncharacteristic of him. -

Generally on this committee I felt we were trying to get information.
Mr. MrnRpn. Would the gentleman yield since he used my name?
Mr. JOHNSON. Sure.
Mr. M1tPuiY. What I am referring to-I don't know how much the

gentleman knows about this-but what I am referring to is that none
of these agents, either in the Customs, when they used to have overseas
intelligence responsibilities, or the DEA agents, can operate within
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comes from the head of the State Department.

.Mr. Jon HSox. Is there a need for ch'aiige in the legislation ? Is there,
need for more money I What i the congressional oversight function?

Mr. MuwHy. There is no need for any change in legislation. The
only need- for change is in the mind of the head of our foreign Em-
bassies. We must let these men do their work when they are overseas.SThey are hamstrung. When a congressional delegation goes over

-- there, they are told not to talk to us in certain instances. There are
cables back every night about our activities, who we talked to, and
what we were up to.

Mr. JOHNSON. Dbes the gentleman have specific knowledge of this?
I didn't understand they were working for the State Department.

Mr. MuRpny. The gentleman has written a number of reports. He
names people by name, he names people at AID, and names the Sec-
retary in a number of instances. I will send them over to your office.

Mr. JOHNSON. Perhaps they should be included in the report.
Chairman PKE. We may be getting a little out of the jurisdiction of

this committee which essentially is intelligence. I think there is a valid
concern about the capability -of these agencies to operate, but I am not
sure that it comes within our jurisdiction.

If the gentleman from Colorado would like to have Mr. Murphy's
prior reports made a part of our own report, I think we can consider
that when we get ready to write up our report. I am sure the gentle-
man from Illinois would be happy to have the gentleman from Colo-
rado make that motion.

Mr. JOHNSON. I think it should be considered because that is totally
different from the- evidence that has come from across the table. These
gentlemen haven't confirmed or denied or made any comment on it
one way or the other. If that is the case, it should be confirmed. They
have evidentally taken the fifth amendment when asked to affirm or
deny.

Chairman IKE. I think that is even a more unfair characterization
of their conduct.

Mr. WARNER. It should not be up to us to speak for the State Depart-
ment but I would like to point out that over the years the support
given to DEA, and I am sure the Customs Service. "has, improved tre-
mendously. In the person of Ambassador Vance, who is the Chairman
of the Cabinet Committee on International Narcotic Control, each
country involved in the international traffic---either a a producer or
transit, country-is receiving the necesry attention.

There are sufficient resources available to give to countries that are
in the international traffic and are willing to utilize these resources in
the interdiction of the traffic.

It would be remiss for us, I believe, to sit moot here and not indicate
the Department of State has been cooperative over the last years.

Chairman Pxiz. Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEHmAN. Let's get back from the international scene, and get

down to the local scene in south Florida. To paraphrase. Gertrude
Stein who said a rose is a rose is a rose is a rose, in south Florida,
heroin is crime, is crime.
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It is6lvi"ous either the inadequate intelligence or inadequate en-
f6lrcemdiit-not only as it plates to the heroin problem in south Flor-
ida'but overall-has tended to increase the crimiiial activities there.

According to the Human Resources Department of Dade County,
60 percent of all the felony arrests in Dade County are heroin users;
25 'percent of the people that are arrested for felonies irf Dade County
are actually under the iiifluence of heroin at the time of their arrest.

S In addition, these heroin users are causing us not only violent crime,
but in property c'ime in Dade County, $40 million worth of losses.

Now, the inadequate implementation of your program obviously
causes a lot of things besides drug usage. This is despite the fact that
in Miami you have the third largest DEA office in the country, you
have 93 criminal investigators, and you have spent in Miami, alone,
$589,000 in the first 9 months of this year buying intelligence informa-
tion and making purchases.

Now. the result of all this has been that you made 42 arrests for
heroin this year in Miami and this is only 12 percent of your total
arrests. Breaking it down, roughly, this looks like about $100,000 per
arrest for heroin based on the whole operation in Miami.

I have a question for Mr. Moore. What would you suggest we do in
order to get the show on the road in Miami? My question for Mr.
Jenson is. how do you account for the fact that the real problem in
Miami is heroin and yet only 12 percent of your arrests in Miami for
drugs are in heroin? I read in the papers in Miami'about the tons of
marihuana you are getting on boats and the burning of tons of maxi-
huana, with television cameras on it and so forth.

It seems like you are not dealing with it in the right way, and be-
cause of this not only has drug abuse increased, but crime itself. That
is the spinoff from the halfway measures we seem to take in Miami.

I will yield back the rest of my time to Mr. Murphy after the ques-
tion has been answered.

Mr. MOORE. I think both DEA and the Domestic Council white paper
on drug abuse would agree with one of your recommendations; namely
that we focus our enforcement energies on drugs that have the largest
social consequences, and that probably means having heroin be the
No. 1 priority.

I think that is a well-established principle which we would all be
willing to endorse.

I think I would like to aline myself with that recommendation and
say we should concentrate on heroin in south Florida.

Mr. JENSON. Sir, as far as the activity of the DEA in the Miami
regional office is concerned, the bulk of the activity there concerns
cocaine because cocaine has now become the No. 1 drug passing through
Miami to other parts of the United States. Heroin itself is generally
flowing from another direction-from cities such as New York-and
our activity is concentrated there to eliminate the source as opposed
to dealing with it at a lower level which would be found in Miami.

The trend has changed drastically from what we saw a few years
back in the early seventies. Miami was then a major point of entry
for-
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Mr. LEHXAN.- But cocaine users are not the criminal element and
that is what I am trying to get at. The people arrested for felonies in
Miami are not cocaine users. They are heroine users, and that is what
costs us money in Miami,

Mr. J&NsoN. Yet I go back to the point, sir, that the source is where
we are working and the source has been identified as other cities in the
United States for the heroin that comes into the Miami area.

In other words, arrests that are made in New York have a greater
impact because of the people being higher in the chain of distribution
than those persons that are distributing on the streets of Miami.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MuRPHY. Mr. Chairman, may I have unanimous consent to have

1 minute of time?
Chairman PIxE. Without objection.
Mr. MuRPHY. To answer Mr. Johnson's question-I appreciate why

he asked the question, but getting back to Mr. Warner, what happened
to Jack Cusack down in Marseilles when Marseilles was the No. 1 lab-
oratory for heroin? He got sacked, right--sent back to the United
States ? I know you have job security in mind and Mr. Acree said he
would like to start his 39th year.

Chairman Pimz. I have no problem with that.
Mr. Mripny. You had some fellows moved out of Laos when I was

there and they came back to the United States.
How long did they wait for the helicopters in Thailand? Over 4

years. Thailand broke their agreement with the United States because
we weren't coming forward with the goods we promised them.

How many agents were moved out of Vietnam for giving Congress-
man Bob Steele, a Republican, and myself the information about drug
abuse among our soldiers in Vietnam. The record is replete with agents
both in Customs and DEA being moved because of cooperation with
congressional investigating teams going overseas on oversight.

Any other implication is misleading the American public. You know
that. Mr. Warner, and I know it.

Mr. WARNER. Mr. Chairman, I really believe if this is a path of
inquiry by this committee, the Department of State should be invited
to respond to specific questions that are really within its jurisdiction.

Chairman PiKE. I think you might well be right. We sometimes have
certain difficulty getting the responses we are looking for from the
Department of State, but. you might well be'right.

Mr. McClory.
Mr. McCLoRY. Mr. Chairman, I wanted to yield at least 2 or 3 min-

utes to mv colleague from Illinois. Mr. Murphy. I know he has done
extensive'investigative work on his own with respect to the subject.
le might be able to ask questions better than I.

I am particularly interested in what has been reported to me as a
breakdown and confusion conceiring good, solid intelligence with
regard to drug traffic. I Would like to yield to Mr. Murphy for 3
minutes.

M r. MURPHY. I thank my colleague from Illinois.
You are right, Mr. Warner, We are off the track when we bring in

the State Department, but my point is my colleagues are asking ques-
tions about both your agencies' performances. We have to get down to
the nub of the problem. We have DEA and Customs relying on the
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ability of CIA, which ias electronically surTeilling known traffickers
in these foreign countries. Then the CIA would hand over the intel-
ligence to these agencies.
- Cooperation in the beginning was bad. It is getting better, but itis still not at the point where we really have an all-out epidemic onour hands with this stuff. We are not going to make headway in thisthing until we start getting full cooperation from the NSA and CIA.It is no secret that NSA and CIA are the major gatherers of intel-ligence and until they turn intelligence over to the Customs or DEA

agents, your agents are hamstrung. Is that correct IMr. WARNER. Mr. Murphy, I agree that we could use additionalsources of information, there is no question about it. But, on the otherhand, we are a law enforcement agency, responsible to prosecute thedefendants we identify and arrest, in U.S. courts, or see that they ambrought to prosecution in another country.
For these purposes, electronic surveillance, as an example, is verystrictly circumscribed and we have to operate and want to operateand do operate within the provisions of the 1.S. law.The methods used by, let us say, CIA or NSA that you refer to inobtaining information through electronic surveillance may at onetime negate the prosecution that has been undertaken in the U.S.

courts.
Mr. Mun piy. We are aware of what tainted evidence means, and Iappreciate your problem, but without that information you can't even

start an investigation.
Mr. WAR7Xn. We are getting some very excellent information fromCIA on a continuing basis, especially in countries where we have nodirect access, countries where we are not stationed, where we haveno DEA personnel stationed, or in countries where there is a consid-erable insurgency going on that precludes us from having our person-

nel in there.
Mr. MuRiry. That same information we refer to as tainted may bea barrier to a successful prosecution. It is very helpful to Customs if.for instance, they knew a ship was leaving Colombia, or Peru, and itwas loaded with cocaine or heroin coining up from South America orMexico. Not that you have any prosecution value, but you seize thequantity of heroin and cocaine aboard that vessel. In the end, it isless heroin and less cocaine reaching the streets of America.
It may not end in ultimate prosecution. Let's face it. We all knowwho we usually end up catching, and that is who is known in yourtrade as the "mules." They are the bums who get $1,000 or $2,000.' The

real financiers are never near the stuff.
Chairman PIKE. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. McClory.
Mr. MCCLORY. I am glad to know about the progress, and I am happyto have this additional information brought out through the question-ing of my colleague, Mr. Murphy. I just hope that all efforts at. self-sufficiency, autonomy, or vanity, or whatever is involved in a failureto effect good liaison and good lines of communication, as far asintelligence is concerned, will be submerged in an effort to get theoverall results that must be attained in cutting down or eliminating

to the extent possible the large scale of traffic in hard drugs.
Thank you, Mr. ChOirman.
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'Chairman PIK. Mr. Field.
Mr. FimE . Thank you, Air. Chairman.
I have questions along one line in particular, and that is the issue

of whether intelligence should be given priority over enforcement
activities in the drug enforcement program, and how effectively it is
presently operating.

Mr. Moore, would it be fair to say that intelligence is the hand-
maiden of enforcement in the drug enforcement program? If that is
so, would those programs be more effective if they concentrated more
heavily on intelligence--in serving agencies such as Customs--than
on arrests? What would your comments be on that?

Mr. MooRz. I do not exactly know what you mean by the hand-
maiden of enforcement.

Mr. FIELD. That enforcement has priority over intelligence.
Mr. MooRE. I think one of the problems that the Administrator of

DEA has to face over the next several years is developing the pro-
fessional intelligence capability within the organization.

Now he has a better leg up on that than he had 2 years ago, but I
think that will be a difficult developmental problem for all the rea-
sons I indicated in my opening statement. I think there probably is a
strong justification for having intelligence be a larger share of PEA
total activity than in the past, but whether it should go from 10 percent
to 20 percent to 50 percent, I think experimentation will have to
determine.

Mr. FI.LD. Would it be more effective if we spent more time and
effort on intelligence and finding out how this network of drugs and
drug traffic works than in trying to make arrests which could be a
never-ending process?

Mr. MooR. I pointed this out in my opening statement-that when
we talk about developing the intelligence program inside DEA, what
we are talking about is not really increasing intelligence collection
because our assumption is we have pretty good procedures for collect-
ing intelligence at this time. Those procedures are largely the activi-
ties of the enforcement agents. Their debriefing of informants and
things like that.

We are making an investment in the improved capacity to analyze
and disseminate information.

Arrests, which you describe as a never-ending process, and not nec-
essarily productive, are the source of most intelligence. That is, how
would you get intelligence in the area other than by making arrests and
debrieAn people who are now known to be intimately involved in the
trade and have some leverage to get some information?

In other words, when we are talking about intelligence programing
by DEA, we are talking about increasing analysis and dissemination.
We are not necessarily talking about increased collections.

Collection through arrest is one of the principal collecting instru-
ments DEA has available to it. It is a little bit more complicated than
you really describe.

Mr. FELD. Mr. Jenson, would you care to comment? What I am
thinking about is this: Might we not be more effective if, instead of go-
ing around engaging in shootouts in Mexico, as Mr. Kasten pointed
out, we concentrated on an analysis of intelligence-whether it be from
arrests or otherwise-giving that information to Customs so they can
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be more effective in lnowing how these drugs come in and better able
to interdict it ? Would you care to comment I

Mr. JENSON. There haven't been that many shootouts, so called. It
is an exception when that. occurs.

I think DEA has shown the importance it places on the intelligence
function by the very appointment of the senior official. His predecessor
was a senior official. Very experienced in all areas of the operations of
the DEA. There was some resistance to this program when it was first
brought into being, because there was to some degree a lack of under-
standing, and as Dr. Moore pointed out, there was a feeling that the
agent himself is performing that function that somebody else now
ma try to take away from him-may infringe on him.

That has been pretty well done away with. There is now an ac-
ceptance. As a matter of fact, the regional directors are now asking for
intelligence specialists as opposed to agent personnel to help build
their staff.

Mr. FIELD. How about career incentives? Are there career opportu-
nities in the intelligence side of DEA?

Mr. ,i@xso-. There was a regional director vacancy that occurred,
and intelligence personnel were invited to apply for that position, as
well as with the investigators.

It shows we are looking at them in the same way we are looking at the
181 1s to fill the higher level management positions in the organization.

Mr. MooRE. I think that is one of the instruments that you want to
use to create a professional intelligence program inside DEA. .Ithink
you have to develop a personnel system to support the profession that
includes careful recruitment, selection, training, and evaluations,

I think you need that in order to have it be a vital and live activity
inside DEA.

Chairman PIKE. The committee has gone around one time. We now
have a quorum call. We haven't enough members present to vote to go
into executive session under any circumstances. Frankly, I think you
gentlemen have all been very forthcoming with the committee. We do
have rather highly classified information in the back of our briefing
books, and I don't see much sense in trying to have an executive session.
There have been some somewhat wild schemes proposed in the past,
which we gather never got carried out, and I don't see much sense in
whipping them.

I would like to ask just one question on the subject of justification,
and then I am going to yield to Mr. Dellums.

I have read this GAO report. There are things in it which are
classified confidential. It seems to me that the things in it whicl are
classified confidential have no real need to be classified in any manner,
other than the fact that they do detail some past lack of cooperation
between the various agencies. I know you are both familiar with the
GAO report. Is there any reason why that confidential label should be
kept on that GAO report?

Mr. JE-.NsoN. Mr. Warner advises me that classification was placed
on there at the request of some other agencies, not the DEA.

Chairman PIKE. Was it classified at the request of the Customs
Bureau?

Mr. AcaF.. It was not.
Chairman PIKE. Mr. Warner, who directed that it be classified.
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Mr. WARNER. I believe it Wwas classified upon the request of the Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency. I have no personal knowledge of it, Mr.
Chairman. DEA did not request it.

Chairman PIKE. May I get from each of you who are immediately
involved a statement that as far as you are concerned there is no reason
for it to be classified?

Mr. JmsoN. As far as DEA is concerned, there is no reason.
Mr. AcEm. I share that, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PIKE. Mr. Dellums.
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Jenson, have the drug enforcement agencies ever

provided any assistance to Robert Vesco?
Mr. JENsON. No, sir.
Mr. DELLUMS. None whatsoeverI
Mr. JENsoNq. No, sir.
Mr. DELLUmS. Mr. Chairman, I have several other questions. Will

there be at some point in the future a chance to discuss with the gentle-
man before us some of these questions in executive session?

Chairman PIKE. The only honest answer I can give you, Mr. Del-
lurns, is probably not. However, I believe they will be most coopera-
tive-they have been most cooperative with th'e staff. If you have any
particular questions that you want answered, I believe they will agree
to answer them on a confidential basis.

Mr. JENSON. We will be happy to.
Mr. DELLums. I think we would all agree that, given its nature,

your business-both in terms of gathering of intelligence and in terms
of enforcement-often has potential for corruption. How many DEA
employees have been fired or otherwise dealt with because of
corruption?

Mr. JENSON. We will have to furnish that.
[The information follows:]
All allegations of corruption are thoroughly Investigated by DEA's Internal

.Security Division, formerly Office of Inspection. Since July 1, 1973, the Drug
Enforcement Administration has removed one employee for corruption, that is,
indictment for distribution and conspiracy to distribute marihuana. However,
an additional 22 DIEA employees were removed for various types of misconduct
or unsatisfactory performance. Sixteen of these removals were. terminated during
their probationary period.

Mr. DELLUMS. How large is the Internal Security Division that
deals with corruption in your agency?

Mr. JENSON.. We have 36 full-time employees and other personnel
are drawn upon from throughout the organization for any kind of
special type need. We separated the field evaluation program from
that unit so that they could devote full time to that particular
program.

Mr. DF LtTS. Mr. Jenson, are you familiar with the corporation,
Intertel?

Mr. JENsoNr. I am familiar with the name. I am familiar with the
organization to some degree.

Mr. DELTUMS. Would you describe Operation Croupier, and Silver
Dollar and the relationship of DEA officers, Intertel, and Mr. Howard
Hughes?

Mr. JENsoN. I am not that familiar with Croupier. Mr. Phil Smith
who handled that is with us. With regard to Operation Silver Dollar,
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that was a special technique type undercover approach that was uti-
lized in an effort to develop cases against some very significant drug
traffickers that were operating in a gambling casino in Las Vegas.

The approach utilized, through the cooperation of Intertelwas
to have two of our agents pose as big time gamblers and meet, through
an informant, these individuals we were desirous of making a case
against. In order for our agents to be able to do this, they had to show

S that they were able to handle large sums of money; that they were
big, in effect, wheeler-dealers, and it was arranged to have chits from
the house provided to these agents that would be used at the gambling
tables, to be lost there, not for the purpose of actually-actually one
of the conditions was that this money would have to be actually used.
In other words, they couldn't go out from there winning.

This worked very well. It did impress the defendants-the persons
who later became defendants--in this case, and we were successful in
pursuing the case.

This has been thoroughly investigated, following some allegations
that there might have been some irregularities in this. It has been
investigated both by our own internal staff and by the external orga-
nizations, and there was absolutely nothing improper in any way in
the operation of this Silver Dollar.

Mr. DELLUMS. Operation Croupier-is there someone here who ian
speak to that?

Mr. JENSON. Yes, Mr. Smith.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Dellums, Operation Croupier was an intelligence

probe into the Caribbean area. We hoped at that point to make a pene-
tration undercover into a group of croupiers and then expand out to
other casinos in the Caribbean area for intelligence-gatheringpurpo e.Mr. DELLUIS. Can you explain the relationship between DEA,

Intertel-
Mr. SMrm. There is no relationship-
Mr. DELLUMS [continuing]. And Mr. Howard Hughes?
Mr. SMITH [continuing]. Between DEA, Intertel or Mr. Howard

Hughes. The principal officers of Intertel are former high-level Justice
Department officials and high-level officials of other agencies who have
retired. They offered to assist us in this particular operation, as they
did in Silver Dollar, but there is no relationship officially with the
Intertel organization or with Howard Hughes.

Mr. DELLUMS. Just two additional questions.
Mr. Jenson, the press has often written about the "buy and bust"

statistics program of DEA and that the overwhelming majority of
those arrests occur at a very, very, low level. Would you comment on
that?

My final question, couched in slightly different terms but essentially
going in the same direction to Dr. Moore, would be this: Is the relation-
ship between DEA enforcement costs on the one hand and intelligence-
gathering costs on the other hand indicative of the fact that the
propensities of DEA are toward street-level figures rather than intel-
ligence-gathering efforts at the international level to cut off the traffic
in drugs?

Mr. JmNsox. DEA and predecessor organizations have always con-
centrated on the highest level trafficker. In order to assure that this

63-165--76-----6
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happened-that this is the area in which we concentrate our efforts-
we devised a system of rating defendants. This is our own system. It
is a management control system, unique in law enforcement, which
has provided DEA management with a measurement system to insure
thishigh-level concentrated activity.

The "buy-bust" situation does not exist. That is a technique I-
might say. There are times when it is expedient for a variety of
reasons--to purchase evidence and immediately arrest the defenAant.
In cases where it may involve large sums of money, where we may
have to expend $200,000 to $300,000, even up to $1 million, obviously
we cannot purchase that and in effect let that money walk away from
us, lose that. We need that money to continue our day-to-day
operations.

Mr. DELuMs. Is it true that only 5 percent of the money that you
use to buy narcotics is recovered by your agencies? That in effect
you lose 95 percent of the public money that you use to purchase hard
narcotics ?

Mr. JENsoN. It is a high percent, and that again is proof of the
fact that we are not a buy-bust organization. We have to spend the
money in order to develop a- case beyond that one-shot deal, which
frequently involves a lower member of the organization-a lower-
level trafficker. We try to penetrate the organization at the highest
level possible, but it is more difficult to penetrate at a higher level than
it is at a lower level, because there are more people at this level for
one thing. Usually these people are not quite as insulated as they are
as they get higher in the organization.

So you penetrate at the highest level. The way to get up to the
upper level is to purchase from this individual; and by making a
purchase, letting it go through, he believes that your undercover
agent is a legitimate dope peddler so he can then come back, and he
will introduce him to the higher chain, and it goes on up the chain.

Mr. DELLTMS.-.I would like-to briefly state to the ranking minority
person of the committee, as soon as Dr. Moore responds to the questions
I will adjourn the committee until 10 tomorrow morning if you want
to make the quorum call.

Mr. MCCLORY. It was mv understanding additional questions would
be supplied by the staff. I didn't think it would be well to continue.

Mr. DELLUS. The chairman fielded time to me and I reserve the
right to exercise. the utilization of that time. I have asked a final ques-
tion of Dr. Moore and I will adjourn the committee until 10 in the
morning. This is not classified information, it is a straight-out ques-
tion to the distinguished doctor who is bright enough and intellectual
enough to answer the question.

Mr. MCCLORY. I will stay here.
Mr. MOORE. Suppose you take the fact that we like the strategy di-

rected at immobilizing *major drug distributors. We like this strategy
for two reasons. We like to immobilize a man who represents a cer-
tain fraction of the supply capability. Another equally important
reason is that his experience will deter others and force others in their
trade to become more cautious. The deterrence has an additional re-
ducing effect on the total amount of drugs coming through the coun-
try. That is the reason we want to immobilize major traffickers.
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You can think of the particular process of achieving that objective
as a two-step process. First you have to penetrate those organizations.
That is, you have to get some source of information or intelligence
about who is involved. Now, some fraction of that comes from volun-
teers and paid informants. But probably most of that information
comes from defendant informants. This means in most cases you have
to start cases against major international traffickers with a defendant,
somebody who is arrested and willing to testify.

There are lots of different ways of making those penetrations. DEA
makes some of the penetrations through its own undercover operations.
Bureau of Customs makes a large number of penetrations as well. We
also rely on State and local agencies to produce these pe-etrations.
Those three things taken together produce a large number of de-
fendants, all of whom have some chance of both being willing and able
to facilitate an investigation against a major trafficker.

That is the penetration phase.
The development chasee can go through one of two techniques. One

which was already described by Mr. Jenson is the undercover ap-
proach. Ihe other is an approach in which you would try to get a
conspiracy charge against the major trafficker largely by taking down
the testimony of the defendant corroborating that testimony with
documentary records and taking him to court.

Notice that, because you need those penetrations and because only
a small fraction of them will yield a return in terms of a major case,
that at any given moment tle fraction of DEA cases that involve
low-level violators will apparently be large. That is not as important
as knowing the absolute number of high-level traffickers that we are
able to immobilize.

I just think that is an important analytic point you have to under-
stand whei looking at the record of DEA's performance.

Now, then, the question is, where does intelligence fit into our capa-
bility to develop these cases, given a penetration. I think the point
I have emphasized there is that a large amount of the capability ex-
isted in the standard enforcement system. That is, in the combination
of records available to agents in their case files, the NADDIS system
and the Federal telephone system.

l)EA attempts to experiment with the substantially larger invest-
ment in the intelligence analysis and production poison 'of the in-
telligence function, to see whether we can't increase the frequency
with which penetration can be turned into successful leads to develop
a case against major traffickers.

I don't think anyone knows at this stage exactly what fraction of
DEA's resources should be devoted to that activity. The thing to be
engaged in is a development program by which, through a series of
successive investments in intelligence, we discover how the absolute
number of cases against major traffickers increases over time.

Mr. DELLU. ls. Thank you. I will say to the doctor that that is the
most thorough answer to a question that I have ever received since I
have been on this committee.

May I, on behalf of the Chair and members of the committee, say
to all the gentlemen who have appeared before us today that w'e
thank you for your testimony and cooperation in response to our
questions.
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The committee will stand in recess until 10 tomorrow morning for
the purpose of taking action on subpenas issued last week.

[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the committee was recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Friday, November 14,1975.]
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The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m. in room 2154,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Otis G. Pike [chairman],
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Present: Representatives Pike, Stanton, Dellums, Murphy, Mil-
ford, Hayes, Lehman, McClory, Treen, Johnson, and Kasten.

Also present: A. Searle Field, staff director; Aaron B. Donner,
general counsel; James B. F. Oliphant, counsel; Richard S. Veremeire,
counsel; John U. Atkisson, counsel; Peter L. Hughes III, counsel; and
Ellen S. Miller, investigator.

Chairman PrKE. The committee will come to order.
Today we have a rather interesting hearing in the realm of risk.
We are interested, all of us, of course, in preserving our national

security. One of the agencies greatly responsile for that is the Fed-
ral Bureau of Investigation. In the course of doing so, the role of
Government sometimes lays a rather heavy hand on the lives of
citizens. So what we are going to be looking at today is what the
FBI does, what its role is.

Then we will be looking at some of the people whose lives it has
touched. We have a large number of witnesses today: Mr. James B.
Adams. the Assistant to the Director of the FBI, and Mr. W. Ray-
mond Wannall, the Assistant Director for FBI Intelligence, will be
the FBI witnesses. I propose we get the FBI testimony first and ask
them any questions that we wish to about the FBI. We will probably
not complete any more than that in the morning session.

In the afternoon, I propose we go to some-of the testimony from
the individuals. I would simply ask that the FBI people do stay
around during the afternoon session so that in the event they want
to offer any rebuttal or in the event that other questions arise which
should be addressed to them, that would be possible. Is that a reason-
able requestI

Mr. ADAMS. We do have one problem. We have testimony scheduled
all day tomorrow before the Senate, and both of these coming so close
together does put somewhat of a burden on us in preparing for both.
I think we can work something out where we will have someone
available.

Chairman PiKV,. 1 would simply request that somebody responsible
and knowledgeable from the FBI be here this afternoon in order
to respond to the questior.- of the members, and if they desire, to the
statements of the other witnesses which will be made available to you.

(1019).,
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Mr. MCCLoRY. Will the chairman yield I
Chairman PiKE. Certainly, Mr. McClory.
Mr. McCLoRY. I want to state, Mr. Chairman, that I certainly wel-

come the testimony we are to receive here from the FBI, and from
the othersthat are scheduled to appear. before the committee, and to
also state very affirmatively that in my- opinion we have a great Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation which does an extremely important job
for us. While we may he touching upon some abuses or excesses in
the course of this hearing, I don't want that to be interpreted as any
diminution of my respect for this law enforcement agency.

I do want to say, too, that I feel that the staff has put together
a very important bit of testimony here this morning and has organized
a very good hearing for us. I have encouraged this. I have wanted it.
It has taken a little while to schedule it. But I welcome a review of
this aspect of our intelligence activity and hope that out of it we
can-in this area as well as other areas of the intelligence activity-
find some means by which we can improve the efficiency, the effective-
ness, the coordination, and other aspects of the entire intelligence com-
munity for the benefit of our Nation.

Thank you very much.
Chairman PiKE. The FBI statement will be presented by Mr. James

B. Adams. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF JAMES B. ADAMS, ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR,
FBI, ACCOMPANIED BY W. RAYMOND WANNALL, ASSISTANT
DIRECTOR, FBI INTELLIGENCE DIVISION; R. L. SHACKELFORD,
SECTION CHIEF; DAVID RYAN, SPECIAL AGENT, AND HUGH
MALLET, SPECIAL AGENT

Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I appre-
ciate the-opportunity to appear before you todayto discuss the FBI's
domestic intelligence responsibilities. _

I think that it would be appropriate for me to beain my presentation
by outlining 'in general terms the purposes of FBI domestic intelli-
gence investigations. To add the historical perspective necessary to
fully understand the FBI's role in this field over the years. I will
briefly describe fo you the circumstances under which the FBI was
assigned its present domestic intelligence responsibilities and how the
Bureau, in response to ever-changing threats to internal security, has
fulfilled these responsibilities.

It must be recognized that the FBI's domestic intelligence func-
tion, as it exists today, derives from the Attorney General's dual re-
sponibility to enforce congressional enactments and perform other
duties which have been delegated to him by the President. These other
duties include rendering policy recommendations to the President with
respect to matters affecting internal security, administering aspects of
the Government's employee security program, and making determina-
tions relative to the deployment of the military by the President,
should such action be necessary .to quell civil disturbances

Because the FBI's investigative responsibilities follow the contours
of those entrusted to the Attorney General, the Bureau's domestic in-
telligence investigations are, of necessity, broader thaA investigations
strictly designed to collect evidence for criminal proceedings. The



FBI's domestic intelligence responsibilities have a distinct anticipa-
tory, or preventive, purpose, requiring continuing investigative ac-tiVityiii caseS wherein. criminal conduct remains a future possibility.

Thus, the objective of FBI domestic intelligence investigations is to
obtain information concerning activities which are intended to under-',
mine or overthrow the Government of the* United States, incite domes-
tic violence or rioting, or deprive individuals of their civil rights. The

a~ FBI investigates these threats to domestic security both to develop evi-
dence for legal proceedings and to provide the Attorney General with
information upon which to make assessment and policy recommenda-
tions pertaining to specific, nonpenal aspects of the Nation's domestic
security program which are administered by the Department of
Justice.

The FBI's domestic intelligence function today has its origin in in-
structions issued by President Franklin D. Roosevelt as early as 1934.

On May 8, 1934, President Roosevelt ordered the FBI to conduct an
intelligence-type investigation-fo determine whether there was-a con-
nection between the Nazi movement in the United States and German
diplomatic and other official repersentatives in this country. This in-
vestigation of the Nazi movement was conducted along the specified
guidelines set by tle President and was not expanded to include other
groups or movements.

However, on August 24 and August 25, 1936, President Roosevelt
instructed former FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover to obtain what Mr.
Hoover characterized as "general intelligence information" concern-
ing "subversive activities in the United States, particularly Fascism
and Communism."

In response to President Roosevelt's request, FBI Director Hoover
isggiediinstructions for the development of an investigative program
which would be responsive to the requirement imposed upon the Bu-
reau by the President. The investigative program undertaken by the
FBI pursuant to these instructions is being continued today in accord-
ance wiah -directives embodied in title 28, Code of Federal Regula-
tions, section 0.85, which sets.forth the general functions of the FBI.

By 1938, the FBI had developed the 'broad outlines of a domestic
intelli'ence investigative, program to fulfill the President's request
for information about subversive activities in the United States. By
letter, dated October 20, 1938, then Attorney' General Homer Cmn-
mings forwarded to President, Roosevelt a memorandum from FBI
Director Hoover, outlining how the President's 1936 instructions were
being implemented by the Bureau.

At this -time, President Roosevelt was informed that the FBI was
investigating subversive activities and that the results of its investi-
gations were being broken down for ready reference 'by subject matter,
-including, "maritime; government; industry (steel, automobile, coal
mining, and miscellaneous) ; general strike; armed forces; educational
institutions Fascisti; Nazi; organized labor; Negroes, youth; strikes;
newspaper eld; and miscellaneous."

On November 2, 1938, President Roosevelt advised that he approved
of Director Hoover's plan. The investigative program in the field of
domestic intelligence which President Roosevelt had instructed the
FBI to begin in 1936, and -thegenieril scope of which he approved in.
1938, W*as reaffirmed in sutbsequent years by succeeding Presidents.
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Almost from its inception, the FBI's domestic intelligence_ role was
recognized as a functional element in the overall U.S. national security
effort, and appropriate mechanisms were devised to integrate the FBIfs
investigations in this field with the activities of the military services.
Pursuant to a Presidential directive, dated June 26, 1969, the Inter-
departmental Intelligence Conference was formed as an independent
committee with FBI Director Hoover as its chairman. The purpose

Q of the, Interdepartmental Intelligence Conference was to coordinate
the FBI's foreign and domestic security investigations with the activi-
ties of the military intelligence agencies and to facilitate the exchange
of information of mutual interest.

When the Congress established the National Security Council to
achieve national policy-level coordination of U.S. security programs,
overall policy supervision of intelligence investigations conducted
by the FBI as a member agency of the Interdepartmental Intelligence
Conference was transferred to the National Security Council.

The National Security Council retained policy-level supervisory
responsibility for FBI domestic intelligence programs until Presi-
dent Kennedy ordered this responsibility transferred to the office of
the Attorney General, where it has remained since 1964.

With the historical origins of the FBI's domestic int Uigence
responsibilities in mind, let us review how the FBI has fulfilled these
responsibilities over the years in response to ever-changing threats
to the domestic security of the United States.

Between 1936 and 1938, as the FBI moved to develop a domestic
intelligence investigative program in response to the President's 1936
instructions, the world situation steadily worsened as Adolf Hitler
rose to power in Germany, Italy turned to Fascism, and Japan moved
toward an expansionist policy in the Pacific. In the United States
concern was growing over the danger of potential espionage, sabotage,
and subversion.

In 1940, the Congress passed the Smith Act, which was directed
against Communist subversion. During World War II, of course, the
main priorities of the FBI were directed toward thwarting espionage
and sabotage efforts intended to undermine the war effort.

After World War II, as the Iron Curtain descended across Europe
and the wartime alliance with the Soviet Union changed to cold war,
the problem of domestic communism became of grave concern to the
American people. Passage of the Labor-Management Relations Act
of 1947, the Internal Security Act of 1950, and the Communist Control
Act of 1954, represented congressional expressions of this concern.

The FBI reacted too, and the Bureau's investigation of Communist
activity in this country led to the exposure of the conspiratorial nature
of international communism.

The decade of the 1950's brought new threats to our free society as
night riders of the Ku Klux Klan sought to terrorize citizens through
bombings, burnhigs, and other acts of violence.

As the Klan's threat to the national welfare grew to a general pat-
tern of organized violence, the FBI moved to provide all-out assistance,
including, close checks on the activities of Klan members suspected
of involvement in criminal activities.

The FBI'S. intensive investigation of the activities of the Ku Klux
Klan echoed'the strong determination of our Nation's elected repre-
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sentatives to oppos' the type of discrimination that-the Klan practiced
in its most violent form. During this period Cong mss'enact6d the Civil
Rights Acts of .1948, 1964 and 1968. , '.. I

The 1960's brought other forms of threats to the Nation to which
both the FBI and the Congress reacted. Rioting in our cities was
described as the most difficult intelligence problem in the Department
-of Justice by the Attorney General in 1968., Congress responded to this
wave of violence in that year with the passage of antiriot laws. The
President of the United States,.in a ppointing a -Special Advisory
Conmission on Civil Disorder,' stated that public officials had "an
immediate" obligation .'to'end disorder using ev.ry means at * * *
(their) command." The President warned, "If your response to thmse
tragic events is bnly business-a-usual, you invite not only-disaster but
dishonor." -

In response to this new threat to public order the FBI -conducted
extensive investigations of extremist activities, which, had,.by. 1967,
become-a-severe nationl problem. During the fiTrt 9 mohts of 1967,
.wciai.violence. n 67 cities-eost:.85"ives, injured.3,2-Ameri, ans, and
resultedin propertydamageofover$1OOmillion..

Du=n-.the late- 60's, college :campuses also experienced a "rising-
tide of.- intimidation- an. -violence," in the words!..of Uanversity of
Wisconsin "faculty memberi, College and university. activities were
..frequetlyaaltsd by..seaiur.o buildings, detentioni of,-Laclty and

• administrative offiials,. and other. outrages. During -the -1968-69 aca-
demic yeatheie, were dmonstratidhs on over,20 ctdloge campuses,
'Anany inalving arson;,bomhings, and: other. violence .. ,. ..
• .• In.9O,,the Congress pdss a series!of .h ws aimed, at, the' control
of !bombingsacroa.the co.htry.InSeptember oftibat yeas,!the Presi-
dent's Commission on Campus Unrest, noted, "It is an undoubted fact
that on .some.ca puse&sthen fre men aind women who plot,all too bften
sucessfully,..to burin a4d borwb, andsotnetfime to main.and kill. The

"police,. mustr.aftett; to, dtetmine whether. or mtueh ,n plot is -.in
progrem, and, if it w,; they muztAttempt to thwart it, ." ,'
*-! Mu epOneto these threats, FBI special agents 11were. alredy con-
ducting , i;vesig#Aionso Mdentily indwivdualg 'and. organizations, pos-
ingathrvat.of,.violescaOrganiztions whoe mwebers- activities- were
exceptionally violent.,wet 'the sWbjectS of intensive.ia~vestitions.
* ,Nei u -o violence -.'hi*lh-,rspresent threatsto..oiour.donestic
aecu1ity.ia~ieemerged ts thers. ipass into obscurityi:Today4 the FBI,tes fiew, eoM pez, haikLngesain..tombating. sueh dcti ties, For ex-
*rmple,, tho -Bureau .must, tae. the. problem- of terroism,,zr. violent
er ¢nu.al activity idiigned, to intiniidate for pol-itictJ.purposes. From
.1971..thrugh .9.74'there.were; eported terristine ts,,includ-ing such acts as bombings, firebombing, ambushes, arLd policekiings.

V i~ter .of tkhis: ktnd. as,oinfzonted the FBI .- ith the. tak of
investigating small, highly ,seorvt .and mobile.-grot ps of; criminals
st ing themselves. in, the' imae -of, the guerrilla woldjer ,'ho .hveadopted 'ins jargon io urban warfare and his-rvolut' pary political
2iatdh ig., Argo -bf ura a,,

Some of these groups have become expert in,fa.hioning falsee iden-
tifiatios.- Their. tactics include. kidnapings, ihijawkings,- bombings,

. assrOioatjgns,, and rmed Obbsries :to -inanoe furtler. revolutionary
activities. Unfortunately, the law enforcement officer, our first line of
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defense against such groups and the most visible.symbol of govern-
meat, is frequently the first target of their violence. Self-styled urban
guerrillas have been linked to the murder of 43 police officers in this
country since, 1971, and another 152 officers havebeen wounded in re-
lated incidents.

You should be ware. that terrorists. have vowed to "bring the fire-
works" to our Nation's Bicentennial celebration next- year.. I believe
some will try who are perfectly capable of fulfilling this threat.

Last January, 4 persons. died and 53 others were injured in a bomb
explosion at the historic Fraunces Tavern in New York City. Respon-
sibility for this explosion was claimed by a group calling itself the
Armed Forces of Puerto Rican Liberation. .," :.Many feel that this savage act in New York could be a prelude to
more devastation as July 4, 1976, approaches. The American people
may rightfully. expect their public officials to anticipate and prevent
such violence. . -
..The FBI has no desire to oppose legitimate dissent.; Nevertheless, it
is our grave responsibility to investigate domestic violence'of this-kind.
It is a difficult assignment, but one whichtheFBI will continue to per-
form vigorously with whatever lawful resources are .available to it.

Most Americans are genuinely concerned with such. threats to our
domestic-security and recognize the need of their Government, through
the exercise of its law enforcement power, t6 respond. You should also

* be aware, however,, that there are others who have as- their ultimate
gal- the, overthrow- of our, political -institutions and economic system.
These individuals puiblicly state that they consider terrorist activity

dcoUnterproductive" in'today's political climate. Nevertheless, they
-by. no means, renounce its use at- the right ioment to attain their
objective. -.

As I indicated to you at the beginning of my remarks, we in the FBI
appreciate the opportuuty to. offer our observations concerning intel-
ligence investigations by the Bureau designed to' protect the domestic
security-of the Nation, Tt is our hope that out, of the current congres-
sional. assessment- of the FBI. and its proper role the American people
will be 'assured that their Nation's law.enforcement and'domestic se-
.curity interestswifl be protected-effectively and in-a manner consistent
with' thepalicies declared by. their elected officials;. .--. •

S- w Permit -me, to conclude my remarks by stating my- hope that out of
improved communications between the 'FBI and the; Congress, a: bal-
anced picture of the Bureau's domestic intelligen.e role. will emerge
which, in addition to identifying any weaknesses in its past. perform-,ane,also -recognizes its accomplishments and p-eseves for the FBI
the no*sry flexibility to successfully fulfill domestic security re-
sponsibilities;of eer-increasing complexity

In this connection, I should reiterate our willingness to, report to
' the Cbng"es concerning our performance" ih this field and adherence to

rules established for us It is- Our view tha establishment: of a joint
Senate-House oversight committee would greatly facilitate this proc-

.ess and avoid duplication of testimony and the proliferation of highly
:sensitive inforniatiob . -
" Neverthelgs, wlate'verinechanism is eventually established to main-
tain communications between the FBI and the Congress, I am sure
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-that we can all agree on the necessity of preserving the Bureau's abil-
ity to function effectively as a deterrent to criminal violence by those
who seek to undermine our Constitution.

Mi. Chairman, that concludes my statement. I would be happy to
answer your questions.
i0 Chairman Pim. Thank you very much, Mr. Adams. I think we can
all agree on the necessity of preserving the Bureau's ability to function
effectively as a deterrent to criminal violence. I think we can also all
-agree on the desirability of having a balanced picture of the Bureau's
domestic activities. At this time I think our next witness, would be in
-order. He'is a retired FBI man who spent 20 years with the Bureau.
I would like to ask Mr. Arthur Murtagh to take the stand at this
particular point and give his testimony.

Mr, .McCwR. Mr. Chairman, may I suggeA that we conclude with
the examination or questioning of these witnesses and excuse them?

Now I understand there was some effort here earlier to effect a panel
.of representatives of the FBI and dissenters and persons that were
subjeced to investigation and so on,

Chairman P. . The gentleman is correct. There was an effort to
establish such a panel.

Mr. -McCwmir. Yes, and the FBI expressed their unwillingness to
participate in a panel.

Chairman Pnm That is correct.-
Mr. MOCL Y. I think if we now proceed to call other witnesses we

.will be violating the basis upon which the FBI has come here this
morning.- .

Chairman Pi" Do you have an objection to having a retired FBI
man testify at, this particular point, Mr. Adams, before we go into
the questioning I will do it your way.-

Mr.-Abx s.Yes, Ido. .
Chairman.Prni Then we will not have the retired FBIman testify

iat this time.,
I Mr. Adams, you refer to the ever-changing threats. Would agree
with you that the threats are indeed ever-changing. Tha question is
how much. our techniques change, and how much our. procedures
change, tomeet these ever-changing threats. You have been mvestigat-
ing the Socialist Workers Party of the United States of -America, as
I understand it, for 30- years, now. Do you find that, their threat today
isthesamethreatthatit was 30 yearsago -.

M r. ADv s. Y es,i* .: . "' .* ,. . , .

Chairman.PxiKE. What-is thatthreat?.
-. Mr. ADAms. Well, the threat is in an organization that advocates the
overthrow of the Government, by revolutionary meAns and that basic

* philosophy is one that brings it within the investigative :purview of
, Chair Piz. The FBI position is that this party advocates the

.overthrow of the United States of America by .revolutionary means;
isthatcorrect ... ., ", ,° .j °. •.

Mr. ADn~A. Yes..
Chairman Pixz. During that 30 years of surveilance and investi-

gationi how many members of the Socialist Workers Partyhave ever
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been indicted and tried, for advocating the revolutionary overthrow
of the United States of America V

Mr. ADAMS. There were some earlier in 1940 under the Smith Act.
There were 18 under the. Smith Act of 1V40. Their trials would have
been in 1941 or somewhere in that period.

Chairman' PxKz.. So, since 1941 there have been, no indictments or
proseitions of membersof this party; is.that correot.

Mr. AvAmS. To my knowldge.
Chairman Pzi:rZ Now, in the course of investigating. the IPS-.how

long did youinvestigate them.
. Mr.ADA MW. About 5 years.
Ohairmn PmE.. In the icurse of that investigation, if I had male

a phone call to the IPS, would my phone call Jiave -b. recorded ?
Just fori the benefit of 4ulibody who might not knowi.tlis, is a very
liberal group known as the institute for Policy Studie-ia relatively

.liberal gr'&ul, I iateo charaeterizepeopje. . . ,
-,,NowwouLdmy phone call to this rofp -have been intercepted,?

Mr. ADAMS. Mr. Chairman, I wouidsay noto that qnestiof.I believe
this is a matter of a itatemmt that has b nude.by i*s pubfieh';* I do
have one problem: According to guidelines given .to Us by--the. De-
.partmint nwomectin-with .public testimony, when .we geo inte ac-
t-iities-specific activities of specific organizations or individal.s?-
where we do have matters in litigation or -uder ciriminil i stigkation

.haimAW Pz . I'm nt aware of, -y, matter- nndler,iniestigation,

or under criminal investigation, in connection with the quest~fi- vrieh
I'm goingto:ask-you next,. but -it is very specific: Was, aptone call
from..my. ad ministmtive assistant to the InStitute -for .Policy Studies
intercepted and recorded by the FBI f.

Mr. ADAMS. I have no knowledge of any suct iaiteeepti6n.'
Chairmaai - If I had imowledge:of. uch-x-o; I willtwithdraw

that. Was a communication which was not necessarily a phone call --I
believe it was a-phone call,,but it wasn't necessArfly phone el--from
my adnini6st-a*ve. assistant to the Institute fort Poliay"-tudies
intercepted?1

M r. A-DAxS I don't have any, information of tch. Do'ym?.
Mr. Su taC D Not tomy kiowled&.

* Mr.: Ai:xs J have never, heard -the allegation. 't hlad.neAver beenpresented to me prior to this hering;b, staff orbydy-lse.
Chairman PIKE. I read to you from a document lhbdled- 'WFO 100-

46784": "WFT"--and I don't.know what 'WFT4-4"' nans;yqtU prob-
ably dos-4Atfrised that M. Robert .Gale Woolberi,,admihistrative
asmstafit to:Congressman Otis G. Pike (D) ofthe First Congrtsional
Distiet- fNew .York,-was asked by Byron Johns6n--whQ is a fonrner
Congressman--"to call Marcus Raskin and did so on 7-26-72. Johnson
was )running, for the Fifth Congressio al .Distict .f Congres and
wondered it. Raskin would 'be willing togo a0rodnd anid rotud up a
group of liberal, antiwar folks for the evening of Augus 6-12.1'"

Is it possible that the document from which I*'ad:'does hi fact
represent an.inteception of. a phone call from miyO'ogressional office
to the .P8?.' "

Mr. ADAmS. It certainly doesn't sound like it to me. The "4" would
be a means of concealing the identity of an individual who furnished
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us information. It could refer to some other type of means,. but nor-
really not. I

Chairman Pigz. It was some other for'a of surveillance-is that
what you are saying ?

Mr. ADAMS. it sounds like a live individual who has furnished that
information. Had I been aware of it, I could have checked, and I will
be gld to check atthe request of the committee.

Chairman Piu. I have some mild interest in the subject.
[The information is included in a reply from the FBI, dated Novem-

ber 28, 1975, and is printed on pages 1128-1127 of the appendixes of
these hearings.]

Chairman PIKE. Mr. McClory.
Mr. MOCLoRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I wish to say I appreciate the cooperation which the

FBI has given this committee in providing uswith information thit
we require.in order W carry on this investigation. I personally visited
the FBI. I know that in addition to the information you provided at
that time-mmh Of it classified informaition.--you have cooperated
subsequent to that time. in providing additional material for the bene-
fit of our committee and for this hearing.

The thing that, concerned me then and concerns me now isw hither
or not, in addition to the activities about which you 'have testified,
there are any private, sort of ad hoe activities, which are ewrried on
by the Director of the FBI or a"y other personnel I know that there
were private files that were kept by a formeu Direetor of the. FBI. Are
there. any suehprvate files bo individuals being kept nowt. .

W. ADas.o Similar to the official- emfidentil files: maintained by
Mr. Hoover,

Mr. McCwny. Yes.
Mr. ADA.m& No,,sir ;.not inl that context.
Mr. Moony. How' about the release, of information collected by

the FBI I For instant*, for a long time there existed&a sort of 'arrange-
ment whereby a President of the United States or others in the White
House, jus by & telephone call, could receive detailed information
about whatever individual they sought information. on from the pri-
vate files, of the: FBI. Has that pracce been discontinued?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir. We testified in February concerning various
abuses about the FBI. One was concerning certain instances. where the
President or individuals acting for the President had requested infor-
mation which on its face would appear to be improper although we
did not know the full reason for the request..

I would say that the cleansing effect of Watergate has discontinued
such, practices. I know I have talked with Mr. Kelley, and the other
members of the executive staff of the FBI. We colletively know of no
such improper overtures having been made to the FBI since Mr.
Kelley has been Director.

Mr. McCLonY. I is now a basic policy of the FBI that any material
in FBI files will, not be used for political, purposes; is that correct?

Mr. AnAms. Absolutely.
Mr. McCnmy.. I want to- inquire about the. internal security index

or the ADEX. How many people's names are, on that list, how do
they get there, and, bow do you, get your name off that list -'
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Mr. ADAMs. Basically the ADEX or administrative index is an index
to investigations currently being conducted by the FBI where a
determination has been made within the FBI that that individual is
a threat to the internal security, a current threat at the present time.
It is a very small list, relatively small. It involves approximately 1,250
names at the present time.

Mr. MCCLORY. What is the longest time that a name has been on
That list? Do you have names that have been on there for 30 or 40

yearsI
Mr. ADAMS. No, sir. The administrative index did not come into

play until 1971. Prior to that time, we had the security index, which
was a listing which had a different purpose.

Mir. MCCLoRY. Does membership in the Socialist Workers Party
just automatically put you on the index I

Mr. ADAMS. No, sir, it does not.
Mr. MoCORY. About how many members of that party would you

have on the list I
Mr. ADAms. I. can give you that figure. I would prefer that any

detailed description of targets and individuals be done in executive
session.

Mr. McCwORY. Have you already furnished that information to the
staff?

Mr. ADAms. I do not know that we have had a request.
Mr. McCwry. If not, would you furnish that 1 1 would like to have

the number. I don't have to know the names.
Mr. ADAms. Yes, sir, I have no objection to furnishing it to them.
[The Bureau's reply is included in its November 28,1975. memoran-

dum, and is printed on pages 1123-1127 of the appendixes.]
Mr. McCoRY. You mentioned in your statement that you are not'

only interested in subversive activity which iroplied violence but also
"undermining." What is- the difference between the violent overthrow
of the Unite States and undermining the United States? Have yoa
got two groups that you are interested in ?

Mr. ADAMS. N6, Sir, they are both working toward the same end.
It is all inherent in the same idea of activity with the intent or design
to overthrow the Government of the Unitea States or any subdivision
by force and violence.

Mr. McCzoy. My time is up. Thank you very much.
Chairman Pnm. Mr. Stanton.
Mr. STANTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wannall, has the FBI ever participated in burglaries in order

to obtain information for their purposes of investigation?
Mr. WANNALL, I think Mr. Kelley, at a news conference in July,

acknowledged that the FBI had participated in surreptitious entries.
to obtain information.

Mr. STANTON. Were they illegal activities ?
Mr, WANNALL. I'm not in a position to render an opinion. The whole

thing, as a matter of fact, is under study by the Department of Justice-
at this time.

Mr. STANTON. Could you tell me, from 1945 until the present, how
many instances there were ?

Mr. WAwNALL. We have made a very thorough study and have
interviewed numerous individuals who might have been knowledge-
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able in that area. The figure that I recall that we have come up with
is about a dozen and a half targets. However, there had been numerous
entries against some of those targets. I think we have accounted for
something in the neighborhood of 240 entries, none of which have
taken place since April of 1968.

Mr. STANTOr. Since April of 1968?
Mr. WAN&AzL In our domestic area.

Z 'Mr. STAw0rox. Do you know what illegal entry is under the law?
Are you a lawyerI

Mr. VAN *ALL. I think I understand what an illegal entry is; yes,
sir.

Mr. STANTON. Do any of these fit that definition?.
Mr. WANNALL. I think in the definition, intent to commit a crime

within the premises would be included. The entries-that were made -
Mr. STANTON. Do you know what breaking and entering is under the

State law of Maryland or Ohio?*
Mr. WVANNALL. Yes, sir.'
Mr. STANToN. Do you have to have the intent to commit a crime to

break and enter?
Mr. WAN'NALI. I would say you probably do not have to have an in-

tent to commit the crime on the premises. . .
Mr. STANTOx. Intent is not an important element. In other words, if

you had the noblest intent in the world, but if you are breaking and
entering, it is still a violation of the State law; correct?

Mr. WANNALL. I would take your definition of it, Mr. Congressman.
Mr. STANTON%. I would like to have your definition. I would like to'

know what a prominent person in the FBI thinks of breaking and
entering. .

Mr. VANNUALL. I can assure you there .re no such circumstances
today.

Mr. STANTON. That is not'the question. The question is, do you under-
stand what breaking and entering is?

Mr. WANNALL. Yes.
Mr. STAN-TO-N. Has the FBI illegally, entered premises to seek

information? -

Mr. WANNALti. The FBI has entered premises without the knowl-
edge of the owners of the premises for the purpose of seeking informa-
tion; yes, sir. I or

Mr. STAwNoxi. In other words, they are guilty of breaking and enter-
ing and violating the law of the States of this Union; is that correct?

Mr. WANNAL. Again, I am'not going to i iider an opinion. That is
in the hands of the Department of Justic6 at this time.

Mr. STANrO. Why did they get involved in breaking and entering?
Mr. WANNALT. I think basically it had to do with the passage of tie

Internal Security Act 6f 1950, title II.
Congress directed the Justice Department to place itself in a posi-

tion, in the event'of a national emergency, to take off the streets indi-
viduals who might be placed in detention camps.

Mr. STAroN. Is there anything in that act that allows the FBI to
break and-enter a dwlling I

Mr. WANWA No, sir. I
Mr, STANToN' Then that is not justification for those illegal entries;

is it?
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Mr. WANNALL. The act itself did not provide for such breaking and
entering.

Mr. STANToNr. So the fact of the matter is that the FBI cannot use
that as a basis for illegally breaking and entering an inhabited
dwelling.

Mr. WANNALL. I know of no law which wold permit the FBI to
Sdo that.

Mr. STANTON. Then the FBI has been involved in illegal activities?
Mr1'. VANNTALL. The FBI has been involved in breaking and entering.
Mr. STANTON. Did they ever seek the Attorney General's permission,

prior to 1972, for breaking and entering? .
Mr. WANNALT. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. STANTOr. Who was the person responsible, prior to 1972, for

approving a breaking and entering?
Mr. WANNALL. These were approved at the highest level of the Bu-

reau, normally the Director of the FBI.
Mr. STAN-roN. Then Mr. Hoover directed the activities. He did not

seek approval from the Attorney General?
Mr. VANNALL. To my knowledge, he did not.
Mr. STA.N.TON.. In other words, Mr. Hoover felt that he- had the power

to violate the law of a State or of this country?
Mr. WANNALL.. Are you asking me what Mr. Hoover's opinion was?
Mr. STANrON. Yes; I am asking you if he approved illegal activities.
Mr. WANNALL. He approved the breaking and entering; yes,.sir.
Mr. STANTON. Do you think, in terms of the U.S. Government, that

for the purposes of the Bureau and of this Government the activities
of the Bureau are going to be improved by virtue of the fact that we
have had exposure of some of the illegal activities of the BureauI

In other words, do you feel that the examination of these publicly
is going to be therapeutic for the Bureau I

Mr. WA.ir1 . I think they will be; yes, sir.
Mr. STANTON. Thank you.
Chairman Pim. Mr. Murphy.
Mr. MuupHy. Thank you,.Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Adams, one of the problems we have, I think, with the FBI is in

regard to wiretapping. It is a practice that the FBI has not admitted
to but about which we have some information that leads us to believe
it went on in the past and I am wondering if it has been stopped. I
am also interested in the question of reliable informants.

We understand that the FBI will go into a town, say Chicago, where
I am from,, and they will get a. local policeman or some local police
force to do wiretapping for them. They pass this information on to
a strike force made up of an FBI agent, Justice representative, IRS
agent. Then, when they go to court and they are asked where the evi-
dence came from, they can properly say they did not have anything
to do with the wiretap.

Do you get any information that way that you classify from re-
liable informants I

Mr. ADAms. Not that particular situation. If the Chicago Police
Department were engaged in illegal wiretaps and it, came to our atten-
tion, we would open an investigation under the interception-of-com-
munication statute.
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Mr. MUnPHY. We have been advised by IllinQis Bell, and they have
admitted to the President's Commission on Wiretapping, that they
never reported in the last 3 or 4 years any illegal wiretap they found
except to the customer whose line they found it on. They said they had
no duty to report it to the Federal authorities.

I am wondering what your interpretation of their position would
be?

Mr. ADAMS. You are talking about the telephone company?
Mr. MuRPHY. I am talking about the Illinois Bell Telephone Co.,

the only subsidiary of A.T. & T. which does not report wiretaps to
Federal authorities or any authorities. The rest of the system all does.

I am of the opinion that if a citizen sees a crime or knows of a crime
being committed, he has a duty to report it to the proper authorities.

Mr. ADAMS. I am a little hesitant to comment on their testimony,
not having read it or being familiar with the exact wording of the
statement. But I do agree with you that when information comes to the
attention of a citizen-we urge this of anyone-this should be reported

'to proper law enforcement authorities.
Mfr. MURPHY. Let me ask you a question, Mr. Adams.
There was an inordinate number of ex-FBI agents working for

A.T. & T. and its subsidiaries throughout the country. Is there any
pul" rposeful connection there?

Mr. ADAMTS. No. I think you will find in any major segment of
industry that former FBI officers are often employed as security
officers. I think they have demonstrated their qualifications over the
years. They do gravitate to good positions in private industry.

But there is no concerted effort to penetrate or to control or-dominate
or do anything of this sort on the part of FBI agents collectively
or individually.

Mr. MURPHY. When you are summoned before a congressional com-
mittee and queries are presented to you as to how many wiretaps exist
today in the United States, was it a practice before the Director came
down to testify, to send out a notification, "Take the wiretaps off for a
week or 2 so when I go to the committee I can testify that as of this
day there are only 10 or only 4 domestic wiretaps existing" ?

Mr. ADAMS. Absolutely not. I believe the information we furnished
to this committee, and to the Senate committee staff, would clearly diow
by checking against appropriations testimony, information of that
type. There was no such activity. Mr. Hoover frankly imposed re-
straints on wiretapping in the FBI--considerable restraints on wire-
tapping.. In fact, some of the material we made available shows that
he was one of the loudest voices urging some type of authority and
approval in the Attorney General, not only of ours but other agencies.

Mr. MuRPHyr. All right. I only have 5 minutes
Did the FBI ever get information that the IRS was conducting

schools on wiretapping?
Mr. ADAMS. I don't recall whether we had any such specific informa-

tion.
fr. MURPHY. We had a former U.S. attorney tell us that he ac-

knowledged the IRS was conducting informal ,schools on wiretap.
They bought the equipment and the Director of the IRS came in and
told" the agents, "If you get caught, you are on your own; but. if you
bring in good information, we will make a strong case out of it."

-8-105-70-----7
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Are you possessed of that information?
Mr. ADAMS. No, sir. That would be IRS and not the FBI.
Mr. MURPHY. This was a former U.S. attorney.
Mr. ADAMS. Any wiretaps requested today-security or under title

III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act-would re-
quire the approval of the Attorney General.
Alr. MURPHY. It is interesting that you bring up that act. There is.

a title XII to that act and this administration and the last adminis-
tration have totally ignored title XII to that act. That. title requires
the Attorney General, the Director of the FBI, and all the agencies
that we, the Congress, gave extraordinary powers to-entries into
homes, special grand juries-to convene a special panel to see how
these laws were working and if there were abuses. Since that law has
been on the books, title XII has never been acted on. The National
Commission on Individual Rights has never been activated.

The Speaker of the House has appointed his designees-four Mem-
bers of the House-to this Commission. The President of the Senate
has appointed three Members of the Senate to that Commission. The
last two administrations have never operationalized that Commission.

TMr. ADAMrs. The Wiretapping Commission?
Mr. MuRPHY. This is title XII of the Omnibus Crime Control and

Safe Streets Act of 1968. It has nothing to do with the Wiretapping
Commission. Title XII has never been implemented. I find that ter-
Tibly strange when title XII required it.

That is what Chairman Emanuel Celler extracted from the police
agencies of the Federal Government for passage of that bill. We gave
you people extraordinary powers. Yet the Speaker of the House has
appointed his Members and so has the President of the Senate--and
the President has never appointed public members or the chairman.
They have come up and talked about it before the Appropriations
Committee, but that panel has never been implemented.

Mr. ADAMS. It is my understanding that the Commission, which was
instituted earlier this year, was in furtherance of title XII. I may be
mistaken, but it has representatives of both Houses of Congress and
does have Presidential appointees and we have been appearing before
that Commission.

Chairman PIKE. Mr. Treen.
Mr. TREEN. Mr. Chairman, I ask to reserve my time.
Chairman PIKE. Mr. Kasten.
Mr. KASTEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wannall, how many years has the FBI been keeping the Social-

ist Workers Party under surveillance?
Mr. WANNALL. We have been investigating the party, I would say,

since 1940-since about 1940.
Mr. K.ASTEN. How many violations of law have you discovered in

this surveillance since 1945?
Mr. WANNALL. The only ones with which I am familiar are the

ones that have been addressed earlier today.
Mr. KASTEN. If my understanding is correct, those were prior to

1945. In the last 30 years, how many violations of law have you dis-
covered through this investigation?

Mr. WANNALL. I can recall none at this time.
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Mr. KASTEN. How many years have you kept the Institute for Policy
Studies under surveillance

Mr. WANNA L. We had an investigation on it which I think was
opened in 1968 and closed in early 1974.

Mr. KASTEN. For a total of 51/ years. How many violations of law
were discovered by your agents during that time?

Mr. WANNALL. I have no knowledge of any such violations.
Mr. KASTEN. What about the cost of these kinds of operations-30

years with the Socialist Workers Party and 51/2 years with the Insti-
tute for Policy Studies. We have material here representing the 5/
years of studies of the Institute for Policy Studies. How many agents
were involved in this?

Mr. WANNALL. I cannot, give you an estimate of agents.
Mfr. KASTEN. Of informants?
Mr. WANNALL. I would like to say to you that our investigations in

the internal security or domestic intelligence area, as Mr. Adams indi-
cated in his opening statement, are not devoted entirely to the collec-
tion of evidence with regard to possible violations of the law. There is
an intelligence function which we do perform. _

Mr. KASTEN. Through your 51/2 years of study and surveillance of
the Institute for PolicvyStudies, what particular pieces of intelligence
did you find that woulA' be valuable to our country?

Mr. WANNALL. I have some examl)les here. Would you care for me
to include those in the record?

Mr., KASTEN. Could you briefly summarize?
Mr. WANNALL. Yes. I have been-reminded that some of the informa-

tion we have here is of a classified nature and also ther- is litigation
involving the FBI and the Institute for Policy Studies.

Mr. KASTEN. Could you quickly just summarize it as to the type of
information that is there? If you would prefer not to, that would be
all right, too.

Mr. WANNALL. I will be happy to summarize it, but I request that
it be considered in executive session.

Mr. KASTEN. All right.
How many people were involved in the investigation or the sur-

veillance of the Institute for Policy Studies over that 51/2-year period ?
Mr. WANNALL. Are you able to give any estimate on that?
Mr. SHACKELFORD. 1 would put it in the vicinity of two or three at

the most.
Mfr. KASTEN. Two to three people? How many informers would be

involved? In other words, all this information came through the work
of two or three people?

Mr. WANNALL. I will ask Mr. Shackelford if you don't mind, who
had direct supervisory responsibilities on- the case, to attempt to give
you an estimate on that.

Mr. SHACKELFORD. I think you would have a situation where the case
would be assigned to one agent. along with a number of other case
matters. At one time or another he may have another agent helping--
another agent may contact a source of information hie has. But I doubt
that any one agent would devote his full time and attention to a par-
ticular case such as that.

Mr. KAST.,. Our information shows that you have 8 agentsand that
you have at least 52informants. Is that simply incorrect?
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h Mr. SUAOcKazI01. I would say it would have to be. 'ou may have
had eight different agents at different times handling that case. I am
speaking in terms of a continuing pattern of activity. You would not
have had eight agents assinged to it.

Mr. KAsm. What about the 52 informants?
Mr. SHACKELF0OrI. That does not sound proper. I don't think so.

By letter of January 8, 1976, the FBI replied to Mr. Kasten's
question above. The letter is printed on page 1203-1204 of the ap-
pendixes.]

Mr. KAsir . How much would an informant cost?
Mr. SHAcKELFORD. I would not have any way of answering any

question like that.
Mr. KASTEN. About $100 or $500? About $1,000?
Ir, SFTACKELFORD. I would not attempt to answer that question. -
, r. KASTEN. What I am trying to determine is how much that, 51/

--years cost thb taxpayers. How much money did that particular opera-
tion-the investigation of the Institute for Policy Studies--cost the
U.S. taxpayer?

.)r. SHACKELFORD. We don't have figures put together to answer
Am question like that. I could not answer that question accurately or even
Vetimate it.

Mr. KASTF.M. $5,000, $10,000, hundreds of thousands of dollars?
'Mr. SHACKELFORD. I would not attempt to answer that question.
Mr. KASTEN. Mr. Chairman, my time is up.
Chairman PIKE. The gentleman's time has expired. Mr. Milford.
Mr. MILFORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Adams, it is time to bring some of the matters we are discussing

into another perspective, rather than looking at them in limbo. Civil
rights have two different perspectives that should be considered. There
have been numerous adverse press and public criticisms against the
FBI and the Secret Service for their failure to locate and detain in-
dividuals who have recently allegedly threatened the life of the
President of the United States.

Isn't it a fact, sir, that discovery of these individuals who would
dt 'harm-to the President and other'leaders-both here and those visit-
hie 'from abroad-isn't it a fact that it would be totally impossible
without domestic intelligence work and the existence of the ADEX
file-that some citizens are now criticizing? Wouldn't it be impossible

O_ to do that work without these effects?
'f';,ADAMfS. Yes, sir. The Secret Service has the basic protective

resrtnsibilities for the President, but they rely on the FBI for pro-
v'%ling necessary intelligence. If you recall, after the assassination of
President Kennedy there were outcries of lack of coordination or
cooperation. I think the FBI was justifiably criticized by the Warren
Commission itself in not providing broader criteria for furnishing in-
fornation to the Secret Service., So, as a result of the Warren Commission we did broaden the
criteria. We submit information to them, for instance, on everyone
on the ADEX-that these are individuals who have made statements
against the Government, have indicated violence toward the Govern-
ment, or in some way are carrying out activities which might result
in the ultimate overthrow of the Government. By referring this infor-

WAS mation to the Secret Service we do provide the intelligence function
4-11 for them.
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Now we were criticized at one time for not providing enough dis-

semination; .yet, just before the two incidents in California, hearings
werb beginning bcati the Secret Service is given too much informa-
tion by the FBI and then after the two current incidents against the
President, now there is concern, "Are we giving them enough?"

We must provide this intelligence to Secret Service and other G~v-
eminent agencies.

Mr. Mniour. The FBI is now being criticized by some Members of
Congrs and some organized groups and some members of the pressfor domestic intelligence activities that it conducted agi inivid-
uals and organizations in the 1950's-6O's who were believed to have
been involved in ioting, subversive activities, and illegal antiwar
activities.

Mr. Adams, isn't it a fact that during the 1950's-60's, when cities
were being burned, property destroyed and colleges being shut down,
that Members of Congress, editorial writers in the press, and the
majority of the public, were then demanding that the FBI increase its
investigative efforts into these areas?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir, they were.
Mr. MILFOm. I notice by your latest statistics that our Nation's

crime rate is up by an alarming rate. If I remember correctly, it is up
18 percent; is that correct?

Mr, ADAMS. That is correct.
Mr. MIuoRD. It would appear to me that every time a crime is

committed, it is a vioation of the citizens' civil rights. Therefore,
millions of our citizens' civil rights have been violated. Isn't it a fact
that many of these crimes could be prevented and the criminals ap-
prehended if the FBI and our police agencies could increase domestic
intelligence activities?

Mr. ADAMS. Well, what we are seeking is to obtain a proper balance,
and it is a purpose, I think, that these hearings do provide, as well as
the hearings in tl- Senate-that we do have to balance the interest of
the county, and try to satisfy the overall interests of the United States
coupled with the least intrusion possible into the rights of the indi-
vidual.

It is true there are 20,000 people a year murdered in the United
States, and there are all soits of brutal crimes of violence taking place,
and at times we sometimes wonder who is the enemy. Are we establish-
ing more restrictive safeguards against the law enforcement agencies
to make sure that we don't repeat abuses which have taken place in the
past, or are we giving equal concern to the rights of the individuals
that are victims of the crime ? Is the public afraid of us or the fact that
they can't walk the streets at night; they can't enjoy the parks, engage
in business without being victims of crime.

That is why guidelines which Congress will derive out of hearings
such as this will give us a more clear shot at what our role is supposed
to be in this area.

Chairman PIKE. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. IlAtES. Mr. Milford would like me to yield a half a minute, and

I will be glad to do it.
Mr. MnIoRD. I wanted to finish this particular colloquy by stating

that violations of civil rights is a relative matter so far as I am con-
cerned. It would appear that this Nation has a choice. We can violate
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a few civil rights to apprehend a few violators of our law or allow
millions of our citizens' civil rights to be violated.

I feel this is a perspective that should be considered as we go through
this.

Thank you for yielding.
Mr. HAY S. Mr. Adams, the development of confidential informants,

I think, was one of the tasks you outlined to Mr. Milford.
Do you think that the FBI has a problem when among those develop-

ments that they have conjured, we find Jack Ruby and Sara Jane
Moore? Do you think there might be something wrong with the devel-
opment techniques in the FBI?

Mr. ADA3fS. I don't think there is anything wrong with the develop-
ment technique. It is such that we develop individuals try to verif- the
information they furnish; we try to insure their stability. We are deal-
ing with human beings, and when you deal with human beings, they
don't always go according to plan.

Mr. HAYES. From your experience and your carrying out of your
particular responsibilities with the FBI, would you say that there is
something that happens to the stability of the Rubys and the Moores
in the course of being confidential informants? In other words, yoou
have insured their stability and something cracks them later on.

Mr. ADAM S. This happens. I would like to make a point that Mr.
Ruby was not an informant of the FBI. We are hung up on an issue on
that point, but he was contacted on nine occasions, which we did duly
report to the Warren Commission, for the purpose of furnishing infor-
mation, because we thought he would be in a position to furnish such;
but all of the records show that on none of those occasions did he ever
furnish any information.

So he was being contacted as a potential in that regard, but actually
we were correct in saying he was not an actual informant.

But things do happen to informants that we try to guarantee, we try
to insure, and we constantly remind them not to engage in excesses, not
to commit illegal acts.

Mr. HAYES. What happens that, a Sara Jane Moore kind of gets away
from all of that care and affection?

Mr. ADAMS. You are dealing with people and-
Mr. HAYES. Just ordinary folks?
Mr. ADAms. Right; and in the criminal field the informants you

develop are. not recruited from the Sunday schools. They are reruited
from individuals who have knowledge o? criminal activity, and they
do sometimes present personality problems. But over the years in-
formants are the backbone of obtaining information today. Last year,
over 5,000 fugitives-FBI fugitives--were apprehended, as a re-
sult of informants. Another 1.000 subjects were arrested in cases as
a result of informants' information. Over $86 million in contraband
and stolen property was recovered through informants. Information
furnished the local police departments resulted in another 6,000 fugi-
tives or subjects being arrested. They are valuable. They are essential.

Mr. IAYES. Mr. Adams, on page 11 of your testimony, the middle
paragraph is a call to awareness to us, I assume, because the second
sentence begins, "You should also be aware, however, that there are
others Who have as their ultimate goal the overthrow 'of our political
institutions and economic system."
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Then you go on to say that some of these just don't like the use of
some terrorist techniques at this point; they think they are counter-
productive, But they haven't renounced anything.

Does that mean that the FBI will, through its policy formation and
activities, continue to watch these people to see if they do change their
minds sometime in the future about how they would like to bring
about economic and political changes in this country?

Mr. ADAmS. Yes, sir, we feel when an organization states, maybe
perhaps publicly, that it doesn't engage in violence, but yet the orga-
nization also states to its members and has as a program that we don't
want to do anything that might be counterproductive, wait until the
time is right to try to overthrow the Government, we feel that we have
to monitor the activities of that organization to be on top of the situ-
ation when they do determine that because of, say, a hostile attack
on the United States by the Soviet Union, or some other foreign coun-
try, that this group at iat time will say, now is the time.

It wasn't productive to engage in an act to overthrow the Govern-
ment and storm the capital in 1975, but in 1977, if the time is right,
we will act, and those are the groups that we find no way of ignoring
and also discharging our responsibilities in connection with providing
the necessary domestic intelligence to the President, the Attorney
General, the executive branch, in order to make these decisions they
are required to make.

Chairman PIKF. The time of the gentleman has expired. Mr. John-
son.

Mr. JoHN.-so.. Thank you., Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Adams, I am an ex-district attorney, and I have probably ex-

perienced the same kind of frustrations you havx- in trying to'deal
with crimes that have been committed in the context of Supreme
Court decisions that seem to law enforcers sometimes not to make a
whole lot of sense. So I can sympathize, and commiserate with you
with the aspects of honest-to-God crime. I will defend you from that
point of view.

But when you start talking about the Lori Paton case and the Cam-
den, N.J., entrapment case, there I don't think that you have any justi-
fication for that kind of activity.

And it seems to me that there may be an attitude on your part-
and I would like to have you comment on this-particula.lv with re-
spect to the Socialist Workers Party., that membership automatically
means advocacy of revolution even though the individual might not
advocate revolution.

In other words. you have said that for 30 years you have followed
these people. There have been no convictions'in those 30 years. Obvi-
ously, if they were advocating revolution and you were following
them, you would have some convictions; but you continue to follow
them because you think they are advocating it-and that doesn't make
any sense. Why do you stay after them if we don't have any convic-
tions or any evidence thatwill result in conviction?

I can understand conducting an investigation for a short period of
time and then withdrawing-but a 30-year investigation, does that
make sense to you?

Mr. AD.%ts. Well, we have no evidence of a statutory violation of
one of the crimes of sedition, insurrection, rebellion. We do have an
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intelligence function to perform if a group is saying and believing
and practicing a belief, that when the time is right, when we can
combine our activity with other activities such as an attack on the
United States-

Mr. JOHNSOn. Are they advocating an overthrow of the Govern-
ment? If tley are, it is a violation of the law and subject to penalty.

Mr. ADAMS. Getting into questions of the Smith Act, advocacy of
S the overthrow of the Government and the court decisions rendered

interpreting it, the statute is still on the books. It is a valid statute,
but the purpose and the interpretations of certain provisions do require
far more than mere advocacy. They get into questions of imminency,
and actual overt acts. Yet when people knowingly belong to an orga-
nization which says, When the time is right, we are going to strike,
and they never deviate from this policy, and they work toward it, if
Congress feels that we should not investigate that organization, out of
these deliberations I am sure we will get a mandate that it is not
necessary to follow this t pe of an organization.

But under the Presi Yential directives, and the interpretations of
the Attorney General, we have the lawful authority to conduct these
intelligence investigations, and this is what guidelines will result, I an
sure, if we should not investigate people that, say we are going to do
something at a given time; when that time comes, we should wait until
it happens. Even the Supreme Court has said you don't have to wait
until---Mr. JOHNSON. It seems to me you are searching after a strawman.
Maybe you aren't.

ltow old was this little girl when she wrote to the Socialist Workers
Party for information?

Mr. ADAMS1. I don't want to get into the lawsuit exactly, but basically
what this boils down to is we had a mail cover on the Socialist Work-
ers Part v-a lawful mail cover provided for in the postal regulations.

In reviewing the outside of the envelope, the post office furnished
us the name and address of this person writing-we don't know who
is writing-to the Socialist Workers Party. An investigation was
opened to determine. They check, find out'she is a school student:
they close the case. No further investigation was conducted, but should
we have stopped and never determined, well. is this a legitimate con-
tact or a nonlegitimate contact.-no; it stopped right there.

Mr. JoHNsoN.. It stopped right where?
Mr. ADAMS. At the point where it was determined that this was a

high school student writing to the Socialist Workers Party. From
that point on, it is evidently-

Mr. JoiiNsoN. It stopped right at that high school level?
Mr. ADAMS. Right; we did not continue an investigation of her to

follow her activities, determine her beliefs and faiths. It was stopped
right there.

On the entrapment situation-
Mr. JoHNsoN. I would like to know how long it took; and if the

chairman will indulge me, since my time is up, we can go on to the
entrapment situation.

How long did it take to establish that with respect to Mism Paton?
Mr. ADAItS. Perhaps we have the time limit here and would be glad

to give it to you.
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Mr. JOHNSON,. Then, with the chairman's permission, would you go
on to the entrapment question?

Chairman PiiK. You may respond to the entrapment question.
Mr. ADAMS. While he is looking, entrapment is a very difficult legal

question, but from our standpoint and from the law, when an individ-
ual, as in this case, comes in and says he has been asked to participate
in activities against the draft boards of an illegal nature-we didn't
contact him; we didn't direct him. He came to us voluntarily.

M r. JOHN-sON. Have you seen his statements?
Mr. ADAMS. No, I haven't. I haven't been provided any statements.
Mr. JoHNSON.. I suggest somebody be here this afternoon, because

when that statement is made public,*you may want to refute it.
Chairman PiKE. All of the statements will be made available. I

thought they had been made available, and you certainly should have
them, Mr. Adams.Mr. ADAMS. There is going to be testimony scheduled on this at a
later date involving our agent who actually'handled the informant.
I am not familiar with all the details, but in public session this will
be. fully explored, but in entrapment. you are in a situation where if
you don't induce someone to go out and commit an act he was not
otherwise intending to do, prepared to do, or willing to do, legally,
it. is not entrapment; and we have lost lawsuits before on informants,
whether it did constitute entrapment, but I would like to get on the
record a statement that. we don't use agent provocateurs, we don't tol-

-crate, inducing a person to commit a crime who would not otherwise
do it, but if he is willing to do it, the law says we can provide him the

opportunity.
And we consult daily with U.S. attorneys on this because we feel it

is a legal question and we want to abide bv the law as much as we can.
Chairman PIKE. Mr. Johnson's time has expired, but are you able

to answer the other half of the question he asked earlier-about how
long it took to determine this high school student was not-

Mr. ADAIMs. We don't have it here, but we will be glad to make it
available to the committee.

[The Bureau's replies, both dated November 28. 1975, are printed
on pages 1123-1126 and 1134-1136 of the appendixes.]

Chairman PIKE.. Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LF.HMAN. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
In 1972. as chairman of the Dade County School Board. I was

included as part of a kind of leadership coalition to deal with and
mrihans prevent any kind of violence that was anticipated at the
Republican Convention. especially on the beach that year. In our con-
versations with the public safet.'y people from the 'ach and from
the county, we at that time were more concerned with provocateurs
leading the violence and causing the violence than the people in the
various organizations that many people thought would actually be the
problems.

One of the indications was that, some administrative people or some-
one was going to do the kind of provocateur work that would turn
Public opinion strongly against antiwar vTroups. especially the Iroup
known as the Vietnam Veterans Against the War. Actually, the Viet-
nam veterans group on the beach at that time seemed to be one of the
-primary targets.
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This is not related to the beach, but I have heard from reliable
sources that in the VVAW in New Orleans most of the people in that
chapter were people on the FBI payrolls.

Now the Florida chapter of the VVAW in Gainesville was cer-
tainly a major target, and this resulted in the well-known trial of the
Gainesville Eight. According to the trial information, the chief Gov-
ernment witness was an agent provocateur and apparently the jury
found out that the provocateur was the source of most of the problems
and not the Gainesvville Eight, which resulted, of course, in finding
them not guilty.

Now I have no quarrel with informers. but I do have a problem
with the use of provocateuls. which are certainly counterproductive,
and I would like to ask two questions.

The question I would like to ask is this: You mentioned before that
you do not use provocateurs, but from the information I have there
has been use of provocateurs in different Federal agencies. I would
like to know whether you have used them and whether you are con-
tinuing to use them, and, if so, I would like something in the final
report of this committee that would condemn the use of provocateurs
and recommend necessary legislation to prevent the further use of
provocateurs.

My question to you is. did you use them, and do you use them?
Mr. ADAMS. No, sir: it has never been a policy of the FBI to use

provocateurs. We do use informants. We don't use provocateurs to-
day. I would have no objection to this committee going strongly on
record in that regard, because it coincides with our policy.

Mr. Lmn11AN. Would the gentleman yield? What would you call the
chief Government witness at the Gainesville trial? Would you call him
an informer, or what ?

Mr. ADAMS. I believe, and I am calling on this from recollection, but
I believe the Government's position in that was that he was not a
provocateur. and I think it was a factual situation, and where you do
get into these, that is what juries are for: but in our view we did not
use him in an agent-provocateur relationship, to my knowledge.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Adams. I yield back the rest of my
time.

Chairman PrKE. Mr. Treen.
Mir. TREF..N. I would like to yield 2 minutes to Mr. Kasten and a

minutes to the Chair and reserve 1 minuto until after Mr. Field's
questions.

Chairman PrKE. Mr. Kasten.
Mr. KAST.N-. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. I want to follow up on a

question Mr. Johnson asked. The testimony of Lori Paton wems to
indicate that in Februarv of 1973 you originally began investigating
her-and she is sitting right here in the room-and it wasn't until
July that. according to a letter we have from J. Wallace LaPrade,
you stopped working on it. So it took you from February until July
to say whether or not this person was a high school student.

The letter reads:
After carefully reviewing the facts in this matter. I have concluded there was

no improprietary * . You may be assured that Ms. Paton is not the subject
of Investigation *

What is the fact here? Does it take you from February until July
woo to find out whether she is a student or not, and then you deny you even

had a mail cover on her.
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Mr. ADAMS. We did not have a mail cover on her, but on the Social-
ist Workers Party. Her name came to our attention through that. We
did not investigate her in the sense of going out and conducting neighf
borhood inquiries and asking people "What do you know about Miss
Paton?"

Mr. KAis-r. How can it take you 6 months to find out whether this
person was a high school student in New Jersey ?

Mr. AnAMS. Would have to look at the particular file, but I would
also like to state we don't have one case per one agent and when a vio-
lation or question comes to our attention, a matter within our juris-
diction, that an agent starts out of the door handling that. Each agent
in the FBI carries about 30 to 35 investigative matters at any one time,
and they are handled in orders of priority.

So what the actual time limit was, I would have to refer to the file.
I would be glad to make it available to the committee subsequently,
but we just don't have people waiting, and this is the only case you
have, you go out and handle it.

Mfr. KASTEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PiKF. Thank you. Mr. Treen, I appreciate your yielding

a couple of minutes to me.
Mr. Adams, I want to get back to this report in which I have a par-

ticular interest, because it involves my own office. In this report Ron
Johnson was asked to call Marcus Raskin and did so on July 26, 1972.
I didn't read all of it. I am going to read some more of it now. "Raskin
was expected to return the call when he returned to IPS."

Now that, sounds to me like it involves telephone calls, but I don't
know for sure. So. I do ask you to check exactly how that report got
into this file. Now I read further:

Information copies of this report are being designated for Atlanta, Boston, and
San Francisco, inasmuch as those offices each have offshoot Institutes in their
territories and since this report underscores the IPS attack on the FBI.

Now, I am sort of interested when I become a part of a report alleg-
ing an attack by the IPS on the FBI.

I know what. the FBI was doing to the IPS, but would you tell me
what the nature was of the attack by the IPS, in which I am somehow
involved, on the FBI?

Mr. ADAMS. First, from the reading as you gave it to me, there
doesn't, appear to be any allegation that you were part of any attack
on the FBI.

Chairman PIr. Well, what. is the nature of the attack by the IPS
on the FBI?

Mr. ADA.s. Could I consult with one of the gentlemen who may
know?

He is unable to be of assistance in that regard. I would have to
cheek and see what that particular statement was referring to.

[The reply is included in the Bureau's November 28, 1975, memo-
randum. See pages 1123-1127 of the appendixes.]

Chairman PIKE. I yield back MXfr. Treen his remaining time.
Mr. TnR1m... I would like to reserve the last minute until after Mr.

Field's questions.
Chairman PrE. Fine. fr. Field?
Mfr. FIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wannall. I would like to ask you a few questions. and I would

like to begin with some of the statements made in Mr. Adams' opening
statement.
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In that statement he refers to instructions issued by President Roose-
velt in 1934. He refers to 1936 instructions concerning Fascist and
Communist activities with a capital "C." He refers to a 1938 ap-
p roval by President Roosevelt of a Hoover plan. He refers to a
Presidential directive dated in 1939. And he goes on in that tone. -

InI your view, have the subversive threats to the United States, and
'' your authority for investigating them, changed since the wartime

climate -f the 1940's? Have they changed in the last quarter of a
century?

Mfr. IVANNALL. Yes. sir; in my view they have.
Mr. FIELD. Do you think that the IBI should have a political

philosophy?
Mr. WAN.NALL. I don't think the FBI does have a political

philosophy.
Mr. FIEyD. You don't have a political philosophy. So. in other words,

your rationale for investigating the Socialist Workers Party would be
based either upon some violation of law or upon some threat to the
United States. Would that be correct?

Mr. VANX-NALL. Or for the intelligence needs of the Executive; yes,
sir.

Mr. FresD. And the intelligence needs would be based upon a threat
to the United Stes-; is-that not correct?

Ir. WA NXALL. A potential threat., I would say.
Mr. FIEuD. A potential threat to the United States.
In 30 years. you have never found a violation of any Federal law by

the Socialist Workers Party, whom you have surveilled extensively.Could you say the same about. the Republican and Democratic Parties
Mr. WAN NALL. May I, in answer to your question, quote from a spe-

cial issue of the International Socialist Review, dated November 7,
1975. This is a monthly magazine supplement to the Militant, which
is the official Socialist Workers Party newspaper, and this special issue
is devoted to a single document--a resolution approved by the 26th
National Convention of the Socialist Workers Party, entitled "The
Decline of American Capital: Prospects for a Socialist Revolution."

It includes the following statements of the Socialist Workers Party
policy:

The world crisls of capitalism does not favor extensive and effective long-term
capitalism reform in the United States but development of the requisites for a
revolution.

That. is at page 5. paragraph 1 -
Mr. Fiw. Mr. Wannall, are you aware revolution can take place in

nonviolent ways? Are you aware that the Socialist Workers Party has
never advocated a violent revolution and witnesses will testify to that
this afternoon?

You were unresponsive to the question, which was, have you such a
record with respect to the Republican and Democratic Parties?

M f r. WTA NNALL. No, sir.
Mr. FIErx. Are you aware that the violations of the law that you

cited, back in 1941, were declared unconstitutional-that, the provisions
of the Smith Act under which you prosecuted the Socialist Workers
Party were subsequently declared unconstitutional?
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Mr. WA uL There were portions of it in 1969 in the Ohio case
which were declared to be unconstitutional.

Mr. FELv. And the Supreme Court upheld thatI
Mr. WANNArL. That is correct.
Mr. Frxw. Air. Adams cited that as one of the bases on which you

continue to surveil the SWP-because even thigh there may not be
any specific statute any more, there had been violations of the Smith
Act. Is that correct?

Mr. WANNALL. We raised that question with the Department of
Justice and in November of 1974-within the past year-we were
advised that the Smith Act or portions of it have been declared

Mr. Flmaz. Mr. Adams specifically said something to the effect that
whereas they had not taken any positive steps-

Mr. WANNALL. Would you. repeat your question, please?
Mr. FIF D. Mr. Adams said something to the effect that whereas

they had engaged in no overt acts to violently overthrow the Govern-
ment of the United States, advocacy had been a basis of the Smith
Act violations and was the reason you were continuing to surveil.

You are continuing to surveil on the basis of something that has now
been declared unconstitutional. Is that correct?Mr. WA~XALL. No, sir, it is not correct.

Mr. FIELD. Why are you continuing to surveil?
Mr. WANNAL ., The Smith Act, in all its parts, has not been declared

unconstitutional.
Mr. FIELD. The part you refer to and the part that refers only to the

nonactivity-advocacv of views-has been declared unconstitutional.
Is that the basis on w-hich you surveil the SWP?

M.r. WANNALL. No, sir.
Mr. FrFLD. On what basis do you sureil it?
Mr. WANNALL. On the basis of the activity in which it, is engaged.
Mr. FIELD. Has it engaged in any violent activities or advocated

violent activities-not revolution.
Mr. WANNAL,. Not violent.
Mr. FIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman IFx. Mr. Treen.
Mr. TR E E. I think I have just 1 minute.
Jet me ask you this, sir. Do any of you have information that either

the National Republican or National Democratic Parties have ever
advocated the violent overthrow of the U.S. Government?

Mr. WAN,,ALL, No. sir.
Mr. TrEE. What is the status of morale within the FBI today as

compared to, let's say, 5 years ago and 10 years ago?
Mr. ADAMR. I think morale in the FBI over the years has been

fairly high. There have been highs and lows, of course, but based on
mv contact with FBI employees, I think we generally run a fairly high
morale in the FBI.

Mr. TRxEN. Is that true today?
Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. TR=x. Are you having any difficulties with recruitment of

agents?
Mr. ADAms. Absolutely not. Only in certain areas. Overall, we have

more applicants than we can possibly consider.
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Mr. Tiur. What areas are you having difficulty in?
Mr. ADAMS. We still have difficulty recruiting in the minorities-

blacks, Spanish-speaking, and women. Those are the only categories
we encounter difficulty in recruiting.

Mr. TIEWr. Thankyou. That is all.
Chairman PrKz. Thank you, gentlemen. I realize that some of the

questioning today was sort of adversary in nature. I can only say that
we tend to be adversary in nature with people with whom we agree as
well as with people with whom we-disagree sometimes. So I do reiterate
my request that someone be available-and I would particularly re-
quest, I think, Mir. Wannall to be available-for rebuttal or for addi-
tional questions later on, because we are now going to some other wit-
nesses. I thank you very much for your testimony.

Our next witness will be a former FBI agent, Mr. Arthur Murtagh.
M r. Murtagh, when the present witnesses have vacated the table, I
would appreciate it if you would go up there.

Just for the benefit of the members of the committee, after Mr.
Murtagh has testified, our next witness will be Mr. Robert Hardy, a
former FBI informant.

Go ahead, Mr. Murtagh. We thank you for your presence here
today.

STATEMENT P ARTH1UR MURTAGH, RETIRED FBI SPECIAL AGENT

Mr. MuERTAo. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I
welcome this opportunity to testify before you. As a retired special
agent of the FBI who loyally served the Bureau for 20 years and
who was assigned to the FBI's internal security intelligence squad in
Atlanta for 10 years--from 1960 approximately until 1971-I would
hope I could give this committee insight into the Bureau's intelligence
practices not from the theoretical viewpoint of a policymaker but
from the practical viewpoint of a field agent.

The thrust of my comments will be to attempt to have you see that
it is possible for the structure of an organization such as the Bureau to
be responsible for much wrongdoing without any measurable cul-
pability on the part of individuals working in the lower levels of the
organization. For example, I was at one time asked to obtain through
my informants handwriting samples of a gentleman who is now a
member of your body, the Honorable Andrew Young of Atlanta. I was
also asked to obtain handwriting samples of several of his associates
in Dr. Martin Luther King's Southern Christian Leadership Confer-
ence. I was an agent with a lot of experience at the time this request
came to me from my superior. I was aware that the manner in which
the request was made was such that the information was to be used for
one of the illegal purposes of the Bureau.

The request was made after regular working hours orally to me in
private. I turned to my supervisor who was known among the agents
as "Colonel Klink" and told him that I flatly refused to comply with
his request and that he could tell his counterpart at the Bureau who
had called him on the Watts line seeking the information that I knew
damn well it was going to be used in an unrecorded counterintelli-
gence operation to destroy Mr. Young's chances of getting elected to
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the House of Representatives. The request came only a few days after
M r. Young had announced that he was seeking a seat in the House.

My supervisor's reaction was, "Now don't get excited, Art, we will
make some other arrangement." And I responded, "I suppose you
will." And I told him that if his counterpart at the Bureau wanted to
force the issue, we would do it in the open with lots of publicity. That
was the last I heard of that request from my supervisor and I noticed

~ later that Mr. Young made it to your august body so I must assume
that my supervisor had no other source at that time that could get the
information for him. You, of course, will find no record of the above
incident in the Bureau files.

I am cognizant of your mandate to investigate the intelligence
operations of the Bureau and of the great mass of information that
has already been uncovered regarding these operations. I believe, how-
ever, that a clear and precise picture of the Bureau's intelligence prac-
tices can only be seen by analyzing the administrative structure, the
entrenched biases and the pervasive indoctrinated FBI mentality that
commands and controls their intelligence practices.

In the incident involving Representative Andrew Young. if the
same request had been made io most, agents who had reached the level
in the Bureau that I was at that time-and with most, of the agents
I came in contact with during the period that the Young incident tookplace, for that matter-the would have routinely comp lied with
their supervisors request, simply because they would have gone
through a process which would have eliminated all those who saw any-
thing wrong with the type of activityV contemplated by their super-
visor. The ofttimes expressed feelings of all of the personnel work-
ing in conjunction with me on the intelligence squad in Atlanta dur-
ing the period that the Young incident took place accounts for the
fact that the information requested would have been routinely ob-
tained. The feeling was that the racial movements in which Mr.
Young was engaged, although not illegal per se, were inimicable to
the value standards that the squad members subscribed to. If it took
a little illegal activity to compromise the movement, then so be it.
Past experience had made it. clear to all agents that Mr. Hoover had
no sympathy with any racial movement.

You may'justly inquire at this juncture how I happened to survive
in the Bureau if these selection processes weeded those in opposition
out. The answer was and is that I was both stubborn and smart enough
to keep my record good and cleaxad those around me knew it. As
an attorney and someone who believe- in the rule of law, I wouldn't
conform if it required me to be dishonest or to violate the law, and
I knew the law. I can sorrowfully say that my views were not shared
by my peers universally in the Bureau. At this point, I would like to
interject a note that is not in the written section here and say that
great numbers of the agents that I worked with were of the highest
caliber, fine gentlemen that I have great respect for, and it is not. with
any pleasure that I come here to relate to you circumstances that I
think should be corrected. It is with a deen-seated embarrassment that
I have to say that I was a merober of this organization for as many
years as I was and was unable to come to you during that. period.

And back to the transcript, I joined thie FBI as an agent in 1951
and retired in 1971. By 1957, the weaknesses in the structure of the
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Bureau had become all too obvious to me In 1960, as a result of ad-
ministrative action taken apinst me by Mr. Hoover, on account of 'an
alleged problem of overweight, I found myself in a YMCA room in
Macon, Ga., away from my family for a period of about 5 months.
During that time, I did a great deal of soul-searching and reading in
an effort to make a decision as to whether I should leave the Bureau
and attempt to expose the weaknesses in structure--and I underscore

f" structure at every point, because it is the structure that is wrong with
the Bureau and not the agent 1personnel-whether I should expose the
weaknesses in structure or stay in the Bureau and wait for a more
opportune time when the probability of success in correcting thes
weaknesses would be greater. I decided to remain and observe, but I
resolved that I would under no circumstances participate in any of
the unethical or illegal activities that were by then so prevalent in the
Bureau.

I was able to observe from my vantage point in the FBI that theBureau was on a collision course of col apse which would result in
congressional investigation, and I said so openly among agent asso-
ciates from 1960 onward-until the time I left the Bureau in 1971. I
counseled with many, yes, practically all of the agent-personnel with
whom I came in contact at this time an for the remaining 11 years
that I spent in the Bureau, and found that they were vaguely aware
in 1960 of the process of which I speak, and they were acutely aware
of it in 1971.

The inherent administrative processes within the Bureau which I
have alluded to before, which adversely affect the Bureau's intelli-
gence functions, can be summarized as follows:

NO. 1 I SECRECY

Mr. Hoover throw a veil of secrecy over the Bureau at its very in-
ception, though the great mass of in formation handled by the Bureau
could be placed on billboards in the middle of Times Square and the
public interest would not block the sidewalks, but secrecy served many
useful purposes to the Bureau. It made it impossible for the public or
Congress to know anything about what was going on internally. It
gave the Bureau operation an aura of mystery and created a type of
fear and respect for the Bureau which I personally feel is unhealthy
in a society that strives to be both democratic and open.

NO. 2: COMPLETE UNFETFERXD CONTROL OF THE PROCESS OF
ULECNO PERSONNEL

Gentlemen, I submit this is the most important thing that I will
say to you today-complete and unfettered control of tle process of
sel_ in personnel

This is an area to which your committee should direct its greatest
efforts, for it was through a selection process exempt from Civil Serv-
ice under the sole control of the Director that Mr. Hoover was able
over a period of nearly 50 years to bring in thousands of carefully
selected agent-personnel who were as politically disposed to the right
as he was and then through a personnel system, which offered no pos-
sibility at all for an agent to question Hoover's ethics or methods, to
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force thousands of those selected to leave the Bureau in utter dis-
gust simply because they had no avenue through which,they could air
grievances involving unethical or illegal conduct. For example-and
I have many, but I will give you one--a young agent whom I know
was sent to Albahy, Ga., for his first office. His wife was a sociologist.
She was offered a position in the Head Start Project in Albany, Ga.,
that was under the direction of a black attorney named King. Think
his initials were A. B., but I know his last name was King. The agent

~reported this information to his superior in Albany. He was immedi-
ately summoned to- Atlanta by the agent in charge and told that his
wife could not take the job because they did not want FBI personnel
or their wives associated with blacks who were active in the civil
rights movements. This agent subsequently resigned in disgust.

NO. 3: MANIPULATION AND CONTROL OF T11E PRESS

The examples of this subject are legion. The one that I am most
familiar with was the concerted effort to get what was always referred
to in the Bureau as "our friends in the media" to publish personal
and very private information taken from the wiretap which itself was
of questionable legal validity on Dr. Martin Luther King. Of course,
the day-to-day manipulation was accomplished by leaking choice items
to our-"friends."

It was not at all uncommon to learn of some politically damaging
information about some leading figure in politics as having been
developed by the Bureau; and then, always at a time when it would
)e most damaging to the individual, the information would some way
show up in the Chicago Tribune or some other friend of the Bureau.
If the information wgs more valuable for purposes of political, black-
mail by holding it, than by giving it to the press, it was withheld.
The leaked information always seemed to involve persons of liberal
persuasion. (From my years in the Bureau, I can only assume that
the Bureau had deduced that persons of liberal persuasion are some-
how more apt to sleep with somebody else's wife, drink too much liquor,
or be sexually perverted than are solid conservatives.)

NO. 4: ABSOLUTE AUTHORITY AT THE TOP AND BLIND LOYALTY AT
TIlE BOTTOM AIDED BY 'THE SELECTION PROCESS

This question of loyalty is interesting since, of course we all like
our friends to be loyal to us and we respect it as a quality in man.The Watergate hearings were particularly informative on this point,
is you will recall. Each of the witnesses who were implicated in wrong-
doing in Watergate opened their statements with a bit on loyalty
and went on to tell eventually how in the name of loyalty they had
violated the law. The Bureau has its parallel in this concept of blind
loyalty.

I might interject here I think I saw some of it a few minutes ago.
Personnel have been willing to forego their own integrity to allow
improper, unethical, or illegal activity by the Bureau to go on un-
challenged rather than injure the Bureau by a public attack which
many regard as disloyal to the Bureau.

68-165--76----8
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NO. 5: THE HARSH DISCIPLINARY MEASURES

I understand these may have been changed somewhat under Mr.
Kelley.

The harsh disciplinary measures which were the hallmark of Mr.
Hoovers personnel policy are too extensive to go into at length here.
They sometimes resulted in humorous situations but very often in
very tragic situations.

As an illustration of that, I might say when coming down here from
northern New York, my wife became terribly distraught and she
turned to me and said, "'Do you think they will take your pension
away from you I" And I assured her, "No, honey, they won't."

By the mid-1960's these harsh disciplinary measures had so eroded
confidence in Hoover among the agent-personnel that the policy of
"tell the man nothing" had reached a point where information could
-actually get into the hands of Bureau supervisors, and it still would
not get to Hoover because the harshness of the disciplinary action
made the integrity of all agents very pliable.

In a democracy, domination of a powerful organization such as the
Federal Bureau of Investigation by any segment of the political
:spectrum threatens the very existence of democracy.

The process results in the organization being used to aid the politi-
,cal and philosophical friends or causes of the leader and to neutralize
.any opposition.

Mr. Hoover's vendetta against Dr. Martin Luther King illustrates
-this process in a graphic manner.

I submit that the FBI now constitutes a degenerate dictatorship
in which the structure still remains but from which public support
is rapidly being withdrawn. I further submit that such a dictator-
:ship is incompatible with the constitutional concepts upon which this
Nation was founded. I feel that this can ibe historically paralleled with
the ascension of other dictatorships throughout the world.

I make the following recommendations:
I recommend that any reforms which you consider deal directly

with each of the points I mentioned in the establishment of the process,
'but I urge you to give particularly careful attention to the pross of
agent selection.

In order to insure against reestablishment of uncontrollable power
within the Bureau I would suggest the following: 1. Seek the removal
-of all entrenched personnel, including the Director, as quickly as is
practical. (Not in a vindictive way, but for the good of the service.)
-These gentlemen have been trapped into the system; they have been
unculturalized; and they can't act differently than they act, bt they
-are a serious threat to the freedom and security of the United States
-under our Constitution.

The second thing: Establish a system by which line-level personnel
can report unethical or illegal activity within the Bureau to an out-
.side control agency. Incidentally, I was very happy to hear Mr. Adams
.say this morning that the Bureau would be willing to submit to an
outside control agency. It is only a sad thing they didn't do it 20
years ago and we wouldn't be here today.

Although there are some constitutional questions involved, I would
xecommend that the control agency be under the judiciary, thus
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extending the concept of checks and balances, and that the timW nec&6-
essary for setting up hearings and resolving difficulties be extremely
short, maybe as little as 7 days so that corruptive processes could not
get started.

No. 3: That all personnel working within the agency and all new
personnel working within the agency b required to attend instruc-
tional-Clase given by various educational institutions throughout
the country in which the rights and duties of Bureau employees would
be thoroughly taught so that we would not have people like Jim
McCord in the Watergate situation telling the Senate or the House
in years to come that he thought that what was obviously illegal could
be made legal by the flick of a pen by the Attorney General or the
Director. This concept was very prevalent in the Bureau when I was
there. If Mr. Hoover ever said something, no one ever questioned
whether he was right or wrong, legal or ethical, illegal or otherwise.
There was never anything taught in the Bureau schools to equip
agents to make decisions they made in this area.

No. 4: Legislate the process of agent selection in such a way that
future personnel would represent the full spectrum of American
.society instead of only a narrow segment as it now does. Either
reduce the pay of agent personnel or establish educational requirements
-for admission that would justify the current high-pay standards. I
would prefer that the standards be made higher and leave the pay
-where it is.

No. 5: Legislative controls regarding the release of information
from the Bureau which will prevent the Bureau from using-the wealth

.of information it collects at Government expense as a means of press
manipulation. (If Quinn Martin Productions can examine Bureau
records and produce a television play, as they did in the Philadelphia,

-MiUM8k1ppi, case, and, incidentally, I worked on that case at great
length and I know the circumstances, and they produced this 2-hour
movie which was on NBC last spring, and the picture of what actually
happened down there, from my viewpoint, was very badly distored.

"The movie was made in such a way as to protect the Bureau image and
protect the Bureau's relationship with the Mississippi State Police.)

And it had many things in there that I would not have put in, and
I think anyone of a moderate liberal persuasion would not have put in.

So the legislation should provide if anybody can look at the Bureau
records and write a book, if any special person can, anybody can. If
we are going to have a free press, let's have it free all the way, in other
words; and I think this restraint the Bureau has used in making the
records available to writers and to the press is a sort of reverse or in-
verse abridgment of the first amendment of those who weren't able to
get to these records.

I think, gentlemen, that if those recommendations, or some like it,
are put into effect, that the Bureau can be reestablished as an organi-
zation in the Justice Department which is a service body for the U.S.
Government, which belongs to the people, and the Bureau can be
brought back into perspective and do an excellent job, and it has a big
job to do. Thank you very much.

[The FBI's response to the allegations made by Mr. Murtagh dur-
ing this hearing is printed on pages 1129-1132 of the appendixes.]
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Chairman Pmu. Thank you very much, Mr. Murtagh. Obviously;
you feel very strongly on this'subject, and it took a certain amount of
courage on your part to behere.

Rather than attempt to question at this time, wq do have one other
statement by a former sometime-employee of the FBI, Mr. Robert
Hardy. It is a very short statement, andI think perhaps we can get
that in before we break for lunch.

If Mr. Hardy would take the table. Bring the microphone close to
you, Mr. Hardy, and go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT HARDY, FORMER FBI INFORMANT

Mr. HARDY. Mr. Chairman and committee members, my name is
Robert Hardy. I am 37 years old and I live in Camden, N.J. I am
married and the father of four children. I support myself and my fam-
ily as a general contractor. I have served my country in the U.S..
Marine Corps, and on June 25, 1971, became an FBI informer.

I am not proud that I was an FBI informer. I am not proud of what
happened as a result of my being an informer. I only hope and pray
that by coming here today I can right some of the wrong that was
committed. Perhaps we all can learn a lesson from what has happened
in my case so that it can never happen again.

On Juno 24, 1971, a longtime friend of mine was having dinner at
my house. He was upset. He had been active in the'antiwar movement
in our area. He related to-me that a plan to enter the Camden draft
board had been discovered by the FBI and had fallen through. I told
him that such a plan was senseless, and I discouraged him from con-
sidering any such action. I was concerned, however, that a group of
people, some of whom I had known for years and considered good.,
law-abiding Americans, would consider such action in order to protest
the war.

The following day I went to the FBI office in Camden and asked
them for advice. I told them that I did tot want my friends to go to
jail. They told me, at that time, just to keep them posted on develop-
ments. I their wen to the group of people I have just mentioned and
in a short time they had taken me into their confidence as a member
and fellow sympathizer. .

At first the FBI instructed me not to present any new thoughts or
ideas to the group. However, after a while they encouraged me to sug--

.S gest to the group the exact illegal activity about which I had origi-
N nally come to them. They told me that all they wanted was enough

evidence of a conspiracy to raid the draft board. They told me that this
would be a lot better than if some of my friends were charged with
the actual crime itself. I was greatly confused at this time, but I
trusted the FBI and eventually I carried, out their wishes.

By mid-July I had gained a strong leadership position within the
group. I told the FBI, with whom I was in daily contact at this time,
that this was not quite right. I was no longer a mere informer, but was
now a promoter or provocateur. They told me to continue.

If I may interject in the statement here, the words "informer" and
'provocateur" were not in my vocabulary at the time. These were.
words that were put on me by the press and by the FBI after the
actual crime had taken place-or the break-in.

?I ,
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In the course of the next month, upon the instructions of my FBI
-agents, my leadership role increased to the pint that it became absurd,
I was not only encouraging the group to raid the Camdei draft board;
I was initiating all the plans to do so. The way I did this was very
simple. I provided them with constant moral encouragement. I prod
vided them with the tools they needed-ladders, ropes, drills, i,
hammers, and so forth, I provided them with food to sustain them
during the course of the preparation. All this was paid by the FBI.
They paid me also, on a regular basis, for my services.

As a man who had been in the general contracting business most of
my adult life, I provided invaluable technical assistance to the group.
Mr. Chairman, you would not believe what an inept band of bungling
burglars these people were. There were about 30 persons in the group.
It was a loose-knit, antiwar group composed of college professors,
clergy, students, and concerned citizens. They were dreamers, who
talked a lot but (lid nothing.

On instructions, I once tried to give them guns, but they refused.
Mr. Joiixsox. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman Pixs Mr. Johnson.
Mr. JoHnsoN. May I interrupt at this point, because the gentleman

says "on instructions," and I believe that in view of the testimony that
cane from Mr. Adams that that should be more clearly elucidated.

On instructions from whom?
Mr. HARDY. At the time we were having riots in the city of Camden

and the FBI was concerned for the safety of their agents, myself and
the people involved in what became known as the Camden 28. They
asked me to check to see if they had weapons or a tendency for vio-
lence and I offered one of their members a gun which I did not have
and would not have provided to them. It was to check out whether
they were-

Mr. JoHi.soN. You didn't make that clear. You said "on instruc-.
tions. I once tried to give them guns."

Mr. HARDY. Yes, my agent that I had been in contact with-asked
me, or suggested that I ask them, if they would need any guns for self
protection since there was a rioting condition in the city of Camden.

Chairman PIKE. Go ahead.
Mir. HARDY. They were the most nonviolent, well-intentioned peo-

ple I ever met in my life. But most of them couldn't even tie a knot
properly. I am not proud to say this, but with respect to breaking into
the draft board. I taught them everything they knew.

Again breaking from the statement, every draft board -that had
been broken into within the United States had been broken into from
the inside. This was the first draft board that was to be broken into
from the outside. They had no experience in this area.

I taught them how to cut glass and open windows without making
any noise. I taught them how to open file cabinets without a key. I
rented trucks for them. I obtained a floor plan of the draft board
building for them. I taught them how to climb ladders easily and
walk on the edge of a roof without falling. My neighbors began to
wonder why I had this crowd of people climbing up the side of my
house and paradin, along the edge of my roof every day. I began to
feel like the Pied Piper.

I ,
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I had convinced the group to break into the draft board on either
August 21 or August 22. A week before the appointed time I went t6
the FBI numerous times and told them that my job had been accom-
£lished. The conspiracy had taken place and I wanted it to be stopped..
t was not stopped. I was told there were 100 FBI agents in the area

for the occasion. I protested vigorously that I had been double-
Scrossed. The FBI apologized to me and told me that the new orders

had come directly from the little White House in California. They
told me it was too late for me to pull out.

Members of the committee, the rest is history. In the early hours
of August 22 a group of people were caught and arrested for breaking
into the Camden draft board. Violence and lawless conduct by the
radical left had been averted. The FBI, again, had gotten its man.
The country could now see positive proof that the administration was
correct in warning the country about the threat from the left.

I will never forget the role I played in this abuse of American jus-
tice. I am sure such things have happened before, but I am here to try
to prevent them from happening again.

[Space limitations secluded printing the FBI's 259-page response-to the allegations made by Mr. Hardy during this hearing. The Bu-
reau's transmittal memorandum is printed on page 1133 of the ap-
pendixes. The response is in the committee files.]

Chairman PIKE. Thank you very much.
The committee will stand in recess until 2 this afternoon.
[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m. the committee was recessed, to reconvene

at 2 p.m. the same day.]
AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman PIKE. The committee will come to order.
Because of the time constraints we have, our procedure is going to be

to go through the prepared statements of all of the remaining wit-
nesses-and we have five of them-after which we will go into ques-
tions.

I understand that some of the witnesses do have to leave. We will un-
derstand if they really have to go.

Our first witness will be Ms. Lori Paton, who I understand is not
a member of the Socialist Workers Party. Please proceed with your
statement.

STATEMENT OF LORI PATON, STUDENT, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

Ms. PATON. My name is Lori Paton. I am now a sophomore at the-
University of Virginia. I am here today to talk with you about some-
thing that happened to me when I was a student at West Morris Mend-
ham High School in Mendham, N.J.

In February of 1973, I was one of about 25 students enrolled in a
social studies course called "Left to Right." As the title suggests, this
course involved the study of the spectrum of the contemporary Ameri-
can political scene. For a class assignment, I wrote a letter to what
I thought to be the Socialist Labor Party, requesting information
about its programs and policies,, However, I had inadvertently ad-
dressed the letter to the Socialist Workers Party. At that time, as I

mo later learned, the FBI was conducting surveillance of all mail ad-
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dressed to the Social Workers Party. Thus, unknown to me, the FBI
acquired my name from the letter I sent and began a criminal investi-
gation to determine if I was engaged in "subversive activities." (I have
submitted Exhibit "A," the FBI memorandum directing that investi-
gation.) The FBI contacted the Morris County Credit Bureau and the
Police Chief of Chester, N.J., and made inquiries about my family
and me. The FBI next appeared at my high school and told the prin-

~ cipal that I was under investigation because of contact with the
Socialist Workers Party. After the agent left, my parents and I were
notified by a school official of the investigation. That was when I first
became aware that my letter had been intercepted and that I was the
subject of an FBI investigation. My first reaction was anger because
I had been investigated without my knowledge and I felt that at least
I should have been contacted by the agent. Shortly after that, our high
school newspaper learned of the FBI's investigation and wrote an
article about it. This public exposure that I was the subject of an
FBI investigation caused me a great deal of embarrassment among
my fellow students and townspeople. I was subjected to remarks by
other students and I felt I was an object of ridicule. I was no longer

-known for myself but instead I became known as a person who was
investigated by the FBI. I later became notorious among townspeople,
many of whom felt that I should not rock the boat by making an issue
of this incident.

When I became aware of the investigation, I was concerned about
its possible effects on my career plans. I was approaching my senior
year in high school and was looking forward to college. My plans were
to major in Chinese and to find employment in Government service.
I knew that the fact that I had been investigated by the FBI might
adversely affect my career plans., particularly if I wanted work for the
Government. I found this possibility very distressing.

Because of the above concerns, my teacher in the "Left to Right"
course, Mr. Gabrielson, suggested that we ask the ACLU for advice.
My parents said that they would support me in anything I did so Mr.
Gabrielson contacted the ACLU. At that time, I wanted to And out
what was in my file and whether it could have an effect on my later
life. My lawyer, Prof. Frank Askin of Rutgers Law School, who is
with me today, sent a letter to the FBI asking why they had investi-
gated me and if there were any FBI files concerning me. I was shocked
when FBI Director LaPrade wrote back denying that I had been
the subject of an investigation. (I attach as Exhibit "B" Director
LaPrade's reply letter.)

[Committee note.-The references to "Director LaPrade" are in
error. Mr. LaPrade was the special agent in charge of the Bureau's
Newark, N.J., office.]

Ms. PATON. I realized that the FBI's denial was false because I
obviously had been investigated. At this point I was very upset over
the conduct of the FBI. I was initially surprised to find that I had
been the subject of an FBI investigation but I found it even more
incredible that a representative of my Government would lie to me in
this way. The possibility that I had an FBI file and my disillusion-
ment with the Government's conduct led me to bring a lawsuit seeking
expungement of my file and damages for the violation of my con-
stitutional rights. that suit is still-pending. The U.S. Court of Ap-
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peals for the Third Circuit ruled recently that I was entitled to sue
the FBI agents involved for damages and injunctive relief.

rExhibits "A" and "B" are printed on pages 1201-1202, and the
FBI's response to allegations made by Ms. Paton on pages 1123-1127,
of the appendixes.]

Chairman PIKE . Thank you very much, Lori.
The next witness will be Mr. Peter Camejo, who, as I understand it,

is a member of the Socialist Workers Party. I would like to make it
very clear at this point that nobody on this committee has asked, nor
do they intend to ask, any questions that sound like "Are you now or
hae you ever been a member of

Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF PETE CAXFJO, REPRESENTATIVE OF THE
SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY

Mr. CAMEJO. I am now and I have been.
My name is Peter Camejo. As the Presidential candidate of the

Socialist Workers Party, I would like to thank the committee for this
opportunity to testify. I realize that you disagree with many of my
views. Until today, the investigations of FBI and CIA activities have
not given those of us who have been the victims of these agencies an
opportunity to be heard. Of course, there are many other victims of
these FBI and CIA activities in addition to the SWP.

Because the FBI spends so much time and money trying to disrupt
the SWP, I think it's important that I explain briefly exactly who we
are and what we stand for.

We believe that this society needs to be recognized on the basis of
production for human needs, not for private profit. We think that a
political party based on the working class is needed. That is why we are
offering candidates in the 1976 elections.
. Both by vote and the number of States for which we have gained
ballot status in recent years. we are the fourth largest political party
in the United States-after the Democratic, Republican, and American
Independent Parties. In 1974 our vote rose to 440,000 in just 10 States.
In 1976 we hope to be on the ballot in 30 to 40 States. "
. On many issues our views are shared by many, if not most, Ameri-
caiis. These are issues such as the right of every worker to a job, the
Tight of blacks to attend desegregated schools, the importance of
organizing massive support for the equal rights amendment for
women, and opposition to sending American soldiers to prop up
reactionary governments around the world.

On the question of establishing socialism, however, we are in a
minority. Our goal is to win a majority to our point of view.

We run in elections to explain our ideas and win support for our
program. In addition, our members participate in organization demon-
strations, such as the large peaceful antiwar marches that helped
force an end to the Vietnam war. Many of our members are active in
the labor movement and the struggle to desegregate the schools. We
hold public meetings and distribute leaflets, books, and newspapers.

These are all activities protected by the Bill of Rights.
The Socialist Workers Party doesn't advocate or engage in violent

or illegal activity. The FBI has never produced any evidence to the
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contrary. But, in spite of that, they admit that they began wire-
tapping us in 1945. They've burglarized us, investigated us, bugged
our offices, -covered our mail, visited our members, gotteti them fired
from jobs, harassed our election campaigns and generally made ef-
forts to prevent us from getting a hearing for our views.

But since the exposure of the illegal and unconstitutional FBI
Cointelpro tactics, the FBI has been t r ing to fool the public with a
claim that it stopped disrupting political activities back in April
1971. But we know that's not the cate. I'm turning over to the com-
mitt a list of some 225 incidents of FBI harassment that have
taken place since April 1971. These include FBI visits to landlords,
employers, and parents of members and supporters of my party, and
visits to members and supporters themselves.

.Two of the witnesses with me, Kathy Sledge and Lori Paton will
describe two incidents from that list of 225.

[The list referred to, provided by the Political Rights Defense Fund
and dated November 18, 1975, and related affidavits of Matilde Zim-
merman and- Bruce L. Bloy are printed on pages 1171-1200 of the
appendixes.]

Mr. CAMEJO. In the FBI's view, the SWP continues to be a legiti-
mate target for disruption. They have been attempting it for decades
and they are continuingit right now.

In their public explanations, sometimes they say this is because we
are terrorists, or because we are subversives, or because we advocate
violence. I would like to respond to these charges.

First, the FBI itself has provided us with proof that their charges
are false. Let's look at the record. The FBI admits it began wiretapping
our party in 1945. Since then the FBI has not brought a single in-
dictment against a single member of the SWP. Not one indictment
against a single member in 30 years of the tightest imaginable sur-
veillance.

As was pointed out earlier today, the Democratic and Republican
-Parties, on the other hand, cannot point to such a record.

Second, I call your attention to the- 1961 FBI memorandum that
launched the SWP disruption program. Here they give the FBI'S
real reason for this war of disruption. This document, which was

-never intended for public view, stands in sharp contrast to their
public charges of violent and illegal acts. I was astonished this
morning that the FBI failed to make a single reference to the Coin-
telnro program in their statements.

The memo said:
The SWP has * * * been openly espousing its line * * * through running

candidates for public office and strongly directing and/or supporting such
causes as Castro's Cuba and integration problem arising in the South.

They don't charge us with violence, not assassinations, not..kid-
napping. Our crimes, to the FBI, were running candidates supporting
the fight against segregation, and opposing &is Government's crim-
inal attempts to overthrow the Castro regime.

What about the public charges that the FBI makes? Is the SWP
terroristl Absolutely not. We believe, as Marxists have always be-
lieved, that the philosophy and methods of terrorism are damaging to
the workers' movement. We believe that society can only be changed
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through the efforts of millions, through broad social forces represent-
ing the overwhelming majority, not through acts of terror.

Advocacy of terrorism is incompatible with membership in the
SWP. And, I repeat, no evidence has ever been produced by the Gov-
ernment that the SWP advocates or engages in terrorism or other-
illeal acts of violence.

70 take up another charge: Is the SWP run by a foreign power
or organization? No. We are internationalists. We work for the re-
lease of political prisoners in Chile, in Spain, in the Soviet Union
and in China. We are opposed to totalitarianism everywhere in the
world, whether in the U.S.S.R. or in Spain. We meet with Socialists
from other countries to exchange ideas and to discuss major world po-
litical developments. But these are not illegal acts.

We maintain a relationship of fraternal solidarity with the Fourth
International. Does this violate the Voorhis Act? -No. We decide on
our own policies and principles through our own conventions and
elected bodies. And although we strongly disagree with the Voorhis
Act, since it was passed in 1940 we have not been affiliated to the Fourth
International. No Government agency has ever produced any evidence
to the contrary.

In a recent editorial condemning the continuing FBI harassment of
the Socialist Workers Party, the New York Times pointed out that
"the SWP is a legal American political organization."

The FBI has no evidence to dispute that. What they are trying to
do is to effectively outlaw our ideas. In their defense against our suit,
-in place of evidence of illegal SWP activity they are reduced to quot-
ing from books written by Marx and Lenin.

The notion that some ideas are "subversive" is dangerous for ev-
eryone who may disagree with an administration in power. If it can
be applied to our ideas today, it will be applied to others tomorrow.

Of course, it is already clear that many dissenting groups other
than SWP have been the targets of FBI harassment and attempted
disruption, especially black individuals and organizations. To hell)
force an end to all political spying, the Socialist Workers Party plans
to continue with its landmark suit against the FBI, CIA and similar
agencies.

In our opinion, only a tiny corner has been lifted on the shroud 6f
secrecy behind which the FB I, CIA and other secret police agencies
operate. Ending this secrecy would be a big step in the direction of
bringing their crimes to a halt.

The American people need and deserve all the facts about the past
and present secret-police operations carried out behind their backs.
I hope this committee will help bring the full truth to light and take
steps to bring about the full disclosure of the secret files on the FBI
and CIA crimes. Only such steps can give the American people the
facts necessary to decide the important issues posed by the actions of
the FBI and CIA.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I woulal like, with the permission of Chairman Pike, to respond

extremely briefly to the one contention made by the FBI against us
today. They admitted and conceded, and I think this is extremely
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important, that we have not engaged in any illegal activity. They
have admitted that we are not advocating violance. Instead they
presented the "ripe" theory. That is that although we do not do so now,
at some later date when things are ripe-you might call it the "rotten-
ripe theory"-we will turn rotten and then engage in illegal acts and
violence, The FBI probably knows what our position is better than
anyone else in this room because they are present in our organizatidn.
They have sent informers and agent-provocateurs for decades. They
know very well that our goal is to try to win the majority of the Amer-
ican people to establish some basic change. That is what the Declara-
tion of Independence says we have a right to do.

The American people have the right to alter the Government, the
economy or anything else they want to do. It is up to them to do
that. We don't believe any such social change can come about unless
.we win the majority. After we win the majority, we do not intend
to use violence or carry out illegal activities. All we state is that the
majority has a right to carry out its activities. That is what we mean
by revolution-the right of the American people to make basic changes,
as we did in 1776 and as we did in 1861.

When a majority in this country agreed with our views on Vietnam
during the antiwar movement, did the SWP engage in illegal activi-
tiesI On the contrary, the FBI knows we continued to advocate only
legal and peaceful means to get the policies of the United States
altered.

Now, I do believe that this ripe theory, however, does apply to
the FBI. When they found it ripe, they did engage in illegal activi-
ties and when they see the moment is ripe, they are willing to carry
out illegal acts, including violence. That has been the case also for
other agencies. I wonder when I listen to them here. Theiy say they
must continue to have informants in our party. Are they waiting for
the moment when-it will be ripe, when the majority of the American
people turn to our position and they, the FBI, will turn to violence?
Wewill certainly not. Our position is well established in over 30 years
in action and by endless evidence before you and by their own a(mis-
sion. What more can be asked than 'that we be treated like any other
party and that the Watergating of my campaign and other activities
be ended and the illegal activities of the FBI and CIA be brought to
light.

Thank you.
[The FB I's response to the allegations made by .fr. Camejo dur-

ing this hearing is printed on pages 1137-1144 of the appendixes.]
Chairman PIK. The House is currently undertaking a vote. The

committee will stand in recess until 20 minutes before 3, at which
time we will resume.

[Brief recess.]
Mr. STANTOx [presiding]. The Select Committee on Intelligence is

now reconvened.
We will continue the testimony.
At this time we would like to hear from Kathy Sledge-Lovgren,

who is a member of the Socialist Workers Party and who has also
been the subject of an investigation.
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STATEMENT OF KATHY 8LEDGELOVGREN, MEU.P1 OF THE
SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY

Ms. SLEDGE-LOVOREN.'Iy name is Kathy Sledge-Lovgren. I was
born in Spokane, and after attending high school there, graduated
from the University of Washington in 1973 with a degree in zoology.
I am employed by the Veterans' Administration Hospital in cardi-
ological research as a surgical technician.

I first became acquainted with, and- later joined, the Young Socialist
Alliance while at the University of Washington, because I, like many
other Americans at the time, was very much against the war in Viet-
nam. I felt the YSA was an organization I could agree with. Other
organizations were involved in civil disobedience and acts of violence,
like "trashing"-a term meaning throwing rocks and breaking win-
dows, et cetera-which I did not then and do not now agree with.
Neither, incidentally, does the SWP.

Alo, the YSA iid SWP were organizations respected for their
unyielding demand to keep antiWar demonstrations peaceful and legal.
Accordingly they were able to organize large demonstrations which
were both' elective and law abiding.

In 1974, a number of things happened to me is a result of an intense
FBI investigation of me, allegely for a job clearance. First. I re-
ceived a detailed letter from the Civil Service Commission asking me
to answer questions about my political views and associations, about
My marital status, and whether or not I was still married to one
person while living with another.

I was shocked, and upset, over the extent to which the FBI had gone
to find out if I was suitable to perform dog surgery. My job was to
assist doctors in medical research by doing the surgical preparations
on animals-not a job warranting security precautions.

My supervisors were concerned because, to their knowledge, no
similar FBI investigation had ever been undertaken regarding an
employee of the research staff.

Second, the FBi came to my work unit, called in my fellow workers
(one at a time) and asked questions about my loyalty to the Govern-
ment, whether f advocated the violent overthrow of the Government,
if I was a Communist, and whether or not I had tried to sell or hand
out subversive literature. My coworkers were upset that they had been
brought into the matter at all.

My boss, Dr. Tremann, was outraged and disgusted with the FBIfor this disruption. Not only had they caused me a lot of worry and
fear for my job, but they also managed to anger my chief supervisor,
because they had ordered individuals in my work unit to come up and
answer questions without first informing the Director of the hospital.

Third, the FBI questioned all of the tenants in the apartment com-
plex I was managing at the time, asking them if I had had meetings
there, or if they hadnoticed people coming and going, and what my
political, views were. They also questioned-tenants about who I was
living with.

My beat personal woman -friend was called down to an FBI office
to answer questions. So, too, was my former boss, who was then living
in Chicago. Both were angered by the intrusion.
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Worst of all, the FBI mbarrassed my familyin Spokane. My father
is a well-respected and conservative doctor. They came to his office
and questioned him about my political ideas and associations. He be-
cane gregtly worried about the effect on his practice and reputation.

They questioned my mother at home, extensively. As a result, she
almost had a nervous breakdown. Both my parents begged me to quit
the organization. They feared that I would lose my )ob.

Until then, my family and I had managed to avoid talking about
my politics, and maintain a close-knit relationship, including my uncle
(a circuit court judge of the fifth district). We did so-that is, until
the FBI caused a breach, which only now is beginning to heal.

Some time after I answered the questions in the Civi Service Com-
mission letter, I found out that my case had been dropped, at least
for the time being. Since then, as I have continued to work at the
veterans hospital, I have received two promotions. I believe I am
considered to be an excellent employee by the management.

I have no police record. I have-never committed a crime or any act
of violence. I keep my political ideas to myself when with my fellow
employees, who have recently honored me by electing me to be their
shop steward for the American Federation of Government Employees.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much for allowing me
to come here and hearing what I have to say.

[The FBI's response to the allegations made by Ms. Sledge-Lovgren
during this hearing is rinted on pages 1145-1147 of the appendixes.]

Mr. STANroN. Thank you, Kathy. We deeply appreciate your testi-
mony.

The next witness will be Robert Silverman, a former employer of
a Socialist Workers Party member who was investigated by the FBI.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT GEORGE SILVERMAN, PRESIDENT, PEER
ENTERPRISES, LTD.

M r. SILVERi~rAN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name
is Robert George Silverman, president of Peer Enterprises, Ltd. This
is my best recollection of a visit to my offices at Peer Enterprises, Ltd.,
during the fall of 1972 by two men who identified themselves as agents
of the FBI.

I was called in our sixth floor production office on that day, and
told the two agents were present and wished to inquire about an em-
ployee. After they produced FBI identification for my father and
me, they inquired about Bruce Bloy-and I believe one other em-ployee. I wanted to know the purpose of their inquiry; their response
was vague. They asked what kind of employee Bruce was, and after
I again asked what the investigation was all about, indicated that
Bruce-and this other employee-were members of a political party
the FBI was interested in.

My father at this point wanted to know if this meant that his em-
ployees were members of the Communist Party, that they were "reds."
One of the ents responded by saying he couldn't go 'into that. My
father reacted by expressing his desire to fire both of these people.

By now the exchange between my father and one of the FBI agents
had become heated. I interrupted, said that I thought my father was
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not thinking clearly, that there would be no firings that day, and that
I deeply resented the impression that the agents were creating about
Bloy and our other employee by refusing to answer our questions
while at the same time indicating by inference that the investigation
had to do with their political affilons. Clearly, any reasonabeper-

....$on would conclude that there must be something unacceptable, un-
desirable, or illegal about my employees' conduct.

I told the FBI agents that these employees were desirable ones from
my standpoint, that they had never given me cause to believe other-
wise, and that until such time as they did, Bruce and the other person
could remain with my company.

I said further that, as an em lover, I had no interest in the political
beliefs of my employees, and felt that the FBI had no right to raise
such things at an individual's place of employment.

However regrettable my father's response to these FBI questions, it
i exactly the sort of response that can be expected from employers

approached in this manner by FBI agents-and I told the agents as"i much.

I would characterize the approach of the agnts as presfimptive, mys-
terious, and in this instance aggressive. What was most distressing
to me was the presumption on the agents' part that we would neces-
sarily share their point of view.

I would like to be specific with respect to Bruce Bloy and the other
employee-who remains nameless out of respect for her privacy. May
I state emphatically that I viewed them both as desirable employees
with good work habits, and I would be pleased to reemploy them at
any time. It is in my view something more than regrettable that these
two people should be subjected to such embarrassment, for what third
parties suspect they might do, rather than what they have actually
done.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[An affidavit sworn to by Bruce L. Bloy is printed on pages 1198-

1200 of the appendixes. The FBI's response to the allegations made by
Mr. Silverman during this hearing is printed on page 1148 of the
appendixes.]

Mr. STANTON. Thank you, Mr. Silverman.
The next witness we will have testimony from is Marcus Raskin, -

codirector of the Institute for Policy Studies, which has been the sub-
ject of a 51/-year FBI investigation.

Mr. Raskin.

STATEMENT OF MARCUS G. RASKIN, CODIRECTOR, THE INSTITUTE;
FOR POLICY STUDIES

Mr. RASKIN. I count it as a distinct privilege to appear before you
today and to answer any questions which will help you in your difficult
and important task.

My name is Marcus G. Raskin. I am codirector of the Institute for
Policy Studies in Washington, D.C. I am a graduate of the University
of Chicago and its law school. I have served in the U.S. Government -
for 5 years as an adviser to a group of Congressmen and then as a(
member of the special staff of the National Security Council under'
President Kennedy. I also served as a member of the Presidential
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Panel on Educational Research and Development and as an education
adviser in the Bureau of the Budget. I have written half a dozen
books in the area of foreign and national security policy, political
philosophy and politics, as well as numerous articles which have
appeared in scholarly journals, newspapers, and magazines.

Since 1963 1 have served ms-the codirector of the Institute for Policy
Studies with Richard J. Barnet, a leading scholar in foreign and
economic affairs. In 1963 the Institute for Policy Studies was estab-
lished as an independent center of research and education in public
policy. Its mandate was to pursue inquiry and truth about those matters
which were central to a free and democratic society. The institute grew
out of a belief that the great universities were too closely identified
with ongoing policies of the Federal Government in the area of public
policy. We believed that it was necessary to develop an institution
which would be financially independent of the Government. Conse-
quently, the institute does nqtaccept Government contracts and grants.
'We also believe that the major questions of our time are moral and
political ones. Those of us who were in the Government found that the
fundamental questions about policies were virtually never asked. Thus,
moral questions, or even questions about consequences, were almost
never addressed. The emphasis was on "getting it done" without much
concern with what the "it" was. I might add that. this unwillingness in
government, difficult in all cases, to ask fundamental moral and politi-
cal questions, culminated in the Nixon period of government, although
as you are aware, the seeds of the Nixon era have been present in
American government for many years.

Since 1963, fellows of the institute have published books, studies,
reports, and articles on a wide variety of issues and questions. These
studies include analysis of the university system, the media, health
care, the defense system, military budget, education, multinational
corporations, political theory, problems of economics, bureaucratic"
accountability, problems of religion, the neighborhood, as well as
worker dissatisfaction and participation in the decisions of the work
place. Books by institute fellows are used in many universities. As you
might have guessed from the subject matter considered, institute fel-
lows have been trained in various disciplines. They have received their
degrees in law, economics, physics, psychology, sociology, history, and
political science. We have also been fortunate in developing a Ph. D.
program in conjunction with the Union Graduate School. Seminars

-Now and task force discussions are held at the institute. Membership in such
-, study groups usually includes members from the Government, the

Congress, educators from universities, people from the different citi-
zen's movements which developed over the last decade, and fellows of
the institute. These sessions are open and informal, indeed too informal,
as recent revelations suggest. Iii this regard, institute fellows see them-
selves as practicing public scholarship. They are "scholars of the
people," available to any and all for discussion. They are not on con-
tract to any group or corporation. In this basic sense they are inde-
pendent of party. From time to time. following the principles of the
best social science, the institute has undertaken certain social inventions
and projects. For example, we have begun and studied such social
inventions as minischools, new towns for people leaving agricultural
life as tenant farmers, neighborhood science Jaboratories, and com-
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munity technology labs. We have helped communities begin neighbor-
hood governments. Recently we have initiated a clearinghouse of pol-
icy alternatives for people interested in local and State governments."During this last 13-year period where so many values have been
questioned, and where authority has been seen to be unwise and in-
sensitive, people have reacted through the development of movements

-w' which they hoped would make real the ideals of American civilization.
" Movements concerning civil rights, worker participation, ecology,

antiwar, consumerism, and women's liberation shaped and reflected a
new consciousness on American life. These impulses set the terms
of what equality, freedom, and democracy should be.

We at the institute attempted to relate our intellectual studies to
this new consciousness. One reason was that people at the institute
believe that there was a congruence of the high ideals of these move-
ments to those qualities necessary to make this society a decent and
humane one. This point of view was not shared by the various police
and intelligence agencies of the Government who feared public scholar-
ship and the kind of scholarship which gave information to anyone
who cared to listen or read. For our troubles we have found ourselves
harassed, bugged, tailed, broken into, eavesdropped, wiretapped, and
burglarized. We know the following, but I am sure that now you know
much more.

Every agencv which has responded to FOIA requesfs--the FBI,
the CIA, the Office of Naval Intelligence, Army Intelligence-has
indicated that they have files on IPS and its fellows.

Reliable testimony indicated that:
(1) The "special services" squad of IRS, the Service's political

"hit" squad, collected information in IPS in a special room of
the IRS. The IPS tax status underwent special audit for about 6
years. A spurious challenge to this status was finally made; it
was overruled upon appeal within the IRS in 1974, as the Water-
gate scandal began to unravel the Nixon administration's plans
to quash domestic discussion.

(2) The FBI targeted informers to infiltrate and report upon,
IPS meetings and seminars. Informers also attempted to gain
employment at IPS, but without success. The Bureau also rifled
IPS garbage, reviewing papers involved, reconstructing type-
writer tapes which were thrown out, and presumably dispensing
with the coffee grounds, tissue papers, paper towel's, and other
garbage generally thrown out each day. The Bureau files on the
institute and its fellows run to several feet of papers already, and
only the barest minimum have been revealed.

('3) IPS fellows were targets of the Boston grand jury in-
vestigation of the Pentagon Paper, an investigation which never
resulted in indictments. Several had subpenas issued against
them, but these were dropped rather than reveal tapes of conver-
sations which had been overheard on warrantless wiretaps.

(4) It is clear that IPS fellows have had their conversations
intercepted by many warrantless wiretaps, although it is not vet
known on whom the taps were placed. It is clear that the IPS files
were created by each of the Federal agencies: the CIA, the FBI,
the Office of Naval Intelligence, military intelligence agencies in
general. It is not known if IPS or its fellows were targets of the
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90c "lat" h lists" which We ditributed to various intelliren.e
'vgncie including NSA, the FBI, OJA IRS and. military itel-
likteN bt'it wodid be surprising 1if it were not. The institute.
Rihard Earmet, and I weri1 President Nixoti'd enemies list. And
vatibfs IPtrustees were given special auditing treatment..'

(a) At if Fedeial ttentiorl were hot sufficientj IPS came td the.
attention of the District of Columbia police and their political,
intelligence unit. The District of Cblumbia, polite employed the
.U& 1iformet nsed by the FBI: against IPS, and perhaps 9evetal
others. Several mysterious break-ind took place at IPS over- a
course of 2 years.

Th- p06eiful a the state are never very comfortable with open
scholarship and with the willingness to pursue questions whose ansWerd I
may not serve the status quo. This problem is one whrh goes with the
trioty fo the public scholar, the scholar for the people. Ideas adte
indeed frightening things. They cannot be seen, but they can be felt, -
they ftp~ntit the accumulated wisdo~n of people, and yet they seem
ivory towered and remote; they challenge the status quo and undermine
the p6etnfu but the'y can be tested and evluat ed publicly and
honestly. This can be done through debate not through wiretapping'
o burglary. It can be doy not ThrdUgh impisonfment, indictment,
impugning the patriotism ot honesty of atiother person, but by stating
directly one's interests, alttments and purposes. The value of this•hearing'is tliatitwifl encourage the police agencies to think agaih about
who thy ale amnd what they serm. It Inight eVen enctuage them to
come to 'discussions of the institute not as sples, sneaks, aid informers,
but as p tis iitsW hdi dre opeu'to having their dearest assumptions
challenged.

[Thi F1'i &rh pnse td the allegations made by, Mr. Ilaskiii during
this hearin1 i6 P11ted on pagim 1149-115b O the ap9efldixes.]

Mr.) Sum.bmON Thank yo', a Raiskim. I ofn dellted to have Vour
teghiufo*, and .tyU doIll*ge6 egsn 4ti)ellfmi, is delighted to
welcome you Is at4 iWimhi of Ne1idelit Nfion's eneiy list, 6n which
he is happy to join you. We ,*6uld like at this titne for Mr. MAurtagh
and Mr. Hitdy t6 p*ll dhatS tip to the table.

We will begin the questioning of members of the panel. Any member
- w wants~to question any particular person who has testified can do

it now.'
Mr. McCwoy. I don't want to get the answer right now, but the last*

witness, Mr. Raskin, mentioned wiretaps and unlawful acts and so
forth in a very general way.

We are investigating the FBI today, amia, at an appropriate time, I
would like you to delineate the precise time and place that unlawful
wiretaps were placed on you and any fniembers of your organiZation,
or any other illegal acts which they engaged in which we could
investigate.

MKr. STAxToiv* Fine; Mr. Raskin, do yo want to respond t
Mr. RAMSkN. Mr. Congressman, may Iubmit the file to you?
Mr. McCLoRY. Yes; that is what I want you t6 do. .-
Mr. Rxsxx. I doti't have it with me, bui I will submit it.
[Mr. Rakin subsequently advised the committee that the requested

information is under protective orde.]"
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Mr. MCCLoRw. I want to ask Mr. Murtagh: You mentioned unlawful
wiretaps, espe-ially a wiretap on Martin Luther King. As a matter of
fact,"that was a wiretap which was placed on Martin:Luther Kig by
direct authority of Attorney General .Robert Kennedy, WaS it not?

Mr. MUnTAm. As I understand t--I guess you have been through
this bfore--I said, "of questionable legality," and. I am not con-
cerned--

Mr. McCLORy. Just answer the question.
Mr. STAxNTON. Do you know who placed the wiretap or authorized it?
Mr. MutrrAoH. No; I don't know who authorized it.
Mr. STANroN. That answers the question.
Mr. Muwraon. May I make a correction in my original statement,

Mr. Chairman?
Mr. STANroN. We would be happy to have any corrections.
Mr. MurrAom. This is just a short correction and will only take a

minute. I said that I had known thousands of agents-who had resigned
in disgust, and I guess that-would be incorrect; I probably have known
hundreds who did.-

Mr. McCLoy. Would you give us the names of 5 or 10 you can think
ofI

Mr. MurTAmo. No, sir; I couldn't give you the names of 5 or 10
agents. I don't recall namesthat rapidly. I think I could-

Mr. McCoRy. Do you know the names of 10 ?
Mr. MUrTAo. I Yes; I could go back and review them. If the Bureau

would want to give me a list of the agents that went through the offices
I was in, I could pick out many.

Mr. McCwioy. If you will get 10 for me, I would like to have the
names.

[By letter of November 21. 1975, Mr. Murtagh provided the infor-
mation requested by Mr. McClory. It is in the committee files.]

Mr. McCLoRY. Every former FBI agent I have met until you caine
along was very proud of his service in the FBI; felt a sense of loyalty,
and didn't feel any need to breach such loyalty as you have today.

Mr. MURTAoH. You and I are talking to different agents.
Mr. STANTON. Mr. McClory, I don't think you ought to characterize-

the witness' testimony.
Please continue.
Mr. McCR OY. I want to ask Mr. Cameio: From 19-8, I think it was,

until 1940, the Socialist Workers Party did-originally did-advocate
the overthrow of the Government by force of violence; did it not ?

Mr. CAMEJO. No; it did not.
Mr. MCCLORY. It nevr didI
Mr. CAMeo. Niver did.
Mr. McCLORY. Are you talking about "never" since you became affili-

ated with it or "never" in its history?
Mr. CAmvTo. Never in its history.
Mr. McCwnr. Now, when you talk about that, you want to asset

rights such as those that were exercised in 1776 and 1861. Those were
violent revolutions, were they not ?

Mr. CAMEJO. In 1776 the Americav people chose to haveno taxation
without representation; they wanted a republic: they wanted a democ-
rav: and there was a tyranny that would not allow them to-have that.

I don't know if you are acquainted with this type of history, but
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there was a revolution at that time whieh most Americans supported.
The entire Nation is celebrating it next year. You might have heard
of that.

Mr. McCLORY. Was it a violent revolution?
Mr. CAHEJo. Yes, it was quite violent.
Mr. McCLrY. Is that the kind you advocate now ?
Mr. CAMEJO. I support the revolution-of 1776.
Mr. XcCLORY. Isthat the kind you.advocate now ?
Mr. .CAMEo. No; I don't think we need to repeat that revolution. Weare i ndIpendent from Englan now, so it is unnecesary to try that one

again. It would be rather foolish.
Mr. McCLoRy. Mr. Murtagh, in addition to the wiretap that you say

was illegal, will you give me the-
Mr. MuItrrAOH. Congressman, I did not say the wiretap was illegal.
Mr. MoCLoRn. You used the expression "illegal activity" through-

out your testimony. I want to know what it was.
Mr. MurrAoH. the illegal activity consisted of a series of things-
Mr. MOCLoRy..I want you to delineate them.
Mr. MUwrAGH. If you will give me an opportunity, I will answer

them.
Mr.. McCLoRy. We won't have time today,.because I am sure there

are too ma~iy you will want to. delineate. want you to furnish the
committee With a complete list of all the.illegal activities you were
called on to perform when you were in the FBI.

My time is up. That is why I am asking you to submit it. So if you
will do that, I would appreciate it.

Mr, MURAGH. All right, Mr. McClory, let me tell you this. I will
not bW.herto.submit it for this reason: I have been through this thing.
My wif6 hi ben suffering-

Mr. McCLoRy. I just want-
Mr. MURTAou. Can I make my statement or not ?
Mr. McCLoRY. You are not responding to my question any more than

Mr. Camejo responded. I want answers to questions. I don't want
speeches and performances here. This isn't a spectacle. It is an investi-
gation, and you are refusing to respond to my question when you re-
fuse to turn over in delineated form the illegal activities which you
referred to in a general way in your statement.

Mr. STAwTOx. I think we will give you one moment to explain, Mr.
Murtagh, it'Yyou would like to explain; why you are not going to sub-

Smit the testimony.
Mr. MURTAoH, I am not going to continue any longer in this busi-

ness. If the committee hasn't by this time collected enough information
to see the need for reform of the FBI-if it can't recommend reform
with the information it has now-then I think that the' cause is lost
and the country is lost.,

Mr. STAN'wON. Thank you. The Chair would like to ask Mr. Raskin
if there has ever been a time when the Institute for Policy Studies ad-
vocated change by violent means.

Mr. RASK1U. No. sir.
Mr. STANowO, Has the IPS ever engaged in training sessions or

strategy sessions for individuals who advocated violence to achieve
their goal.?

Mr. RASKIN. No, sir.
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Mr STANTON. Has it ever provided refuge for fugitives from
justice "Mr. lRsftfi. Xo, si. '°

Mr. STAwroN. Rani you.
The Chair will yield to Mfr, L61luu. *
Mr. DELLuMs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Murtagh, unfortunately I wai not able to be heve thigh oitarnig,

and I would ike to take the opportunity to ask you a few questions,
perhaps in a different tone 66d certaiiy of a different nature tlan
those of the distinguished ranking minority member.'

Has the FBI tended to screen out certain racial groups and religious
groups?

Mr. MUmTAOR. I am sorry, I didn't hear the question.
Mr. DELLUMS. Has the FBI tended, over the years, to screen ot

certain racial and religious groups?
Mr. MURTAol. Racial and religious groups. I don't understand what

you mean by "screen out." In hiring?
Mr. DpLumMS. Yes.
Mr. MUWrAoH. There is no question about it. The selection proposs

has been designed in such a way tlmt a personeould not -bd hired as
an agent unless he could get by an interview with a person who' Was9
already in the position of say, an SAC' and tlhe screening was- dobe
along the lines of "if you look the part, if you are the type of Persolt
that I am then we will take, you; and if you are hot, we won't.

I have had personal experience in a situation *here tt Air Force'
captain came into the Bureau-I mean swas asking for employment-
and the assistant in charge in Atlanta called me in. I had been assist-
ing in screening Some of these people. He asked me to go out and take
a look at this fellow, and'I went out and looked at him. andl I went
back in and he said, "Do you see anything wrong with him I" I said ,
"No, I can't see anything wrong."

He said, "Didn't you notice that he has eyes like 1obert Mitchum?
His eyelids fall down over his eyes." I said, "Yes, I noticed that." He
said, "Well, I would be- afraid to recommend him." He said, "I &i
transferred one time for recommending somebody that had acne on
their face."

I give that as an illustration of thb sort of qualifications that they*
looked into.

Mr. DELramS. Thank you, Mr. Murtagh.
My next questions is: Has this policy of exclusion had consequences,

or affected the results or policies of the FBI ?
Mr. lfKVRTAoH. I think it is the whole problem because the direction

and the attitudes that control the tliinking in the FBI are the atti-
tudes of those that are hired.

Now, MT. Adams here this morning was mentioning that they were
having trouble recruiting minority agents. I happened to know ofa
situation' where I recruited minority people in At anto for clerical po-
sitions at the request of the SAC-several hundred of them over a
period of 4 -years-and I recruited them very vigorously. ,

My job was merely to get them, approve them for investigation, and
then other agents conducted the investigations. We got to the point
where we had a hundred or more finished investigitions'at the Bureau.

The boss at that time was Joe Ponder, the 'bos in AtlantL He came;



to -the Bureau for his yearly conference and cam; back to me
up to my de k,sat inl sa, * was Burna st
week, a wt4 I iwent around he inorvL and talked 0o 1l the Supervisors
uni I"jotto Ad . andAdam ske to ie nd sai4, "One Wyor anot or you -ave o stosp x wtaghls move. nt-- ie ng
Murtagh's tlacks-"coming up to the vBureau to work." And he says,
"If you don't p it, you are going to get those niggers back down
Southto work in your office." "

Mr. DI LLuMS. Thank you, Mr. [urtagh. My next question is: Does
the F3 have a lofitiqal philosophy, and, if so, do the agency's politi-
cal views affect its investigation of blacks, browns, reds, yellows, the
SocAlist Workers Party, and antiwar movement, and otler so-called
dissident groups? l _ lg-.i

Mr. MurTAoH. The emphasis on all the intelligence investigations is
to hit the left hard and to ignore the right until they do enough
damage, as they -did in the sixties in the Klan situation, so that the
Bureau is forced into investigating by the press.

I went into Birmingham in the Birmingham bombing situation and
the trouble in Birmingham with a group of agents in the early sixties
and the Bureau at that time-the Brown decision came down in 1954
and by 1962 they had nothing on the Klan in Alabama other than a list
of first names and that sort of 'thing. They had no penetration whatso-
ever. And if you contrast that with the intensive investigations that
they made of the black units-and I did them myself, so I know what
I am talking about-the black units in the Atlanta area during the
sixties when certain blacks became 'militant, there is no comparison
whatsoever of the effort put in, the agents' time, the amount of agents
assigned to the job, tha thoroughness with which the investigations
were worked in connection with black militants as opposed to the Ku
Klux Klan.

The only time they investigated the Klan was when there was actual
murder and the press forced them into it.

Mr. DEI"ums. Thank you very much for that illuminating testi-
mony, Ur. Murtagh.

Mr. STANTO. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Colorado.
Mr. JoHNsoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Murtagh, this morning you said, with respect to the call you

had from a "Colonel Klink" about the Andrew Young election, that
you thought that the information-his handwriting sample, I believe
it was-was going to be used in an unrecorded counterintelligence oper-
ation to destroy Mr. Young's chances of being elected.

Was that anything that you knew about personally, or is that a spec-
ulation on your part I Do you -know of any kind of counterintelligence
operation against Mr. Young or any other candidate for Congress?

Mr. MtUrAon. That I know of personally, myself f
Mr. JoHz;sQ. Yes, sir4 that you know 9f. _ --

3fr. MURTAOH. No; I know of another situation involving informa-
tion that was used in that manner, or at least Arthur DeLoach told us
it was in which they picked up some information on a midwestern-
I wouldn't mention hip name, but , midwestern Senator who was in a
hit-and-run accident situation.

He told us this in a class with 50 agents present here in Washington
the week that Kennedy was killed.



Mr. JOHSON, WaS that u @4y, th FBI anst so dy's
• 1rJT.I '""g' ero i wh4 D . h 8ajd. Soebqdy ask d him,
"WWt 4owouse~llthis qemori~s~uiowe "ut tmigs we

wee---hat do you 'd With its" De. Ldch aid), "You fellows have been
n the Bureau :for more th'n O years, sO I guessI cah talkItey6u off

the'record' ge said, "The bther hht we pi-ked up A situation where
this Senar- seen drunk, in a hkand-run accideot, and some go4.
looking broad was with him." He:said, "We got the information, re-
ported it intminoranidum," and Delioach--and this is an exat quote--
hesaid9 6 Bynoon the next day the-good Senator was aware that we
had the information and we never had ny trouble with him on appro.priations since."

Mr. JOHNSON. Anything else--any other operations-that you might
know about?

Mr. MuirAGHo I am only one agent, -
Mr. JOHNSON. I understand that. I am just asking. If we are going to

find out about this, we have to know that what our witnesses tell us is
accurate. I would like to know what you thought might be the kind of
counterintelligence operation that could be used to destroy Mr.
Young's chances of election by getting a handwriting sample?

Mr. MuRmiAH. Well, I didn't put it all in the statement. The super-
visor in that case said something to the effect that they wanted it to
disrupt the relationship between Andrew Young and his coworkers
in the SCLC unit by a counterintelligence operation-which I know
to mean writing letters and seeing that they got into SCLC indicating
that Hosea Williams was sayig something about Young or something
of that nature and having them surreptitiously delivered to the indi-
viduals causing internal difficulty..

Mr. JOHNSON. Does the committee know who "Colonel Klink" isf-
who called him with this idea and on whose orders that was initiated?

Mr. MUBTAGH. His name is Charles Harding. He is retired from the
Bureau now.

Mr. JOHNSON. He is the one you identified as "Colonel Klink"?
Mr. MURTAOH. The last I heard, he was working as a fund-raiser for

SCLO.
Mr. JOHNSON. Do we know who initiated that contact with "Colonel

Klink"?
Mr. MUrrAOH. Who initiated it?
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes; you said he received a call. You don't know whose

orders this allegedly originated with, is that correct?
Mr. MURTAGH. All I Know is "Klink" called me in after hours, and

lie said, "Art the Bureau called. Can your boy get--aologies for the
reference to ioy, but-"ican your boy"-meaning'my Negro inform-
ant-"ican your boy get handwiing samples and letterhead material
and envelopes from SCLC?"

I responded, ,Yes, he can, but he won't, and I know what you want
-them for." I said, "You andyour crowd are going to run a counter-,
intelligence operation and you can tell that guy at the Bureau I won't
do it."

Mr. JOHNSON. Did "Colonel Klink" coinDrm what--
Mr. STiwroN. Your time is up.
Mr. JOHNsoN. I am sorry.
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Mi'. '&A~r6W. Thank- you. -
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Florida, Mr. Llan.
Mr., Lixi t i Just, a couple otf biief questions. on provocateur. The

informati0aIjut- receivedvas thating provocateurs have ever been
used.

-This is coihtradict6ry to someinformationthat I had previously xe-
ceived. I haie ho quarrel with the use of informers, but hQw do you
keep infdrners from becoming proyocateurs, and did you haie knowl-
edge of tny prooctAteurs when you were in the FBII

Mr. MvirrAGH, I, spoke.to Mr. Hardy this morning when the ques-
tion of. provorteurcame up and, said it-is my judgement'that the

-situation thatheltold you -abut is probably a rarity inthe Bureau. I
think that it.was probably the actions of an individual agent.

The Bureau) to my. knowledge, never indicated they wanted you to
develop a provocateur; but, of course, it is.also my feeling that this
unbalanced political membership of agents--that-is, the fact that they
are all rightwingers rather than having a liberal here and there-
creates an atmosphere in which provocateurs develop.

If you were in the Bureau and you were a racist, you were a strong
supporter of the Vietnam war; you hated all.the minority groups; you
could be verypopular, because most of the agents felt that way.

Mr. LELTIMuA. That is a little different-I was trying to find out if
you had any information as to-

Mr. MURTAGH. No, frankly, I think the' Bureau did not-want the
agents to develop provocateurs.

Mr. LEHMAN. I am just trying to get the facts; that is all. Thank you.
Mr. STANroN. I would like to thank the witnesses for coming. We

are going to recess the select committee until 3:40, at which time we
will have questions for the early morning witnesses from the FBI.

Thank you very much for coming. We appreciate it. --
The committee stands recessed until 3:40 p.m.
[Whereupon, the committee recessed to reconvene at 3:40 p.m.]
Mr. DELLUMS [presiding]. The committee will come to order. May

we have the FBI witnesses return to the table, please?
May I ask'the gentlemen who are witnesses if you have opening

statementsI If you don't, we will proceed to the questioning.
" Mr. WAXNALL. Mr. Chairman, we appeared earlier today and there

was an opening statement. I would appreciate just a couple of minutes
to make a few remarks, if I may.

Mr. DE.LLvMS. You may proceed.

FURTHER TESTIMONY OP W. RAYMOND WANNALL, ASSISTANT
DiRZCTOR, BI INTELLIGENCE' DIVISION

Mr. WANz;A . Chairman Pike asked that I remain this afternoon
-and listen to the testimony Which has been given by the witnesses who
appeared.

Prior to our arrival here this morning, we had not received the
statements which were utilized by those, witnesses in making their
presentations., We are not in a position to discuss, in detail the various
a)legations which have been made., We certainly -are in a position to
tilk about out policies and'prodedures, and from the allegations, which
I have heard, toay, I can assure you that they do not represent the



policy of the FBI at this time, and, to my kuowle5g",.o*tA-Ay. le
intheas' -

e w e questions which Congre"smu W. Hump-,pospa re-
~ardina. our policy with 4sec to einploymWpi Q1 mimag9y, froip.
I had the opportunity during the recess, from which'we have j4qt-
turled, to 1,i it kal -placed to ou, office, sn4- _ ioew4 Agires with
reapet to employment of minorities as of October .41, 1070.
* May I say before I put these figurep_ on the record 4, Mr, 44ms a4-

dressed himself this morning totbe efforts which ro bJpig made to
build up our complement among the mninrity grops.

As of October 81, we had among .our spw4al agent implement 103
agents who' are blacks, 113 with Spapish-Americ~n suqruames, 14 of
American Indian background, 21 of oriental background.

We do have on our rolls to date 37 female agents, a0d f very great
need for additional ones among the female agents and among the
others which I have delineated.

Chairman Pm& To put those figures in perspective, can you tell
us how many minorities out of how many agents?

Mr. WANNALL, Our total agent complement is in the neighborhood
of 8,800 to 8,400.

Among our clerical complement we have 1,863 blacks, 263 witti
Spanish-American surnames, 18 American Indians, and 96 orientals.
Very many of these are females. I have not tried to delineate between
the males and females of our clerical complement

It is the charter of this committee to ch¢ck into our operations, anjl
.- Hope that that also, Chairman Pike, will be put into perspective. We

have been discussing only the domestic intelligence of the FBI. May
I give you an idea of what percentage of our overall operations that
* representsI

The FBI does have investigative responsibility under some 135
statutes. In the agent complement of the 8,300 to 8,400 agents we have,
there are less than 10 percent who are engaged in our domestic intel-
ige.neo operations. The most up-to-date figure I have at my fingertips
was as the result of a survey made in April last year, and the precise
number was 788, and that number has been reduced since that time.

Some 3 years ago, that number was over 1,200, The trend has been
downward, as a result of our requirements to plgce on higher priority
work additional mnpower.

There have been statements made-or questions asked, perhaps I
should say-with regard to the FBI utilization of agent povocateurs.
When we speak of agent provocateurs, I am sure we are speaking about'.jt( .eijtieis which wo 0ld .nv.t to p metrme~t.

Ever since I have beea in the FBI, nd that has been% abott a third
of a century, there has teen .in our manual a very specific prohibition
.Agviiot any Pgent engaging i entrappent. Any agent who was found

, egaged j tlie0 woN1d b. miibpjwt to severe disciplinuary action.
With regard to the utilization of informants: At the present timein otw 4onwst$c i*1ligonge-perp, we ar inyUstigat g a certain ium-

ber pf orgsWa . 0f s, ewch of which hos nunemtw c. hpters, district,
0!14. If ou put lof th4 tg r, including the segments of thp
rgani"Ons ,s wpll A the principal T9ganizAtions, -we would come

Wap with , o Over 1J0 orgpu ttqis or Subdivisions of orga-
pl;a*,'ovp thlt to ape eenit woild re4v.e invqstitiye Attaution,
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-Our total number of informants in. 6u domestic intelligence are
is less than that number, less than, 11100. The ex~t of our use, of in-
formants might be best represeitted-And I milgbt explainher6 that I
am talking about informants not only in- oit domestic inelligence
area,; Ia talking about those We use in our foreign counterintolli-
gence operations. I af also taking about those, indi~dials whom. we
have. under,'qiu ity f6r the putpose of determining whether ot not
they may be utilized as informants.

Th6 total amount of money pAid for all of these things in 1974 was
one-half of I percent of the, FBI's budget. In no year in the last 20
has it exceeded 1.2 percent of th6 budgt. And that fligUre was attained.
at a time when our activities were particularly c6fcentrated in 6ur
foreign onte-intelligenc6 ar~as,

The witnesses who have appeared this afterfi6on are coineeted
with organizations-not all of them, the majority-organigations
which are currently involved in litigation involving the FBI as wellas other agencies and officials of our Government. The Socialist Work-
ers Party presently has a suit pending f6o some $27 million against
numerous officials ahd agei of the Gvernment.
. I offer to you, Mr. Chairman, that in connection with that suit, we

have, of course, been required to file pleadings papers indicating the
basis for investigation, and if the committee would be interested in
having a copy of that particular paper, we would be very happy to 0
submit it for the committee records.

Chairman Pixu. I don't have any idea how volminous these dcu-
ments aref but without objection, they ivill be made part of the coni-
mittee records.

Mr, W wALL-, I spoke particularly of the documents showing the
basis for our, investigation, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman P)IE, Can yon tell me roughly the size of that doeurftentI
Mr. WANVALJ,. I am told it is aboot 5 pages.
Chairman Pnm. That is fine. Without-bjettion it will be made part

,of the record.
[The memorandum subsequently supplied by the FBI--"Basis for

Investigation of the Socialist Workers Party and the Young Social-
ist Ajliance'--and materials -relating to this case supplies b.y the
SWP are printed on pp, 1151-1155 and 115641169, respectively.]

Air. VANNALL. There was one statement made by Miss LoriPaton
this afternoon that I would like-to comment upon. There is litigation
involving Miss Paton at the present time, also, so I do oot want to go
extensively into it; but she did make a statement that when she wrote
to the Tirector of the FBI to inquire as to whether there was ali FBI
investigation of her, she received a reply in the negative, and I am sure
that is the case.

She has explained there were three contacts which weremade and I
think this morning it was pointed out that it took us 6 months rdall *
to get around to. doing this; but three contacts were made and.
established that she was a high school student end in connection with a
civ class, I think it wasi had-prepared and sent a letter,

When that information was -developed, it was considered by our
field office as completely insi can, not of sufficient s gnifieance to
send to headquarters; sd when Miss Paton wrote to headquarters and
made this inquiry, we-had absolutely no record in the files of our
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headquarters division: -with respect to Miss Paton, and that was the
basis forherhavingreceived the reply which ehedid.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.I did want to make-these few remarks
and if I am able to rejly to matters of a policyor procedure nature, I
would certainly be most-happy tb atmptto.,

iChairman PIK. ,I' am interested in your last, commefit1-that therewas no reco ,it headquarters involving the Pteon casw.'Are you say-"
in there#wasN no- record at -Al at headquartef' involve ing' this case?

Vr. W ANALL. At our headquarters here in 'Washington.
Chairman PIK. Are you saying that this mail cover'surveillance

under which Miss Paton's name got picked up was not operated out
of Washingtonbuton a regional bais?

Mr. WANNALL. No, sir.
Chairman PmK.. How did the regional office get Miss Paton's name
Mr. WANNALn, Through the mail cover concrning-
Chairman PxIKE. So there was some record in Washington of Miss"

Paton's investigation--at least that her name had 'been sent from'
Washington to the regional office; is that not correct ?

Mr. WAXiNALL. No, sir. The mail cover iwn order to. be established-
and I think it ran for a period of some 120 dqy.-had to be approved
at headquarters. Ite0oulx not have beenpVUt on'wilibut-headquarters
approval.Int fact, it-could not have been put on without the approval
of the 'chief postal inspector of the Post Office Department.

* The mail cover then, was operated in a regional office covering the
Socialist Workers Party.
SClairman: PIKe.; Do yotv. mean thitt once the headquarters says go
ahead and run a- mail cover, they no longer get any records as to the
result of that mail cover?
'Mr. WAN'xAiz. We get cdmplete 'records, of significant information.
Chairman PIKE. Well, here is a situation, in which a kid in a high

school class wrote to a' political party and, as a result, got investigated
by the FBI. That is really what it boils down'to. Then when'she found
she was being investigated by the FBI, she Wrote to the FBI and asked
them whether she was being investigated by the FBI and they saidno.

I don't really think that-you can avoid responsibility fof this sort
of misinformationby the bland statement that "We didn't have any
records about her in Washington." Do you mean that whenever any-
body asks the FBI whether they are being investigated, the Bureau
doesn't bother to check in the region? -

Mr. WANNALL. No, sir. What I am trying to convey to you is that
our manual, which provides the guidelines for investigation in this
area, a copy of which has been sent to you-

Chairman PKE. Well, the letter which was sent to Mr. Frank Askin
on July 6, 1973, was from the Newark, N.J., office. It was signed by
J. Wallace LaPrade,. special agent in charge, who flatly denied that
there was any investigation by th6 Bureau. 'That didn't come from
Washington; it came from the regional office and from the man who
purported or alleged that he was in charge of the 'investigation.

Mr. WANNAL . am not familia, with the letter, but I was basing
my remarks on Miss Paton's statement that the Director of the FBI
had lied to her.

I assumed from that she had written to headquarters.'

mom| ,
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Chairman Pxa I don't know whether she said the Director had lied
to her. She said the FBI had lied to her.

Mr.. W WNIAU. Then I tookc my notes down incorrectly, Mr,
Chairman.

Chairman Ppmu It is possible that you are right. But the man in
charge, J. Wallace LaPrade, is a real name; he was one in charge of
this investigation, and here is the language o theletter:

0 After carefully reviewing the facts In this matter, I have concluded there
was no impropriety on the part of Investigative personnel of this Bureau and
that the FBI has no knowledge of any letter Ma Paton may have seqt to the
Socialist Labor Party. You may be assured that Ms. Paton Is not the subject
of an investigation by this Bureau and that the FBI does not maintain a
general policy of surveillance of correspondence of political groups such as the
Socialist Labor Party.

'We are now talking about the Socialist Workers Party as opposed
to the Socialist Labor Party. But other than that, it seems to me a
rather straightforward misassertion of the facts as they actually
were.

Mr. WANNALL. Mr. Chairman, I will be very happy to pursue this,
get the facts and submit them to you. I was endeavoring to address
myself to the policies and procedures that we have. -

[The Bureau's response is printed on pp. 1134-1136 of the ap-
pendixes.]

Chairman PIKE. Mr. McClory.,
Mr. McCLoRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
With respect to the employment of FBI agents, Mr. Murtagh stated

that there were thousands who have been forced to leave the FBI
eriice -li uttei disgust. Now you state tht you have from 8,306 to

8,460 agents. 'How many were asked to resign last year or how many
resigned voluntarily last year?

Mr. STA-JoT .Would the gentleman yield fox a second? He amended
his statement.

Mr. McCLoy. I know, but I am just asking how many: i.am Dot
asking whether he mad a direct statement or not.

Mr. STANm. You would not want to misrepresent what he said.
Mr. M C0LORY. That is his written statement; All I wait' to know is

how many wanted to resign or how many requested to resign.. Would
you furnish us with that information for the last 2 or 3 years so we
will know how many are resigning in disgust or what?

Mr. WANNAL MrMeClory, the best way I can answer that is to
Ow tell you that the turnover rate among agents, if you exclude those

who retire, is less than 3 percent.
Mr. McCLoy. With respect to informants, that is a legitimate and

very vital way of securing information and intelligence; isn't it?
Mr. WANNiALL. Yes, sir.
Mr. McCwoRY. You are not going to discontinue that because we have

some intelligence-excesses or failures or abuses, I hope.
Now also, Mr. Murtagh, of course, came to work for you in 1951.

That was before the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and'before the Voting
Rights Act of 1965.

We have had a change, have we not, 'during these later years with
respect to rights of minorities--especially the rights of blacks to vote
and employment and things like that-and they have been reflected
in the FBI as well as in all segments of our society, I trust. Is that

_right I



Mr. WAxCwALL I think that is'a correct statement, air.
Mr. McCLoRy. Mr. Murtagh also testified About the wiretap dn

Martin Luther King, Jr., but he didn't seem to know whether-it was
authorized or unauthorized.

Actually, that was authorized by a former Attorney General Robert
Kennedy; was it not?

Mr. WAN NALL. It was authorized; yes, sir.
Mr. McCwuRY. Now, with respect to State wiretaps, you don't have

anything to do with whether they ar authorized or unauthorized;
do you?

Mr. WAwNAu,. No.
Mr. MCCLORY. Have you had any kind of wiretaps on the Institute

for Policy Studies?
Mr. WANNALL. Mr. MeClory, that case is in litigation and we would

be very glad to answer that in executive session.
Mr. McCWoRY. With respect to the Socialist Workers Party, did

they at one time, according to your information, advocate the over-
throw of the Government by force and violence?

Mr. WANNAL r Yes, sir.
Mr. McCLoRY. When was that?
Mr. WAN NALL. It is my recollection that Leon Trotsky established

the Fourth International in 1938 and the party here in the United
States was established at the same time.

Mr. MCCLORY. Do you regard them now as a revolutionary party
that is advocating overthrow of the U.S. Government by force and
violence?

Mr. WANNALL. I would have to say I regard them as a party that
follows the doctrine of Marxism-Leninism as interpreted by Leon
Trotsky.

Mr. McCLoRY. How about the Institute for Policy Studies-do they
advocate violent overthrow of the GovernmentI

Mr. VANN;ALL. I have no knowledge to that effect.
Mr. McCLORY. We have quite a large file here. This is the FBI file

on the IPS. Why do you keep such a large file I
Mr. WANzALT, As was pointed out this morning, we had an investi-

gation. I think it was for about 5/ years
Mr. McCWitY. Do they pose some threat to the U.S. Government?
Mr. WAqNNALL. I think our investigation principally was based on

the individuals who were involved in the organization as opposed to
the organization itself.

Mr. McCORY. Do the individuals who belong to the organization
belong to some other organizations that advocate the overthrow of the
Government by force and violence?

Mr. WANNALL. I think the principal basis for our opening active
investigation was the association or connections, at least, with an
organization which was known as the Students for a Democratic So-
ciety which ultimately evolved into two or three organizations, one of
which is the Weatherman underground today.

Mr. McCwny . My time is up.
Chairman PKE. It is my understanding, Mr. Hayes, that because

of the bells, you got counted out of your questioning period. The
gentleman is recognized.



Mr. 1JAYXT The feoing I get is that somehow I am plun ed back into

vary d60o Ia swamplnd. I did ,al real e e that any-body wa stll t rt. pig around discussing at the kind of level that
aa bee. d today--and in the tstimon particularly-the

ideologica posturigs Of group in America. I think it is.really quite
strange and to meaq iutodisturbing. I want to simply comment on some
views that were ced in the record by Mr. McClory, particularl-?-
some views I te'i probably ought to be taken into account considering
the testimony we have had here this morning and considering some
of the explanations that you have given. .sm

The question of how long we should stay with an investigation of
someone is answered I think, basically by the FBI and the other wit-
nesses representing the FBI as being interminably--until such a time
as they night renounce the use of force or the use of terrorism or any
device in carrying out what their end result might be, what they
desire. That might be a change in the economic or political structure
of this country. But as I understand it, this particular group here today
is just simply saying that there is going to be a revolution, economic
or political, and there is nothing they can do to either start it or stop
it, and not much we can do to start it or stop it-it is simply something
that is going to happen.

The renunciation of something really is not in our laws. I do not
know of anyplace we have a reqmrement-in the Smith Act, which has
been cited ad infinitum today, or any other act. So we do not require the
renunciation of any course of action. If somebody is silent, they stay
silent. If you pursue these people because of their regard for Trotsky-
have you heard of Max Eastman., because if you haven't heard of him,
he was a renowned editor of the Reader's Digest. But he did happen
to be Trotsky's secretary at one time. I think it is an expensive chore
that you are getting the Government into if you are sufgeing to pol-
icymakers that we pursue these investigations to this degree.

This is where I- think Mr. McClory is mistaken when he lauds
loyalty and this fastening down and makes all kinds of inquiries about
what you found out about what somebody believes. You said you do not
investigate organizations, but rather individuals in organizations.
That is rather a sophistical way of looking at it. I don't believe it
washes out and I don't know .of any legislative charge that would,
allow you'to do that. I think, quite properly, we should not be heaping
too much blame on the FBI because the responsibility does rest with
the Attorneys General and ultimately with the Presidents and with the
Congress to a great degree.

We have allowed monuments to be built to the FBI in the form of
the office building you are now working at, and we even allow some
kind of admiration to grow up by saying we know most of the agents
are really loyal to the organization. I don't hear of anybody talking
about loyalty to the Fairfax County Police Department. It seems to
me this is an instance where our ministerial officers, whether they are
police officers or whatever, really have one job to do--and that is to
carry out with reasonableness the laws of this country.

Mr. McClory is also interested in the use of informants and how
swell they are, and I think they probably are-in the case of solving
the onornoua amount of Dyer Act cases in the United States. But I



A. -

thhik most of "us, wh iav hug around in thfouorti ' rany
amount of time ikno * yp forits we4oakigabu'

We retakig boutli* th epe o s,"DdPb yeoWPy-
o9th cnv~e i ~ti .i our neghbiho6d V ' thy' 4d, -yor have to
picktit up. That i howi we uRe informants at'ou areo crac king iny
big cases using thei+ SoI t ihkitis important thatc'+ gin In omne
mamer r to qukfy i of testimony that ve here
from Mr. Ada s At pag" 11, which I covered this)mo r g-about how
or where _weought to and tha4 ther ar those *ho'Whave as an ulti-
mate goal the overthrow of this +country. That is a broad misstate-
ment and a misunderstanding of the ideological'philosophyjo those
groups; and a paitidular misUnderstanding of "y0Ur roles as intelli-
gence officers of this country.. .

Chairman PIKm. The gentleman's time has expired. If you+. would
like to comment at all, Mr. Wannall,.you are welcome to.

Mr. VANNALL. I would only say that we do, of course, provide all
our material to the Department for review. I think you are aware that"the Attorney General is addressing himself to the matters -Congress-
man Hayes brought up inhe preparation of a seriesof guidelines at'
the present time.'

Chairman PIKE. Mr. Stanton. an
Mr. STANiO. Mr. Wannall, you have had an opportunity, in Your

position with the FBI, to examine in 1974 and 1975 what I wouldcall
the Socialist Workers Party modern structure.'

Do you consider any part of the modern structure of the Socialist"
Workers Party a threat to this country

Mr. WANNALL. Congressman, I think we are trying' to resolve, in
this forum, a matter which is before the courts at the present time.

I would' be reluctant to try to -give you a reply to that. I think the
courts themselyes are going to make the decision in connection with.
the current litigation.Mr. STANTON. You rely, apparently, upon your investigation of the
Socialist Workers Party for the predication that Mr. 'Trotsky was the:
founder of this organization. You stated, or inferred, that'Mr. Trotsky
advocated the overthrow of the Government of the United States. Do
you believe that statement?

Mr. WAN NALL. I don't know that I inferred that he specifically ad-
vocated the overthrow of the Government of the United States. To
-my knowledge he was never here, But I have offered, and certainly
will follow trough on the offer, to provide to the committee a'five-
page document which shows the basis for the investigation.,

Mr. STANrTON. A five-page document? I will be happy to look at that.
[The material is printed on pp. 1151-1155 of the appendixes.)
Can you justify now, after the fact, in your own mind, illegal

entries by the FBI as a practice, historically I Do you think it is jus-
tified for the Government to ever authorize-whether it is illegal or
not-an agency of the Government that has a police jurisdiction to
be involvedin violation of the law I

Mr. WANN AL. Congressman Stanton, that matter is under review
by the Attorney General. I think the reason it is under review, I
heard someone cite an example, if a law enforcqument agency knew,
that a group had an atomic bomb in the basement of the building
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and had an :opportdnityto prevent- ts rinoff, ahould tfhe agency
goinoriot? There are ram ifications to this." ~

Mr. STATOX. That would not be a iolatidn of he law,.•
Mr. WAieALtZ WOll;tik something thei:that is not fisionIble'

material whi&h loes not, peeifcally rest in the Atomic Energy Act.
Mr. SrANTON. If you are an FBI agent, and you have knowledgee

of somebody whohas nuclear material .and you have knowledge that
they might us6- that nuclear material .in a wa.y that might damage
the rights 6f other people or damage them physically, the. you have
a duty. Would you?

Mr. WANNALI I'm suie this is the rationalization Which is being
followed by the Department in connection with the, Consideration of
the problem. - I , . t I 1 . . I

Mr. STANTON. There is a provision under the law which allows for
search and seizure by governmental agencies. Warrant for search and
seizure is authorized under the law. But I think as a matter of philos-
ophy and policy that is importanL You have a high position in the
FBI. You have a high responsibility to insure that from this day
forward there is not i violation of the law in terms of the conduct of
the 5,.- Government. I think it is important to get from you some
idea as to whether you would condone in your own mind an illegal act
such as must have been justified at some point in time by Mr. Hoover
a heid of the FBI. Can you see any chance that you would act at
some point the way Mr. Hoover acted ?

Mr..WANNALL. I cannot seeany Circumstances where I would either
authorize or engage in an illegal act.

Mr. STANTON. I think that is important. You al'e going;to affect the
decisions 9f the Bureau and affect the careers 'of young men who will'
be coming in the' Bureau in the future. I think your attitude as to how
you thrust these questions in terms of the disciplines within-the Bureau
itself is important for the -future of the Bureai. There are many of
us here who abhor the fact thatyou get involved in what, we consider
frivolous or illegal investigations at times. We want to correct those
abuses but at the same time we;want a Bureau which represents the
best part of the American people and the American public.

Mr. WANNALL. I am sure our Director does, too, anc[I can assure you
I do,Mr. Stanton,

Chairman PIKE. Mr. Johnson.
Mr. JOHNSON; Mr. Wannall, did you have:a chanceto hear or see

the testimony presented by Mr. Hardy with respect to the Camden
operation ?

Mr. WANNALL. I was not here during his testimony this morning.
Mr. JOHNSON. Have you seen it?
Mr. WANNALIJ I glanced over it at lunch time.
Mr. JOHNsON. Is there anything you would care to say in reply to

th fttq; -
Mr. WANNALT. No, sir.
I cannot comment on it. The case in fact was not even handled in

the Division of which I am the Assistant Director. It was in another
Division. I have no firsthand knowledge which would lend any infor-
mation to the deliberations of this committe.

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, I think that in the event that anybody at the
Bureau chooses to, the committee would be pleased to receive any

• ,, . . .. , 2-. .,
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replyy whichyou zihtcare to offer. I would ask the chairman, with-• nut QJhjm , th; th fltipqprtunty may be-zada av~ilble,
ChairmanPxx, Certainly. ,
Mr. JoHNsuoi. If they phose to..At this poin, theatstement stands

unrobiitWteW.e am offing y*u this oppot ity to. reply.,
-Mr, -W- W-aJ. I can ehtainly: saywha I, read in th4 statement

does not represent the policy at tho FBL,
Mr.- JoHXsox. I m iru , d it in not the policy. It might be an

aberration, That iWs.hat we are trying to find oat, Abeirtions can
happen, We would like t have, verificAtion of your statement that it
is or is nct the truth, if you care to make it.

Chairman~ Pix. If the gentleran wil! yield for iust a moment, I
would Aimply *y that: that request whi-ch you naide, with regard to
Mr. Hardy's statement would -hold true for any of the statements
which you would like to comment onr-ny statement made during the
ours of the clay.

Mr, WAN4T Thank you,
.(1eply memorandums concerning the testimony of non-Bureau

witnesses were subsequently submitted by the F13L The Bureau's
- 29-m1ge report on statements made by Mr, Hardy could not be

printed in the record. The memorandum accompanying it and the
Burpau's.othor rebuttal memorandumsare printed in the appendixes,]

Xr.. Joii18oN. In the brief time I have remaining, I would like to
pr urp 0u.r response to Mr, Mclory's question about whether or not
the Socialist Workers Party poses a txie t, through violence, to this
- POmtry. Your answer was evasive. I understand you don't make policy,
necessarily. But your answer was eviove-,based on adherence to theFourth Inernational, however, in easence according to the testimony
4s I heard, it-and as I sy, I am an old district attorney and I am

WroseWution-minded--you have been surveilling people for 80 years on
the bosis tbAt they might commit a crir sometime in the future. I
w oujd 1ike to WnQw at Whose direction this proce was started, how
often it was reviewed, if it was reviewedl Is ft somthn tbat just got

temd ad goes on forever Without anybody considerihg whOe;hr it
should be stopped qr whether it wasreevaluatedV We do not have any
testimony ju~fying this kind of conduct,.

You saWi that w4nt your policy, yet it h4 goRe o. _
Mr. WANNALL. I am not able to tel you who started it, It strte4

before I did in the Bureau. But we do, have tho regular practice and
procedure of sending our reports to a section at the Criminal Division

41 qf the Department of Justice with tho, understanding that if there is
objection to our continuing with an investigation, it will be called to,

Mr. JHzNsoI. If anybody objectsI
Mr. WANNALL. If a decision i.m 4e thatwe shoddy discontinue, we

would be notified--Iny .I put it in that sen e
Mr. JOHNsoN. And that would be made by the Department of

Justice.
Mr. WA NA4, Yqs sir.
Mr. Jonwio,. By theAttorney General I
Mr. WAN1~AJJ. By e section i the Criminal Division which, of

course, is underthe Attornqy General,
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'W WA =- Therle is an'Assistant Attorney ( i ip c•rg' of

thi e r e nl0 D vis o . . ,. t .V )4 q (:6 " e'"i mapo.intedand he goes out ?tt 1ook to n a. t)~o gl~.this i probablyw li~t happen.e.d .- hat thl~ey stat the in eiatipnQ0year go and
noyeVer'dhal14 it Or stopl it,. .- -

4l~r hAXXe Jn 44 apt~c Ice, bunt I'm s'wmthe reports aire
ot personally wvewed by ' ,They are prob 0y, reviewed by some-one imderhim, who woiod certiiny have 0 4!,e contiuity in

his position.' , - - I ,
Mr. JoHNson. What kind of oversight in the Congress do we have

to check these thins I
WAXAX.1 versight by Congmss f

Mt. Joi.Nsox. Yes. Has anybody in the Congreo ever said, "Whyare you doing this and why have you continued for 30 years when you
have not found there is any danger?" 'itMr. WAwNA L. I don't know whether it would be ternwd qversighta S Cuch bnt ~ .t a~ dring, thp entire period of time the Pirectov ofwte Fl' testified in connection with the appropriations of the FBI.Mr. JOHNSON. We have had testimony abqut what that kind oftestimony involved. If that is what it was, it is under,4"dqble how it
went on so long,

ChairmanlX & Mr. Dellums.
Mr. NLLums, Before getting into questions, I would like to sayI appreciate your 1oing ireto tttiics with, respect to minorities omn.epoye4by the FB., But i appropriate'termp, your employment ofblacks ip 1.2 percent, iknd. in a Nation-where 51.2 percent ofthe popula-tiqn is women, you have 0.4 percent women agents.,
Now, with res ect to your. statement about the Fourth, International,,as I understand it, the Socialist Workers Party was affiliated with,the Fourth Intena'ional b4ck im the late 1930's, That was not illegal.As a res tlt of the pas .ge of. the Voorhis, Act, the 8o1ilist WorlkersParty discontinued any affiliation from that day to th Fourth Inter.,national which in my opinion flies in the faco of your justification for30 years of intimi&aon, burglarizing, warrantless wiretaps, and,other programs you. have used to justify under the absurd nomenclatureof counterintelligence program With respect to ite Socilist.Workers

Party specifically, as I understand it this morning, you testified that,the PBX has not engaged in surreptitious entry or burglary since1965. ..
In the fall of 1971, tho. office of the Michigan Socialist Party was*burglarized, and file materials were taken. In April 1073, tha CivilService Commission confronted, a former SWP member with a copyof a letter of- resignation from SWP. The letter had been in the

burglarized file.
My questions are twofold, Has tjie FBI burglari 8WP oces,in general, and .specifically have you burglvrizef )chigan ofiees of

the SWP I



1 195-1196 o f tJ a p i en d ix e si . . " • ' .. : . . : .: . :r. W&. Cngressma D.~u thi xO6in 'te d !teImei-tioned wUs 196" M' Opot o ,1065 I: htve %'o . w1 edlge that the

instancedyou~ tart!kngabout sin~e then." " _-,•
Mt. 'D r ~. YoUi say you' have no khiowl@d:i Let me' put it this

way: I would like to suggest that ychi check the fies, and if there is'any %Mat.rial ceding to any facts thatyou bur larizet the SWP or
ita)4ichiganole',w~ild you supplythat in writing this committee

Mt'. WAWi AtL The flleS _have be.en checked, andlI assure yqu there
is n~thi.jig in the files to indicate that in 1921 the Michigan office-was
b r. Ma Thank you. ,
FBI manual section 122, entitled "Extremist Matters and Civil'nrest," says rtn pa
In additoon to the three principal statutes outlined above, the following statutewould pertain to investigations of Klan and other'white ate groups..
(4) Civil aight Act of 1968 (T118, USC, Sec. 241)In summary, this statutemakes it unlawful for two or more persons to con-

spire' to injure,-oppress, threaten, or Intimidate any citizen in the free exercise
or enjoyment, of" aiy right or privilege secured to him bl the Constitution or
laws of the United ,States. Additionally, it prohibits tWO or more persons goingIn disguise on the highway or on the premises of another With intent to prevent
or hinder his free exercise or enjoyment of any rightshecunred b the ConstiU-
tIon or the lawsof the United States. • .. .p ....Doesn't this in' fact describe the majorpart of the FBI's intelligence
activities against so-called dissent grouPs in this country .

Mh. WAWNAL. The entire matter relatig tothe so-called Cointelpro
has been reviewed and is under consideration in the Civil Rights hvi-
sion of the Department 'ofJustice. We took our entire file on the
Cointeipro and made' it available to the Assistant Attorney Generaland two of his deputies to review the matter, While it was not possible
for him to look at every serial, he did look at most of the serials, andin fact Mr. Ryan, who is at the tble with me, tried to direct his atten-
tionto specificitems that might be troublesome.

Following the review, he said based on his review there was no indi-
cation of a viiot n of the statute. He did say that if any information
is called to his attention in the future, he certainly would consider it.

Mr. InjuMS. You indicated in testimony ctis morning that you
rno longer have a security index file. You have an A EX file. Does the

FBI still maitei at some location cards which have names of 13,000
persons who were on this security index?
orMy point i You ex eou ont o have it, but don't you in fact still
have those names, and you can call them forward at any time

M. WAenttis*. We have cards on 18,000. I wii accept that figure. I
think it is probably in that neighborhood. When the security index
was discontinued by legislation of this Con thi Septenber of 1971,
we had a progravi of regularly destroying cia6 vlsey were main-
tained 'for a ertain period-of time and thken destroed. However, Sena-
tor Mansfield issued instructions in January ofWthis ear that no rec-
ords should be destroyed pending the outcome of the investigations by
the Senate committee. We have made no destruction of any records

B since that time.
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: Chair ,an Px , Th~e tisie of the6gentenane has ex
Mr. WWito4 P

r'.'J.,hank you, Mr. Ohairp an..
Vdiw Wii tocle~r up f th~ rd th-0 coloqu y W ~

witl the cha iman concerning this LorPaftn stitment c din
to her written statement the appropriate words were: "I was shocked
when i'FBI Director LaPrade wrote l6k d ending I hadbeen the sub-
ject of an investigation." Now the red4rd is clear on it.'

Mr. WA ALii Thank you'. I picked up "FBI Dirurtr." I did not
pick up "LiPrade ,In that instance, I.have read the letter signed by
Mr.LaPrade. He was.not the Director. ie wa -_pecia agent in charge
of our Newark office.

Mr. MmoRD. Mr. Wannall, on the surface it wOul seem tOat sev-
eral witnesses have appeared before this committee and ha:e giyen
some very disturbing testimony against the FBI. Some of these accu.
sations and allegations are very serious.

Under our system of justice, whether in our courts or before our
juries or even in congressional investigations, there exists the right
of rebuttal by the accused or maligned. Without a doubt the FBI has
been accused of some serious aberrations and violations of our laws.
There are actually two hearings going on here today.
I One is the official hearing being conducted by this committee on be-

half of the House of Representatives' The other is a public hearing
that in effect is a form of trial by television and notoriety by news-
papers.

With little doubt tonight's television and tomorrows newspapers
will detail the sensation statements made by the witnesses that ap-
peared before this committee today..

Unlike our legal system of justice, the press is not required to plod
through painstaking investigations to assure that all legitimate facts
are known and presented to the jury or to the public.

They are legally free to printor broadcast any item of information
as long as someone will simply say it-particularly if it conveniently
fits a 1-minute TV blurb or 300-word newspaper item, and particularly
if the quotes are sensational, controversial or scandalous.

While the FBI is probably going to flunk out as a TV star in to-
night's news or as a celebrity in tomorrow's newspaper, I think it is
extremely important for this committee's record to have the complete
and detailed information concerning the allegations and accusations
that have been made by witnesses before us today.

You have rebutted portions of that testimony, Mr. Wannall. I real-
ize that you may not e able to fully comment on each and every alle-
gation that has been made today. The time remaining -for this com-
inittee to finish its investigation will probably not allow us to call you
or other FBI officials back before the committee in formal hearings.

Therefore, I will ask you, as an official of the FBI, to take the state-
ments of each and every witness that have appeared here today in each
case where the FBI has been charged with the commission of an ille-
gal act or where allegations of improper actions have been made, and
I would ask you to supply for the committee's record the following
information: 1

(1) All evidentiary information contained in FBI. files that will
either substantiate or'rebut each allegation.



(2) Writte*, *u4 Aoma .04 I ny fram other individualwho can give testimony to the c tat eiteremit'or bstanti te
each allegation that has bee4 .by t above lit of *itneS6 :; ,(), An r QZ10.cwg o, eideAce that will t 4 to relt or
sik &anti te egh , " ,y~h A been made bY; the above 1iste.

W J Y1P U, Iytt formrtion for the committee record, sirlMt . WA~i~N We will do oi. be9 -to replT to your requests.
MI~ MI*Q~ M. (rnin, ak unanhmu consent that Mr.

WsnwT'vll rel p nd all docuiantay inclusion .atta ed .t6 his reply
bnaept 6f teCOnMJTt rcd when receive.

Ch irnai Pmi I frankly thought we had already covered that.
Wjo C oietiQn it is qo ordered.

"S Wtatious precluded printing the FBI's 259-page reply
toth~e lat0ns mride by Mr. Hardy during this herfig. The
Bureau's transmittal memorandum is printed on page 1138 of the

M ro4n. Thank you, sir. I yield back my time.

Mr. MU&s, Would the gentleman yield to me ?X,Wr. R .Yes. .. .
Mr. D Lum. I would like to ask this question: From your records

wen't the real reason for the IPS investigation their relationship
with 1hajnpsrts magazine and your perception of Ramparts magazine?

Mr. W4wx L&. Of the IPS V
Mr. 1)muxs. Yes.
M ,rWAj4LL. Not to my knowledge.
Mr, D orms. What wap the justification ?
Mr. WAwNALL. I think I previously stated. that the active investi-

gjtion, to the best of. my recollection, was opened in 1968 based upon
conttA witk an oz anination-which was then known as Students for a
Democratic Society.

Mr, AP wwus. Do you hAve documentation that indicates that your
roord will show that there were contacts with the Weathermen?
Younwlntioedthat very specifically.

Mr. WAN A . We have information that there were, as I recall,
cont4us with at lept, two Weathermen; yes, sir.

Mr. DMtjvx. Would you supply that to this committee, please -
- Mr, W4WAt1&te, ir.,

Mr. Twvus. T-b ank you
(The Bureau's replies are included in its November 28, 1975, memo-
rdups. which are printed on pages 1123-1127 of the appendixes of

thee hearing] "
ChlirmInP ri, The" time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. Field I
Mr, FtLo. Mr. Wannall, do agents of the FBI rummage through

people's trsh in order to collect intelligence-do they use so-calledtrash covers?
Mr. WAXXNAX, I think there have been isolated incidents where

thitt. hfs been done. The policy of the FBI since the middle of 1966
hge been not to conduct so-cWAlled trash covers.

Mr. FrwLD. Since 1966 that has been their policy. Did you testify
umsor oah. before committee staff members. that since then, to your
knowledge, trash covers have not been used ?



M. WXxALt. i did sb teAif. X h~vesnc led of oe
'whre ltwMshiklh Was likaded b an, 'ofaibin wa*. i flct

nIemwered by an' ige±ht. !Twa~ t ne withi pr* i * W96Ved 6ft P1&
headquarters.

Mfr. U r. Warmall, if, it ape0icy bf the FBI to ropoff on
onebotdy's '6ifft lt1e if It has no re4evance to the invftigati

Mr. WIANNLL. No, sir.
Mr, Fiuw. In other words, they would not repot ot4 it U
Mr. W4xxAt, fo. sir.'
Mr. Fitu. Mt. Wannall, you are aware of the teletyped memo of

August 29, 1972--and I will read from it since it is not elas~ifled-
saying:

On Augnst 28d last, Special Agent Robert W. Feuer observed a private trash
truck picking up trash from the institute fer Policy Studies. e truck pro-
teeded to a btitiing dtnp, where the tf'sh wa &ibahdoned. 1ptlal Agent FlUeir
obtained the IPS trash. and Information obtained from this source is belut
idsmid yOnW number WP 4868-.

Is that the incident you are referring to?
Mr. WA-i•tALt. That 'is tl incident I am referring to coicerning

which I have become acquainted since my desition on the 5th day
of this month.

Chairman Prk. Would the gpatleman yieldI
You did get sotne information about some tr sh covqeed from thle

Houge Select Ooimittee on Iitellignc, too, didn't you I
If the gentleman doesn't know the answer-. -
Mt. Mculat. If the gentlemen will vield, I think What happened

is that s6mmne in the Wilding tpottei that to th& FBI mnd-
Mr. 1ImA. The saperitendetht of an apasttnef t building furmihd

certain classified documents to the FBI that wbre fbund iti the ttash
of that alrtMent.

Chftrmm Pnm. Wereri't the soqclled 61a4mited doefmetsin fact
the envelopft in which class dowuninti had ee bebn eontuinedl

Mr. RYAN. They were prmarily envelopes. I understand, And I *W
Ykot personally inolvd* th thit, that ther was etie document which
had communications-intelligence coded words on it--which was clad
sifted top wcret I mld be w tong in that.

Chairman Pmr.. There was one document which was classified con-
fidential. And I did have..-.

Mr. McCwnw. If the gentleman will yield.
Chairman Pmt. Certainly; it is Mr. Field's time we are at'ut-

ing over, Mr. MeClory.
Mr. McCLoiy. That was reported to the FBI by someone or you

somehow got i.form.tion about it, isn't that eorrectt You are not
carrying on an ifvestipation of all of the trash of all of the staff and
members of the committee, r you ?

Mr. RYAv. No, sir, as I undeirtand it, this. was reported to the FBI
by the superintendent of an apartment building where a staft member
of this committee resided.

Mr. Mrmro*D. Mt. Chairman, I ask unanimot cotent that Mr.
Field's full time be restored to him.

Chaimnma Pnt*. Without obitetiot.
Mr. Fmu). Thank you very much, Mr. Milford and Mr. Chaiftau
The memo about this trash cover, states-and again I quote from



a noncla~iled dpwuen : "On August 28 1972, WF-S--)' wh
we now *nW,-18 plax'IP:Ytrai-4';who has furnished h liable ifor",

.niitiOiXn the pat g , the following information pnd/or material to
Specil Agent oberW W. Feuer.'."

e you aware of t4at kind of document? Why, would trasli. be
referred to, s aplreon who has furnished reliable information i thep ast?

-Mr. WAN.ALr. Does it say a arson?
Mr. Rmw. It says "who.y"who" usually refers to people.
SMr. WAN1T.,I thin it is i matter of the way the agent sets it up

in the repor.
Mr. Fizw. Are you aware that, in the course of rummaging through

the trash, your sPeial agent came across a typewriter ribbon which
the FBI reeonstituted iiid which €0ntaine4 a letter exclusively involv-
.ing the sex lives of some employees of the Institute for Policy
Studies-

Are you aware of that letter ? If so,, was that letter kept in your
files and if so -whereI

Mr. WANWALL. I am not aware of the letter. I knew as a result of
a reconstruction -of a typewriter ribbon some document was produced.
I have not seen the document. I was not aware of the contents of it.

Mr. Fnpw. Perhaps the staff could provide to you a. copy. of that
letter and -you could explain why, a, etter like that, ,which almost
totally involves sexual gossip, would be in the FflI's files on. the
Institute for Policy Studies..
SMrb WANNAL Mr. rFaFld, I have previously indicated I was in a
position. to" t toaddrem myptf o policies and locedures and. my

owledget with rega$to spcifc i f Any, of thewe cases would be veryyague. I don't usully.et ddwnoth - , .
Mr. FLD. Mr. Wannall, you testified under oath lst week that it

was not the policy ofthe.FBI to report on somebody's W life if it had
no.relevance to the case. Did thisperson'ssex activities-have any rela-
tion tothis case ., . .

Mr. WWNAgx.. What is this document, Mr. Field? I don't have thefirst~ page. ",
Mr. FimE. I believe that is all that was provided to-the committee

when we received-the documents from the FBI.
Mr. WNAL.A This is not in the form of a document prepared for

dissemination. In fact it is a memorandum from the agent to his su-
pervisor in the Washington field office setting forth the results of the

S so-called trash cover in this instance.
At least that is what it appears to me to be.
Mr. FEW. That is correct. In other words it is not raw intelligence.

This is now a finished product, often referred to as an analyzed
product.

Why would this information make it through the analysis procedure
if it was the policy of the FBI to screen out information about people's
sex lives when they had no relevance to the investigation ?

Mr. WAxwALL. I think, Mr. Field, if you will check my deposition
you will establish that I indicated that information of this type could
well be recorded in our files but certainly not reported in a dissemina-
tive documents . , -



S' Mr. Fzw. I tOok that to moan itobviously could be collected inraw
form butit would not be repoOA4 further unless it ha4 some relevance

/. We now seI memo" u "ch i some agent has analyzed this informa-
ton ad has. included excerpts fro it, and every single. excerpt.per-
tinsonily to eeual information.

Is that vi correct analsis. of that memo? I
Mr. W rAL. I have not read it. Do yoU want me to take a reading

ofit I
O'hairman Pi, I think.my answer would,be no. You have never

seenrthiie'mobifore.
Chair.WANA No, sir Uri. .is . .. .
Chairman Pnir, l think what Mr. Field istryig to' elicit is that

it certainly doesn't seem to comply with what you have stated yourpolicy to be; so I think that rather than ask you to read it and analyze
it at this time, we will drop that.

Mi. Fiew. Thank you, Mr.' Chirman. I have no further questions.
Chairman PIK& I want to thank you, Mr. Wannall. I do recognize

the fact that when we deal in the policies of an organization we fre-
quently find that we get surprised by some of the specifics that come
up. I appreciate the f9ct that you did return this afternoon and that
you did comment on sojpe of these issues on rather short notice.

Mr. Dellums?
Mr. DELLUMS. Mr. Chairman, regarding the very last question that

I asked of the gentleman with respect to IPS and Ramparts magazine,.
the staff has given me different information. Can I just ask one ques-
tion before we adjourn?

Chairman PIK& You miky ask one question before we adjourn.
Mr. D LUMs. Thank you.
In response to my question, wasn't the real reason for the IPS in-

vestigation their relationship with Ramparts magazine, your response
was no; it was primarily concerned with SDS.

The staff has now provided me with information that says that the
initial memorandum-which is dated November 1968-from your of-
fice, dealing with IPS, was exclusively devoted to Ramparts magazine,
that it wasn't until a memorandum written in March of 1969 that there
was any reference toSDS, and that there is in fact no evidence of SDS
contacts with this organization.

Now that contradicts your testimony, and before we leave I wanted
to give you an opportunity to address that.

Mr. WANNAU. Congressman Dellums, I gave you the best informa-
tion I could, based on my having seen material. It seems to me that
there was a meeting in Chicago sometime before we opened the in-
vestigation on that and during the course of briefing sessions which
I have had over the last 3 or 4 days, including Saturday and Sunday,
my recollection was that the principal interest that we had in the IPS

jat the time the case was opened, at least was contact with the SDS.
I did not try to mislead you or give you false information. I was

trying my best to call up the facts as I recalled them from the briefing
sessions.

[The FBI's response is included in its letter of November 28,
1975. See page 1127 of the appendixes.]



-U(haitman' xlk. bdfore w adjourn, t want to anndlne :one thing,
At our next theeting, which will b on Thu~sayWe* will hhve avail-
able the report which it is necessary for us to provide prior to floor
fEiOHih It ediiktioi With ceiitai of ouir fitbnenas. That report Will be
available fot the members 'to approve at our net meeting -which will
be at 10o'clock Thursday morning.

Mr. McCLORy. And the opportunity for presenting additional or
mio tity view s-ill expire wheti I ,

Chairman Prz. It will expire 1 week from Friday. Our commit-
tee -iles appear to b6 in sotne conflict 'with the House rules, and I am
therefore giving the broadest possible interpretation--whith is to go
by the committee rules, which give the members 5 days after the
approval of the report. That is actually 6 days, but Thanksgiving
comes in there and that is a holiday. Se-a w-e-lk from Friday will be
the last day for minority, additional, concurring or dther views.

The committee stands in recess until 10 oeloek Thursday morning.
[Wthereupon, at 4:45 p.m. the dommitte adjourned.]



LEGAL ISSUES-DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE

WNADNEAY, D]$C=-B8R 10, 1.975

1Housn oF REPRE8NTATVE,__
SELEr, COMI'EE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washigton, D.C.
The committee met, pursu4nt to notice, at 2 p.m., in room 2203,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Otis G. Pike [chairman] pre-
siding.

Present: Representatives Pike, Dellums, Lehman, and MfeClory.
Also preseilt: A. Searle Field, staff director; Aaron Donner, general

counsel; John M. Atkisson, counsel; Peter L. Hughes I1, counsel;
James B. F. Oliphant, counsel; Richard S. Vermeire, counsel; and
Ellen S. MRlu' .', investigator.

Chairman iIKE. The committee will come to order. This afternoon
we are going to address ourselves to the question of the legal issues
involved in domestic intelligence.

I want to thank all of the witnesses for being here.
Our first. witness will be Mr. Louis Pollak, dean of the school of

low at the U7niversitv of Pennsylvania.
Dean Pollak, we thank you very much for coming. Please proceed

with your statement.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS H, POLLAK, DEAN, SCHOOL OF LAW,
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

,%r. POLLAK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a Privilege and a.
pleasure to be here. Perhaps for the record at the outset I should
simply recite that I am a member of the bar in New York and in
Connecticut-Connecticut because before moving to Pennsylvania
and to that law school a year ago, I was for a great number of years
at Yale,

I was about 5 years ago, for a year, chairman of the section on
individual rights and responsibilities of the American Bar Associa-
tion; and I have for many, many, many years been closely connected
with the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, of which I am a vice president.
I refer to all of these connections only to add that'of course today I
am speaking entirely personallV and not for any institntion, including
the law school of which I am the dean.

in all these settings, my fundamental concerns for the law rave
been for the maintenance of constitutional liberties and I guess f
feeling about the law that traces back to my very first professional
obligation as law clprk iir the late Justice Rutledge's office a quaiter of
a century ago. It is the sense that the maintenance of our constitutional

(1087)
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freedoms is the principal mechanism by which we can fulfill our
national purposes and achieve national security in the fullest sense
that makes it important for me to welcome this opportunity to be here
and leads me to applaud, Mr. Chairman, your efforts, and those of your
colleagues in conducting this important inquiry into modes of domes-
tic law enf cement.

I understand that one of your important concerns within recent
-weeks has been with the ways in which our chief national law en-
forcement agency, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, has carried
out certain of its responsibilities' and you have focused closely on
investigations which the Bureau has carried out over a great many
years, of among other organizations, the Institute for Policy Studies
and the Socialist Workers Party.

I had the opportunity qf reading the transcript of your hearing of
November 18 and -lso 'certain excerpts from staff interviews w ich
your staff members conducted with officials of the Bureau on Novem-

r 6. So it is against that background, Mr. Chairman, that I am
speaking this afternoon.

Let me say at the outset that it is my conviction that a disciplined
and effective national law enforcement agency can, of course, be a
great national asset. At the same time an effective national law en-
forcement agency, well funded and wielding greater power, is capable
-of doing very serious injury to the public welfare if it operates be-
yond its charter and intrudes upon areas of individual or group
activity which the lawmakers have not intended, and indeed may
have no authority, to regulate.

This potential danger is greatest when the jurisdiction of a law
enforcement agency is nationwide, as is the case, of course, with the

YFederal Bureau of Investigation.
I see this especially to be a danger in a nation such as ours, which

is, after all, a Federai State. When I say a Federal State, I mean that
it is my sense that we are still a State built on dispersion of political
power. And above all else, we are a nation dedicated to the preserva-
tion and expansion of individual and group freedoms, unfettered by
governmental constraints.

It is for these reasons that it is so important for Congress to insure
that the principal law enforcement agency of the Government-whichis the Federal Bureau of Investigation--devotes all its resources to
-the conventional law enforcement jobs which, on the whole, it has
done very well over the past half century. The corollary of this is that
none of those resources be diverted to undertakings which Congress
has not marked out for the Bureau, and/or which transgress the
Constitution.

So I would commend this committee for inquiring into the persistent
charges that a significant portion of the Bureau's energies have
ever the years been votedd to types of inquiries which Congress has
-not authorized, or which, -indeed, the Constitution precludes.

I noted a moment ago that I have had the opportunity to examine
The transcript of the hearing, on November 18 and also excerpts
-from your staff's November 6 interviews.

For a moment I want to turn, then, to what those transcripts tell
us about the Bureau's lengthy inv~tigation of the Institute on Policy
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Studies, ot~he, on~ )~and the. Sociajist Workers Party 9n: the
other.

The Institute, for Policy Studies emf to Ihave,bee invWitgated
by the Bureaua over a .time periodbeginning approximately in 1968,
and, as I understand it, concluded only sometime this year. J am a
little uncertain about those dates because those. are the dates I. ind
in the transcript, and yet it gets described as 5./Yyears by some of
the witnesses and this seems to be a little more$ but surely we. jare in the
range of about 6 years of inquiry into the institute..

•At the sane time, it. appears-fro this committee's record that the
Socialist Workers Party has.been under inquiry by thw, Federal
,.ureau of Investigation for upward of 30. years-ever since,,a>e forties.

App gently the Bureau is of the.view that both investigti0.n are
justifie&-by those provisions of the FBI's manual which deal with
investigations of "extremists," and"rubversive'l groupsand individ-
'als. ..

Let me turn first to the investigation of the Socialist Workers Party.
Now, given the fact that certain leaders of the Socialist Workers
Party were successfully prosecuted under the Smith Act in the early
forties, I can't really fault the Bureau for keeping the party under
surveillance, at least up until the end of World War II.

I want to pause a moment there to say that I am not a very strong
proponent of the prosecution that the Department of Justice did
conduct, which I believe was the first Smith Act prosecution. It was
directed against leaders of the Socialist Workers Party in Milwaukee,
the so-called Dunne case, 138 F. 2d 137, which the Supreme Court
declined to review in 320 U.S. 790.

It strikes me as an extraordinary sign of overkill for the United
States in the middle of the war to have thought it was really worth
its while to prosecute the leaders of that tiny and hopelessly ineffec-
tive group of dissidents, but that is past history.

There are some indications that Attorney General Biddle thought
it useful to have a pilot case to test-the Smith Act under, and that was
it.. Whether that is correct history or not, I can't vouch for.

The immediate point is that after all, those were policy determina-
tions not made by the Bureau. And given the fact that the Smith
Act was successfully invoked and against the Socialist Workers
Party--even though I may think it was a waste of the Government's
prosecutorial energies--I ould say the Bureau can't be faulted for
keeping the party under close scrutiny through the end of World
War IL

But that, after all, only brings us to 1945, and when year after year
after year followed after 1945 without the Bureau, with all its ef-
fectiveness, being able to uncover apparently any shred of evidence
of any single instance of law violation by the Socialist Workers Party,
I must say the case for continuing the Bureau's scrutiny of what can

-only be regarded as awkward rhetoric of an unpopular political party
became weaker and weaker. And finally, following the decision in
cases such as Yate8 and Soale,, and Noto--eases decided by the U.S.
Supreme Court in 1957 and 1961, construing the Smith Act-1--which so
drastically and properly, in my view,. undercut the theory of the
Denni. case, I would submit that there was no longer even a faintly
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plaudble legal theory on w4iieh the Bueau eoul justify peftistini
pcrutny of fhe Socialist Workers Party. "

Certainly the proposition that -mere -. stract advocacy of OrevOlu-
4ion' is not punishable, conistently with the first amendment, "was

pr9otiDn-which the Justice. Department including the Bureaj,
sh have been aware of ears before the Supreme Court's 1969 de-

ision in Prannu.tbeog v. Oi, 395 U.S. 444.
Now, let's tum to the investigation of the Institute for Policy

Studies. With all respect, the long maintenance of that investigation
seems to me at least as hard to justify as the long maintenance of the
investigation of tlhe Socialist Workers Party. Some of the testimony
-which your committee has heard from officials of the Bureau carries
a suggestion that it wasn't the institute, itself, which was under Bu-
reau scrutiny, but rather certain persons connected with the insti-
tute- -persons said to have had some sort of involvement with Stu-
dents for a Democratic Society, or the Weathermen, or perhaps with
members of those organizations.

Now, I suppose when the Bureau is in pursuit of particular people
who are credibly linked with actual or imminent criminal activity,
Bureau pursuit is presumably warranted. That would seem to me
conventional law enforcement procedure.

But I submit that when substantial inquiry carried over a long
period of time uncovers no evidence of law violation, it is theii
incumbent upon the Bureau-indeed incumbent in terms of its own
Bureau manual-to close the investigation.

And-it does seems to me, given the total absence of any indictments
pursuant to the Bureau's investigations of the institute, the Bureau's
Pontimied probing of the activity for something like 6 years seems to
support the inferenee that it was the institute as such and not particu-
]hr people connected with the institute which was really the Bureau's
target.

And I submit, Mr. Chairman, that this is an inference which seems
supported by the statement by Bureai Section Chief Shackleford,
which appears in the transcript of the staff interview of November 6,
that During the period of time of the Bureau's primary interest in
iPS--which I take to mean Institute for Policy Studies--"IPS was
variously described as the think-tank of the new left."1- What does all this add up to? In the past 30 years the Bureau's hot
pUTsuit of the Socialist Workers Party seems to have produced noth.
ing .more interesting than the party's 1975 pronunciamento, with the
exciting title, "The Decline of American Capitalism: Prospects for a
Socialist Revolution."

I have in mind, Mr. Chairman, the testimony by Mr. Wannall who
1 believe is an assistant director of the Bureau, which I think, if I
may be permitted to say so, is a nonresponsive answer to a question
from Mr. Field. Mr. Wannall introduced into the record a quotation
from. 'The Decline of American Capitalism: Prospects for a Social-
ist Revolution," and the quotation is, "The world crisis of capitalism
does not favor extensive and effective long-term capitalism reform in
the United States but development of the requisites for a revolution."

Now, if 60 years of inquiry into the Socialist Workers Party have
ijot .iettod anything more exciting tha i that piece of didactic and one
might say rather tedious, not even hortatory prose-which I suppose
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is to~be: ~pltic of what is hap ig -to the America^- economy .-
it could indeed be a statement deploring what is having, 'tat if
we don't have the capitalist system, sonthing, calledrevolutio0 twill,
follow.

But! to suppose that that, constitute& the kind. of. thing that anybody
has. any prosecutorial interest i; with all due respect,, boggles: this
mind, '

Now that seems to me, so far as I have been able to distill it, is
what we have learned about the -Sialist Workers Party after up-
ward of three decades of official Bureau inquiry,

And what of-the Institute for Policy Stmies? Si years of investi-
gating that organization' seems to have, produced, nothing at all--
not even anything as exciting as "The Decline of Ameicail Cprital-
ism.: Prospects for a Socialist Revolution."

I shouldn't say nothing at alli It. has produced. Mr- Chairmsn, a'
report that your administrative assistant in 1972 called MarcusRaskin
at the request of Congressman Byron Johison, I aWet QiAt, is an
item that I am supposed to be intrigued by, bftt I Would imagine
thei- must be less expensive ways for the Government of the United
States to bring that fact to public attention,

Chairman P . If you will yield for just a niom nt to permit me
to say something on behalf of the FBL in view Of the fact that it is
my aAdlninistrative assistant you are. talking about: Further research
into the matter reveals that it was not through tapping a phone that
this was done, It was through reconstructing a typewriter tap6 in a
garbage cover which they were maintaining on the institute. They
got the typewriter tape at of the garbage; they did not tap the phone.'

Mr. POLLAK, Congressman. I am very happy to have that, footnote.
I want to make it clear that I was' not, in relating that episode- which
is referred to in the transcript, interested in acetising the Bureau of
operating illegally, becatise I realize it was somewhat vague as to- hw'
this information was dredged up.

* My point-here goes to. if you will, waste of the Nation's esources--
though I am impressed by the skills which were involved in recon-
struction of conversation from garbeige. It does suggest sotne uses for
recycled garbage that hadn't occurred to me before.

WVell, if you take these two investigations together. I submit, Mr.
Chairman, that this pauciO of useful product very dramatically il-
lustrates the observation by Special Agent Ryan, which was also made
in the November 0 staff interview, to the following effect: "The over-
whelm ing percentage of o*r investigationA are not those that would
develop prosecution We' are looking' for evidence."•

Now, I refer to that observation by Special Agent Ryan because it
seems to me that in this context it has a double significance.

The first signifieance- is this: When a Bureau investigation dontinuest
long after the point of investigative nonproductivity, the investigation
wouldI submit, appear to be unauthorized by'the Burbau's own staid-
ads. As I read the Bureau's manuet-or to e moti precise, a 1 try to
p robe an extraordinarily obscure Xerox of what purports' fo be the
Bureaus manual-I fin.d the following: "If it is determined that
subject's current activities do not involve'an- actual or potential viola-
tion of one or more of the statutes enumerated 0 * * above, the case
should be closed." Parenthetically, this is from pitragraph. (j) of that
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portion, of the Bureau manual which deals with "iiivtigitioTni 'f
subversive organizations and individuals' sporting procedure." And
the statutes referred to'above are the Smith Act and comparable
statutes.

The second significance is this: When the "subject"--to use the at-.
tractive bureaucratic term-is a political group such as the Socialist
Workers Party, or an academic research organization, such as the:
Institute for Policy, Studies, Bureau investigations 'which are un-
relate4 to criminal activity would not only appear to be unauthorized
in thesense that the manual indicated it is time to close off the inves-
tigation; they would'also appear to be unconstitutional for they, at that
point, trench upon realms of political and intellectual activity pro.'
tected by the first amendment.

Now, Mr. Chairman, the first amendment concerns that I am voic.
ing are these: I submit that ours is a country in which, as the Supreme
Court, observed a generation ago, "No official, high or petty, can pre-
scribe what shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion, or other
matters of Opinion." I am quoting,' of 'course, from the remarkable
opinion for tihe Court of the late Justice Jackson in Board of Edu-
cation v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624, 642. That was a case decided in 1943
in the middle of World Wat II-a case which most splendidly demon-
straftesthe power of a great democratic nation to support disagree--
mnent with standard views. That was, of course, the great flag-salute
decision.

If that is the theme of our democracy, then when one gets sustained
official investigation of a political party or of an academic institution,
it seems to me necessarily that such an investigation is bound to dis-
parage the constitutionally protected activity of the "subject" and
to discourage participation in its work.

When the social investigation long outlives its initially vrofossed
justification-that is to say, reasoned suspicion of criminal activity
imminent or actu ally carried out--at that point it is inescapable, I
siiorpest, that an important consequence, if not necessarily a purpose.
of the continuing investigation will be the imposition of an official
stigma on the political or research activity being carried out by the"srhiect."

Just such an official stigma would seem to constitute the sort of
"chilling Affect" which the Supreme Court has reneatedlv fond to be
incompatible with the preservation' of first amendment freedoms.

Now, Mr. Chairman, in voicing these first amendment concerns,' r
am not venturing the propheev tht litipmtion seeking to enjoin the
contimiance of such an unjustified official investigation would bestueessqfu].

On the contrary. I nm afraid I rend ca.q, such ps TLaird v. Tatum,
408 U.S. 1, a6 indicating that judicial relief would be hard to come.
by.

Yon w;ll recall. M -. Chairman, that Lai-rd v. Tatvm was a recent
case in which a divided Suprpme Court hild that a Federal district
court could not entertain a lawslit, seekirior an injunction against.
military .urveillanee of civilian political actiit. "

NoW. the repson. I submit, that the courts wodiil not be likely to give
the I,;-d of relief that nerhan.s would be' beloful is not that the courts
would see no unconstitutionality in the challenged official, action. It
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is rather that the courts would be reluctant to try to subject these forms
of execuive action to judicial control. That, at least, is the chief lesson
of Laird v. Tatum, itself. In finding that particular lawsuit ndnjusti-
fiable, Chief Justice Burger ventured a dictum which I would urge thief
committee to wei h very carefully. To entertain complaints such as
that filed in Lairdv. Tatum would, so the Chief Justice said, "have the
Federal courts as virtually continuing monitors of the wisdom and

S soundness of executive action; such a role is appropriate for the Con-
gre^ acting through its coi and the power of the purse; it'is
not the role -of thd judiciary, abset actual present or immediately
threatened injury resulting from unlawful governmental action." That
is at 408 U.S. 15.

I don't mean in quoting the language to be saying that I entirely sub-
scribe to the Court's decision in Laird v. Tatum.. In my view, the plain-
tiffs substantially alleged "present or immediately threatened injury,"
to use the Chief Justice's words; and I therefore agree with the court
of appeals which found that the plaintiff had presented a justiciable
controversy.

But my purpose here is neither to endorse or quarrel with the Chief
Justice's holding for the Court. My purpose is to suggest that the de-
cision, though I think it represents a far less pointed injury than. the
kind of injury that is demonstrable on the records before this. com-
mittee, suggests a judicial reluctance to fashion injunctive relief, which
inescapably points to the Congress as the primary source of responsi-
bility. And this is as it should be when the problem is that executive
agencies established by Con2Tess may, to some substantial degree, be
traveling beyond their authorized character.

This is a problem closely comparable with the problem which-with
respect to foreign affairs--engaged this committee's attention this
morning at the session at which Messrs. Katzenbach, Bundy, and
Fisher testified.

Now, in the last 3 years, a number of congressional committees have
heard substantial evidence of investigative excesses by various Federal
agencies, including the Bureau. With commendable candor, agency of-
ficials have in some instances acknowledged that some of these excesses
were indeed abuses, sometimes illegal abuse. But other episodes which
I would characterize as excesses-such as the Bureau's investigations
of the Socialist Workers Party and of the Institute for Policy Stud-
ies--that is to say, the long maintenance of those investigations after
any conceivably defensible product had been found not to exist-these
seem to be defended by agency officials as proper exercises of agency
authority.

Now, if this commitee feels, as frankly I feel, that. various aspects of
Bureau policy and practice still require correction, it would then seem
to me appropriate for this committee to take a leaf from the Chief
Justice's dictum in Laird v. Tatum and propose devices for congres-
sional oversight of the Bureau's 15olicies and practices. But I would
urge such oversight must-be structured in such a way as to be indirect
and occasional. A legislative oversight committee which is engaged in
direct and continuing supervision 'of Bureau investigation strategies
could easily become the managers of a major segment of law enforce-
ment efforts--in flagrant derogation, so it would seem to me, of the
constitutionally mandated separation of powers.
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I suggw Mr Chairman, that whether or. not- this u b~mmittee'tte"
ommeids that Congres6 assumO an oveiMight'roleo this MnimitteW
should stress the importance of effective maperviMoti of Bureau iMvest i,
gatlons by the raior officers of the Department of Jusice, I ivould
submit, Alr. Chairman, that the Mlost striking aspect of the tfetinloiny
I have read is the saei that the Bttr4a's operatiem--at least with
respect to the pattitular investigations we have been disftsaif-g-u-have
been almost tWtally insulated from any supervisory strategies agreed on
at tht highest 1els of-Department of Judtice authority.

Perhaps I im in error n drawing that inference, but the tenna 'At-
torney General" and "De ity AItoel Genet"l"--term which I
thought were descriptive ofthe responsible senior officials in the" De-
pattmenit o Jtstice-a-are striking, in thi's record, by their absence.

So I would suggest to this committee that all ropmd Bure-pu in-
vestigations of extremist or subversive groups and individuals be un-
dertaken hei-eafter only with the written assent of the Attotney Gen,
eral or the Deputy Attorney General

And when I speak of Written assent, I mean something far more
thitan an ittitial at the bottom of a fotm statement. i meAn the kind of
written assent which reflects active, intelligent understanding ot what
it is that the Bureau wants to undertake and why it Wishes'to under-
take it.

I *ould further urge, Mt. Chairman. that the status of all such
investigations--that is to say, all investigations of *hat might be
called a political natute-be reviewed by a senior departniental com-
mittee on a monthly basis with a view to discontinuing those investi-
gations not plainly warranted by conventional law enfoteement
standards.

When I speak of monthly review by a senior departmental coin-
mittee, I am not suggesting, of course, that-this is the kind of pro-
cedure to be written into legislation; but it might well be argued
by this committee, or by the proposed oversight committee, as a pro-
cedulal- device to be adopted by the Attorney General. I am thinking
of a senior departmental committee composed of, for example, the
Deputy Attorney General, the Asistant Attorney General in charge
of the Criinnal Division, the Assistant Attorney General in charge
of the Civil Rights Division, and the Assistant Attorney General in
charge of thd Office of Legal Counsel-something of that level of
dignity and variety of responsibilities.

Finally, I would say, Mr. Chairman, that if congressional Oersight
~ is contend plated-and I think it would be a good idea within the limi-

tations I have suggested-it would be appropriate to have the Attor-
ney General. personally report oh a quarterly basis td the oversight
committee on the overall pattern of the Bureau investigatidns: anaI
I would like to see in such a report a description both of the political
and the conventional investigations.

Mr. Chairman, in closing, I.would ask your indulgence to let me
read one extraordinarily prescient paragraph from one of ourmoot
distinguished American lawyers. The paragrph is from the posthu-
mous book by Mr, Justice Jackson, "The Supreme Court ii the Ameri-
can System of Government."

Mrd Justice Jackson--whose extraordinary experience included not
only service as Solicitor General, Attorney Generall Ass~eiate Justice
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of the Supreme Court and- Chief U.S. Prosecutor at Nuremberg-
had this to say:

I cannot say that our country could have no central police without comingg
totalitarian, but I can say with great conviction that it cannot become totali-
tarian without a centralized national police. At his trial, Hermann Goering, with
great candor, related the steps by which the Nazi Party obtained complete
domination of Germany, and one of the first was the establishment of the
supremacy of the nation over the local police authorities. So it was In Russia,
and so It has been in every totalitarian state. All that Is necessary Is to have a
national police competent to investigate all manner of offenses, and then, in
the parlance of the street, it will have enough on enough people, even If it
does not elect to prosecute them, so that it will find ho opposition to its policies.
Even those who are supposed to supervise it are likely to fear it. I believe that
the safeguard of our liberty lies i limiting any national policing or investigative
organization, first of all, to a small number of strictly Federal offenses, and,
secondly, to nonpolitical ones. The fact that we may have confidence in the
administration of a Federal Investigative agency under Its existing heads does
not mean that It may not revert again to the days when the Department of
Justice was headed by men to whom the investigatory power was a weapon to
be used for their owv purposes

Mr. Chairman, in quoting Mr. Justice Jackson's words, I do not,
of course, mean to suggest that the Bureau-particularly wnder its
present leadershi anT especially under the headship of the present
Attorney General-has not regarded and does not regard the preser-
vation of our democratic values as indeed our chief responsibility.
But I think the record of the past developed before this committee
and other committees is one which aptly demonstrates the concerns
which Mr. Justice Jackson highlights.

We must build our governmental structures to protect against abuse
as we cannot always count upon the most highminded among us be-
ingthe repositories ofenormous official power.

Chairman Pmz. Thank you very much, Dean Pollak. We have a
vote on the floor of the House right now. I think it would be an ap-
propriate time for us to go over and vote.

T~he co1mitee will stand in recess until 5 minutes to 3 when our next
witness will be Mr. William K. Lambie, the associate executive
director of Americans for Effective Law Enforcement.

[Brief recess while the members voted.]
Mr. D2mLUX [presiding). The chair would like to indicate that

we have been in touch with the office of Mr. McClory, who is the rank-
ing minority member of this committee.

He indicates that he is tied up on the floor but that the Republicans
will waive their rights. Therefore, we will commence the hearing.

Mr. Lambie, you are recognized and you may proceed.

STATEMENT O WILLIAM X. LAMBIE, ASSOCIATE EXECUTIVE
DM OR, AMERICANS FOR EFFEWIVE LAW ENFORCEMENT,
INC.

Mr. LAxBIE. Thank you, Congressman. First, I would like to thank
you, and through you the chainnan and other members of the com-
mittee and particularly the staff, for their courtesy and assistance. I
am delighted to be here.

My name is William K. Lambie. I am associate executive director
of Americans for Effective Law Enforcement in Evanston, Ill.

68-165-6----11
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I am an attorney. I have a prepared statement which I am going to
read rather quickly because it is embarrassingly long. But I will tryto ant through it fist.

I think a panel discussion such as this is probably more enjoyable
if heree is a divergence of view. I believe I am about to present one
now.

Americans for Effective Law Enforcement has as its purpose the
Providing of a responsible support for proper law enforcement.AELE is not a "police right or wrong," organization. We do not sup-

port abusive or unprofessional police practices of any sort; rather, we
call for a balance which takes into consideration the rights of the law-
abiding and of the innocent victims of criminal acts as well as- the
rights of the criminal accused.

This committee, with other committees on both sides of the Capitol,
has been active in probing the activities of U.S. Government agencies
in the broad sweeping areas of intelligence gathering and privacy.

The entire issue is of critical importance to law enforcement agen-
cies at every level of government. Intelligence gathering is, of course,
nothing more than the acquisition of knowledge.

Generally speaking, the proponents of what we in AELE refer to
as the total privacy concept have succeeded in promoting three
basic types of legislation aimed at either restricting the dissemination
of criminal records or imposing restraints on future police conduct.

Legislation, past and pending, which has as its purpose the restric-
tion of the use of criminal records has sought to obtain greater accu-
racy and completeness in the keeping of criminal histories, certainly
reaches a praiseworthy goal, but it has also sought to restrict the use
of such information in a variety of ways.

Some proposals have sought to restrict the free exchange of arrest
information; that is, that information that records only arrests but
not dispositions. Some have sought to restrict dissemination of records
and arrests that have resulted in acquittals, dismissals, or nolles and,
in some instances efforts have been made to have such records sealed
or expunged.

The exponents of this latter effort always cite, as the basis for their
reasoning, the constitutional presumption of "innocent until proven
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt." While few would seek to change
this standards of evidence, most would agree that it is highly flawed
logic to raise the presumption of innocence to a fact of innocence.

All of the proposals seeking to restrict the dissemination of criminal
histories, would deny any access to persons outside the criminal justice
system.

Other legislation is aimed at prohibiting certain investigative tech-
niques, held to be somehow more evil than others by those who advocate
total privacy. Hence some bills have sought to prohibit or restrict the
use of electronic surveillance, physical surveillance, informants or
undercover agents, access to financial records, access to utility company
records or access to other government records. As in the case of criminal
histories would deny any access to persons outside levels as well as
at the Federal level to impose such limitations in the absence of specific
legislation.

The third type of legislation, and the most all-encompassing would
restrict the initiation or continuance of the investigation iteif until
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certain standards had been met. The standard has been generally stated
as "reasonable suspicion that an offense has been comnutted or is about
to be committed."

It is obvious that this implies that some form of court order or
determination would be required to commence any sort of investigation
under such a statute and it is difficult to imagine, in many cases, how
the police will acquire a reasonable suspicion in the absence of the
legal authority to conduct any investigation in the first distance.

The types of legislation that would inhibit certain investigative
techniques or the investigative process itself would in our judgment,
place in serious jeopardy the entire intelligence-gathering function of
law enforcement and, thus, render the police community virtually
impotent in its activities having to do with the prevention of crime.
The most serious effects of such bills would be felt in the battle against
organized crime and in the efforts to thwart the mounting problems
of terrorist bombings, kidnapping, ambushes and hijackings.

Most of the current legislation is, indeed, intended to strip the police
of their powers to investigate political organizations. The absolutists
seem more and more willing to accept the notion that any group or as-
sociation that professes pohtical motivation must be free from any
law enforcement efforts to discover its purposes, motives, or its rela-
tive proclivity for violence.

The absolutist view on intelligence gathering was fully outlined in
October 1971, at the so-called Princeton Conference on the FBI. There
the view was nearly unanimous that the FBI was engaging in too
much investigation of political dissidents despite the recent occurrence
of a number of acts of terrorist-type violence.

The conferees tended to agree that there should be a sharp curtail-
ment of such intelligence-gathering techniques as infiltration and
surveillance of extremist groups, the keeping of intelligence files and
the practice of electronic surveillance.

The critics of the FBI at Princeton divided into roughly two groups.
The first group, whose champion was Prof. Vern Countryman of Har-
vard La;w School, took the position that there should be no political
surveillance whatever by the FBI and presumably none by local au-
thorities either.

The second moderate group grudgingly admitted the need for FBI
intelligence work in cases of actual criminal conduct (that is, bomb-
ings, arson, attacks on law enforcement officers), but would restrict
surveillance or other intelligence-gatherina activities to those cases

S in which sn actual crime had been committed or seemed imminent.
While the latter school of thought is reflected in much of the current

legislation, it is clearly influenced by the former and Professor Cun-
tryman's thesis, carried to its logical extension. is frightening.

It can best be summed up by a colloauv which took place between
Countryman and AELE's executive director, Frank Carrington, at
the Princeton Conference.

Carrington had pointed out a recent racially-inspired bombing of
school buses in Pontiac, Mich., that had been perpetrated by the Ku
Klux Klan, and was solved in a matter of days by the FBI which had
used precisely those techniques most deplored by Countryman and the
others. The following dialog ensued:
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OoURTaYmAN. Wel, my Judgment would be that If the only way to detect that

bombing is to have the I! infiltrating political organizations, I would rather
the bombings to undetected.

CAnweoroN. No matter whether somebody was killed?
OouivmyM . Yes, yes, there are worse things than having people killed.

When you've got the entire population Intimidated, that may be worse. We put
some limits on law enforcement In the interest of preserving a free and open
society or at least we try to, and every time we do that-things like the privilege
against self-incrimination, things like the fourth amendment, every time we do
that, that involves a Judgment that even though some crimes and some times
involving the loss of life will go undetected, It is better in the long-run to have
a society where there is some protection from police surveillance.

OAanmoTo. I'm not sure that the family of Robert Fasnacht who was blown
up at Wisconsin or the frtmilies of the kids who were killed in the Birmingham
church bombing would agree with that.

COUNThYMAN. I'm not sure that the families of the victims would not agree
in any of the instances that I've mentioned but I don't believe that most of us
would say that for that reason we should repeal the fourth and fifth amendments.

This abstractionist view of constitutional absolutism is precisely
the view now appearing in the form of legislative sanctions aimbd at
restricting police conduct. Perhaps even more remarkable than the
callous iniifference it shows for the victims of crime is the underlying

premise that it must be one way or the other; that the police are in-
herently evil and if we allow them to do their jobs, we will lose our
"free and open society."

History, of course, seems to controvert this theory because if itseems to show us that our society is somehow becoming less "free and
open," it also shows that this lessening of freedom as taken place
during precisely the same period during which the courts and legis-
latures have ben placing ever tighter reins on police conduct.

We cannot altogether dismiss our inherent love of a free and open
society, nor should we any more than we should lose sight of the "-
sibility-however presently remote-of the imposition of a police
state. Yet the suggestion that sharp restrictions, placed on the police
capacity to prevent crime, will somehow make us more free, leads
directly to the notion that the removal of all lawful restraints will
make us absolutely free-the pure lunacy of the anarchist.

The real argument, then, relating to the limits of the legitimate
police function with respect to the gathering of intelligence, does not
suggest that there is a '%lack or white" dichotomy between the posi-
tions of "law and order" and libertarian absolutism but rather that
there is one of seeking a balance within diverse philosophical ap-
proaches that seek the same goals by different means.

Those who take the absolutist position with respect to intelligence
operations targeted against possibly dangerous "potical" grups also
find that their intellectual mtegrity -wich, we concede, is usually
considerable-requires that they take the same position with respect
to the activities of organized crime or even tradtional street crime.

For example, one bill recently introduced in this House would make
it a crime for any law enforcement officer to install any form of elec-
tronic surveillance even with a court order, or even with the consent
of one of the parties. This would mean, of course, that in the investi-
gation of a "traditional" kidnappig for ransom, the police could not
install a wiretap or recording device on the telephone of the victim
to be able to intercept demands for ransom or other calls fpom the
kidnappers.
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The Massachusetts Congressman who introduced this bill doubtless
seeks to affix the seal of the confessional upon all oral communications.

While such a concept is patently ridiculous, it is no less so than
many others now occupying the time of both the Congress and the
Nation's law enforcement community.

Police intelligence-gathering activities, Federal or local, have been
historically directed against two major groups: The crime syndicate
and subversive activities. The former target consists of professional
criminals who conspire or act in concert to violate lavs proscribing
gambling, prostitution, narcotics, and drug use, and similar offenses.Hijacking, the infiltration of legitimate businesses, extortion and
bribery are related crimes perpetrated by organized crime figures.

Subversive activities refers to those persons or groups who com-
mit sabotage, acts of terror2 kidnaping, bombings, arson and lesser
offenses for primarily political pur . Oftentimes the principals
in politically motivated crimes involve themselves in or assume leader-
ship of political action groups that ostensibly seek reform through
peaceful methods such as picketing, protest assemblies and rallies.

Other common but less traditional police intelligence activities in-
volve the investigation of labor racketeering, burglary rings, juve-
nile "gang" activities of a criminal nature, and corrupt practices by
public employees.

The issue of "privacy" as it is being debated today is not in fact
a single issue but rather, at the very least, a double one. If one accepts
the definition of privacy set forth by Mr. Justice Brandeis in the
famous decision of Olrwtead v. Undted State8, 277 U.S. 438 (1929),
as "the right to be left alone," then we must take it to mean a freedom
fron- Government or other interference in man's present or future
conduct. Yet much of today's debate, stimulated by the booming
growth of computer technology and ever-burgeoning bureaucracy,
deals with events of the past history that cannot be changed by any
act subsequent to the event.

This issue arose on the first occasion upon which primitive man made
a crude image on the rock wall of his cave for, even then, man could
record, though crudely, only the events that had come to his knowl-
edge. In that context, nothing has changed since that day except man's
capacity to record those events. It would seem that our technological
advances in this ability would serve primarily to record the history
of humankind more fully, more truthfully and more accurately than
ever before. Yet it is this very capacity of man to perfect his memory
of things past that seems most feared by the advocates of privacy.

Does our "right to be left alone" include a requirement that we
selectively forget the past, the immutable and unchangeable facts
that are the sum total of history? The total privacy concept seems to
argue that we must.

The concept would seem to argue, too, that "the right to be left
alone" is virtually absolute-that society has no right, even for its
own protection, to- interfere with the present or future conduct of
one of its members until after it has been discovered that he has broken
one of society's rules of conduct and, in so doing, has violently trans-
gressed someone else's "right to be left alone."

The Constitution of the United States imposes an affirmative duty
upon the Chief Executive to "preserve, protect, and defend" the Con-
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stitution. It grants him exclusive authority to conduct the foreign
affairs of theNation and guarantees the United States a "republican
form of government."

Taken together or even considered separately, these clauses confer
upon the President not simply a right but, rather, a duty to defend -_
and protect the security of the Nation from threats to unlawfully

- overturn its form of government.
With respect to authority of the Chief Executive of the United

States as it relates to threats posed by foreign nations, organizations
or individuals, his power to act without prior judicial authority has
been uniformly upheld by case law.

In the most recent case in which this question was raised, United
States v. Ivanov, 494 F. 2d 593, cert. denied 95 S. Ct. 147 (1974), the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, sitting en banc, agreed
with the district judge on the correctness of this contention and every
other court which has considered the issue has approved warrantless
electronic surveillance for the gathering of foreign intelligence in-
formation as reasonable and constitutional.

[Norz: Mr. Lambie's prepared statement subsequently read as
follows:]

See United States v. Brown, 184 F. 2d 418, 425-427 (CCA-5), certiorari
denied March 4, 1974, No. 78-5620; United States v. Clay, 430 F. 2d 165 (CCA-
5), reversed on other ground, 403 U.S. 698; Ziveibon v. Mitchell, 363 F. Supp.
936, 942-944 (D. D.C.); United States v. Hoffma. 834 F. Supp. 504, 507-508
(D. D.C.) See also Katz v United states, 389 US. at 363-364 (White, J., con-
curring); Giordano v. United States, 394 U.S. 310, 314-315 (Stewart, J., con-
curring) ; Rogers; "The Case for Wiretapping," 63 Yale, L. J. 792, 797-798
(1954).

Certainly we agree with and concur in this line of cases and
authorities.

The Supreme Court has apparently restricted executive authority in
wiretap cases to coverage of "foreign" intelligence as opposed to'do-
mestic intelligence in United States v. United States District Court,
407 U.S. 297, the Keith case, but only by. differentiating between orga-
nizations of foreign and domestic origin, a difference which in our
view seems wholly artificial, arbitrary, and unrealistic.

Indeed, we would suggest that the court was in error in this case, Qoe
which involved a plot by domestic terrorists to blow up a CIA office in
Ann Arbor, Mich., and, if anything, it illustrates the incapacity of
jurists, even at the Supreme Court level, to comprehend the nature of
terrorist groups and the complexity of the task of gathering intelli-
gence data needed to protect the Nation.

Be that as it may, even in that case the Court did not disturb the
right of the President, acting through the Attorney General, to exer-
cise executive authority in instituting or maintaining electronic sar-
veillances on foreign groups or individuals in order to defend the
security of the Nation. It is extremely doubtful that the Congress can
constitutionally remove that authority from the executive by any
means short of a constitutional amendment.

In fulfilling his duty to protect the country from foreign subversion,
the President must act upon informed judgment. and thus must have
access to all relevant and pertinent information. He cannot wait until
an overt act has been committed and then proceed in a law enforce-
ment mode, as would be the case in other violations of the law. He
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must be able to act in advance to counter acts of insurrection, espio-
nage, sabotage, or other acts which may constitute a threat to the
Nation's safety.

The gathering of intelligence information is not undertaken in these
cases in order to proceed with prosecution but, rather, is undertaken
for the purpose o the executive's having sufficient knowledge to pre-
vent threats to the viability of the Government from reaching fruition.

The President's authority to act without the issuance of a warrant
in such cases has been specifically recognized by the Congress in the
passage of the Omnibus Crime Yontrol and Safe Streets Act of 1968
in which the Congress properly excluded national security wiretaps
from the warrant requirements set down in that act.

Since 1940, under Executive orders, renewed, in turn, by succeeding
Presidents, the Chief Executive has authorized electronic surveillance
in national security cases. He has delegated to the Attorney General
the power to act for him in authorizing such surveillance without seek-
ing prior judicial consent. As most of us are well aware, the need for
this authorization is not less today than it has been in the past.

This authority, like any other executive authority or power, is
obviously capable of abuse. Indeed, if Congress were to attempt to
remove every area of executive authority that might be abused, it
would have to remove all executive authority and would, with each act,
run headlong into one constitutional barrier after another.

This authority, like all others granted to the executive, is subject to
checks and balances, and in the instance of intelligence-gathering activ-
ity, to review by the courts which may properly act to curb or even
punish cases of arbitrary or capricious exercise of executive authority.
No further act of Congress is necessary to implement the power of the
courts in this regard.

To require the issuance of a warrant for national security electronic
surveillance would seriously frustrate the Government's legitimate
purpose for such surveillances, a purpose that is most often the pre-
ventative gathering of information rather than the gathering of evi-
dence for purposes of prosecution. Simply because such surveillances
are of an intelligence-gathering nature, they are no less vital to the
safety of the Nation. Indeed, they may most often be more vital and,
therefore, must be undertaken with maximum secrecy and maximum
expedition. They will most frequently be required under conditions
that fall far short of conventional probable cause as understood by a
magistrate or judge.

Any requirement for the prior issuance of a warrant in foreign
national security cases would place the Executive on the horns of a
most unpleasant dilemma. Because of the highly sensitive or secret
nature of much of the information needed to justify such a warrant,
because of the need to safeguard the very lives of agents or informants
or their families, because of the possibility of the compromise of active
informants or of other concurrent investigations, all being undertaken
in the interest of national security, the Government might be required
to forego the installation of a wirtap of a very high degree of impor-
tance, even at the risk of allowing future acts of espionage or a violence
in which innocent victims might be killed or maimed, rather than being
forced to divulge even minimal facts to a magistrate who can in no
way guarantee their security. Such facts would become immediately
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available to court reporters, secretaries and other court officers and
all of us are thoroughly familiar with how frequently highly sensitive
facts have been leaked to the news media or to others from such
sources.

In short, any requirement for the issuance of warants in national
- security cases would completely remove the absolutely necessary ele-

ment of security and secrecy from the investigative process, thereby
~ nullifying the purps of the surveillance itself, though the need

might remain critical.
I think the Supreme Court has specifically upheld the need for

secrecy in dealing with foreign affairs. I have a lengthy court quote
in here which, a in, I will not go into.

[NOT: Mr. Lambie's prepared statement subsequently read as
follows:]

The Supreme Court of the United States has clearly recognized the need for
secrecy in the handling of foreign affairs by. the Executive. In a case of a con-
siderably lower level of sensitivity than the security of the Nation, the Court
said in Chioago and Southern Airlines, Ino. v. Waterman (888 U.S. at 111):

The President, both as Commander-in-Chief and as the nation's orsn for
foreign affairs, has available Intelligence services whose reports are not and
ought not be published to the world. It would .be intolerable that courts with-
out the relevant information, should review and perhaps nullify actions of the
Executive taken on information properly held secret. Nor can courts sit "in
camera" in order to be taken Into executive confidences. But even if courts could
require full disclosure, the very nature of executive decisions as to foreign policy
is political, not Judicial. Such decisions are wholly confined by our Constitution
to the political departments of the Government, Executive and Legislative. They
are delicate, complex and involve large elements of prophecy. They are and
should be undertaken only by those directly responsible to the people whose wel-
fare they advance or imperil. They are decisions of the kind for which the
Judiciary has neither aptitude, facilities nor responsibility and which has long
been held to belong in the domain of political power not subject to judicial in-
trusion or inquiry * * *.

So it is that we respectfully urge upon this committee the view that
the imposition of prior judicial review upon the political and con-
stitutionally mandated acts of the Executive is an unwise and uncon-
stitutional restriction upon executive authority.

Aside from considerations of policy and constitutional law, there are
broad, pragmatic issues, affecting the daily lives of all law-abiding
citizens which should be considered, as well, by the committee.

One backlash of some of the Nation's recent political am ies has
been a highly sensitized interest in the "right to privacy." has been
the subject olf innumerable bills in the Congress and in the legislatures
of various States, ten of thousands of editorial words, scholarly semi-
nars and administrative regulatory actions. The right to privacy,
guaranteed in the first and fourth amendments, is held in universally
high esteem, cherished as one of the finest gifts of the Founding
Fathers.

Yet there are broad, and sometimes sharply conflicting, differences
in view regarding the nature and scope of that right. The right
to privacy, like all rights, is not absolute and has certainly never been
extendedby any court to include a right to conspire to violently over-
throw the established Government of the United States, nor to conspire
to commit other unlawful acts.

Until recent years, the entire matter of national security has been
treated as one of exclusive interest to the Federal Government and,
of course, it is'the Federal Government which must, constitutionally,
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defend our Nation's security. But, during the past decade, through a
dramatic escalation of acts of terrorist-type violence-all of which
also constitute crimes over which State and local police have jurisdic-
tion--all levels of law enforcement have found a pressing and imme-
diate interest in what was once an exclusively Federal prerogative.

Nonetheless, -it is the responsibility of the President of the United
States, as Chief Executive, to assuie that our constitutional system
of Government is fully protected from all efforts to overthrow it by
violent or unlawful means whether those efforts are directed by or
linked to foreign nations, domestic groups owning some philosophical
allegiance to foreign nations, or domestic groups seeking to destroy
the Government for their own ends.

At one time, we considered the main threat to our Nation to come
from hostile nations without our borders acting by means of espionage,
sabotage, or by other unlawful means to attack the security of the
Nation. These threat, of course, still exist. In more recent years,
however, the threat to the security of all free nations has shifted to
the forms of terrorism, kidnaping, extortion and robbery committed
by groups that may give lip service to foreign nations or their -ideolo-
gies but have little or no visible connection with them.

So it is that while the purpose of such acts may be "political" in
the sense that they are designed to begin a struggle to overthrow the
Government and are, hence, a threat to national security, their execu-
tion also constitutes criminal acts over which State and local authori-
ties have investigative and prosecutorial authority.

As a consequence, local law enforcement has a vital interest in the
outcome of any efforts to curtail intelligence-gathering activities. A
city policeman on patrol duty is the one most likely to respond to a
"bank robbery in progress" call and if he is shot down while trying
to thwart the robbers, it is of little concern whether or not they may
or may not have been motivated by "political" objectives. Indeed,
would it not have been far better if the robbery could have been
prevented in the first instance by a massive and coordinated Federal
and State response to previously gathered intelligence information,
obtained by wiretaps or any other means?

The threat is neither isolated nor illusory. The recent waves of
terroristic violence committed by the so-called Symbionese Liberation
Army or FALN have been mere examples of a problem which seems
more likely to increase than to diminish as time goes on.

High officials of the FBI have given this committee and others
extensive data concerning the threats posed by terrorist groups, or-
ganized crime and ordinary crime. It can hardly be argued that the
problem has, in any way, diminished.

Should not the prime interest of the Congress be for the victims,
dead and maimed, and for the future victims of these " political" acts
of terrorism, and the victims of all other crimes as well, rather than
for the theoretical, abstract or speculative threats to a right to the
kind of privacy so necessary to plan their execution?

Now, because of admitted and recognized abuses of authority by a
few people in high places, the Congress and many States are consider-
ing legislation that would critically hamper State and Federal law
enforcement agencies in meeting their responsibilities in all their fields
of interest-the "privacy" bills. It is fundamental to the law that
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each man is responsible for his acts and for the logical consequences
that flow from them. It is equally fundamental that one of the conse-
quences of any human act is that it cannot be erased, taken back or
even necessarily forgotten. It is, hence, historic and capable of dis-
covery and memory-and why not?

Beyond question, the plotting of crimes, whether undertaken for
profit, revenge or for "political" purposes is hoped by the plotters to
be secret and private. The first function of law enforcement, Federal,
State, or local, is to prevent such crimes thereby saving potential
victims frona harm or damage. Law enforcement, if it is to meet that
priority responsibility, must not be totally foreclosed from penetrating
that veil of privacy. The courts and legislatures have largely restricted
law enforcement efforts at penetration with respect to most criminal
acts in the interests of maintaining and expanding fourth amendment
guarantees.

The Congress is now weighing much more drastic foreclosures of
law enforcement efforts by restricting the detection of plots against
the security of the Nation by restricting the gathering of prior knowl-
edge about criminal acts and by restricting the dissemination of law
enforcement information about criminal acts that are certainly not
private acts.

The entire package of privacy legislation of which the instant bill
is a part would add to the internal peril by- emasculating the efforts
of proper and effective law enforcement, thus laying the Nation open
to the ever-increasing perils of criminal terrorism and violence.

Mr. DFLLUMS. Thank you very much, Mr. Lambie. We appreciate
your testimony.

We will now proceed to Mr. Tigar.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL E. TIGAR, WILLIAMS, CONNOLLY &
CALIFANO; ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW, GEORGETOWN UNI-
VERSITY LAW CENTER

Mr. TiGAR. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is
Michael Tigar. I am a practicing lawyer in the District of Columbia
and a tewer of law with experience 'in the field of wiretapping and
political surveillance.

I begin by addressing matters which appear on the committee's
record. You have inquired whether the FBI ever dissembles con-
cerning unlawful activity of its agents, and whether the FBI ever
works hand in glove with local police agencies who are engaged in
unlawful conduct. I present two short examples.

In United States v. Ne8in, a case tried in this jurisdiction, the
Government overheard the defendant on an illegal listening device in
Miami. The information thus obtained was sent to the Washington
field office of the FBI labeled as having come from "MM 972-C*." The
asterisk indicated, in FBI code, that the information came from an
unlawful bug.

The FBI Washington case agent forwarded this unlawfully ob-
tained material to attorneys in the Department of Justice, but identi-
fied the source with a new symbol, "WFT-170.', A Government at-
torney testified in the Nesline case that he understood this latter
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symbol to mean that the information had been supplied by a live
informant. Thus, the FBI adopted a means of deceiving its own law-
yers and attempted to have the Justice Department attorney represent
truthfully that which was, in fact, an untruth. There are other ex-
amples of such conduct end I have provided those to the committee.

A second example: In February 1968, H. Rap Brown was being
held in Orleans Parish Prison awaiting trial on Federal gun charge.
He spoke by telephone with his attorney, William Kunstler. This
conversation was-recorded by Parish officials, under the direction of a
New Orleans Police Department intelligence squad member, Sgt.
David Kent. Kent then handed over the information obtained
from this interception of attorney-client communications to Special
Agent Robert J. Heibel of the FBI. Agent Heibel did not see fit to
record the illegal source of the information, so he began his memoran-
dum, "a confidential source who has furnished reliable information in
the past advised as follows."

The document containing this meretricious heading was then classi-
fied "Secret." I have seen the document in question, and have cross-
examined Agent Heibel under oath concerning it. What I have so far
told you appears in public records of that proceeding which was con-
ducted before Judge Mitchell in New Orleans. I am under an order of
the court not to disclose the contents of the document, though it re-
veals governmental conduct of a particularly reprehensible nature. I
assume the committee has means to obtain that information if you are
interested in it. The committee has its own powers.

The previous speaker referred to a purported executive power to
conduct searches and surveillances without judicial authorization. The
constitutional history of search and seizure. belies the existence of any
such power. Fresh within the memory of those who drafted the fourth
amendment were the English cases of Entick v. Carrington and
Wi1k8 v. Wood in which the British House of Lords had sternly and
unmistakably held the so-called "executive warrant" to be unlawful.
It was the intent of the framers of the Constitution to embody the
rule of these cases in the fourth amendment.

Moreover, James Otis, a lawyer in Boston, litigated in 1761 againstthe writs of assistance, which bear a resemblance to modern authoriza-
tions for wiretapping. Of Otis' vigorous defense of the colonists' rights
to be secure in their homes, John Adams wrote "then and there was
the child Independence born." I think that in this history, as reaf-
firmed by United States v. United States District Court, 407 U.S.
297 (1972), one may find the answers to Mr. Lambies' contentions.

Further, I assume this committee is not talking today about doing
away with the exclusionary rule in criminal cases. I believe it is the com-
mittee's intent to leave the rule where it is, and to approve the.uniform
application of that rule. The exclusionary rule's relevance to these
questions of surveillance is precisely this: Whatever may be the powers
of the executive branch, in pursuit of some goal of foreign affairs or
foreign intelligence, to lie, cheat, steal, maim, burgle or kill, the Fed-
eral courts sitting in criminal matters are a kind of sanctuary in the
jungle, and the fruits of such activities may not be made the basis of
a criminal conviction.

The committee addresses, rather, the more difficult question of reg-
ulating-by means other than the exclusionary rule-the gathering
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of intelligence information by informers, bugs and wiretapping for
the purpose of dossier-building.

"The odious and reptile tribe of spies and informers," as one Mem-
ber of this House described it during debates on the Alien and Sedi-
tion Acts at the dawn of our Nation's history, has been an object of
scorn and obloquy sincpre-Revolutionary days. See, Reid, In a De-
fensive Rage, 40 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1043 (1974).

Modernly, the Supreme Court has taken an inconsistent and unclear
position. In a number of cases, the Court has been confronted with the
evident unreliability of such informers. The sorry record of perjury
on the part of FBI informers in the 1950's is chronicled in, for example,
Mesarosh v. United States, 352 U.S. 1 (1956); 1 Emerson, Habner &
Dorsen, Political and Civil Rights in the United States, 391-93 (3d ed.
1967).

The Court has also decided a number of cases emphasizing that the
first amendment protects privacy of political association, such as
NAACP v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449 (1958) • Bates v. City of Little Rock,
361 U.S. 516 (1960); Gibson v. Florida Legislative Investigating
Committee, 372 U.S. 539 (1963) ; and Sweezy v. New Hampshire, 354
U.S. 234 (1957).

There are, however, cases suggesting that a false friend, who claims
to be sympathetic to the aims of a group and thereby gains access
to information about its members, is not precluded from giving this
information to the Government. See, for example, Hoffa v. United
States, 385 U.S. 293 (1966).

I suggest that the first amendment interest in freedom of political
association creates a legitimate expectation of political privacy which
forbids extension of the Hoffa rationale to justify use of political in-
formers and infiltrators. See, "Forward: Waiver of Constitutional
Rights: Disquiet in the Citadel," Michael E. Tigar, Harvard Law
Review, vol. 84, No. 1, Nov. 1970, at pp. 12-16.

Parenthetically, I.say these things based upon some bitter experience.
In a case called United States v. Marshall that I litigated in Seattle,
the Government's chief witness, Red Parker, while working as an
undercover agent for the FBI, infiltrated the local SDS chapter.
While on the FBI payroll, he bought narcotics to distribute to young
people, trained undergraduates in the use of sophisticated weapons,
and in the demonstration at the Federal building for which my clients
were charged, he bought and paid for with Government money a case
of spray paint cans with which to paint slogans on the Federal court-
house in Seattle.

As I look at the activities of Red Parker and countless others like
him, who report to the FBI and other police agencies, I can see that
dossier building has given way to data banking. You will not clean
out this Augean stable with a garden hose.

Yet, you must act. Justice Robert Jackson came home from the
Nuremberg war crimes tribunal and said this about unlawful search,
seizure and surveillance:

Among deprivations of rights, none is so effective in cowing a population,
crushing the spirit of the individual and putting terror into every heart. Uncon-
trolled search and seizure is one of the first and most effective weapons in the
arsenal of every arbitrary government.
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What should you do I First, I suggest modify the Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act to curb wiretapping and the use of grand
juries as means to punish dissent. This House was told that the act was
a major weapon in the fight against violence and organized crime. In
the hands of the internal security lawyers of the Justice Department,
it has been used to witch hunt.

But that would be only a meager beginning. Now, there are those
who urge you to go a letter further and let the FBI clean itself up
under new leaders-ip. That amounts to putting the chicken thieves
in charge of the henhouse.

There are those who urge that the files gathered over the yers of
snoopers be destroyed. Such a course would make it impossible for
the victims of illegality to demonstrate that they had been harmed.

Nor do I believe that the exclusionary rule standing by itself, which
operates only in criminal cases, is a sufficient remedy. It does not pro-
tect the dissenter who is spied upon, but upon whom the FBI never
develops enough information to prosecute.

How, then, to begin to mitigate the harm done by the pattern of
illegal, freedom-destroying conduct the committee has uncovered,
while continuing to probe its nature and extent and yet take account
of situations which you cannot claim to foresee?

If you come home and find a skunk in the living room, the first thing
to do is open the windows. Let the Congres amend the Freedom of
Information Act, to give every citizen the right to reclaim the fruits
of snoopers of which he or she has been a victim.

Second, let the Congss amend the Federal rules of evidence. You
did it last August anT you can do it again, and you can amend the
Federal rules of civil procedure to provide that, when unlawful sur-
veillance is challenged, the Government cannot draw the curtain by in-
voking "executive privilege" or "official information privilege." That
wouldmerely restate a rule which began in United State8 v. Burr and
continued up to Professor Wigmore's treatise on evidence in 1940.

Third, let the Congress provide that in suits challenging illegal
surveillance, and seeking damages, injunction or declaratory judg-
ment, a prevailing plaintiff must be awarded a reasonable attorney's
fee as an incentive to bring those suits and find out what has beenhappening.Fourth, lot your legislative program include provisions encouraging

private plaintiffs to sue, for themselves and as representatives of a
class

These proposals are so modest that I almost hesitated to put them
forth. They are surely not a final answer. They only provide a mecha-
nism to continue the great work this committee has begun, and incen-
tives to see it continued by those most interested-the victims of these
practices.

Would these proposals, enacted into law, force the FBI, the Justice
Department, and other agencies to deploy people and resources? Of
course. Would we see a series of embarrassing disclosures, each more
sharply incriminatory of our Government than the last? Quite pos-
sibly. Would this House then be moved to enact legislation to control
the abuses revealed? I devoutly hope so. Have the snoopers any legi-
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timate ground to complain of such a course of events? I think not;
rather, they might take for themselves the poet's mea cudpa:

"The thorns which I have reaped are of the tree
I planted: they have torn me and I bleed;
I should have known what fruit would spring
from such a seed."

Mr. DELLuMs. I thank the gentleman very much. It is apparent to
the Chair that there is divergence among the panelists. Before we go
to my distinguished colleague, Mr. McCLory,I would like to provide
an opportunity for each of the panelists to comment on the other's
presentation. We will begin with Mr. Pollak.

Mr. POTI.Ai. Thank you very much. At this point, I would simply
like to raise one question with respect to one aspect of my colleague,
Mr. Lambie's, testimony. He spoke at length, and eloquently, about
the importance of leaving unrestrained by any requirement of a judi-
cial warrant the executive authority to wiretap in cases of national
security which had some, at least, asserted connection with foreign
relations and, broadly speaking, military affairs

At least I so understood him, and I believe it was Mr. Lambie's
view that not only -was this of extreme importance but that the course
of judicial authority thus far was supportive of this exception to the
otherwise very vigorous fourth amendment tradition.

Now, I believe it to be true that there are certainly no authoritative
decisions which assert the unconstitutionality of warrantless wire-
tapping in this area. And it is certainly true that in the Keith case to
which Mr. Iambie referred-United State8 v. United State8 District
Court, 407 U.S.-the Supreme Court expressly reserved that issue,
but I think the committee's record would be incomplete if it were left
with the impression that there was essentially no contrary view. _

I would call the committee's attention to the observations-which
are concededly only dicta, but I think they are pertinent observations
in this context--of the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia,
sitting en banc in the case of Zweiban v. Mitchell, decided on June 23,
1975. I dare say it has now been reported more formally but the only
reference I have to it is in 44 Law Week at pages 2010 to 2011.

In that case the court of appeals found that it had no need to reach
the issue left open in the Keith case. That case was one in which suit
was brought by plaintiffs who alleged warrantless surveillance of their
telephone conversations by agents of the Federal Bureau of Investi-
gation, and they brought suit against the former Attorney General,
Mr. Mitchell, and certain agents, and that suit was predicated both
on the fourth amendment and on title 3 of the Omnibus Crime Con-
trol Act of 1968.

The court of appeals concluded that, all things considered, the
plaintiffs in this case were the objects of, if you will, domestic rather
than foreign surveillance, but to come to that conclusion the court
had to walk a rather complicated path of interpretation of the facts.

The complexity of that interpretative process underscores the diffi-
culty of telling a difference, and indeed a constitutional difference,
between domestic and foreign national security issues

However that may be, what I want to point out to the committee
is the following language from the Court of Appeals for the District
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of Coliumbia. "Although we believe that an analysis of the policies
implicated by foreign security surveillance indicate that absent exi-
gent circumstances all warrantless electronic surveillance is unreason-
able and therefore unconstitutional, our holding need not sweep that
broadly."

I suggest that this considered expression of belief by the Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia suggests the very, very strong

Constitutional imperative which would lead to the conclusion that the
fourth amendment applies to all activities of the Government of the
United States

Now, I say no more than that that is dictum. I certainly don't want
to assert that Mr. Lambie is wrong in saying that the larger currents
of judicial utterance, to the extent that we have it, at least still insist
on that issue being open.

Having made the legal point, let me simply add, Mr. Chairman, that
I, with al respect to Mr. Lambie--and he has put the case as effec-
tively as I have ever heard it-find myself totally unpersuaded that
there are any reasons of a dispositive practical nature why the Gov-
ernment of the United States ever needs to undertake surveillance
without getting a warrant from a Federal judge appointed under ar-
ticle III of the Constitution.

I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Justice Powell's opinion
in the Keith case disposes completely of the argument there so strongly
made on behalf of Attorney General Mitchell-who was ultimately
to be the principal defendant in this Zweibon case to which I have
just referred-the argument made on behalf of Attorney General
Mitchell and President Nixon that the President had inherent au-
thority for warrantless surveillance, domestic or foreign, whenever
the President and the Attorney General were persuaded that national
security was involved.

Mr. Justice Powell-I am paraphrasing, not quoting: I don't have
the opinion before me-in effect said for the Court at the notion
that the issues which would require surveillance or a search were
beyond the comprehension and prompt disposition of Federal judges
was a notion which suggested not that the judges were incompetent
to hear and determine whether a warrant should issue, but rather
that the Government's case for the issuance of a warrant in a number
of instances might fall short of being persuasive.

Of course Mir. Lambie is right that the situations in which national
security is genuinely involved are not only small in number, but are
also highly complex, and that they tend to arise very quickly and re-
quire decision promptly. But Federal judges are there and exercising
their authority at all times. That, I would remind this committee, is
what habeas corpus is all about. A Federal judge can be reached at
any moment a President and Attorney General thinks that national
security really requires surveillance; and if the case cannot be per-
suasively put to a Federal judge that action of the kind that a Presi-
dent and Attorney General thinks is necessary is, in fact, necessary,
then I think the meaning of the Constitution is that a warrant should
not issue and that the proposed surveillance should not take place.

With all respect to Mr. Lambie, the notion that Federal judges and
their small staffs cannot be trusted with information of high con-
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fidentiality, seems to me a. notion that almost needn't be dignified by
refutation.

I think that the record of the Federal judiciary in keeping its own
confidence hardly needs defense. -.

Mr. DmLUMS. Thank you very much, Mr. Pollak.
Given time constraints I was wondering if the other two panelists

would comment briefly-although I realize, Mr. Lambie, you have
been ignored this afternoon but I will give you an opportunity to re-
spond and will recognize you at this point for a response to the state-
ment of Mr. Pollak.

Mr. LAxmz. I think it is obvious that we have reached a level of
disagreement as to the desirability of using certain investigative tech-
niques or the desirability or lack of desirability in engaging in any
investigative proem at all. I think that we have defined our differ-
ences sharply enough for the committee.

In the frame of reference of electronic surveillance, for instance, I
would not suggest for an instant that authorities are unanimous in
their view. Indeed, I have seen little unanimity on any question in
the Federal judiciary.

I have, in recent years, considered it snmthing of a blessing for the
criminal justice system that the Supreme Court of the United States
has not seen fit to adopt all the decisions of opinions of the District
of Columbia circuit.

In any event, I would urge again that there is a clear constitutional
issue involved in the authority of the President to act in national
security matters

It is an authority that is adequately covered by the system of checks
and balances in requiring the opportunity for judicial review of arbi-
trary or capricious acts taken by the Executive in that regard.

I think, furthermore, that it is unrealistic to assume that the in-
vestigative agencies involved in these areas have enough time and
manpower and have such a lack of other things to do that they spend
their time and use their resources in situations that they don't consider
serious.

It is absolutely ridiculous to assume that the FBI or any other law
enforcement agency conducts investigations of a frivolous nature at a
time when everybody in the Bureau has much too much work to do
already.

The Bureau is not that badly administered and the agents them-
selves are sufficiently self-disciplined so that they don't go off and find
frivolous cases.

It is a suggestion that has been implicit in so much that I have heard
in this context that it really bothers me and it goes right to the most
practical issue--that is the issue of how every agency and every indi-
vidual allots his time.

I think, perhaps, one of the most concise and most profound state-
ments I have ever heard in this area arose from an incident that
occurred in Mr. McClory's district. It came to light several years ago
when a Senate committee was conducting hearings involving an Army
intelligence unit that had gathered so-called political data in the
Chicago area. It was an Army intelligence unit that was remarkable for
its ineptitude if nothing else.
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But among the allegations was one that the Army intelligence unit
had covered a picnic held at the Adlai Stevenson farm at Libertyville
and that one of those under surveillance was the mayor of the city of
Chicago, Mr. Daley. As you may be aware, Mr. Daley meets with the
press every day, an exercise which I think he enjoys. And, obviously,
the next morning at his meeting with the press, one of the early ques-
tions was how ie reacted, how he felt about being the subject of
intelligence gathering and surveillance by an Army intelligence unit.

The mayor smiled at the assembled press and he said, "Well, ladies
and gentlemen, every one of us who is in public life is under daily and
constant scrutiny by everyone, by every segment of society, all the
public," and then he said-and this is the one direct quote that I
.remember-he said, "If you haven't done anything wrong you don't
have anything to worry about." And I will leave it there.

Mr. DzLuxs. Mr. TigrI
Mr. TIGAR. Briefly, Mr. Chairman, I will let the record respond to

the characterization of the FBI. I only say that with the centuries of
the world piled so high, I would have thought we understood what
happens when you give unchecked power to the executive branch of
any government, anywhere, any time. Make no mistake as to the
enormity of what has been proposed, and quite ably so, by Mr. Lambie.

The power reposed in the Executive under the constitutional heading
of foreign affairs to conduct surveillance within the borders of the
United States is by definition and by a consistent course of Federal
decision, once you so characterize the power, unreviewable, either prior
to its exercise or thereafter.

Now, haven't we learned enough in the last 18 months of our Nation's
history never to put that kind of power in the hands of any part of the
executive branch of Government? That is my response.

Mr. DELLUMS. I thank the gentleman.
We will now proceed under the 5-minute rule.

. Mr. McClory I - .
Mr. McCLoRY. Mr. Chairman, I don't know whether I am going to

ask any questions because we have had both a rather elaborate series
of statements and comments on the respective statements.

I think, perhaps, we have to reach some kind of balance here. In my
opinion, the suggestion that the whole institution should be eliminated
would certainly hamper law enforcement. I know I worked on the
1968-69 Omnibus Crime bill and we went into the subject of the wire-
taps very carefully, and we did restrict them sharply. I don't think
that we can leave the authority for wiretapping with respect to
national security matters up to the courts.

I think we repose in the Executive our national security defense;
and so it is in that limited area where the Executive has the authority
to act, but only acts after consultation and approval by the Attorney
General. That'is a precaution that we placed on it.

More than one individual is involved. It is not a single arbitrary
action. The fact is that there have been abuses in Government, abuses
by the Executive-and they have gone on for a lot longer than the last
18 months. We wouldn't have a hostile Congress if we didn't have a
Democratic Congress and a Republican administration. I doubt that
we would have had the kind of investigation that we have had or the
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exposure that we have had, so I think that there are a lot of circum-
stances that came to play in wrongdoing, much of which had been
going on for a long time-perhaps in a more reprehensible way, in
some aspts, in other administrations.

But I think you gentlemen all play an extremely important role
and your recommendations are most valuable to us. I happen to have a
great respect for Fred Inbau, who was pretty much the sparkplug
behind this organization of Americans for Effective Law Enforce-
ment. I don't like to regard it as an organization which would deprive
anybody of any of their inherent constitutional rights. But I think
it is perhaps a reaction to a kind of permissiveness and a kind of over-
emphasis on the rights of the accused, or the rights of the criminal,
that has found a great emphasis in the court decisions and perhaps
in some of our legislation. So I think they have contributed to bring
the whole subject into balance.

If I were going to ask a question, it would be about the broad
doctrine of immunity which we authorized in the Omnibus Crime bill.
I am concerned about that. It has not worked the way we intended. We
thought we were going to grant immunity to the small fry and they
would enable us to get-the righ moguls in organized crime.

The experience with the immunity bill has been that we have granted
immunity to some of the worst culprits at the top and we have gotten
convictions against some of the underlings who have been convicted
on the testimony of these more dastardly criminals.

But that is a little beyond the scope of our testimony here.
I think that is the extent of my questioning, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. DEL tMs. I thank the gentleman.
Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. I want to apologize for not spending more time here.

but the testimony was certainly inspirational and informative.
My concern is with the FBI and how to prevent the kind of abuses

that seem to be coming to light now.
In the branch of our military goverment we have always appointed

nonmilitary people. Civilians head the Defense Department. Even
when we had two or three branches we always had a civilian head.

Do you think we should legislate or recommend that the head of
the FBI should not be a policeman?

The second question I wanted to ask is about the term of the Director
of the FBI. How long should he be appointed for? And should he be
allowed to succeed himself ?

Do you think perhaps that the length of time should be limited
and it should be written into the law? Or should we come out with
a committee report recommending that the FBI Director not be
reappointed after a certain number of years?

I guess these are the two questions that I am concerned about. We
have been lucky in this country that we haven't gotten ourselves into
a box of authoritarianism, and I think it is a credit to the character of
the people of this country and to its ability to choose its leaders that
has prevented this kind of a situation-but we might not always be so
lucky. I think we should start looking at the kind of precautions we
should take.

So the two questions are: What kind of a limitation should there
basically be on who can be appointed, for how long, and what con-
sideration should we have in appointing the head of the FBII
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Mr. LAman . I will start off.
Mr. LeHMAN. I don't even know what the limitations are now.

Maybe you do.
Mr. LAMmZ. I am speaking now as an exagent. I have not been in

the Bureau for a long time, and certainly I am not here to defend
the Bureau because it can do that for itself far better than I can.
But I will say this--

Mr. LEHMAN. They have been lucky so far.
Mr. LAMBI. Yes, partly. But they have been lucky because the

personnel requirements have been of extremely high caliber, and
I think the leadership has been superb and is superb today.

I don't see that anything is gained by restricting the experience or
expertise of the individual who is to be named Director, whoever he
may be. The Bureau has had one acting director or two acting directors
who had no law enforcement background. I may be highly prejudiced,
but I happen to think that the current Director, who has had a great
deal of. law enforcement background, was the best man for the job.
And I think some of recent history has tended to indicate that.

My understanding is that the Director is now appointed by the
President subject to the advice and consent of the Senate. Historically,
like other Presidential appointees the Director has submitted a letter
of resignation to the incoming President, and in Mr. Hoover's case
he was reappointed by succeeding Presidents and I assume that the
same situation would prevail as to Mr. Kelley, unless Congress chooses
to make him director for a fixed term. I think Mr. Kelley-if he has
not told this committee, I know he has told other committees, that he
has no objection to the.Director being appointed for a fixed term and
on the condition that he can not succeed himself.

He has suggested at least once that the term be as long as 9 years,
so that a Director appointed by one President will not be subject to
reappointment or that a new Director will not be subject to appoint-
ment by the same President. His argument on that is simply to remove
the office of Director of the FBI from any possible political appoint-
ment system.

Obviously political considerations are going to be involved as in any
Presidential appointment, but that is his theory. My understanding
is that he has no objection at all to a 9-year appointment, and I don't
know of anybody else who does. I think it might be a very wise thing
for the Congress to consider.

Mr. DELLUMS. The time of the gentleman has expired. I would like
to ask Mr. Tigar,-given your extensive experience in the area of wire-
tapping, this question:

We have developed some documentation recently-that is within the
last day or so-in preparation for these particular hearings, and I
would like to get you to comment on this factual situation:

We have documentation that Secretar Kissinger on May 9, 1969,
made four telephone calls from Key Biscayne, Fla., to the then Di-
rector of the FBI, Mr. Hoover. He'had extensive conversations with
respect to leaks of security information.

On that same day-May 9, 1969-a gentleman whose name I am
not at liberty to reveal, had a wiretap instituted on him. That was
the same day of the four phone calls from Mr. Kissinger to Mr. Hoover
regarding security leaks.
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However, the request for the tap on this person's phone by Col.
Alexander Haig was not made until May 19, 1969, and the wiretap
was not approved by the then Attorney General, John Mitchell, until
May 12,1969.

To summarize, there were four telephone calls from Mr. Kissinger
t Mr. Hoover with respect to security leaks. On May 9, a tap was
instituted on this gentleman. On May 10, Mr. Haig made a request.
On May 12, the request was approved However, the tap had been
running since the 9th. In your considered opinion, both as a scholar
and as a practicing attorney, would you consider this an illegal, war-
rantless wiretap

Mr. TGAi. Yes, Mr. Congressman, I would. T-begin by observing
that the practice of Bureau wiretaps without explicit authorization
from the Attorney General, let alone from the President of the United
States, is nothing new. A spate of such occurrences began in February
1961, as the record of civil suits in Las Vegas, Nev., and elsewhere
tend to show.

I think the Supreme Court of the United States, in United State8 v.
United State. District Court, 407 U.S. 297 (1972) decided the ques-
tion you pose. The court held that neither the President of the United
States nor the Attorney General nor the Director of the FBI-indeed
no one in the executive branch-has any power to conduct warrantless
electronic surveillance with respect to domestic political organizations
or in respect of activities not connected with a foreign power.

The court made that decision upon the basis of a consistent course
of American constitutional doctrine concerning the fourth amend-
ment, to some of which I adverted at the beginning of my remarks.

Secretary Kissinger's cill to Director Hoover was nothing more or
less than a statement of a person who may or may not have been in a
position to know that a Federal crime was. perhaps being committed,
The FBI was thus engaged in law enforcement type activity, looking-
if its activity had any legitimate basis--toward some prosecution at
some future time. Nothing in United State. v. United Stateq District

yourt suggests to me that that tap is other than one that requires prior
judicial authorization.

If it be said that Secretary Kissinger was worried in some abstract
sense about compromises of the national security of the United States
with respect to some foreign relations activities, it seems to me that
the history of that episode, as you have described it and as it has
appeared elsewhere, belies that contention that such was the primary
purpose of the activity.

Mr. DFLuMs. I thank the gentleman. I have one additional question.
I think the panelists have all spoken clearly to the issues and answered
most of our questions.

I would like to ask Mr. Lambie: You point out a need to maintain
-*strong law enforcement capability and that there have been numerous
efforts to weaken that process. However, I think you will agree with
me that over the past 10, 15, or 20 years there have not been these '--
strictions and the crime that you alluded to continues to go forward.

Crime as to definition is not absolute. It would seem to me that the
definition of what is a crime is not stagnant. During the late 1950's
and early 1960's black people demonstrating for their civil rights were
often considered criminal. Young students and antiwar people who
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" challenged the policies of the United States vis-a-vis Vietnam were
-- considered criminals. We have an ability to define criminality in a very

sub active way.
5y question to you is this:
If our law enforcement agents pursued drug addiction and orga-

nized crime, even into the highest levels of Government, as vigorously
as they pursued civil. rights leaders, as vigorously as they pursued
antiwar demonstrators, could not the issue of crime control in the sig-
nificant areas that you alluded to in your paper be dealt with effec-
tively? The wiretaps, the mail covers, the mail openings, the invasion
of privacy have been on those persons who have demonstrated their
rights under the first and fourth amendments to the Constitution.

But through the 106Q s nd early 1970's we defined these persons as
criminals, the Government did, the FBI did, and they moved on these
persons to the exclusion of the crime that you allude to. What I am
suggesting to you is that if more energy had gone into those signifi-
cant areas maybe we would have had a greater impact on reducing
crime. I would like you to comment on that.

Mr. LAMBIE. I will be happy to. The one part of your statement with
which I agree completely is the statement as to the nature of crime
itself and its changing definitions. Obviously the Congress can define
crime as it wishes and certainly the courts take differing interpretations
as to criminal acts as time roes on. I find nothing wrong With that.

I completely disagree with the premise on which your question is
based-that is to say that crime has escalated during a in which
there has been little or no restriction on law enforcement activity.

I would argue very strongly that there has been tremendous restric-
tion on law enforcement activity over the last 15 years. It has largely
been a product of the case law. It is new and it is innovative. It is
unknown to the common law. You talk to British and Canadian law-
yers about the exclusionary rule, for example, and they are horrified.
There is no such thing in the common law.

I would disagree as well with the implication that either Federal
or local agencies neglect their approaches to more traditional crimes,
to things such as narcotics violations, by virtue of being interested in
what we have talked about as political crimes-whether we call them
crimes today or whether they were or were not crimes 10 years ago.

The FBI uses less than 20 percent of its total manpower commitments
in domestic or national security cases. All the rest of its people ar
devoted to the more usual criminal fields except now for some 196
people who are involved in administering the Freedom of Information
Act for which the Bureau still has no budget.

But police agencies spend almost all their time in the traditional
crime-fighting field. They don't spend an awful lot of time and effort
in these areas. Certainly they spend the time that is required. Ob-
viously, the local police agencies gather intelligence about demonstra-
tions. People sometimes have laughed and snickered and said, "Well,
they are using, as an excuse, the fact they have to control traffic, but
that is only an excuse." That is not an excuse. It is a legitimate need.
It is not an excuse to say that the police have to know the potential for
violence involved in a demonstration, either in Washington or Chicago
or Keokuk, Iowa. or anyplace else.

63-165 0 - 76 - 13
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They must collect information in advance if they are going to per-
form their duties. But we-are not going to change the crime rate num-
bers at all by taking away from the police the power to collect intelli-
gence data and then adding a few officers to drug enforcement at the
local level or other kinds of enforcement.

We are not going to change the numbers that way. Indeed if we try
to change the numbers by that simplistic device we will wind up ex-
posing ourselves to considerable danger on the other side of the score.
I grant you, certainly there have been abuses. All of us recognize that
there have been. But I don't think that we correct those abuses by creat-
ing new ones.

Mr. DE.LLUMS. Thank you very much. Mr. Field, do you have any
questions?

Mr. FxLD. Mr. Chairman, I have one request: I would like the
Chair's permission to include in the record the memorandum from the
Department of Justice on the 17 so-called Kissinger wiretaps, which
were declassified today for the committee in preparation for this hear-
ing, and to which you referred in your questioning.

Mr. DELLUMS. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The materials referred to are printed on pp. 1205-1220 of theappendixes.]Mr. LEHMAN.I don't object.

Mr. POLLAK. Mr. Chairman, might I be permitted 30 secondsto com-
ment very briefly on one thing I think was at least implicit in Mr.
Lambie's remarks?

In his colloquy with you, he referred to the exclusionary rule in a
way which seemed to suggest that he saw that as a part of the ap-
paratus restricting law enforcement that was new and put law enforce-
ment officers under a kind of handicap which somehow correlated with
the recent rise of crime. This is in counterdistinction to the suggestions
which you were making, Congressman Dellums, which seem to me,
with all respect, very inciteful with respect to our crime problem.

I simply want to comment on the references to the exclusionary rule.
To the extent that it has not been a feature of common law jurisdic-
tions, England most especially, that may correlate substantially with
the fact that lawless searches and seizures have not been as clear a char-
acteristic of law enforcement practices in those jurisdictions.

However that may be, the record here should be clear that the under-
standing that the exclusionary rule is a corollary of the fourth amend-
ment has been a feature of our national law-that is, binding on
national law enforcement agencies including the Federal Bureau of
Investigation-not for just the past few years but for at least half a
century since the decision in the Week case. If one examines the record
of the FBI with respect to its main function of conventional national
law enforcement through the last 50 years, I think it should be said on
the Bureau's behalf that on the whole the Bureau has behaved quite
scrupulously in observance of those rules which flow from the fourth
amendment.

Lawless searches and seizures were far more characteristic of local
law enforcement instrumentalities than their national counterparts
until 15 years ago when the Supreme Court of the United States held
that the exclusionary rule applied to State and municipal, as well as to
national, law enforcement agencies.
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But I think it clear on this record that the kinds of abuses, such as
warrantless searches and warrantless surveillances, that we are con-
centrating on here largely relate to a fairly special and defined area of
law enforcement-namely, that which addresses itself to the, if you
will, "political" realm, often called the "national security" realm-
that this committee's hearings have been largely addressed to. It is
largely speaking in those areas that the Bureau--overall with a good
record, I would say-has fallen short of fourth amendment standards.

Any kind of suggestion that somehow the exclusionary rule is im-
plicated in the rise of crimejust seems to me to skew our perspectives
about where our constitutional values stand and basically what our his-
tory has been over the last century.

Mr. DELLUmS. Mr. Pollak, I thank you very much. Mr. Tigar and
Mr. Lambie, I thank you also for your thoughtful presentations.

This committee stands in recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, at 4:43 p.m., the committee recessed.]
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APPENDIX I.-STAFF ANALYSIS: FORMER FBI PERSONNEL
EMPLOYED BY A.T. & T. AS OF OCTOBER 9, 1975

Exhibit

Analysis of AT&T Data concerning Bell system employees with

former law enforcement experience.

Total Bell System Security Personnel -- 656

Total Security Personnel with prior FBI experience -- 45

Total. Security Personnel with prior "local" experience ---31

Total Security Personnel with prior "state" experience" -- 18

Percent of individuals with prior FBI experience in
Security Personnel of the Bell System -- 6.8%

Attached arc fur-th.r analyses of \this data.

Note: In Southwestern Bell 40% of the Security Personnel have
prior law entorcement experience with the FBI.

ANALYSIS OF AT&T DATA

TOTAL SECURITY PERSONNEL ------ 656

TOTAL FBI EXPERIENCE . 45

TOTAL "LOCAL EXPERIENCE ---- 31

TOTAL "STATE" EXPERIENCE ------ 18

PERCENT IBI AGENTS IN SECURITY 6.87
PERSONNEL
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Corporate Security "61 16.
(NY)

Penn Bell; Diamond 49 1 27.
State Tclchone

Bell Telephone Lab. 4 1 25%

C&P - D.C., WVA, VA. Md. 30 1 3.37.

Decw England Telephone 30 3 107

Northwestern Bell 23 1 4.37.

Pacific Northwest Bell 18 1 5.5%

Pacific Telephone, Nevada 100 2 2%
Bell

South Ccntral 39 3 7.67.

Southern Bell 54 14 25.9%

d'~ Southwc~tern hell 40 16 40%

Western Elcctric 12 1 8.3%
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APPENDIX II.-FBI'S NOVEMBER 28, 1975 REPLIES TO
QUESTIONS RAISED AT NOVEMBER 18, 1975, HEARING

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WAS8INGTON. D.C. HUS

62-116484
November 28, 1975

U. S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

Reference is made to the hearings held on November 18, 1975,
before the U. S. House Select Committee on Intelligence Activities (HSC)
at which testimony was given by James B. Adams, Assistant to the Director-
Deputy Associate Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI); W. Raymond
Wannall, Assistant Director, Intelligence Division, FBI; and other FBI
representatives. The information set forth below is in response to specific
questions raised during the hearings.

One aspect of the hearings dealt with the FBI's investigative interest
in the Institute for Policy Studies (IPS). You asked Mr. Adams If a phone
call from your Administrative Assistant to IPS was intercepted and recorded
by the FBL You specifically referred to information attributed to a source,
WF T-4, which appeared in a document labeled WFO 100-46784.

From a review of our file, it was determined the symbol, WF T-4,
was used in this instance t' designate a one-time retrieval of some IPS
trash abandoned by a trash Lruck at a Washington, D. C., sanitary dump on
August 23, 1972. The recovered trash included carbon typewriter ribbons,
from which information was subsequently transcribed. The actual
transcription from one ribbon read as follows:

"Mrs. Woolbert of Congressman Pike's office was asked by
Byron Johnson to call you. He is running for the 5th Congressional District~ -

of Congress. He wonders f you will be willing to go around and round up a
group of liberal, anti-war folks for the evening of August 6-12th. She expects
you to call her when you get back."

The above-quoted note was on a portion of a typewriter ribbon
between other material dated July 26, 1972, typed by Marcus Raskin's
secretary.

@N
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U. S. House Select Committee on Intelligence Activities (HSC)

You requested information concerning attacks by the IPS on the
FBI mentioned in the document labeled WFO 100-46784.

Information responsive to your inquiry is contained in pages
2 through 8 of the report of our Washington Field Office entitled "Institute
for Policy Studies, 1520 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C.;
IS - REVACT," dated March 15, 1973. A copy of this report was furnished
to the HSC by letter dated November 14, 1975. As the information is already
-available to you and is classified "Confidential," it is not being submitted
herewith for inclusion in the public record.

Congressman Dellums inquired as to the FBI's basis for the
investigation of the IPS. He asked if the FBI's investigative interest in
IPS was based on an association between IPS and "Ramparts" magazine,
rather than to determine the degree of association between IPS and the
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS).

An investigation of IPS was initiated on June 20, 1968, by the
Washington Field Office of the FBI based upon information set forth in a
communication dated June 19, 1968, from the New York Office of the ]FBL
This communication, captioned "Students for a Democratic Society (SDS),"
contained information from a source who had furnished reliable information
in the past that on May 27, 1968, Arthur I. Waskow of IPS, Washington,
D. C. , had contacted Jeff Jones of the New York Regional Office of SDS.
Waskow reportedly advised Jones that his name had been included among
50 young, intelligent, leftist militants recommended to attend a three-day
meeting of the Foreign Policy Association (FPA) at the New York Hilton
Hotel, New York City, on May 27-29, 1968.

The source expected members of SDS to attend and possibly
attempt to dominate the meetings.

The investigation of IPS was initiated to determine its association
with SDS and what, If any, influence the New Left, of which SDS was an
integral part, had on the FPA.

-2-
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U. 8. House Select Committee on Intelligence Activities (HSC)

Later in October of 1968, the Baltimore FBI Office reported
information relating to a 1968 trip to Cuba by SDS members. "Ramparts"
magazine was preparing an article, with some apparent cooperation from
IPS, on this trip by SDS members. Consequently, FBI Headquarters sent
instructions on November 1, 1968, .to appropriate field offices to determine
if there was a relationship between "Ramparts" and IPS, inasmuch as both
had demonstrated an interest in SDS.

In response to the inquiry of Congressman McClory, there are
currently 110 members of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) on the
Administrative Index (ADEX).

In discussing the FBI inquiry concerning Lori Paton, Congressman
Johnson asked when the inquiry stopped and how long it took to establish that
Miss Paton was a high school student. At subsequent points both you and
Congressman Kasten made similar inquiries regarding this matter.

Miss Paton first came to the attention of the FBI in mid-February,
1973, when her name and address were obtained from a legal mail cover
on the headquarters of the SWP, New York City. This information was
forwarded by letter dated February 28, 1973, to our Newark Office for the
purpose of identifying her and determining whether any further inquiry was
warranted. The Newark Office reviewed its indices and contacted established
confidential sources in an effort to determine the reason for her contact with
the SWP. These inquiries proved negative. On March 22, 1973, Newark
opened an individual case on Miss Paton and requested a further inquiry at
Chester, New Jersey, to determine her identity and whether she was involved
in subversive activities. On March 28, 1973, inquiries were made by our
Resident Agent at Chester, New Jersey, with the local credit bureau and
the Chief of Police, which indicated Miss Paton had probably graduated
from the local high school. Later on this same date, our Resident Agent
contacted the principal and vice principal at the high school and determined
that she was in fact still a student there and had probably contacted the SWP
in regard to one of her school courses. No further inquiries were made
regarding Miss Paton. The Resident Agent, in the normal course of his

-3-
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business, dictated and forwarded to his Newark headquarters the results of
his inquiry in a memorandum dated April 2, 1973. The Newark case Agent
routinely reviewed the information from the Chester Resident Agent,
recommended closing, and on May 7, 1973, the case was officially closed.

The above information concerning Miss Paton is furnished for
inclusion in the transcript of the hearings concerning FBI surveillance
activities, November 18, 1975, at line 19, page 4165.

It is requested that all of the above information be made a part
of the official record of the November 18, 1975, hearings.

-4-
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

VASHINGTON. D.C. 201S

November 28, 1975

RE: CONTACTS BETWEEN WEATHERMAN AND THE
INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES (IPS)

The following is submitted in response to a request
of Congressman Dellums for information in the files of the
FBI which shows contacts between the IPS and Weatherman, the
information to be inserted at line 25, page 4286, of the
transcript of the hearings concerning FBI surveillance activities,
November 18, 1975.

Information was furnished to the New York Office of
the FBI, in May, 1968, showing a contact between Arthur Waskow
of IPS and Jeff Jones of the New York Regional Office of the
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS). Jones was then a leader
of the SDS and is currently a fugitive from justice being sought
by the FBI for Unlawful Flight to Avoid Prosecution - Aggravated
Battery and Bail Jumping, as a result of his participation in
the "Days of Rage" on the part of the Weatherman at Chicago,
Illinois, October, 1969. Jones is also a leader of the Weather
Underground Organization (WUO) by which name the Weatherman is
now known.

On August 13, 1969, a source who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that on the afternoon of
August 12, 1969, William Charles Ayers, a leader of the Weatherman
operating out of Chicago, Illinois, was in Washington, D. C., for
the purpose of soliciting money. The amount of money being sought
and the reason for uch is not known at this time, nor was it
determined at that time. Ayers reportedly obtained money from
Arthur Waskow of the IPS, Washington, D. C. This same source
advised that after Ayers obtained the money, he left
Washington, D. C., on the same night, destined for Chicago,
Illinois. This same source also advised that Ayers was scheduled
to meet on August 14, 1969, with Bobby Seale of the Black Panther
Party (BPP). The source advised the purpose of the meeting
concerned the relationship between Weatherman and the BPP.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20153

November 28, 1975

RE: TESTIMONY OF ARTHUR MURTAGH BEFORE
THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,
NOVEMBER 18, 1975

Among the allegations made by Murtagh during the
November 18, 1975, hearings before the HSC was that at one
time he was asked to obtain through his informants hand-
writing samples of Andrew Young of Atlanta and other
assistants of Dr. Martin Luther King in the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference (SCLC), for what he believed was to be
used for illegal purposes.

In.1973, the time Murtagh originally made this
allegation, a check of FBI Headquarters files as well as
those of the Atlanta Office of the FBI was made. A com-
munication was directed to FBI Headquarters by the Atlanta
Office on August 13, 1973, which advised that a review of
files disclosed no information to support Murtagh's allegation
and that personnel, who would be knowledgeable of such a re-
quest of Murtagh, had no recollection of any such request.
FBI Headquarters files did not contain information which
would substantiate Murtagh's allegation.

Mr. Murtagh alleged the FBI used illegal activity
to compromise the "movement" and that Mr. Hoover had no
sympathy with any "racial movement." Presuming that Murtagh
is referring to the Civil Rights Movement, our investigations
were aimed at determining the nature and extent of communist
influence in the racial movement and not to deter the move-
ment itself. The FBI promptly and vigorously handled investi-
gations relating to Civil Rights violations and our excellent
record in this area speaks for itself.

Mr. Murtagh alleged that Mr. Hoover threw a veil of
secrecy over the Bureau's internal operations making it impos-
sible for the public or Congress to know of Bureau operations.
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Mr. Murtagh is well aware that annual appropriations were
based on Mr. Hoover's testimony before Congressional Committees
which were at liberty to examine all areas of the Bureau's
operations in conducting their inquiry for budget justification.
As members of Congress and representatives of the people,
Comuittee members have always been in a position to know of
the Bureau's internal as well as external operations and to
make Congress and the general public aware of their observations
within their prescribed mandate and subject to the rules of
confidence.

Mr. Murtagh alleges that the Bureau uses harsh dis-
ciplinary measures. The standards of conduct of the FBI are
based on and are in accordance with the Department of Justice
Order 350-65 and the Code of Federal Regulations. Administra-
tive action for failure to meet these known and established
standards is handled promptly and fairly. No administrative
action is ever taken without first obtaining an explanation
from the employee involved. Disciplinary pFlicies of the mid-
19609 were no different than in previous decades and little
different than at present. Mr. Murtagh's allegation that dis-
ciplinary measures had so eroded Agents' confidence in Kr. Hoover
by the mid-1960s that the policy "tell the man nothing' reached
the point where Bureau supervisors did not furnish Mr. Hoover
with information that had come to their attention for fear of
reprisal, is without factual basis, is not documented, and
appears to be a matter of Murtagh's personal opinion.

Mr. Murtagh alleged Agents under Mr. Hoover had no
avenue through which they could air grievances involving
unethical or illegal practices. This is not true. If asked
or required to take part in something illegal or unethical or
outside the Agent's job description his obvious initial re-
course would be to report same to the next higher supervisory
authority. Since Murtagh insinuated that internal channels
would not be responsive to accepting or forwarding such
grievances, it must also be pointed out that Agents could
always seek recourse by writing or going to higher authority,
such as the Attorney General.

- 2-
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Testimony of Arthur Murtagh before the Select
Committee on Intelligence, November 18, 1975

Kr. Murtagh alleges that the FBI has carefully
selected Agent personnel who were politically disposed to
the right.

The FBI is excepted from the competitive Civil Service
in our employment of both Special Agents and clerical personnel.
Our employees are selected based on educational qualifications,
personal interviews, appropriate testing and rigid background
investigations. No instructions have ever been issued to deter-
mine the political affiliation of applicants for employment
with the FBI. Political affiliation or persuasion is not now
and has never been a prerequisite for employment.

Additionally, Hr. Murtagh alleges that thousands of
Agents have been forced to leave the Bureau in "utter disgust."
This is not corroborated by the facts. Percentage comparison
studies reveal that the turnover rate of Special Agents is con-
sistently below that in the Federal Government and private
industry. In the first place, large numbers of Agents have not
resigned and no information has come to our attention that would
in any way indicate that large numbers of Agents have resigned
in 'utter disgust.'

He also suggests that either the salary scale for
Special Agents should be reduced or that we should establish
educational requirements to justify our high pay standards.
The starting grade for a Special Agent in the FBI is GS-10.
The U. S. Civil Service Commission has found this position to
be correctly classified in grade GS-10, based on a thorough
study of all pertinent background information including the
educational, physical and other qualification standards for
recruitment, training courses and facilities, examination of
typical, practical case problems and a study of the scope of
FBI jurisdiction and the numerous duties and responsibilities
of Special Agent personnel. Classification standards for the
criminal investigating series GS-1811 were revised in February,
1972, and information therein continues to support GS-10 as the
entrance level for Special Agents.

-3-
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Testimony of Arthur Murtagh before the Select
Committee on Intelligence, November 18, 1975

Mr. Murtagh recommends that to insure against re-
establishment of uncontrollable power within the Bureau that
Agent selection be a legislative process so that future per-
sonnel would represent the full spectrum of American society
instead of only a narrow segment as it now does.

Our current Special Agent complement is made up of a
cross section of Americans representing all walks of life,
races and creeds. All applications received are thoroughly
reviewed and treated in a like manner without regard to an
individual's station in life.

Equal opportunity is, and has been, an established
policy of the FBI. The Bureau has applied an unqualified
policy of considering each applicant for employment without
regard to race or any other discriminatory factor. Over the
years we have emphasized and reemphasized not only the need
but the desire to attract minority applicants to our ranks in
order to be representative of the American people and fulfill
our responsibilities.

In support of his allegation that the FBI practiced
institutional racism in hiring, Mr. Murtagh also attributed to
Mr. (James B.) Adams of the FBI a statement to the effect that
Murtagh's hiring of blacks for the Bureau's work force, would
have to be stopped.

Mr. Adams categorically denies having made any such
statement and the FBI's record of affirmative action in re-
cruiting black employees belies any such statement.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASEINGTON. D.C. 15135

62-116464

December 2, 1975

RE: STATEMENT OF ROBERT W. HARDY
BEFORE THE HOUSE SELECT
COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE
NOVEMBER 18, 1975

On Tuesday, November 18, 1975, Robert W. Hardy
appeared before the House Select Committee (HSC) dealing
with the subject matter of intelligence activities and
made a statement concerning his performance as an informant
for the FBI. In this statement, Mr. Hardy made certain
allegations against the FBI which are set out below with
appropriate responses.

The attached pages set out each of Mr. Hardy's
allegations which are excerpts from his testimony. Each
allegation is followed by a refutation. Except where specif-
ically noted, these responses to Hr. Hardy's allegations
are excerpted from the P31 report of Special Agent Michael M.
Rjman at Philadelphia dated November 18, 1971, entitled, "Camden
Action; Jayma Ann Abdoo; Et Al.' This report is a chronological
compilation of debriefings prepared following the daily meetings
of Hardy with the FBI Agents assigned as his contacts. The
report is attached. The refutations of Mr. Hardy's testimony
are, therefore, in the main taken from his own contemporary
reports to the FBI.

Enclosures (2)

[CCMI1TZ NmfE.-Space limitations precluded printing the
259-reige FBI rebuttal transmitted with the abO lai Drandum. It
is in the ommittee files.)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

TASXINGTON. D.C. 20

November 28, 1975

RE:- TESTIMONY OF LORI PATON BEFORE THE SELECT
COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE, NOVEMBER 18, 1975

Regarding statements before the United States House
Select Committee on Intelligence Activities (HSC) made by Lori
Paton, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) would like
to place the FBI's inquiry on Paton in proper perspective. It
is important to note that the inquiry stemmed from the FBI's
investigation of the Socialist Workers Party (SWP), the largest
Trotskyist-communist party in the United States.

Paton states she was subjected to public exposure and
suffered embarrassment and humiliation. While the FBI did, of
course, conduct an inquiry to determine Paton's identity, the
FBI did not publicize that fact. The FBI prepared no formal
report on Paton and no information on her was disseminated.
The FBI has maintained throughout the course of the civil action
instituted by Ms. Paton that it did not cause any of the alleged
notoriety and publicity following the inquiry. The United States
Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit noted in its recent
opinion, "It would appear that a factfinder could conclude from
this record that the investigation first became publicized
through the efforts of Gabrielson." Mr. Gabrielson was the
chairman of the high school's social studies department but was
not the teacher of the class for which Paton wrote her letter
to the SWP.

Paton said she felt she should have been contacted by
the Agent. This was not possible until she was identified. Once
she was identified and the purpose of her contact with the SWP
was known, there no longer existed any reason to contact her.
The reason for her contact with the SWP became known during the
investigation. It was concluded that she was not involved in
subversive activities, and her case was closed.
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Testimony of Lori Paton before the Select
Committee on Intelligence, November 18, 1975

She states she was concerned about the Government
keeping a record on her as she might some day seek Government
employment. She then filed suit to find out why she had been
investigated and to have her file destroyed. The Government
argued that her file was an accurate record of a lawful inquiry,
and thus the FBI was prohibited by Federal laws from destroying
her file. This matter is still in litigation.

Regarding Paton's attorney's request, on June 13, 1973,
a letter was directed to the Special Agent in Charge (SAC),
Newark Office, FBI, with copies to the Acting Director, FBI and
the Attorney General by Frank Askin, utilizing the letterhead
of Rutgers University, School of Law, Constitutional Litigation
Clinic, Newark, New Jersey. In this letter, Askin stated he was
making inquiry on behalf of Ms. Lori Paton and William Gabrielson,
Chairman of the Social Studies Department, Mendham High School.
He said the inquiry was prompted by a letter sent by Ms. Paton to
the Socialist Labor Party in New York, seeking information for a
school project. He also said that she and her family were
concerned over the fact that this letter could prompt an FBI
investigation. He demanded to receive an answer from the SAC,
Newark, to the following questions within five days, threatening
to take further action if a satisfactory answer was not received
by June 20, 1973.

"1. How did the FBI learn of Ms. Paton's letter to
the Socialist Labor Party?

2. Does the FBI maintain a general policy of surveil-
lance of correspondence with the Socialist Labor Party and other
minority political groups? Are all such correspondents investi-
gated? If not, why was Ms. Paton selected for investigation?

3. Under what circumstances will correspondence with
a political party inspire an FBI investigation? (Mr. Gabrielson
needs this information so he can advise students when such
correspondence might cause them to be investigated.)

- 2
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Committee on Intelligence, November 18, 1975

4. What records or notations have been made in the
Bureau's files regarding Ms. Paton, Mr. Gabrielson or any other
person connected with Mendham High School as a result of this
incident and investigation? What reports were filed in regard
to this matter and to whom were copies transmitted?'

On July 16, 1973, Mr. Askin received his response over
Mr. LaPrade's signature. It is noted Mr. LaPrade is not the
Director of the FBI, but at that time was the SAC of the Newark
Office of the FBI. The contents of that response are a part of
current litigation and further comment is inappropriate at this
time.

- 3 -
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

VASNINGTON. DC. 20$35

November 28, 1975

RE: STATEMENT OF PETER CAMEJO BEFORE
THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON
INTELLIGENCE, NOVEMBER 18, 1975

Peter CameJo, as the Presidential candidate of the
Socialist Workers Party (SWP), testified that his organization
has been victimized by FBI and Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) activities since 1945. He briefly explained the
nature of the SWP and its position on election campaigns,
advocacy of violence, and foreign influence. Numerous
references were made by Camejo and others to 30 years of
investigation of the SWP by the FBI. Since the SWP was
founded only 37 years ago in 1938, a desire to avoid discussion
of the early years of the SWP was apparent and ignored
the fact that 18 members of the SWP were convicted 32 years
ago for violations of Federal statutes dealing with conspiracy
to advocate the overthrow of the Government of the
United States and to advocate insubordination in its armed
forces.

In Dunne v. United States, 138 F 2d 137 (1943),
the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals considered statements of
the SWP on the same topics that were discussed by Camejo. Of
particular significance to the court was the Declaration of
Principles and Constitution of the SWP which was adopted at
its founding convention in Chicago from December 31, 1937, to
January 3, 1938. The 1938 Declaration of Principles sets
forth the goals of the SWP to be:

1) "The main specific task of the S.W.P. is
the mobilization of the American masses for
struggle against American capitalism, and
for its overthrow."

2) "...take control of state power through
the overthrow of the capitalist state and the
transfer of sovereignty from it to their own
Workers' State -- the Dictatorship of the
Proletariat."
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the House Select Committee on
Intelligence, November 18, 1975

3) "The Workers' State is a temporary
political instrument making possible the
transition to the class-less, socialist society."
" ...The noblest objective of the human race--
connunism, the classless socialist society--
inaugurating a new era for all of mankind, will
be realized."

4) "...The revolutionary party in this
country does not aim merely to lead the working
class of the United States in revolution, but to
unite with the workers of all other countries in the
international revolution and the establishment
of world socialism."

The current position of the SW? is contained in
evidentiary material in FBI files. Included in this material
are official SWP documents such as "The Decline of American
Capitalism; Prospects for a Socialist Revolution" which was
approved by the 26th National Convention of the SWP and
appeared in a special issue dated November 7, 1975, of the
"International Socialist Review," monthly supplement of
"The Militant, " the SWP newspaper. The 1975 Prospects for a
Socialist Revolution states, "The Marxist model for construct-
ing a revolutionary program in the imperialist epoch is the
founding document of the Fourth International, the world
party of socialist revolution, founded by Leon Trotsky in 1938."
The 1938 Declaration of Principles also includes this program.

The following is a comparison of specific portions
of Camejo's testimony with other material concerning the SWP,
most of which is from court decisions and official SWP documents:

AIMS AND PURPOSES

Camejo testified, "I think it is important that
I briefly explain exactly who we are and what we stand for."
He described the SWP as a "political party based on the working
class" or as a "workers movement" and SWP members as "Marxists"
or "internationalist."

- 2 -
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The explanation of what they stand for included, "On the
question of establishing socialism, however, we are in a
minority. Our goal is to win a majority to our point of
view." At no point in his statement did Camejo acknowledge
the SWP is a revolutionary, Trotskyist-communist organization
which has as its purpose, as stated in its Declaration of
Principles, the overthrow of the U. S. Government, the
institution of a dictatorship of the working class, and the
eventual achievement of a communist society.

In Dunne v. U. S., the court considered the
Declaration of Principles and said,

"The Declaration sets forth the program
of action to effectuate this overthrow of
the existing capitalist society and the
Government which supports it. The first
step is to build the strength of the party
ao that it can have a majority of the
exploited classes back of its leadership.
The final step is to overthrow the existing
Government by force."

The 1975 Prospects for a Socialist Revolution
states, "The world crisis of capitalism does not favor
extensive and effective long-term capitalist reform in
the United States but the development of the requsites
for a revolution."

ELECTION CAMPAIGNS

Camejo states, "We think a political party based
on the working class is needed. That is why we are offering
candidates in the 1976 elections."

The 1938 Declaration of Principles also discusses
election campaigns and says,

"While relying primarily on mass actions,
propaganda and agitation as the means for
furthering its revolutionary aim, the Party
will aluo participate in election campaigns
though at all times contending against the
fatal illusion that the masses can accomplish
their emancipation through the ballot box."

- 3 -
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Intelligence, November 18, 1975

YOMAZIGN ZtapUENCI

Camejo denies that the SWP is run by a foreign power
or Qrqanisation and states that 8W members are
*internation41ists" who "maintain a relationship of fraternal
PolidArity with the Fourth International."

The 1936 Declaration of Principles states,

"The revolutionary party in the United States
collaborates in the fullest measure with all
groups, organizations and parties in all other
countries standing on the same fundamental
program as our own; and cooperates with them
in the elaboration of a complete world
program. The S.W.P., therefore, is affiliated
with the Bureau for the Fourth International
as its section in United States."

Camejo stated, "And although we strongly disagree
with the VoQrhis Act, since it was passed in 1940 we have not
been affiliated to the Fourth International." In Dunne v. U. S.,
the court discusses an attempt to suspend and withdraw the
Declaration of Prinaiples and quotes defendant James P. Cannon
(founder and leader of the SWP until his death in 1974) as
follows: "The principal reason, I may say, was the passage
by Congress of a bill known as the Voorhis Act, which penalized
artles belonging to international organizations." The court
en oonclude4, 'Even as to the Voorhis Act, this action was

merely a subterfuge and smoke screen." Another quote from
Dunne V. U S. seems particularly appropriate when considering
he SWP'sdeial of membership in an international organiza-
tion while also following Trotsky's teaching that communism
cannot be established with lasting success as an isolated
phenomenon in one country alone. The court said,

"When they use words which may or may
not mean the forbidden thing, they intend
just one thing and that is to squirm
through the statute leaving a haxe which
they hope will make it impossible or
difficult to find any fracture by their
passage.'

- 4 -
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The Fourth International continues to be the
worldwide Trotskyist revolutionary organization and is
presently headquartered in Brussels, Belgium. Although
claiming to have withdrawn from formal affiliation in 1940,
the SWP continues to maintain a close association with the
FI and participates and votes as a "sympathizing group" in
F1 meetings.

The 1975 Prospects for a Socialist Revolution states:

"The Marxist model for constructing a
revolutionary program in the imperialist
epoch is the founding document of the
Fourth International, the world party of
socialist revolution, founded by Leon Trotsky
in 1938."

"The Socialist Workers Party is internationalist
to its core. Not only are world developments
shaping the coming struggles at home, but the
American workers' enemies are the exploiters
on a world scale. The perspective of the
Communist Manifesto--' Workers of the world,
unite'--remains our fundamental goal. While
reactionary legislation precludes formal
affiliation to the Fourth International, the
Socialist Workers Party, since its founding,
has been an integral political component of
the world party of socialist revolution."

ADVOCACY OF VIOLENCE

Camejo stated that the SWP "doesn't advocate or
engage in violent or illegal activity. The FBI has never
produced any evidence to the contrary." Mr. McClory asked
Camejo if the SWP hadn't originally advocated the overthrow
of the Government by force of violence. Camejo answered,
"Never in its history."

- 5 -
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Statement of Peter Camejo Before
the House Select Committee on
Intelligence, November 18, 1975

The 1938 Declaration of Principles states,

"The belief that in such a country as
the United States we live in a free, democratic
society in which fundamental economic change
can be effected by persuasion, by education,
by legal and purely parliamentary methods, is
an illusion."

The court in Dunne v. U. S. considered the above and
other quotes from the Declaration of Principles and concluded
that the SWP believed the "final step is to overthrow the
existing Government by force."

The SWP does not publicly espouse violence or
terrorism at the present time; however, material obtained
by the FBI does dispute Camejo's statement that, "We believe,
as Marxists have always believed, that the philosophy and
the methods of terrorism are damaging to the workers
movement"; and that "Advocacy of terrorism is incompatible
with membership in the SWP." In 1974, a minority faction
within the SWP, the Internationalist Tendency (IT), supported
the majority position of the Fourth International (FI) and
was expelled from the SWP. The IT followers were not expelled
for their support of the FI position which favors the current
use of guerrilla warfare in Latin America and elsewhere if
local conditions indicate that such violence would enhance the
revolution. Rather, they were expelled for operating in
secrecy in violation of SWP directives governing its own
operations. In fact, the majority of the SWP did not reject
violence per se but refused to support the FI position because
they felt the use of violence was then premature. Some of the
followers of the IT position have been reaccepted into the
SWP by renewing their unconditional acceptance of the leadership
bodies of the SWP.

The 1975 Prospects for a Socialist Revolution states,

"While powerful world forces are laying
powder kegs under American imperialism, only
forces inside the United. States can take power
away from tF American capitalists and disarm
them."

- 6 -
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the House Select Conwittee on
Intelligence, November 18, 1975

'To protect their struggles and gains
against murderous attacks by goons, cops, and
fascist bands, the workers will have to organize
and train their own forces and use them in the
most effective way. Starting with defense of
picket lines and the right to strike, the pro-
tection of their demonstrations or those of their
allies, and proceeding to workers defense guards,
workers militias, and the requisite arming of
the working class, the working masses will learn
from their own experiences what measures to take.
The lessons of history, incorporated into the
general strategy of the workers movement will
prove invaluable on this life-and-death question."

In addition to his statement, Camejo apparently
turned over to the Committee a list of some 225 incidents
of alleged FBI harassment which have taken place since April,
1971, when Cointelpro was discontinued. The SWP and its
youth group, the Younrl Socialist Alliance, have filed a lawsuit
against the Government.. A large number of Bureau documents
have been released to the SWP through pretrial discovery
proceedings. The bulk of these documents concerned Cointelpro
but some have included the files on individual plaintiffs.
In the lawsuit, approximately 150 "investigative incidents"
have been alleged as examples of harassment by the FBI. These
have also included such items as interviews of SWP and YSA
members, and their relatives, neighbors, associates and
employers. These allegations have been answered in the discovery
proceedings in the lawsuit and noi.e has been admitted to be,
or should properly be, interpreted as a Cointelpro action.
Since the list of 225 items has not been furnished to the FBI
and since it apparently concerns a matter in litigation, it
would be improper to make further comments at this time.

Courts which have considered the role of the
Government with regard to organizations such as the SWP have
held that investigation of them is warranted. In Dennis v.
United States, 341 U.S. 494 (1951), the court stated,

- 7 -
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"Obviously, the wurds cannot mean that before
the Government may act, it must wait until the
putsch is about to be executed, the plans have
have laid and the signal is awaited. If
Government is aware that a group aiming at its
overthrow is attempting to indoctrinate its
members and to commit them to a course whereby
they will strike when the leaders feel the
circumstances permit, action by the Government
is required. The argument that there is no need
for Government to concern itself, for Government
is strong, it possesses ample powers to put down a
rebellion, it may defeat the revolution with ease
needs no answer. For that is not the question.
Certainly an attempt to overthrow the Government
by force, even though doomed from the outset
because of inadequate numbers or powers of the
revolutionists, is a sufficient evil for Congress
to prevent. The damage which such attempts create
both physically and politically to a nation makes
it impossible to measure the validity in terms of
the probability of success, or the immediacy of a
successful attempt. In the instant case the
trial judge charged the jury that they could not
convict-unless they found that petitioners intended
to overthrow the Government 'as speedily as circum-
stances would permit.' This does not mean, and
could not properly mean, that they would not strike
until there was certainty of success. What was
meant was that the revolutionists would strike when
they thought the time was ripe. We must therefore
reject the contention that success or probability
of success is the criterion.'

The Supreme Court additionally noted that, 01f the
ingredients of the reaction are present, we cannot bind the
Government to wait until the catalyst is added." The Court
of Appeals which has considered a portion of the current SWP
lawsuit has stated, "The FBI has a right indeed a duty, to
keep itself informed with respect to the possible commission
of crime; it is not obliged to wear blinders until it may be
too late for prevention." (Socialist Workers Party, et. al.
v. Attorney General of the United State' of America, et. al.;
510 F 2d 253 (1974).)

- 8 -
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aI" of lIm "Awm

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASSINGTON. D.C. OSSIS

Novethber 28t 1975

RE: STATEMENT OF KATHY BLEDGE-LOVGREN BEFORE
THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,
NOVEMBER 18, 1975

On May 15, 1974, the PB! received a request for a
National Agency Check from the Civil Service Contidsin (CSO)
on Kathy Camille Zahraie, nee Sledge, who waS employed at
the Veterans Administration Hospital, Seattle, Washington,
on March 31, 1974.

A review of FBI files disclosed inforfdatidn con-
cerning Mrs. Zahraie'm activities £hd membership in the
Socialist Workers Party (SWP) and the Young Socialist Aliiahcd
(YSA) from 1972 to March, 1974. PSI files also dilcidhed
information that Babak Zahraie, Mrs. Eahtaie'd husband# was
also a member of the BWP and YSA. The SWP was at that time
cited on the list of organizations designated by the
Attorney General pursuant to Executive Order (EO) 104506
The YSA is the youth arm of the SWP.

EO 10450, in its preamble, states that the intdrebts
of the national security require all persons privileged to be
employed by the Government shall be reliable, trustworthy, of
good conduct and character, and of complete and unswerving
loyalty to the United States.

Section 2 of 9O 10450 requires the agency head to
maintain an effective program to insure employment or retention
of applicants and employees is clearly consistent with the
interests of the national security.
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Statement of Kathy Sledge-Lovgren Before the House
Select Committee on Intelligence, November 18, 1975

Section 8 of EO 10450 lists guidelines for
developing information which is of investigative and by
inference, adjudicative interest.

A full field investigation covering the above
standards was initiated by the FBI concerning Kathy Camille
Zahraie.

Concerning the statement furnished by Kathy
Sledge-Lovgren to the HSC on November 18, 1975, persons
interviewed during the FBI full field investigation furnished
the following information:

She was an active and participating member of
the SWP and YSA from 1972 through the time of the
investigation in 1974,

Her co-employees and supervisors were interviewed,
one at a time, and were questioned concerning her
suitability and loyalty. At no time during or since
the interviews have any of these persons complained
of having been "upset" at being "brought into the
matter."

No complaint hag been received, either written
or oral, from a Dr. Tremann or from Kathy Sledge-
Lovgren's chief supervisor concerning any "disruption,"
nor were any of her co-employees "ordered" to "come up"
and answer questions. The FBI has conducted and con-
tinues to conduct numerous investigations of various
matters coming within its investigative jurisdiction
at the United States Veterans Administration Hospital
in Seattle, Washington, and has received no complaint
concerning our investigation of Kathy Sledge-Lovgren.

The FBI contacted a total of 5 tenants in four
units of the 17-unit complex managed by her. The
persons contacted were also questioned concerning
her suitability and loyalty.

Her "best friend," could be identical with an
individual who was interviewed at an FBI office at
her suggestion and by appointment. Her former boss
in Chicago was not "called in" for an interview.-and
was not interviewed in an FBI office. Neither com-
plained of "intrusion" nor exhibited "anger" and both
furnished information concerning her.

- 2 -
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Statement of Kathy Sledge-Lovgren Before the House
Select CoMinittee on Intelligence, November 18, 1975

Persons interviewed advised that she and her husband,
Babak Zahraie, mentioned the advocacy of violent over-
throw of the Government. Her mother, Mrs. James N.
Sledge was not interviewed during the investigation.
Neither Dr. Sledge nor Mrs. Sledge have made any
complaint to the FBI, oral or written, that they were
caused embarrassment by the FBI.

Thd-FBI-Fi unaware of the family relationship
of the Sledge family.

The FBI has received no complaint, oral or written,
from Kathy Sledge-Lovgren, or from any persons con-
tacted during the course of the investigation as to
the manner in which the investigation was conducted.

-3-
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OflrCK me bE DXTQs

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. .SIS

November 28, 1975

RE: TESTIMONY OF ROBERT GEORGE SILVERMAN
BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON
INTELLIGENCE, NOVEMBER 18, 1975

Mr. Robert George Silverman, President of Peer
Enterprises, Ltd, testified on November 18, 1975, that during
the Fall of 1972, two men who identified themselves as Agents
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) contacted him
and his father at the office of Peer Enterprises, inquiring
about Bruce Bloy and one other employee. Mr. Silverman stated
that in response to his question as to the purpose of their
inquiry he was told that Bruce Bloy and this other employee
were members of a political party in which the FBI had an
interest. He also stated that as an employer, he had no interest
in the political beliefs of his employees and he felt the FBI
had no right to inquire at an individual's place of employment.
He characterized the approach of the Agents &s presumptive,
mysterious and aggressive.

Regarding statements made before this Committee by
Mr. Silverman, a review was made of files of FBI Headquarters,
Washington, D. C., and the Chicago Office of the FBI, concerning
this matter. It was determined that Robert George Silverman
was never contacted or interviewed by any Agent of the FBI
concerning Bruce Bloy Mr. Silverman was interviewed on
April 28, 1975, concerning an ongoing criminal investigation.

Records of the Chicago Office also revealed that
Bruce Bloy and another individual, both of whom were members
of the Young Socialist Alliance (YSA), youth group of the
Socialist Workers Party, were reported by a source to be employed
by Peer Enterprises, Chicago, Illinois.

Records of the Chicago Office of the FBI also contain
a memorandum dated October 30, 1972, which states that an
investigator for a committee of the U. S. House of Representatives
reported on that date that he had interviewed J. M. Silverman
(father of Robert George Silverman), Owner, Peer Enterprises,
regarding the other YSA member who was employed at that
company.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

VASSINGTON, D.C. .s

November 28, 1975

RE: TESTIMONY OF MARCUS G. RASKIN BEFORE
THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,
NOVEMBER 18, 1975

The FBI's observations concerning allegations
made by Mr. Raskin in his testimony are set forth below.

Mr. Raskin alleges the Bureau rifled the trash
and garbage thrown out each day by the Institute of Policy
Studies (IPS).

On August 23, 1972, a Special Agent of the FBI's
Washington Field Office retrieved some of the contents of
IPS trash abandoned by a trash truck at a Washington, D. C.
sanitary dump. This was the only occasion where IPS trash
was retrieved by FBI personnel.

Mr. Raskin also alleged IPS Fellows were targets of
the Boston grand jury investigation of the Pentagon Papers, an
investigation which never resulted in indictments. By letter
dated August 31, 1971, the then Assistant Attorney General
of the Department of Justice, requested the FBI conduct addi-
tional investigation of IPS pointing out a possible connection
between IPS and the unauthorized disclosure of the "McNamara
Papers," a possible violation of Title 18 of the U.S. Code,
Sections 792-98, (Espionage).

Mr. Raskin stated, it was clear that IPS Fellows
had their conversations intercepted by many warrantless
wiretaps, although it is not yet known on whom the taps were
placed. Although conversations of individuals previously
identified by the IPS as associated with the Institute have
been overheard through national security electronic surveillances
conducted by the FBI directed at other persons, a review of FBI
records of the IPS investigation fails to reveal that the IPS
organization or any known IPS Fellow was ever the subject of
electronic surveillance conducted by the FBI. The FBI has,
however, received information relating to such individuals as
a result of electronic surveillance conducted by another Federal
agency, which information did not mention the IPS.

(0)
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Testimony of Marcus G. Raskin Before the Select
Committee on Intelligence, November 18, 1975

Raskin also claimed "IPS came to the attention of the
D. C. Police and their political intelligence unit. The D. C.
Police employed the same informer used by the FBI against IPS,
and perhaps several others. Several mysterious break-ins took
place at IPS over a course of two years."

Earl Robert Merritt has publicly admitted that he is
a former informant of the FBI. Merritt was, in fact, an in-
formant of the FBI. He first contacted the Washington Field
Office of the FBI on October 1, 1971, and advised he wished
to furnish information to the FBI concerning criminal matters
and what could be termed "New Left" activities. Merritt also
advised that he was a former source of the Metropolitan Police
Department, Washington, D. C. Merritt was discontinued as
an informant of the FBI on June 1, 1972, after it became
apparent that his credibility was doubtful. At no time was he
directed to perform any criminal act by Agents of the FBI,
and, in fact, was advised to the contrary. The FBI neither
conducted-nor directed any break-ins against IPS.



APPENDIX IV.-MATERIALS RELATING TO SOCIALIST
WORKERS PARTY V. ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA

G6flCR OF TUS DIECTON

*UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASEINGTON. D.C. 19$35

November 28, 1975

RE: BASIS FOR INVESTIGATION
OF THE SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY
AND THE YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE

During the HSC hearings concerning FBI surveillance
activities, November 18, 1975, it was requested that the FBI
submit for inclusion in the transcript of the proceedings at
line 4, page 4247, documents showing the basis for the investi-
gation of the Socialist Workers Party and the Young Socialist
Alliance.

Attached are documents responsive to that request.

Enclosures (4)

[C02WTITM tE.--he attaiiftnts submitted with the follcwinq
affidavit are explanatory in nature and are in the.gTrittee files.]

t i
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, lii.:NN I TI IrIr OF. N

SOCIALIST WORKEIMS PARTY, at al.,))
Plaintiffs, )

V. 'v, )
)

ATORNSY GEh .RAL OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, et al.,

Defendants.

3 CIV. 3160 (TPG)
AFFIDAVIT

AFFIDAVIT

Hugh Mallet, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. 1 an employed as a Special Agent of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Washington, D. C.

I am assiLned to a supervisory position with the FBI at

Headquarters and am familiar with the Socialist Workers

Party (SP) and Young Socialist Alliance (YSA).

2. The continuing investigation of the SVP and

of its youth arm, YSA, is conducted to determine whether

8WP, YSA and their members are violating any Federal

statutes, including Title 18, U. S. Code, 2383 (Rebellion

or Insurrection), 2384 (Seditious Conspiracy), 2385

(Advocating Overthrow of the Government), 2386 (Voorhis

Act), or Title 50, U."S. Code, 781-798 (Internal Security

Act of 1950), as well as to obtain security Intelligence

information.

Information concerning the activities of SVP

and YSA has been received by the FBI from numerous sources,

Including informants of the FBI, who have been in attendance

at SWP and YSA meetings, conferences and national conventions

both early in SWP and YSA history and continuing to the

present time. In summary, this Information is: The SWP

ail YSA are revolutionary Trotskyist-communist organizations

whi :h have as their purpose the overthrow of the United States

Government, the institution of a dictatorship of the working

class and the eventual achievement of a communist society.
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* 1rP was founded In the United States In 1938 as the

American section of the worldwide Trotskyist-communist

revolutionary organization named the Fourth International

(Fr), which is headquartered in Europe. The F1 was founded

in 1938 in Europe and embodies the ideology of Leon Trotsky

concerning the application of Uarxism and the need for

continuing revolution in the world to achieve communism.

In 1940, SWP withdrew its formal affiliation with

the F1 to escape application of the Voorhis Act, which

regulates certain types of organizations subject to foreign

control. Since 1940, however, SWP has conducted a close

association with the F! (a majority of which endorses and

supports the current use of violcnce) and E:4P rarticip.t.s

and votes as a .,.:..t.zin group" in FI neotin~s. See

MWP Internal Information Bulletin, dated April, 1974, and,

International Internal Discussion Bulletin, dated April,

1974, annexed hereto.

While the SWP and YSA are not known by the FBI

to publicly advocate the use of violence at the present

time, these organizations maintain that eventual violent

revolution is inevitable. S1P and YSA seek to precipitate

revolution when conditions are perceived by then to be ripe,

and seek to seine control of and direct the revolution when

it occurs. Specifically, SIP and YSA are not known by

the FBI to have rejected the use of violent and illegal

means to achieve their purposes. rather, information

received by tha FBI indicates that SIP and YSA would use

violent and illegal means to achieve their purposes if such

moans were considered by SWP and YSA as being expedient.

An important :nnority faction within the SWP intends to

take all necessary steps to effectively implement FI

decisions. See SWP Internal Information Bulletin annexed

hereto.
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Regarding the Dolshovik party on which SWP is

m modeled, it is noted that Lenin described the task of that

.party as: '"o place upon the order of the day armed

insurrection in Petersburg and Moscow, conquest of power,

c..;..overthrov of the governmeLt .... " (Quoted from "The Russinn

corRqvolution," by Leon Trotsky, Doubleday Anchor Books, at

page 266.)

SIP has stated that It is based on the doctrines

of Varx, Engels, Lenin and Trotsky. Karl Marx wrote in

the Communist !anifesto tha. "The Communists disdain to

conceal their views and aims. They openly declare that

their ends can be attained only by the forcible overthrow

of all existing social conditions."

Leon Trotsky, whose doctrines guide the SWP and

YSA, has written concerning means to be used in the

revolution. Trotsky said, "the revolution does require

of the revolutionary class that it should attain its end

by all methods at its disposal - if necessary, by an armed

rising: if required, by terrorism." (Quoted from

"Communism: Basic Writings," edited by Anne Fremantle,

a'Mentor Book, at page 252.)

More recently, SWP leaders have commented

concerning revolution and the role of their party. The

SIP National Committee in March, 1971, adopted a report

concerning the building of the Socialist Workers Party which

stated that "It must be a mass revolutionary socialist

combat party on the Leninist model...." (Quoted from "A

Revolutionary Strategy for the 70s, Documcnts of the

Socialist Workers Party," Pathfinder Press, 1972, at

page 92.) George Novak, an SWP theoretician, stated with

respect to the "coming American revolution" that "it can

be anticipated that the direct struggle for power between
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tho armed camps will be exceedingly ferocious, hard-fought

and protracted. It will require extraordinary efforts,

tenacity and discipline to dislodge and dispossess the

monopolist matters of America." (Quoted from "Democracy

and Revolution," by George Novak, Pathfinder Press, 1971,

at page 271.)

The SWP newspaper "The Militant," in its issue

of May 17, 1974, on page 25, includes an article by an

SIP member which states that "The only model of a

successful strategy for socialist revolution was that

of the Russian Bolsheviks in 1917."

- James P. Cannon, longtime leader of SWP who

was named as a plaintiff in this case, has stated that

"It is the opinion of all tarxists that It (social

transformation) will be accompanied by violence." (Quoted

from "Socialism on Trial," by James P. Cannon, Pathfinder

Press, 5th Edition, 1973, at page 135.)- With reference to

this very lawsuit, Cannon subsequently stated 'Ile

exploit the cracks and crevices in the bourgeois-democratic

system without paying the slightest respect to it."

(Quoted from the SWP newspaper "The Militant," issue

dated January 25,-1974, at page 7.)

It may also be noted on February 20, 1974,

Kevin T. Maroney, Deputy Assistant Attorney General,

Criminal Division, Department of Justice, appeared before

the Committee on Internal Security, H6use of Representatives,

and testified concerning the domestic intelligence gathering

function of the FBI. A copy of Mr. Iaroney's statement Is

attached hereto.

HUGH IUL'LJT
Special AjIcnt
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Subscribed and Sworn to before me this day of

December, 1074.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

-------------------- x

SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

-against-

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, et al.,

Defendants.

----------------------------------- x

73 Civ. 3160 (TPG)

SUPPLEMENTAL REPLY MEMORANDUM

I.

The FBI has now made its third attempt to come for-

ward with e identiary materials to support its contention

that SWP and YSA advocate overthrow of the government by

unlawful means. None of the materials submitted come close

to providing a substantial basis for this contention as re-

quired by Gibson v. Florida Legal Investigation Comm., 372

U.S. 539 (1963), and similar cases.

On the other hand, the affidavit of Barry Sheppard,

and the supplenstary affidavit of Richard Finkel, submitted

herewith, together with exhibits, provide clear and specific
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proof that the plaintiff organizations use and advocate only

lawful means to promote socialism, and that they oppose and

denounce unlawful methods. Sheppard Aff. p. 2 , Finkel Supp.

Aff., p.2-3.

The most recent Mallet affidavit contains numerous

charges, innuendoes, conclusions and allegations, but not a

single substantial piece of evidence that plaintiffs advocate

violence or other unlawful means. And there is not even an

innuendo that'any member of either plaintiff organization has

ever actually engaged in mildly illegal activity, to say

nothing of riots, bombings or other violence.

_j/ In addition to the materials submitted by plaintiffs here-
with, the materials submitted by the FBI refute the contention
that YSA favors unlawful activities. Thus, a resolution con-
tained in "Young Socialist Strategy for 72," submitted with the
Supplentary Affidavit of Hugh Mallet on December 9, 1974, states
at p. 42:

"The YSA rejects the concept of large-

scale civil disobedience as a strategy
for the antiwar movement."

In a report contained in the same book, p. 46, concerning an
antiwar demonstration at the Pentagon in 1967:

"We, along with others, had to consist-
ently fight to keep the demonstration
from becoming entirely a civil disobed-
ience, confrontationist action."

-2-
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Mr. Mallet's discussion of violence begins on page

2 of his supplemental affidavit. He opens with an admission

that plaintiffs do not "publicly" advocate the use of vio-

lence, Id. (emphasis by Mr. Mallet). The emphasis on "pub-

licly" is obviously designed to imply that plaintiffs privately

advocate violence. Necessarily satisfied with this innuendo,

Mr. Mallet does not directly assert that plaintiffs privately

advocate violence which - as the FBI well knows after decades

of surveillance - they do not. Mr. Mallet can only assert,

without support, that plaintiffs "maintain that eventual vio-

lent revolution is inevitable." Id. Even if this assertion

were supported and true it would not indicate that plaintiffs

advocate violent revolution, which they do not.

Next Mr. Mallet asserts that "SWP and YSA are not

known by the FBI to have rejected the use of violent and

illegal means." Id. pp. 2-3. This lack of knowledge estab-

lishes nothing.

However, we are told, undescribed "information" re-

ceived by the FBI "indicates" that the plaintiff organizations

"would" use illegal means "if" such means were considered ex-

pedient. This statement is so unsubstantiated, insubstantial,

contingent and Vague as to be entitled to no weight whatever.

-3-
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Next Mr. Mallet attempts to impute to plaintiffs

a position of the Fourth International "favoring the current

use of guerilla warfare and armed struggle to achieve revolu-

tion in Latin America and elsewhere." Id., p. 3. We do not

see what solace the FBI can find in this, even assuming that

plaintiffs favor the quoted position, which they do not.

Americans' sympathy with such struggles, for example in the

Spanish Civil War, has never been thought to indicate an in-

tent to overthrow the United States government by force.

Mr. Mallet next quotes a 1940 resolution referring

to SWP as a "combat organization," referring to the Bolshevik

Party, and referring to doctrines embodied in the principal

works of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Trotsky. Id., p. 4. As

evidenced by the 34 peaceful years intervening between the

quoted resolution and today, the term "combat organization"

does not denote violence any more than the terms "fight" or

"struggle" which are often used in connection with civil

rights, labor and other legitimate social movements. The same

goes for the similar, more recent phraseology on page 4 of the

affidavit, including the reference to "armed camps" by George

Novak. The Novak statement, moreover, even if imputable tc-"

plaintiffs, advocates nothing, but merely expresses an opinion

-4-
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in the nature of a forecast in the course of a published

book. This is equally true of James P. Cannon's statement

that "it is the opinion of all Marxists that [social trans-

formation] will be accompanied by violence." Mallet Supp.

Aff., p. 5.

As for Marx (circa 1850), and Engels, Lenin and

Trotsky (who died in 1940), it is true that plaintiffs' or-

ganizations are generally based on principles developed by

these influential figures. But selected phrases from their

writings, quoted out of context, provide no basis for imput-

ing to plaintiffs any unlawful intentions br advocacy con-

cerning the United States government. It borders on the

preposterous for the FBI to attempt to justify its actions

by quotations from these works.

We add that Mr. Mallet can hardly be viewed as a

disinterested, objective witness, in view of the FBI's hos-

tile policy of using its information and power to discredit

and disrupt the plaintiff organizations.

In sum, despite decades of surveillance and despite

three successive submissions of purported proof from its files

on this motion, the FBI has been unable to come up with a

single substantial piece of evidence to refute plaintiffs'

-5-
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position that they are engaged in and advocate only purely

legitimate political activity. This is because no sc-h evi-

dence exists. There is therefore no constitutionally ade-

quate basis for any monitoring of the YSA convention, let

alone for compiling an attendance list.

II.

At the hearing on December 9, 1974, the court ex-

pressed interest in whether the civil service challenges re-

ferred to in plaintiffs' moving papers resulted in any onus,

burden or stigma on the challenged employees.

At least two of the individuals referred to by

-plaintiffs were dismissed because of their affiliations,

namely Duncan Gordon and Kenneth Ward Evenhuis. This fact

appears in the decision and appellate records in Gordon v.

Blount, 336 F.Supp. 1271 (D.D.C. 1971), aff'd. 475 F.2d 418

(D.C.Cir.1973), cert. den. 414 U.S. 879 (1973). See 336 F.

Supp. at 1272 (Gordon) and 1273 (Evenhuis). Technically,

_2/ The FBI could not begin to obtain a search warrant based
on this insubstantial submission. Compare Spinelli v. United
States, 393 U.S. 410 (1969), holding invalid a search warrant
based on ambiguous FBI investigative reports including conclu-
sory statements attributed to informants.

-6-
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the CSC dismissed Gordon and Evenhuis on the ground that

they lied when, despite association with SWP and YSA, they

stated that they did not belong to subversive organizations.

I0. Both individuals were eventually ordered reinstated but

only after assuming the burden of protracted litigation. Id.

As appears in the letter of the Civil Service

Commission, Exhibit "A" of the original affidavit of Richard

Finkel, affiliation with the plaintiff organizations always

results in more than mere cordial correspondence from CSC.

At a minimum, the hapless employeasare required to answer

searching, extensive interrogatories concerning their polit-

ical activity and beliefs. See, e.g., Id., pp. 4a-8a, 12a-

16a. Failure to answer is grounds for dismissal, Id., p. la-

2a. The CSC correspondence and interrogatories are phrased

in accusatorial, intimidating tones. They are always burden-

some and intrusive. Often, as with the similar queries in

Schneider v. Smith, 390 U.S. 17 (1968), these compulsory in-

terrogatories "pass the outermost bounds of reason." 390 U.S.

at 27 (concurring opinion). See, for example, Finkel Aff.,

Ex. A, pp. 4a-8a (interrogatories to Norma Jean Lodico).

-7-
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We emphasize that reporting to CSC and other govern-

ment agencies is only one of the ways in which the FBI has

historically harmed people who associate with plaintiffs.

See plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support, p. 7.

CONCLUSION

The motion should be granted for the reasons stated

above and in plaintiffs' previous memoranda.

Dated: New York, New York
December 12, 1974

Respectfully submitted,

Leonard B. Boudin
,Herbert Jordan

RABINOWITZ, BOUDIN & STANDARD
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

30 East 42nd Street
New York, New York 10017
(212) OXford 7-8640

On the Brief:
Herbert Jordan

9
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KZIXTEU STATES DI~Srxci,.i ""~
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

-------------------------------- x

SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY, et al.,,

Plaintiffs,
AFFIDAVIT

- against -
73 CIV. 3160 (TPG)

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, et al.,

Defendants.

-------------------------------x

STATE OF NEW YORK )
) uS.:

COUNTY OF NEW YORK )

BARRY SHEPPARD, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

I am National Organi.zation Secretary of the Social-

ist Workers Party. I am familiar with the history, poli-

cies, programs and activities of the party.

According to SWP records, a "Declaration of

'Principles" was adopted at the founding convention ib 1938.

The Declaration of Principles was withdrawn on December. 21,

1940, by a vote of a national convention of the SWP, held

in New York City.

Since that dato there has been no Declaration

of Principles. The only permanent statement of the SWP's

purposes and program is found in Article II of the SWP

constitution, copy annexed as Exhibit "A." Article II

states;
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"The purpose of the Party shall be
to educate and organize the working
class for the abolition of capital--.
ism and the establishment of a Work-
ers Government to achieve socialism."

The specific methods used by the SWP to educate

and organize are electioneering, distribution of literature,

public, speaking and other legal activities.

The SWP does not engage in or advocate violence

or any other illegal activity. The views of the SWP are

reflected in a statement issued on November 22, 1963, by

Farrell Dobbs, then National Secretary of the SWP as follows:

"The Socialist Workers Party condemns
the brutal assassination of President
Kennedy as an inhuman, anti-social and
criminal act. We extend our deepest
sympathy to Mrs. Kennedy and the child-
ren in their personal grief.

"The act springs from the atmosphere
created by the inflammatory agitation
and deeds of the racists and ultra-
conservative forces. Political ter-
rorism, like suppression of political
freedom, violates the democratic rights
of all Americans and can only strength-
en the forces of reaction. Political
differences within our society must be
settled in an orderly manner by majority
decision after free and open public de-
bate in which all points of view are
heard."

Printed in The Militant, December 2, 1963, p.1, copy annex-

ed as Exhibit "B." The SWP.continues to adhere to the

above views. The views of thj SWP on this subject are

further reflected in a pamphlet entitled "Marxism versus

Neo-Anarchi-et Terrorism," by George Novak, copy annexed
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as Exhibit "C," and in an article at pages 12-13 of the

April 5, 1974 issue of The Militant, copy annexed as

Exhibit "D."

A copy of the SWP's 1972 election platform is an-

nexed as Exhibit "E."

The policies and facts outlined above are in no

way altered or contravened by anything that may appear in

the writings of such' revolutionary figures as Marx, Lenin,'

Trotsky, Samuel Adams, Patrick Henry, Frederick Douglass,

Eugene V. Debs and others.

BARRY SHEPPARD

Sworn to before me this

12th day of December, 1974."
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

---------------------------- x

SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

- against -"

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, et al.,

Defendants.

SUPPLEMENTARY

AFFIDAVIT

73 CIV. 3160 (TPG)

----------------------------- x

STATE OF NEW YORK s
)"ss.:

COUNTY OF NE1 YORK )

RICHARD FINKEL, being duly sworn, deposes and

says:

This statement supplements my affidavit dated

October 24, 1974.

A recent statement of the means by which YSA

seeks to attain its purpose is contained in the "Draft

Political Resolution," dated November 1974, annexed as

Exhibit "A."

I participated in drafting the resolution, along

with other officers and members of YSA. The resolution

was adopted and approved by the National Executive Commit-

tee. It will be presented to the 14th National Convention

in St. Louis for consideration. Past experience indicates

that it will probably be adopIted by the convention in sub-

stantially its present form.
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The 1976 Socialist Workers election campaign is

discussed beginning at page 26.

Other activities are described throughout the

resolution.. They include organizing educational forms

and picket lines to protest the racist government in South

" Africa (p.6); exchanging speakers, publications and docu-

* ments with socialist youth organizations elsewhere in the

world (p.7)r organizing a student meeting to hear union

leaders explain issues in the municipal worker's strike in

San Francisco (p.10); getting out the truth about the

miner's strike (p.10); helping organize a Freedom March

-to protest racist resistance to the federal busing order

in Boston (p.12); selling The Militant and Young Socialist

.newspapers (p.13); campus forums, talks, classes and dis-

cussions (p.13); participating in boycott committees to

support farm workers (p.15); promoting the liberation of

women through sales of socialist press, distribution of

literature and campus forums on feminism and Marxism (p.18);

campus forums, speak-outs, rallies, picket lines, sales of

press, classes on Marxist ideas, and student government

campaigns (pp.20-21).

YSA does not advocate or use violence or any

other unlawful method in connection with the above acti-

vities or in any other connection. On the contrary, YSA

opposes such methods. For example, at the 1970 YSA con-'

vention, held in New York City, a political resolution
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was adoptd_.containing the following statement:

"Terrorism

"Several tiny terrorist groups exist
in the U.S., composed of individuals who
have completely rejected the perspective
of winning masses of people to the struggle
for social change. As Marxists have pointed
out for over a century, isolated acts of vi-
olence carried out by a small, self-appointed
elite "vanguard," represent a complete retreat
from the mass independent struggles that are
needed to actually make a revolution.

"Although the terrorist groups in the
U.So, today are small and have little politi-
cal influence in the studefit movement, their
actions are widely publicized and can both
disorient the movement and provide the ruling,
class with a tool for discrediting and attack-
ing it. It is important for us to continue to
counterpose a revolutionary socialist mass
action perspective to terrorism and to help
educate the mass movements against terrorism."

Copy annexed as Exhibit "B." YSA's views have not changed.

I have studied the supplemental affidavit of

Hugh Mallet, served on December 11, 1974. Insofar as its

allegations concerning the activities and purposes of YSA

are contrary to the statements in this and my previous

affidavit, the allegations are erroneous.

sf
RICHARD FINKEL

Sworn to before v-i this

12th day of Decciber, 1974.





APPENDIX V.-POLITICAL RIGHTS DEFENSE FUND RE-
PORT RELATING TO THE FBI'S INVESTIGATION OF THE
SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY AND THE YOUNG SOCIAL-
IST ALLIANCE

Poliical RightsOX6vOE Defense R
OX649gCOOPER STATION NEW YORK.N.Y. 10003 212/19-270

For more information call
Cathy Perkus 212/691-3270
or 202/783-2391

November 18, 1975

ADVISORY BOARO
ROBERT ALLEN
PHILIP BERRIGAN
NOAM CHOMSKY
RONALD DELLUMS
ROBERT HEILBRONER
DIANA BONNOR LEWIS
EUGENE McCARTHY
GEORGE NOVACK
EDITH TIGER
NATIONAL SECRETARY
5YO STAPLETON
NATIONAL STAFF
OVE ASPONV
CATHERINE PERKUS
SHERRY SMITH
ISPONSORS ON REVERSE I

A partial list of post-April 1971 incidents of FBI

Cointelpro-style harassment of the Socialist Workers

party and the Young Socialist Alliance

and post-April 1968 bur&laries and break-ins at

offices of the SWP and YSA and homes of members

(This list of 229 inpidents of post-1971 harassment is
part of the evidence in the civil suit filed by the SWP
and YSA against the FBI, CIA, and other federal agencies
to stop unconstitutional harassment of political activists.)

A. Post-April 1971 Cointelpro-style incidents in
which FBI agents told employers, landlords, parents,
associates, and businesses that individuals are associated
with the SWP or YSA (and sometimes called the SWP, YSA,
or members "subversive," "violent," or "dangerous")

B. Post-April 1971 Cointelpro-style
which FBI agents interviewed or contacted
sometimes called the SWP, YSA, or members
"violent," or "dangerous")

incidents in
members (and
"subversive,,,

C. Post-April 1971 Cointelpro-style incidents in
which people were discharged from federal employment or
harassed by the Civil Service Commission because they
belong to or support the SWP or YSA

D. Post-April 1971 Cointelpro-style use of
informers in the SWP or YSA, confirmed by the FBI or
admitted by ex-informers

And,

E. Post-April 1971 incidents of FBI "pretext phone
calls" made by agents to members of the SWP and YSA and
to families and friends of members

F. Post-April 1968 political burglaries and
break-ins at offices of the SWP and YSA and homes of
members

G. Post-April 1971 incidents in which servicemen
were discharged with less than honorable discharges by the
U.S. Army because they supported the SWP or YSA and in which
Selective Service registrants were declared unfit for
service because they belonged to or supported the SWP or YSA

(1171)
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A. Post-April 1971 Cointelpro-atyle incidents in
which FBI agents told employers, landlords, parents, associates,
and businesses that individuals are associated with the SWP or
YSA (and sometimes called the SWP, YSA, or members "subversive,"
"violent," or "dangerous")

1. In the fall of 1972, in Farmington, Michigan, two
FBI agents visited Gail Altenburg's parents and questioned them
about her whereabouts.

2. In March 1973, in Burbank, California, FBI agents
visited Catherine Anderson's apartment building, 441 Pass Avenue,
and quesEioned trie owner about her. They said their investigation
"involved the security of the United States."

3. In September 1971, in Albany, New York, FBI agents
questioned Richard Ariza's former landlord about him. Agents also
questioned tMe new Occupants of his old apartment about him. A
personal friend of Ariza's was visited by two FBI agents and
questioned about him. Ariza called the FBI office to protest these
inquiries, whereupon he was summoned to the federal building and
interrogated about his association with the YSA. The FBI agents
questioned him about each of the members of the YSA in Albany and
about Ruben Montare, a member in New Jersey. They questioned him
-about Tfi7YSA's political positionar.°

4. In the fall of 1972, in Denver, Colorado, two FBI
agents visited Dennis Atkins's employer, Concentrate4 Employment
Program, and asketo speak to him. They characterized the SWP as
advocating violent overthrow of the U.S. government. They asked
Atkins to help them compile a list of SWP members and supporters
in the Denver area and to work for them as an informer.

5. On May 23 1973, in Boulder, Colorado, two FBI
agents (one named Smith5 visited Robert Capistrano's apartment
and asked him questions about the whereabouts-of S Ball.

6. In May of 1971, in San Francisco, California, Jeff
Berchenko was denied an apartment because "FBI had warned lainord
of dangeFs of the SWP"

7. On August 8, 1973, in Flint, Michigan, an FBI agent
visited the home of Ollie Bivens and interrogated him about the
YSA and his political- iviy.His parents were upset and have
since attempted to get him to quit the YSA.

8. In the winter of 1973, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
an FBI agent telephoned the employer of the mother of Debs Bleicher.
He asked to speak to Bleicher's mother and questioned her AU
her son's activity. Later, Special Agent Charles Warner called
Bleicher at home and questioned him about the YSA and SWP. Agent
Warner asked Bleicher for names and addresses of other members
and asked him to collaborate with the FBI.
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9. In spring 1971, in Houston, 'Texas, FBI agents
visited Mrs. Dever, the owner of the apartment at 3914 Dallas
Street, and questioned her about David Bliss, a tenant.

10. In October 1972, in Chicago, Illinois, FBI agents
on two occasions visited the employer of Bruce Bloy, informed
him of Bloy's membership in the SWP, triedTo-ge-Him fired, and
said the SWP was on the attorney general's list of subversive
organizations.

11. On Jan. 24, 1975, in New York City, FBI agents
visited the landlady and neighbors of Lee Smith and questioned
them about Debby Bustin, a friend of S-IhT-.

12. In November 1972, in San Diego, California, FBI
agents visited Bonnie Cady's former employer, Ets-Hopkins &
Galvin Corp. and asked questions about her.

13. In July 1972, in Los Angeles, California, FBI agents
visited neighbors on both sides of the home of Anne Chase's family.
The agents told the neighbors that their investT'jion had
to do with subversives and might involve a morals charge. Later,
Chase's father approached persons whom he felt were following him.
They revealed that they were FBI agents and told him that Chase
was a "stooge" of the SWP and was being "forced" by the SWP to
typeset campaign materials in his (the father's) office.

14. In February 1973, in San Diego, California, FBI
Special Agent Ryans visited Jo-Ann Della Giustina's landlord and
asked her questions about DeII Tauis and about Lori Adolewski.
On May 30, 1973, Ryans returned and asked the landlo-aMs daughter
if Della Giustina and Adolewski still lived there. Agent Ryans
returned again a few days later and questioned the landlady. In
June 1973, an FBI agent telephoned the landlady and told her
Della Giustina was a communist.

At the same time, Della Giustina was fired from her Job
as a secretary, Also at this time, an FBI informer, John Hollowell,
was operating within the San Diego SWP.

15. On April 2, 1975, in Chicago, FBI agents visited the
apartment building of Antonio DeLeon and told the janitor that
DeLeon "is an unfit tenant."

16. On May 16, 1973, in Denver, an FBI agent telephoned
Anne Durrance, new landlord of the building where Dan DeWitt and
two other YSA members lived. They questioned her about'DVitt's
personal and political activity, said he was in the SWP, and said
that the FBI considered him capable of "violent political activity."

17. In summer 1971, in Ann Arbor, Michigan, FBI agent(s)
visited Maceo Dixon's parole officer in the 22nd Judicial Circuit
of Michigan and-questioned him about Dixon's SWP political
activities.
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18. In September 1972, in Detroit, FBI agents visited
George Bachert, landlord of building at 120 Seward, and showed
him pictures of several tenants, all of them SWP supporters.
The agents characterized Maceo Dixon, a tenant and then a
candidate for election tothU .S.ouse of Representatives, as
a "dangerous person." "

19. In January 1973, in Columbus, Ohio, two FBI agents
(one named Robert Mohler) visited Daryl Drobnic's parents and
asked them questions about Drobnic er on thYe same day, they
returned and questioned Drobnic about his politics and personal
life.

20. In April or May 1973, in Philadelphia, two FBI agents
visited the former apartment of Ed Fruit, and interrogated his
roommate, Barry Meister, about F it.

21. During 1973, in Danvers, Massachusetts, FBI agents
visited many people employed by the St. Johns Preparatory School
where Craig Gannon's father was headmaster. The agents asked
questions a_ ouCraig Gannon who had graduated from the school.

22. In December'1972, in Detroit, FBI agents interrogated
Lisa Gleischer about her association with the YSA. They also
intrrogated her parents' neighbors about her.

23. In 1973, in Oakland, California, FBI agents visited
the manager of the apartment building at 3302 Telegraph Avenue
and questioned her about -er tenants, Alan Grady and Linda Somes.

24. In June 1975, in Atlanta, FBI agents questioned
EliJah Green's landlord about him.

25. In summer 1972, in Vietnam, agents of the U.S. Army
Criminal Investigation Division, interrogated Gary Guy's sister,
an army nurse, about her brother. They characterized Guy as-a
"registered socialist" and questioned her about her private
correspondence with him.

26. In February 1973, in Denver, FBI agents visited the
manager of Gary Ga's apartment at 1518 St. Paul Street and
questioned a out Guy.

27. On Feb. 23, 1974, in Detroit, federal agents visited
Craig Hagonovich's place of employment, the Fenkell Post Office,
id estioned his supervisor, Mr. Pegram, about Haponovich.

28. On May 24, 1973, in Denver, two FBI agents visited
Marilyn Rashkind's apartment and questioned her about Marie Head.

2§. In late October 1973, in San Francisco, an F I
agent visited the family home of Vaughn Hocikyan and tried to
interrogate his grandmother, saying he-wIasinvestigating a robbery.
The agent returned later and questioned Hocikyan's mother about
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her son's daily stops at the Soviet Consulate. Hocikyan's mother
told the FBI agent that Vaughn delivers The New York Times there.
Not satisfied, the agent spoke directly to Hocikyan and insisted
on getting a statement in person from Hocikyan about his delivery
route. Hocikyan refused to bring in a statement after explaining
his job on the phone to the agent. After that, the FBI agent
contacted Hocikyan' s employer and questioned him about Hocikyan.

30. On two occasions in May 1971, in Utica, New York,
two FBI agents visited Stephen Home -and interrogated him about
Steve Wattenmaker and Kathleen FiEerald, Home's wife. The
agents asked Horne to U6Tn--' YSA and become an informer for the
FBI.

31. In summer 1971, in Kansas City, FBI agents visited
the construction jobsite where Johnnie L. Combs was employed as
an electrician and interrogated him about John Isenhower, his
roommate. Later, Isenhower called the FBI o-- ce in Kansas City
and complained about the incident. The agent promised Isenhower
he would be "rewarded" if he cooperated with the FBI.

32. In December 1972, in New York City, FBI personnel
visited the landlord of Elizabeth Jayko, Judy Kleinburg, and Nancy
Rosenstock, at 225 East 28th Stree and questioned him about hem.

33. In winter 1973, in St. Louis, FBI personnel visited
Elizabeth Jayko's employer. After this visit the employer told
Jayko s fe wworkers to avoid her. Jayko was soon dismissed.

34. In fall 1973, in New York City, FBI agents visited
Linda Jenness's landlord, Bernard Lipschutz, at 237 East 5th Street.
They tolrhi that in 1972 Jenness had run for president of the
U.S. on the SWP ticket. They gave Lipschutz the impression that
Jenness's activity was illegal and that he did not hava to rent
to "people like her."

35. Through 1971, in Chillirotne, Ohio, FBI agents
visited Joseph P. Kear's father at 978 Simon Lane and questioned
him about Kear.

36. In January 1973, in Oakland, Califomia, FBI personnel
visited Joseph P. Kear's aunt and uncle at Fruit Hill Drive and
qtmastione-d tem-about-ear.

37. In May 1971, in Oakland, California, FBI personnel
visited Jim Kendrick's apartment at 456 Rich Street and questioned
the babysTter about Kendrick's wife's political beliefs and
activity.

38. In October 1972, in Douglasville, Georgia, FBI agents
visited Barbara Kiene's employer, the Hartford Insurance Group, and
left a message for Kiene to call Special Agent Charlie Fullam at
the FBI office. Kiene called Fullam. He questi-lied her extensively
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about the YSA, its activities and its members. They FBI also
visited her parents and told them that Kiene's YSA activities
were a "threat to the U.S. government." Her parents ordered her
to quit the YSA and forbade her from visiting the Atlanta offices
of the SWP and YSA. She resigned from the YSA in November 1972.
In December 1972 Special Agent Fullam called Kiene at her new
apartment and asked her again for information about YSA members
and for YSA literature.

39. On Feb. l, 1973, in Detroit, two FBI agents (one
named Bill Jones) visited San& Knowles's apartment and questioned
her roommate, Steve Beren, a uther.

40. In June 1973, in Mt. Vernon, New York, FBI personnel
visited neighbors of Marc Lichtman's father and questioned them
about Lichtman. In the same month, an FBI agent called a neighbor
of Marc Lichtman's mother and questioned her about Lichtman.

41. In April 1975, an FBI agent visited Jack Lieberman's
apartment building and questioned the elevator operaor about
"the real tall, really revolutionary guy" (Lieberman).

42. In 1971, in Lynn, Massachusetts, FBI personnel
visited Stanley Lipman's employer, Murphy Plumbing Co., and asked
if they knew they 7da communist working for them, naming Lipman.
The agent then questioned the employer about Lipman.

43. In July 1973, in San Diego, FBI agents told Vinnie
Lono's employer of Longo's membership in the SWP and said-1gr
theiemployer should fire Longo. Employer said that he would
no longer hire members of the SWP as a result of that visit.

44. In spring 1975, in New York City, FBI personnel
questioned the superintendent of Wendy Lyons's apartment building
about Lyons.

-45. In 1972,in Oakland, California, FBI personnel visited
the office of N Mackler's landlord, Ansil Realtyat 4432
Piedmont Avenue.They asked questions about the politics and life
style of Mackler and her roommates, all YSA members. The agents
told the landlord that Mackler and her roommates were subversives.

46. In June 1971, in Denver, two FBI agents (one named
Clapp) visited John Maley's employer and asked questions about
Maley. Later the-yvisited Maley and questioned him about his
political activity.

47. In summer 1973, in Morristown, N3w Jersey, FBI
Special Agent Devlin visited Deborah Meldrin's home and questioned
a friend about Meldrin and her husband Howard Meldrin. Agent Devlin
left his number for the Meldrins to ca.T DeorahHWeTdrin called
the number and Agent Devlin questioned her about her political
activity and that of her husband.
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48. In March 1974, in Morristown, New Jersey, two FBI
agents (one named Koslap) approached a security guard at the
bank where Deborah Meldrin works and questioned him about her.

49. On Mar. 12, 1974, in Morristown, New Jersey, two
FBI agents (one named Koslap) visited Deborah Meldrin at home.
They asked her for a photograph of her estranged husband, Howard,
and questioned her about his activities in New York City wire
he lived. The agents told her-that they had found out much about
her past and were keeping her and Howard under surveillance.

50. In late 1972, in Hughson, California, two FBI agents
visited a former employer of Ross G. Nicholas and asked questions
about Nicholas. Two FBI agents sTted Nicholas's wife and
questioned her about Nicholas. Two FBI agents visited Nicholas
and questioned him extensively about the YSA, SWPO members of
both groups, and Nicholas's own activity. The agents told Nicholas
that The SW was on the attorney general's list of subversive
organizations and that consequently Nicholas's name was on a
government subversive list. They told him that the SWP was
controlled from a foreign country. They showed Nicholas a large
file and told him that it was his FBI dossier.

51. In August 1973, in Chicago, an FBI agent told
Sandy O'Neil's landlady that O'Neil was "in a dangerous group."

52. In fall 1972, in San Rafael, California, FBI agents
visited Ron Pae's employer, Programming Products, Inc., and
asked qustons about Payne.

53. In May 1973, in Cincinnati, FBI personnel visited
the security officer of Walnut Hills High School and asked who
had arranged a speaking engagement for Andrew Pulley at the
school. The agent offered to place a "tall" on heperson who
had arranged the meeting.

54. On Mar. 26, 1973, in Detroit, two FBI agents (one
named Bill Jones) visited Arturo Ramirez's wife, Margot Ramirez,
and questioned her about his poli tical activity. She refused to
answer their questions and they threatened her by claiming that
they knew of unspecified "problems" she was having with the law.
They asked her to call 965-2373, ext. 358, if she changed her
mind about talking.

55. In October 1972, in San Diego, FBI personnel visited
Marc Rich's employer, A-1 Bindery, and told the boss, Pete Randall,
!RU =c was in the SWP and that the FBI did not like members -of
the SWP working in companies that had government contracts. The
employer told Rich he would be fired if he talked to his fellow
workers about his socialist ideas.

56. In April 1973, in San Diego, FBI personnell visited
Marc Rich's new employer, Great Western Printing, and questioned
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Rich's supervisor's secretary about Rich. They told the secretary
"to check voter registration" if the supervisor wanted to know
why Rich was being investigated. Rich's supervisor telephoned
the San Diego election records office and was told that Rich was
affiliated with the SWP. At the time Rich was a candidate for
shop steward in elections soon to be held. The supervisor told
a union official that the union should prevent Rich from being a
shop steward because he was "a communist being pursued bythe FBI."

57. On Nov. 28, 1972, in San Diego, FBI personnel visited
the aunt and uncle of Jana Roten and questioned them about Roten.

58. In May 1971, parents of Paula Savich and Charles
Otysk received anonymous threateniinifetters about Savich's
an d st vsky's political activities at the University of Indiana
at Bloomington. (A two-year long Cointelpro operation at the
U. of Indiana was supposedly discontinued in July 1970.)

59. From August 1970 to January 1972, in Austin, Texas,
FBI agents visited the Executive Director and two assistant
directors at Evelyn Sell's employer, the Human Opportunities
Corporation of Austin, Texas. The agents questioned Sell's
superiors about her and informed them that Sell had run for public
office as an SWP candidate in 1958. (Cointelpro files have shown
that the FBI got Sell fired in 1970 from another teaching job in
Austin.)

60. In February or March 1973, in Columbus, Ohio, FBI
agents visited Sam Shannon's parents and questioned them about him.

61. On Nov. 11, 1974, in Columbus, Georgia, FBI Special
Agent Charles Rhodes told Martha Shockey's employer that she was
a member of a subversive organizaton, 7the YSA. In April 1974
Shockey organized a meeting in Columbus for the SWP gubenatorial
candidate. Also at this time her name, address and phone were
listed in "Socialist Directory" in the socialist newsweekly, The
Militant. On Feb. 14, 1975, after an inquiry by Shockey FBI
Director Kelley wrote to her congressman (Jack BrinkleyS that she
"was the subject of an appropriate investigation at Columbus,
Georgia during 1974."

62. In summer 1974, in Oakland, California, FBI agents
visited the manager of Car1 Sholin's apartment. They asked
questions about Sholin and her roommate and told the manager both
were members of a "Communist organization" and Sholin worked for
a bookstore which sold "communist books."

63. In early 1972, in New Orleans, FBI personnel visited
David Shroyer's neighbors and questioned them about his political
E fs and activity.

64. On May 1, 1973, in Philadelphia, two FBI agents (one
named Charles Warner) visited a neighbor of Bob Stanton and asked
questions about Stanton.
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65. In May 1972, in Los Angeles; FBI personnel visited
three neighbors of Bruce T and questioned them about his
morals and political-vrew. FBI personnel also visited Milt Wolpin,
the professor chairman of Tapper's graduate committee at the U.
of Southern California and questioned him about Tapper. FBI
personnel also visited Tapper's employer the Veterans Administraion
Hospital, and questioned Tapper's supervisor about Tapper's loyalty.

66. In mid-August 1972, in San Diego, FBI Special Agent
Green telephoned Pa e Tulloch and tried to set up a meeting to
discuss the YSA. T ocdi't agree to the meeting. Green then
told Tullochthat the FBI was "concerned" about his activity but
that the FBI did not want to resort to measures that would harm
Tulloch. Green said such measures would include talking to
Tulloch's parents, employer, friends, neighbors, -and unspecified
"other things." Green said the FBI "had pictures" and that it was
against the law to "conspire against the United States government."
Finally, Tulloch agreed to meet with Green but later cancelled
the appointment.

In September 1972, Green called Tulloch's mother and told
her that he didn't want to do anything to hurt Tulloch and would
not need to if Tulloch would cooperate. Later in September, Green
called Tulloch's mother a second time and told her that he
was "very disappointed" that Tulloch had not cooperated. Green
said that he would be"forced" to inform Tullooh's employer that
Tulloch was a socialist. He said the FBI had become "quite
concerned" because Tulloch was "moving up in the party."

In December 1972, in Philadelphia, FBI personnel visited
Tulloch's sister and brother-in-law and questioned them about
Tulloch. The agent said that the inquiry resulted from Tulloch's
affiliation with the SWP.

67. In 1973, in Louisville, Kentucky, an FBI agent
called Gary Valenza's landlord and questioned him about Va] enza.
The agent-said his investigation was for "national security."

68. In October 1972, in Long Beach, California, FBI
personnel visited John Van Lewan's employer, Longbeach Aircraft
Co., and told the employer T1i-W-Van 1ewan was in the SWP.

69. In August 1973, in Oakland, California, FBI
personnel visited the neighbors and the employer of Joe Ward, Sr.,
father of Joe Ward, and falsely told them that Joe Ward, Sr..was
a "TrotskylTe cmmunist" and member of the SWP.

(In November 1969, in Carmel, California, an FBI agent
visited Joe Ward and his family at home. The agent tried to
persuade Ward to drop out of the YSA. He told Ward and his parents
that the YSA was a "Trotskyite Communist" organization that was
trying "to use" Ward for "its own ends." The agent said that
Ward's father would lose his Job if Ward remained in the YSA.)

70. In June 1973, in Austin, Texas, FBI personnel
(including Special Agent Jack King) visited Wendy 'isenbe S
landlady, Loraine Thrasher, and questioned her out Wsenerg.
They also visited a former neighbor of Wisenberg's and asked

63-165 0 - 76 - 17
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questions about her. On June 13, 1973, FBI Special Agents King
and Holmes visited Wisenberg at her home, 601 West 19th Street,
#B and interrogated her about the SWP.

71. In November 1972, in Cleveland, one week before
the YSA national convention, FBI personnel visited Dwight Knapp,
manager of the Sheraton-Cleveland Hotel, site of the convention.
The agents tried to get Knapp to disclose financial records
relating to the YSA. They told Knapp that the YSA was a dangerous
organization arid-tlit FBI agents would be assigned to monitor
the convention.

72. In August 1974, in St. Louis, FBI Special Agent
Stephen Kettner visited Jacqui Craig, employed in the sales
department of the Jefferson Hotel where the YSA was holding its
annual national convention in December. KettF- told Craig that
the FBI "would be on the premises" and "would keep an eye on
the convention in case anything should break out." He asked for
information about convention arrangements.

73. In June 1971, in Pittsburgh, U.S.Parole Officer
Jesse Clark told Ellard Yow that if the Washington Parole Board
were informed of his polTfcs that he could be recommitted for
being a "menace to the community."

74. On Nov. 14,--3972, in San Diego, Matilda Zimmerman
was fired from her job as a secretary after an FBI agent visited
her employer. (From Zimmerman's sworn statement): "In the fall of
1972 1 was working as a secretary for L'Mer Engineering, 1345
Crosby Street, San Diego. LtMer Engineering is a firm which does
engineering work predominately on contract for the U.S. Navy. On
Nov. 14, 1972, my immediate supervisor at L'Mer, Mr. Herbert
Padro, called me into his office and unexpectedly informed me
that the president of the company, Mr. Donald Parsons, had told
him to fire me. During the period I had been working at L'Mer,
my work had been consistently praised by both Parsons and Padro
and I was given -teadily increasing amounts of responsibility in
the Office. Padro in fact indicated to me that he had protested
to Parsons that my sudden departure would cause serious disruption
in work then in progress. When I demanded a reason, Padro simply
said he had insisted that I leave immediately, that afternoon.
He said he had no authority to tell me anything more about why I
was being fired. About three weeks later I returned to L'Mer to
collect my last paycheck, found Parsons in the office, and asked
for a reason for my firing. Parsons told me that the FBI had
come to L'Mer and asked'iiuestions about me. He said they had
"warned" him about me. He also said that the reason L'Mer had not
mailed my last check was because the FBI had told them that I had
moved out of my apartment and they were looking for me. I had
not moved."
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B. Post-April 1971 Cointelpro-style incidents in
which FBI agents interviewed or contacted members (and sometimes
called the SWP, YSA, or members "subversive," "violent," or
"dangerous")

75. On Feb. 26, 1973, in Kalamazoo, Michigan, FBI
Special Agent Blake called Call Altenburg's dormitory room at
Kalamazoo College and askedosee her -he next morning at 10
o'clock. On Feb. 27, She went to the FBI office in Kalamazoo.
Special Agent Blake took her to a conference room and questioned
her. He said the SWP had been classified as subversive by the
attorney general since 1955. He tried to convince her that she
should quit the YSA. He warned of possible harm to her career
if she remained in the YSA-.

76. In summer 1971, in Kansas City, Missouri, FBI

personnel visited Joyce Anderson.

77. Dennis Atkins, 1972, see # 4

78. Twice during 1974, in Bloomington, Indiana, FBI
personnel interrogated Gary Atwood.

79. In 1972, in New York City, an FBI agent called
Michael Baumann at work and said, "I want to talk to you about
some things in your past."

80. In 1974, in Atlanta, FBI personnel contacted Omar
Benduli.

81. On Dec. 13, 1972, in Detroit, Jeff Berchenko got a
message at the Detroit SWP office asking himo cal 95-373,
ext. 358. He called the number and a voice answered "FBI."
Berchenko hung up.

82. In fall 1974, in Pittsburgh, FBI personnel
contacted Neil Berns.

83. Debs Bleicher, 1973, see # 8

84. In October 1972, in Cleveland, FBI personnel
contacted John Bocchicchio and asked him to become an informer.

85. In 1972 and 1973, in St. Louis, FBI personnel
contacted Bill Breihan.

86. On Dec. 24, 1974, in Chicago, FBI personnel visited
and questioned Cynthia Caine.

87. In September 1972, in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, FBI
personnel contacted Ronnie Cammack.
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88. In spring 1975, in Racine, Wisconsin, FBI personnel
contacted Randy Christensen.

89. In 1974, in San Francisco, FBI personnel contacted
Joseph Cole.

90. In summer 1974, in New York City, FBI personnel
contacted Fran Collet.

91. In 1973, in Washington DC, FBI personnel contacted
Afrodita Constantinidis.

92. In summer of 1971, in Kansas City, Missouri, FBI
ersonnel telephoned John Constant and attempted to interrogateim.

93. In May 1973, in Seattle, FBI personnel visited
John Cotman and tried to interrogate him.

94. On Oct. 20, 1972, in Detroit, two FBI agents visited
Bruce and Jo Dallas at home and questioned them about their
political vews the SWP. This visit was prompted by Bruce
Dallas's recent attendance at two public forums sponsored by
the SWP at the campaign headquarters.

95. In February 1973, in Atlanta, two FBI agents came
to Steve Dash's apartment at 8:00 AM and asked to see his roommate
Alln Ml__ a.

96. On May 21, 1973, in Seattle, FBI Special Agent Cliff
Spingler visited John Deeter's apartment and left a note: "John
Deeter/please calT7iT piTngler/Seattle FBI/MA 2-0460.l. Deeter
called. Agent Springler said that it was his duty to investigate
groups advocating the violent overthrow of the government. He
said that the SWP and YSA were such groups and tried to interrogate
Deeter about them.

97. In early 1973, in Los Angeles, an FBI agent called
Lucio DeLeon at his Job and made an appointment for a meeting
neajrby.-agent met with DeLeon and interrogated him about the
SWP. He offered to pay DeLeon to inform on the SWP.

98. D Drobnic, 1973, see # 19

99. On July 24, 1974, in Nashville, Tennessee, FBI
Special Agent Laverne Moore visited Warren Duzak and attempted to
interrogate him. Moore commented on the presence of another
person in Duzak's house, saying "I thought you lived by yourself."

100. In February or March 1973, in San Antonio, Texas,
FBI personnel visited Lark Eannance and questioned her about the
SP and YSA.

101. On April 1, 1973, in Eugene,-Oregon, two FBI agents
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met up with Kenneth Eardly on the campus of the University of
Oregon and interrogatR-him. Eardly asked the agents how they
knew where to find him. He was on the campus very seldom. The
agents replied, "We do our homework."

102. In May 1973, in Philadelphia, two FBI agents
visited Jean Savage and questioned her about Jean Fargo.

103. On Jan. 8, 1973, in Atlanta, at 6:30 AM two FBI
agents visited Tom Fiske and questioned him about the SWP and
YSA. They said Me'y =wod contact him again for more questions.

104. In July 1972, in Detroit, Kirk Fowler got a message
at his Job, the Holden Office of MichiganF-cTilervices, to
call Bill Jones at 965-2373. He called and a voice answered "FBI."
He asked for Bill Jones and was connected with a person who
questioned him about the .SWP and its politics.

105. In 1971, in Detroit, Ed Frisch was interrogated
by FBI personnel. The agents showed"Trisch a YSA financial
report that had members' first names and last initials typed
on it. The full last names were written in in longhand. They
singled out the fact that Ernest Harsch had given $40.00 to
the YSA fund drive.

106. In fall 1972, in Los Angeles, FBI personnel
interrogated Cynthia Fuller about her YSA activities and other
YSA members.

107. In June 1974, in Cleveland, FBI personnel
interrogated Chris Giordono and threatened to "make things hard"
on him and his -parens.

108. Lisa Gleischer, 1972, see # 22

109. On Feb. 26-27, 1974, in Indianapolis, FBI agents
called John Goldberg and questioned him about SWP and YSA members
in Indianapols and Bloomington.

110. In spring 1973, in Columbus, Ohio, FBI personnel
visited Lyle Gordon and interrogated him about the YSA and SWP.

111. In spring 1972, in Detroit, two FBI agents visited
Bill Grettor and questioned him about SWP, YSA, and his own
polItical views and financial affairs. They questioned him about
Barry Sell.

112. In 1972, in Oakland, California, FBI personnel
visited and questioned Gerard Guiber.

113. In fall 1972, in College Park, Maryland, FBI agents
visited Peter Haas and questioned him about the YSA and his
politicaT -- cTivit.
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114. In fall 1971, in Brigham City, Utah, FBI Special
Agent Bishop of the Logan FBI office interrogated Shelley H annum,
Brad Glover, and two other members of the YSA.

115. On May 30, 1973, in Denver, two FBI agents visited
Marie Head at her apartment and questioned her about the SWP and
Y A-nder political activities.

116. In April 1973, in Jamestown, New York, Kurt Hill
got a call from Special Agent Engel who wanted to questin-Hll
about his political activity in support of the SWP's 1972
presidential campaign.

117. In March 1975, in Berkeley, FBI personnel contacted
John Hummer and called the SWP "subversive."

118. John Isenhower, summer 1971, see # 31

119. On April 26, 1973, in Philadelphia, FBI Special
Agents Warner and Harris visited Samara Jarosh at home and
questioned her about the SWP and M. They said the SWP advocates
"new ideas of a violent nature." They requested a list of members
and local leaders. They threatened to tell her parents about her
membership and said they "would hate to have to embarrass her at
work." They told her they would return.

120. In February 1973, in Los Angeles, two FBI agents
stopped Claire Jones, a postman, on his rounds and interrogated
him aboutthe SWPd YSA.

121. On Oct.27 1972, in Detroit, two FBI agents visited
Robin Maisel's apartment and left a message for Maisel to call
=ecial Agent Bill Jones at 965-2373, ext. 358. Maisel called and

Agent Jones questioned him about the SWP and his relationship to it.

122. John Maley, June 1971, see # 46

123. In summer 1973, in Carbondale, Illinois, an FBI
agent called Matthew Meighan and questioned him about his
activities with the YSA.

124. Deborah and Howard Meldrin, 1973 and 1974, see # 47and 49.

125. In fall 1971, in Miami, FBI Special Agent Marvin
Lewis of Boston, a relative of Allan Mellman, came from Boston
and tried to persuade Mellman to- -quttheYe A. He told Mellman
that the YSA was under suveillance by the FBI and that all SWP
and YSA members including Mellman were surveilled.

126. Ross Nicholas, 1972, see # 50

127. In February 1972, in Denver, FBI agents contacted
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Sheri Nolan and asked her to become an informer.

128. On March 7, 1973, in Detroit, an FBI agent called
Jane Osterber 's mother and left a message for Osterberg to
ca speCia gent Bill Jones of the FBI. Osterberg called and
Agent Jones told her the SWP was subversive and questioned her
about the SWP and a number of SWP members including Mike Melin.

129. In spring 1975, in Chicago, FBI personnel contacted
Charles Ostrovsky.

130. In April 1973, in Philadelphia, FBI personnel
visited Jo Otero's apartment and left a note saying, "Miss Otero/
Call AgenT Wa-r, FBI/LO 3-5300 after 5:00 pm." On May 2, 1973,
Agent Warner rang Otero's apartment bell, came to her door, and
tried to interrogate her about the SWP and YSA.

131. On Nov. 22, 1972, in Ann Arbor, Michigan, FBI
Special Agent Gene Ward visited Dave Richmond's apartment and left
a note for Richmond to call Ward 7a- -76 7 Richmond called
and Agent Ward questioned him about the YSA.

132. On Nov. 10, 1972, in Ann Arbor, Michigan, FBI
personnel visited David Auhland's apartment and questioned his
roommate about him.They left a message for Ruhland to call Gene
Ward of the FBI at 662-2597. Ruhland called and Agent Ward
questioned him about his association with the SWP.

133. In September 1971, in Detroit, an FBI agent called
Joseph Saunaers and asked him for information about the SWP.

134. In April 1973, in Philadelphia, two FBI agents
visited Joseoh Saunders's apartment and asked for his roommate
a membertof-THeWr wo was not at home. The agents left, telling
Saunders, "We know who you are,"

135. On Nov. 14, 1973, in Bloomington Indianav an FBI
agent with the first name of Tom visited Marc I hultz's place
of employment. He told Schultz that the Y was "dominated" by
the SWP and therefore was a Communist or Communist-sympathiziLng
group.

136. In January 1975, in Seattle, FBI personnel contacted
Marty Semerad.

137. In January 1973, and again in spring 1973, in
Columbus, Ohio, an FBI agent visited Nancy Stemmer and questioned
her about the YSA and her activities In-Columbus, He also aske4
questions about Julie Bingham and Shirley Pasholk.
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138. On June 21, 1973, in Austin, Texas, FBI
Special Agents Holmes and Riley visited Richard Stewart. Stewart
was wearing a T-shirt imprinted "Vote Socialist Worers." The
agents questioned him about the SWP and taunted him about his
t-shirt.

139. On April 8, 1975, in Castro Valley, California,
Special Agent Mullen visited Linda Simpson, neighbor of Jane
uesr, and said he was conducting a "confidential inquirr7He
questioned her specifically about Jane Super.

140. On May 15 1973, in Seattle, two FBI agents
visited Jo ae Thomas at her family home and questioned her
about tIeYSA7nd 9er--easociation with it.

141. In March 1973, in Detroit, FBI Special Agent Clyde
Merriman-visited Jackie Tone's Job. He posed as a friend of
Toney's to get in to see her and they questioned her about the
YSA.

142. Ea Tulloch, 1972, see # 66

143. In summer 1972, in Detroit, FBI Special Agent -
Bill Jones visited Don Uaton's apartment at 127 Seward and left
a note for him to cMal B Jones at 065-2373, ext. 538.

144. On Aug. 29, 1972, in Detroit, Special Agent Bill
Jones and another agent visited Christy Wallace at her Job,
Hagemayer Enterprises, 929 Penobscot Building, and questioned her.

(Ii August 1972, in Detroit, FBI personnel visited a
former employer of Wallace, International Multifoods, and
interrogated them about Wallace who was then running for public
office on the SWP ticket,)

145, In October 1973, in Boerne, Texas, FBI agents
visited Ed Weaver and attempted to question him.

146, In May 1973, in Seattle, FBI personnel visited
Harriet WeLoold's apartment and left the following note: "Harriet
0' Was J /Please call/Clifford M Spingler/Seattle FBI/
MA 7-74M."-The Weinhold's attorney, Mike Withey, called Agent
BEingler. Spingler said that the basis for his inquiry was that
the SWP and YSA were putting out literature that called for the
violent Qverthrow of the U.S. government,

147, In 1972 In Cleveland, FBI personnel visited Marcia
Wheeler at her Job at Metropolitan General Hospital and

stioned her about the YSA and SWP. They threatened her with
Iring if she stayed in the YSA and mentioned the potential

hardship for her foar.year-old daughter if Wheeler lost her job.
Shortly afterwards Wheeler quit the YSA.

148, In August 1971, in Detroit, three FBI agents

. .. 1,
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(including Jack Lowie) visited Steve Williams, a truck driver,
and questioned him about the SW7730 YAFThey asked him to
cooperate with them. They said they knew of several traffic
violations that, if reported, could result in revocation of
Williams's drivers license. They said they knew that Williams
hoped to become a lawyer and that the FBI would be able to help
him do so if he cooperated with them. This offer was repeated in
the fall of 1972.

149. Wendy Wisenberg, 1973, see 1 70

150. In summer 1971, in Kansas City, Missouri, FBI
agents visited Raleigh Woods and questioned him about the YSA.
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C. Post-April 1971 Cointelpro-style incidents in
which people were discharged from federal employment or harassed
by the Civil Service Commission because they belong to or support
the SWP or YSA

151. Steve Beck, June 3, 1975, ordered to comment on and
explain association w the SWP.

152. Jeanne FitzMaurice, June 1975, ordered to comment
on and explain association with the SWP.

153. Alan-Green, 1971, ordered to comment on and explain
association wiER'hTYe .

154. Emily Homonoff, Sept. 12, 1972, ordered to comment
on and explain support-of -VP and its 1972 election campaign.

155. Lawrence Hyink, Dec. 5, 1973, ordered to comment on
and explain associationwith SW.

156. Norma Lodico, Dec. 5, 1973, CSC produced a detailed
dossier on Lodico's political activities while a member of the
SWP. The dossier included a copy of Lodico's March 29, 1971 letter
of resignation from the Detroit SWP. Lodico gave the letter to
the organizer of the Detroit SWP and he kept it in his personal
files.) In the course of the SWP suit, the CSC admitted in court
that it received a copy of Lodico's letter from the FBI. How did
the FBI get it? In the fall of 1971, 1till-unknown burglars broke
into the Detroit SWP campaign office and stole mailing lts,
lists of contributors, and the only copy of Lodico's letter of
resignation. A Detroit policeman at the scene of the burglary
commented: "It looks like an FBI job." Soon after the theft of
the lists, many individuals in Detroit -- whose names appeared
on the lists -- began getting visits and calls from FBI agents.

157. Kathy Sledge, Oct. 11, 1974, ordered to comment on
and explain association with the SWP.

158. Sarah Ullman, Oct. 7, 1975, ordered to comment on
and explain association with the SWP.

159. Alice Woznack, Mar.
barred from government employment.

6, 1973, ordered discharged and
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D. Post-April 1971 Cointelpro-style use of informers
in the SWP or YSA, confirmed by the FBI or admitted by ex-informers

160. John Hollowell who served as an informer in San
Diego, California from 1961 to 1973.

161. Stephen Cooper, who served as an informer in
-- Indianapolis from January 1972 to April 1973. The FBI admitted

it paid Cooper to run for school board in 1972.

162. In December 1974, in the SWP suit, the FBI argued
that informers in the YSA be allowed to-attend and monitor the
YSA national convention because some of the informers are
leaders of the group who "would be conspicuous by their absence"
and "non-attendance of confidential informants at the upcoming
YSA convention will tend to identify them and compromise their
security."

163. John Neal, who served as an informer from June 1969
to March 1975 in Norman, Oklahoma. The FBI admitted that Neal
was on the bureau's payroll as an informer. In 1971 Neal helped
start the YSA chapter in Norman. -
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E. Post-April 1971 incidents of FBI "pretext phone
calls" made by agents to members of the SWP and YSA and to
families and friends of members. Agents assume phony identities,
sometimes pretending to be court officials checking about "Jury
duty," to try to glean information and harass members. In an
initial response, the FBI admitted in court that agents made
five of these "pretext calls."

164. Byron Ackerman, spring 1972, Jury duty, New York City

165. Wendy Banen, June 1975, Jury duty, New York City

166. Jack Barnes, Mar. 30, 1974, Jury duty, New York City

167. Andrew Bustin, Nov. 23, 1973, Jury duty, New York
City (in court,7 ep. i0, 1975, FBI admitted making call)

168. Vanxie Eidsvik, July 31, 1973, Jury duty, New York City

169. Jean Fargo, April 1973, Jury duty, New York City (in
court, Sep. 10,759 FBI admitted making call)

170. Jane Fisher', fall 1972, Jury duty, New York City (in
court, Sep. l0,T1975, I admitted making call)

171. J Freiwirth, summer 1972, Jury duty, New York City

172. Ed Fruit, 1973, person posing as SWP organizer called
Fruit's parents-a- -questioned them about him, Philadelphia

173. Sara Gates, June 1972, Jury duty, New York City

174. Phyllis Kittler, spring 1972, Jury duty, New York City

175. Caryl Loeb, Nov. 1973, Jury duty, New York City

176. Janice L , 1972, Jury duty, New York City

177. Jose P"rez, January 1973, Jury duty, New York City

178. Mimi Pichey, June 1973, Jury duty, New York City

179. Arlene Rubinstein, January 1973, Jury duty, New York
City (in court Sep. , 1975t FBI admitted making call)

18o. Dave Salner, spring 1972, New York state lottery
official, New Y tyTin court, Sep. 10, 1975, FBI admitted
making call)

181. Diane Shur, July 13, 1973, Jury duty, New York City

182. Linda Slodki, Sep. 28, 1973, Jury duty, New York City

183. Jesse Smith, 1973, Jury duty, New York City

184. Debbie Woodruff, January 1973, person posing as census
taker visited and questioned Woodruff during a non-census year
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F. Post-April 1968 political burglaries and break-ins
at offices of SWP and YSA and homes of members.

185. In August 1970, in Washington DC, FBI personnel
searched Bonnie Cady's personal belongings at 3503 Springland
Lane, NW and removed political literature. (In November 1970,
in New York City, FBI personnel visited the superintendent of
Bonnie Cady's apartment building at 522 Fast llth Street and
asked questions about her. They asked to be admitted to her
apartment, but the superintendent refuse.)

186. In fall 1970, in Sarasota, Florida, Jose Perez's
apartment was broken into and a number of radical newspapers,
pamphlets, and leaflets were stolen.

187. On Oct. 31, 1971, in Detroit, SWP campaign offices
located at 3737 Woodward Avenue were broken M-To. Stolen were
lists of campaign supporters, campaign contributors, and
subscribers to the Militant newspaper, political correspondence,
and a letter of resignation from the SWP. (One policeman at the
scene of the burglary remarked that "It looks like an FBI Job.")

Soon after the theft of the lists, many individuals in
Detroit -- people whose names appeared on the lists -- began
getting visits and calls from FBI agents.

The stolen letter of resignation (written by Norma Jean
Lodico) turned up Dec. 5, 1973 in a Civil Service C6m- o - -
dossier about Lodico's political activities. The CSC ordered
Lodico to explain her association with the SWP (almost three
years after she resigned). In the course of the SWP suit, the
CSC admitted it received from the FBI a copy of Lodico's letter
of resignation.

188. In fall 1971, in Detroit, Cag Gannon's apartment
was broken into and political files stolen cluding a list-of
names and telephone numbers of members of the Detroit SWP.

189. On Jan. 28, 1972, in October 1972, and on Feb. 9,
1973, in Houston, the SWP headquarters was broken into and
ransacked. Stolen were-valuable records and equipment.

190. On Feb. 1, 1972, in Detroit, Charles Bolduc's
apartment at 4225 Commonwealth Avenue was burgarize7Molen
were memberships lists, mailing lists, political correspondence,
and other internal party records.

191. On Mar. 7, 1973, in Houston, Tom Vernier's
briefcase disappeared filled with political-fles. Two weeks
later a Secret Service agent returned the briefcase to Vernier,
saying that a "concerned citizen" turned it over to the Secret
service. Missing from the'briefcase when it was returned was a
list of SWP campaign supporters and their phone numbers.

192. On May 24, 1973, in New York City, Norman Oliver's
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apartment at 95 Eastern Parkway #6E (Brooklyn) was broken into
and political files rifled. At the time Oliver was running on
the SWP ticket for mayor of New York.

193. On Dec. 29, 1973 in Denver, the apartment of
Margery Vanderslice, Kathleen Shields, and Fern Gapin was
burgarized, All e rsidents were out of Ei at-YSA
national convention. Stolen from the apartment were financial
records including a YSA check book, a YSA ledger, a list of
contributions from YSA members; minutes of an SWP meeting;
and names of individuals throughout Colorado who expressed
interest in the YSA.

194. In 1974, in Portland, iMage McCraw's apartment
was broken into and political papers stolen.

195. On Sep. 9, 1974, in Cleveland, the YSA office at
Case Western Reserve University was vandalized.

196. On April 29, 1975, in Brooklyn, the offices of the
SVP and YSA were broken into.

197. In September 1975, in New York City, Jose Perez's
apartment was broken into and political literature stolen.
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0. Post-April 1971 incidents in which servicemen were
discharged with less than honorable discharges by the U.S. Army
because they supported the S1P or YSA and in which SelectiveService registrants were declared unfit for -military servicebecause they belonged to or supported the SWP or YSA

Servicemen discharged:

198. Duncan Ward Kenned" Jan. 21, 1972
199. John Sin-Iterry, Oct. 5, 1971

Selective Service registrants declared unfit:

200. e e itz, July 27, 1973
201. eb. 15, 1972 -
202. o, Feb. 18, 1972
203. ma9917
204. e r . 15, 1972
205. t-ue1,17
206. r ,November 1970
207. 2 9Lu, Aug. 31, 1971208. un 239 1971
209. , Apr. 10, 1972210. ENov. 2, 1971
211. I _ ,Sep. 2, 1971
212. * Mrl Je "Jans Jan. 20, 1972
213. JMarch 1972
214. , May 20, -1971
215. t , July 11, 1972216. 4, I11 _- '

A2 " V&m Oct. 5, 1971
217. O ar.i_, Feb. 14, 1972
218. , August 1972
219. , Feb. 8, 1972
220. & June 4, 1971
221. an. 11, 1972
222. Jj , May 20, 1971223. , Ju ly 20p 1971'

225. , Nov. 2, 1971
226. V. a, June 2, 1971
227. Joe W, June 11, 1971.
228. n wlt , Feb. 10, 1972
229. h Z21&, June 11, 1971

If
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APPENDIX VI.-AFFIDAVITS BY MEMBERS OF THE SO-
CIALIST WORKERS PARTY AND THE YOUNG SOCIALIST
ALLIANCE

AFFIDAVIT

I joined the Detroit local of the Young Socialist Alliance
Jin March of 1962 and was an active member of that organization
,in Detroit, Cleveland, and Seattle until March of 1969. I joined
the Detroit branch of the Socialist Workers Party in January of
1963 and was an active member until early 1971. I formally
resigned my party membership in March 1971 by writing a letter of
resignation which I delivered to the organizer of the Detroit SWP.

My membership in both the YSA and SIP was quite typical. I
held a variety of assignments and attended most membership
meetings, forums, and conventions held by the two organizations
during the years of my membership and took part in the discussions
voting, and work of the locals and branches of which I was part.

I have never advocated the violent overthrow of the United
States Government nor did the YSA or SWP while I was a member.
Furthermore, I have not heard or read of such advocacy being held
by the YSA or SWP either before or since the years of my
membership.

In the fall of 1965 I was arrested and charged with "disor-
derly assembly" in Cleveland. This charge was defined as being
present at an assembly where a violation of law took place. It
was established in court that alcoholic beverages were being sold
illegally at the assembly concerned, which was a Socialist Workers
Party election campaign banquet and dance. I was arrested at my
home for the same charge arising from the same 1965 incident about
one year later. The charge against me and others who were present
that of disorderly assembly, was found to be unconstitutional.

In December of 1973 the Civil Service Commission sent me a
opy of my letter of resignation to the SWP which I recognized as
authentic. Civil Service requested that I define terms I had used
in the letter as well as answer questions regarding my membership.
The Commission stated that my response was necessary to determine
my suitability for continued employment with the Department of the
Interior where I am employed as a librarian. Civil Service

verified in a legal document dated April 1974 that the acting
director of the FBI transmitted my letter of resignation to the
Commission in April 1973 as part of an investigative report.

63-165 0 - 16 - 18
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In the fall of 1971, several months after I had resigned from
the SWP and after I had left the area, the Detroit SWP offices ?
were burglarized. It is known that address lists of SWP election
campaign supporters and other files were stolen. I believe that
the FBI obtained my letter of resignation through the burglary
at the SWP offices.

In July 1974 the director of the Department of the Interior
Library told me that despite her request that I receive a promotion
from GS-9 to GS-11 at the end of my first year of service in
Janaury 1974 this raise was not approved because my "security
clearance' had not been completed. My promotion was finally
granted in August 1974. I believe that the FBI-Civil Service
investigation of my suitability for continued employment cost me
this eight month delay of my promotion.

Notary Public -

:IMy Commission expires:

/! Z & , 1

Norma Jn LWdico

Dalte:

Ii
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November 1i, 1975

In mid-November, 1972, I was working as a secretary for LOMer Enginering,
located on Crosby Street in San Diego, California. L')er Engineering was a marine
engineering firm which mainly did contract work for the United States Navy. There
had never been any criticism of my work, and in fact I was steadily given in-
creasing responsibilities.

Suddenly one afternoon my supervisor,-44r. Herbert Padro, called me in and
told me the president of the company, Mr. Donald Parsons, had told him to fire me,

. and said I was to leave Immediately, that afternoon. He refused to tell me why
I was being fired.

About three weeks later I returned to L'Mer because my last check had not
been mailed to me. Parsons called me into his office and, in the presence of
Padro, said something like, "Young lady, the FBI was here about you and we know
what you are." When I asked why L$Mer hadn't mailed my last check, Parsons said
something to the effect of, " b FBI told us you're not living at that address and
they're looking for your real address." (The address they had was correct, and I
hadn't moved recently.) He also said, "They know about your friend Bonnie too,
and they vent over to Ets-HokMh to tell them about her." (Bonnie Aptbekar was
another member of the Socialist Workers Party who worked for an affiliated
engineering firm. She was also fired.)

Parsons seemed angry and was quite threatening in his manner, and I did
not prolong the discussion any further.

I was a member of the Young Socialist Alliance from 1W to 1970 and have
been a member of the Socialist Workers Party since 1968. At the time this incident
occured I was the organizer of the Socialist Workers Party in San Diego.

Neither I nor the Socialist Workers Party advocate or engage in violence
or illegal activities.

Hatilde ~~mn
140140 W. a~~igo Blvd. #ll
Los Angeles, California 90018
(2-13) 389 -3584

NVIDA ACKNOWLDGMENT
Sam Of California
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STATE OF ILLINOIS S SS

COUNTY OF COOK

Bruce L. Bloy, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes
and says that,

My name is Bruce L. Bloy. I am 28 years of age, and
reside at 2228 N. Magnolia, Chicago, Illinois.

I became a member of the Young Socialist Alliance in
January, 1971 and continued to be a member of that organization
until July, 1972. I joined the Socialist Workers Party in March,
1972 and have continued my membership until the present.

During or about February, 1972, while employed as a
library assistant for Field Enterprises, publisher of the
Chicago Sun-Times and the Chicano Daily News, I was asked
to report to the office of my immediate supervisor, Mr.
William Sannwald, then head librarian. Upon entering his
office, Mr. Sannwald informed me that he had been contacted
by agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. According
to Sannwald he was asked whether he was aware of my activity
with the Socialist Workers Party, to which Sannwald replied
that he was -- I was rather open in talking about my political
beliefs. They then asked him about my work record and Sannwald
reported to them that it was good. They then asked Sannwald
not to inform me of the FBI's inquiries. I left the employ
of Field Enterprises in May, 1972 for personal reasons.

From September through December 1972, I was employed at
Peer Enterprises, 920 N. Michigan Ave., a typesetting and
lay-out shop specializing in the printing of local high school
and college newspapers.

At this time I was training as a layout artist. I was
also working with the Socialist Workers 1972 Campaign Committee
in the capacity of press secretary.

On or about October 20, 1972 I was approached by Jerome
Silverman, senior partner at Peer who asked, " Are you involved
in some sort of radical political activity?O

In the month and a half that I had been employed at Peer
I had not spoken of my political beliefs to anyone other than
Steve Beren and Jane Tourtellotte, also employed at Peer, and
who were also active with the Socialist Workers Campaign.

I told Mr. Silverman that I was associated with the
Socialist Workers Party. He then asked if Steve and Jane were
also associated "with this group". I replied that they were.
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He asked what the organization did. I said that we
primarily ran in election campaigns but were also active in
the anti-war movement and the movement for abortion reform.

He said, "Well, I'll tell you. Be careful. They've
got you under a microscope. They want to throw you in jail."

A few minutes later Jerome Silverman returned yelling,
I don't think I want Socialists working for me."

I tried to calm him down, pointing out that the three of
us had done good work for him and were merely trying to earn
a living. I asked him where he received his information about
our political activities.

Jerome Silverman said that about two weeks before he had
been visited by an agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
who had told him of our political associations, mentioning that
the SWP was on the Attorney General's List of subversive
organizations. A week later a second agent visited requesting
additional information. On both occasions the agents requested
that their inquiries not be divulged.

On or about October 20, 1972, the day of the incident,
a person claiming to be a Congressman on the House Internal
Security Committee telephoned Mr. Silverman, again inquiring
into my activities and insinuating that myself, Steve Beren,
and Jane Tourtellotte had been sent from New York to Chicago
to fulfill some undisclosed assignment for the Socialist Workers
Party.

I pointed out to Mr. Silverman that while Steve Beren had
recently moved to Chicago, both myself and Ms. Tourtellotte
weee-longrtime residents of Chicago.

Mr. Silverman then said that he felt it was too risky to
continue to employ us in that it might jeopardize his business
accounts.

At this point, Robert Silverman, junior partner in Peer
Enterprises, entered into the argue ement, and took his father
into the back office. A short time later he emerged and said
that we need. not be concerned for our jobs and that he and his
father had agreed to no longer cooperate with the FBI on such
fishing expeditions.

forI left the employ of Peer Enterprises in December 1972
for a better occupational opportunity.

My arrest record consists of charges of "disorderly
conduct" filed against me in Louisville,Kentucky in April
1967, while participating in a peaceful demonstration sponsored
by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) and the
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Southern Christian Educational Fund (SCZF), demanding passage
of an open housing ordinance in that city. The ordinance
under which I was charged was later found to be unconstitutional
and the charges were dropped. I have also been cited for minor
traffic violations in the city of Chicago.

Neither I nor the Socialist Workers Party advocate or
engage in violent of illegal activities.

SUBSCRIBED and q.ORN to
before me this dday of
October, 1975

Lotary blic



APPENDIX VII.-DOCUMENTS REFERRED TO IN STATE-
MENT OF MS. LORI PATRON

kyXr"S GOViMNMENT APP.

A Iemoranaum
ee

BACO NCEAnK (P) DATE: 3/23/73

BA JOHIN HUGH DRYAN

-LORI PATON
SM - SifP

ne ew York letter to Newark dated 2/28/73.

On 2/14/73, Crov'ee adviP.d ono IDRI PATON,
Mue Drive, Che.ntbr, N.J., had been in contact with the
BSP National Oflico, 410 West Street, New York City.

Newark Indices negative re PATON.

The following sources, who are faailinr with
certain phn.res of sub~crsivo activity in thr. Stato of
Nov Jorsey, were contacted during" trch, 17'13, for any
information connecting the subject with subversive activity
with ne,,;aivo result,:

LEAD:

* NEMAXKle

At Chestiir, N.J. Contact sources and conduct
criminal invostiat ton regarding 1ORI PATON, Mile Drive,
to determine if she is involved in subversive. activity.

1. ..1
ID- (SOCIALIST WORKERS PAMF/

(3) -:"__

(1201)
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App,
UNITED STATES DEPA.ITMNT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL DUREAU O' INVFSTIGATION
r ot Office Box 1158

P-, "RNeark, Hou Jornoy 07101
July 6, 1973

Oom3tttttonvl U" 'E .1

Edt.ora. Uaivernity Sc;hool- o-1 L,
103 Vah~lgtoia Street
leurTc Ne Jersey 07102

M r .. A:.-n:

your lottery dated Juno 13, .1973,. made. inquiry
on bobul.ot Us. Lori Paton iud M~r. Villian Gabrielcon.

After caroful17 rovi ring the facto in this
m.ttor, I bavo concluded there vis no impropriety on
tho part of investigative por:onol ot thi. Durenu and
that the FBI has no knowledge of any letter Us. Paton
way havo oeht to the Sociali-t Yabor Party. You zay be
asnured that M-3. Paton is not the sub.joct of an inveti.-
"C.t.ton by"thls Bureau cand that the FBI does not maintain
a general policy of surveillance ot correspondence of

politicall groups such no the Socialist Labor Party,

Very truly yours,

tallace LaPrcade -
Special Ageoat in Charge



APPENDIX VIII. -FBI MEMORANDUM OF JANUARY 8,1976,
RELATING TO NUMBER OF SOURCES EMPLOYED IN
BUREAU'S INITIAL INVESTIGATION OF THE INSTITUTE
FOR POLICY STUDIES

iff f ow pe ampmm

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FZDNIAr AURKAU OF INVESTIGATION

P - VASUInl¢I. Mo. awsS

62-116464 January 8, 1070

U. 8, HOUSE SBLUI' COUMITTE
ON INIq1LLIG3WOU ACTIVITZUS (HSC)

iX: QUEST FOR DBOLA SIFICATION
OF CsnTAIN FBI DC Vl3TB

Reference is aade to HSC letter datedapecepber 1no
1975, which requested that oertxin documents vfePt~d to
during the HSC he4rina of November 18, l)75l be deolasifled
for inclusion in the HSC report.

Certain of these documents in question pertain
to the Adinistratlve pages of an FBI report on the
Institute for Policy Studies (IV6), dated Itarph 14 1969.
This document, .along with others, wine- originally urnishod
to the HSC on November 14 1975 in accordance with
instructions received from the department of ,Justtce
In response to a request from the HSC.

It Is thq 1131' s position that this document
even though it Is unc1 emified, should not be release
to the publlo,

In an effort to be responsive to the H8Q's
request, it was greed at g meeting Qp January 7 1.9761
between Mo. |Ilen Kilter of the ROC staff and P4
representative that the following explnation regarding
the cover pagea of the aforaent$0ned report wopj1d sufftpe
for incluioon In the UISC report In ieu of thp
Administrative pases inalUde4 in the KSC reprt;

YB1 report on %he ZPO# dated Itarch 14, 1969,
an submitted by the W~ahington Field Offio (M)) of thp
FBI was the initial report prepared on the IPS, The
Administrative pages of this report contain the tdentitiq
of FBI field offices receiving copies of this report;
the justification for olassifying the report)-the
identities of certain pourogs along with the icfnttties
of the Agents contacting these sources and the dates;

TWA~ doevmewt pt~wrod bg resupos to Ze~w "q"n ed is 9ot /pr diuimog-
"Wdt~e "*~4v0' Commow~. It ao itot eisb

Scommwie ts and Mee mat p,b ab.ds to

(12.03)
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U.D0 1U=U BMZLC' OOX!IT"I' ON IfTLLKGICS ALT'IVITING (BBC)
as: Rziu-T FOR ,LA0IFIriCATXON Or (aRTAIN rir cOauI, Frs

identities of individuals mentioned in the body of the
report who, at that time, were under investICation or were
on the Security Index, which ho wiaop beon discontinued;
identities of Gpecial Agents coaduoting certain phases
of invetiRation and Inveetiaative leads for recipient
field offices. The AdfiWstrative pages also include
a list of existing sources familiar with Now loft and
Racial matters in the Wahington, D. C., (WDC) area
who were contacted in February 1969, oonoernino IPS,
with negative results* Pone of the source listed were
established for the purpose of penetrating the IPS. The
Administrative pages of this report also contain a list
entitled "Informants " which is a list of 02 sources,
many of whom were not confidential informantsI but who
confidentially, furnished information on either the IP&
organization or individuals known to be asoociated
with IPS. It is noted the sources and informants listed
on these pages were set forth 2W numeric designation
only, and their actual identities were not revealed.



APPENDIX IX.-MEMORANDUMS SUBMITTED BY DEPART-
MENT OF JUSTICE RELATING TO 17 "KISSINGER WIRE.
TAPS"

' , -TOP SECRET

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

0 !t FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
4."SNI OO.D.C. *$'*

" I. A... May 12, 1969
I.•

MEORtANDUM FOR THE-ATTORNEY rjENhL

. ... :RE: t LONEL ALEXANDER N,. TW~O
bV~bINICAL SIJRVEILLUNCB REQUEST

" On May 10, 1969, Colonel Alexander M. H~ig, who is
assigned to Dr. lenrjr A. Kissingor's staff, came 'to t.is Buroau

• to" advise that a-request was'being, made oq. the highest authority
• ."which involveOs A matter of most grawe and sbrious consequence to

our national security. He stressed that It..is po sensitive it de.a-
hatiolng o)n a ned-to-know basis, with no,record malataned. le

rel~ested that telephone surveillance be placed on tho follo ing
Individual o rnq 4a serious secur ty prob em exists:

-and is Department a employee
who has beenlsne

..He was assignpd to-the Paris peace conference
between •" Applicant-type Investigation by" this Hureau indicated, whiile f'n Paris, hc repolrtedly

:" '"""" ged "was dgtailed from the Department of

to the National Security Council as a senior stWTfR er
a He 'was the subjectt of an applicant-type

Investigation by this Bureau. While admittedly he has had contact
with Soviet nationals the Investigation did not disclose at that tit
any pertineni derogatory information.

The files of this Bureau contain no identifiable informa-
tion concerning .. t

aged was do CAi -hled f tge Nation-l
Security Council from the Department of
"-oro he had bnen employed in various administrative capacities
since Ai applicant-type investigation disclosed that
during mid s and early a he was suspected of

ONAL SECURITY INFOi'AT"
Unauthorized Diclosur:' . TOP SECRET . ..

Subject to Crim'rwal Sane'iend Group 1 • -. "."
Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
doclassification

lEST A
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* .. TOP SECRET

Memornodum for the Attornay General
RE: COLONEL ALEXAINDJR Lt. I[AIG

ihorough investiatlons wrp conducted by Dopaixtnent of
jorever, no information was devol'oped indicating he

C:lonol iaig is M, litar'A tt-t A t.
to the.President so ui _ffairs. He was the subject
df -rj-aiplicant-type investigation agd -- 6-irrogatory information
was developed concerning him.

This Bureau Is in a position to,4conduct.the necessary
telephonesurveillances requested by Colonel Haig.

Respectfully;

i~~~~ " E-/ ~ dgAr Hoover•
*. , :lZ Diroc'or".

APPROVED . ..
DATE , * *," .
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O,,a o, ,n, ,n-ctoa TOP SECRET

4.'; . uINrrED STATEI-.S DEPARTMENT 0F JUSTICE
.. (w "-

*FEDEIIAL nf:l AU OF INVESTIGATION "

*, VASHINGTON. D.C. 21 3S

May 20, 1969

EMORU$I FOR THE AT'TORNTE'I GENERAL

RE:. COLONEL ALEXANDEI if. ILIG.
TECIItI.CAI SURVEILL.NCE RE.QUEST-

My'memorandum of May. 12, 1969, reported that
Colonel A,.xandcr M. TIaig, who is assigned -to Dr. HenryA.

O-Kissinger's staff, advised this D3w.eau thqat 4 request, for
telephone .surveillances was being riade on the highest
aut hority whicna involved a natte.r o' r.ost grave, and serious
conSequonce to our national security. -,e stressed that
because of its seositivo nature, it should be handled on
a need-to-know basis, with nc record nmintained. In
response to Pis request, "you_ authorize d telephone,-urveil
1ancoit on ( _'wltj "I A., ~

On-Nay 20. 1969. Colonel Ilai; presented an
additional requen aavI-sin that it was also being made
on tho highest authority in connection with the same
sensitive na+ . He reQuested that telephone surveillance
be placed on • and
oth of whom are on the staff of the NatioD.xji~y-

Council,

is aged avd-served as a staff
member with the National Security Council' Washington, D. C.,
frow to o- 1968' to

be was a member of the research staff of

Since he has again Lbeen serving as a staff
member of the Natitoaa ]ocurity Cont-. Applicant-type
Investigations by this Bureau in 1966 and in 1969 disclosed
no unfavorable information of a security nature concerninghim.

N" TIOXAL SECURITY INVFOnRMATION
TOP SECRET Unlauthirizel Disclosure

Group 1 Subject to Criminal Sanction,
Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification
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TOP SECRET

ketiorandulm for the Attorney General
RE: COLONEL ALEXANDER U. HAIG

_ is aged. and was employed from
to by the Departno~nt of He is
currently on the staff of the Nttial Security Council.
Applicat.;-type invostigatlo-. were conuucba'- r- nuyreau
" ce-r-n-iga nm"wh 15,Tr1961,' and in 1969. t The investiga-.
tions disclosed no pertinent derogatory information of a

,-security nature.

residbs at
resides a• .. ~... ,. ''

This Bureau is in a position to ondMuct the necessary
telephone surveillances requested by Colonel ilaig..

Respectfully,

A0 ~EdgndAoover
Director

APPROVED _Q 1 ,/97',-'ZZk.,'z)'.

DAT

L"~S /x - Ct..

~' -(~v ~ C~ ~TOP SECRET
Oil\ ~ -2
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ff*C o b "RCO
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TOP SECRET

ITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL DUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASfIN-ToN. D.C. l5su

May 29, 1969

lEMORANDPA FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE: COLONEL ALEXANDER 11. HAlO
TECHNICAL SUfLVLILLANCE REQUEST

My mew.randa of May 12, 1969, and May 20. 1969,
reported that Coldnel Alexander M. Haig, Wh6 is assigned to
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger's'stnffl advised this Bureau that a
rpquost for telephone surveillances was being made on the
highest authority which involved a matter of most gave and
serious c.nsequonce td our national security. 1.o stressed that
,because of its sensitive nature, it §houlC be handled on a need-
"to.know basis, with no record maintNined. .In response to his
request, you Authorizod the requested telephone s-urveillances.

On -Ray 2R9S& Colonel Haig presented an .additional
request in connection with tho sane sensitive matter. 'He
requested that a telephone surveillance be placed on

resides at . .
Woahlngton, D. C., and is with
Recently he has been tolcphonically in contact with

on whom you authorized a telephone surveillance in
captioned case. . .

extremely active in.11a-hington and"has developed very sensitive
high level contacts.

If .you approve, a telephone surveillance will be
placad. by this. Bureau on

Respectfully,

0Jn Edgar Hoover

Director

APPROVE -NT--AL SECUHTY INFO.,. AT I._O
ATPED (.1 / ii ed D:clostni:

DAT Subject iO Critninal Sanctions"

TOP SECRET
GROUP I

Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification
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TOP SECRET

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

,EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASUlNCTOVo D.C. 2053S

" •... June 4, 1969

E;IORANDU FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE: COTON& T ALEXANDER M. HAIG'
TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST

My memorandum of May 29, 1969, as~did two precious
memoranda, reported that Colonel Alexander M. Haig, Yho is
assigned to Dr. Henry .4'. Kissinger's staff,, advised'thiq.
Bureau that'a request for telephone surveillances was being
Imado on the highest authority which ihvolAed A matter of
most grave and serious consequence to our national security.
He sWressed that because of its sensitive nature., it should
be handled on a need-to-know basis, with no record maintained.
You authorized the requested telephone surveillances.

On this date Dr. Kissinger has requested'that a
telephone surveJ llncelbilaccd ,oh
is also knovn as Ileis_a_QXreponden_ it._

and has been in contact with the
individuals on who. telephone surveillances have been
placed. He resid6s at
Washington, D. C., and has telephone number . The
files of this Bureau contain no pertinent information of
an internal security nature concerning him.

Upon your approval. a telephone surveillance will
be placed on at his residence.

Respect fully,

Edg( Hoover
Director-

APPROVEDA(2NAL SECURITY .INFOP, NATION

DATEDicou ,,__ _._Subject to Criminal Sanctions

TOP SECRET

GROUP 1
Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassificat ion
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orms or T119.o~krCTnRP11mO'tilDkCP

R

, TOP SECRET " ', • .,, ' , "." "Mr. T,,s .. ,f
Mr. I;I,,ah

UNITED STATES' DI AIT.\IENT OF JUSTICE %. .nr r...
Mr. :4i'p

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION Mr. ('. ILr
Mr.

WASIIhNGTI'. D.C. zos) Mr. " ,,rg~t -.
Mtr. F, it.. .

July 23, 1969 : -
Mr. I
mr. rvcl .

LEORAIUU r J" T AITC1.1 T4le. GENER -

b TECIMICAL SUiVEILLAICE REQURST --. ".

* This will confirn your conversation with Assistant
to the Director C"rtha.4. DoLoach on July 22, 1009, during
Xtch you advised that a telophone Lurveillancp. vas desired

who resides in -4 Virginia. '.

A survey is being conducted to determine the

feasibility of ir-stituting a telepbo:no surveillanco on
If you approve, a telephone surveillanco will be

placed by this Bureau on hi.

Respectfully,

APPROVED

DATE

TOP SECRET

GROUP 1
Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassif ication

0 63.163 0 - 76 - 19
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TOP SECRET

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

VASIniNGTON. D.C. O)S

August 4, 1969

1{EMIRAN&MU FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

4IRP,!'' COLONEL. ALEXAINDER M.HIG
TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST,

,.b

Previous mnemoranda have reqaesteds.nd'you have approved
telephonee surveilldnces requested by Colonel Al'exander M. Haig,
who (s assigned to the staff of Dr. Henry A. Kissihger of the
White Qou se.

Colonel Haig has now presented an additional request
advising that it is being made on the highest authority in
connection with the same sensitiV&iMiatter. He requested that a
elephone surveillance be placed on of the
White House staff. •

resides at .

and has unlisted'telephone number

Recently, was in contact with
on.whom

authorized a telephone surveillance in this case.
to advise in advance df the cohtent.s of
made in the future by.the President.

Respectfully,'

you previously
agreed

to be

Director.... T  S T
,,7/7 /7-/AT . ' ,JO AL S.-CURITY INFOR.?,qA i0,\, RD : '--/ Una.,tiorizt D czl0ur1 .

,NE TOP SECRETr Subject to Criminal San'di Otis

GROUP I
Excludel from automatio
Idowngradin and -

Ideclca i'icat ion
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.- TOP -SECRET--- '
UNITED STATES DE['AIIT.MIENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL DUIEAU OF INVESTIGATION

VAS."j.NCTON.. D.C. less$

September 10, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNI"Y GENERAL

4 .... RE-

Pursuant to your request, a telephone-"
survoillanco wilb'be plaocd on captioned individual
upon Racoipt of your written. approval .

is a correspondent in Wasiingtin, D. C.,
Q'for the " -. . le has
previously worked abroact fo*r '/ in severacxountiies,
....... S vi. T'nion3

During interview in 1967, by Agents C i
of this Bureau, he readily volunteered information 9
concerning his contacts with Soviet-bloc personnel, .
but indicated he was not aware that any of thorn might
have had intelligence significance, but if such should
occur he would.promptly Lontact the FBI.

Available information indicates that ;g
resides at "" " Washington, D. C.
This Bureau will place a telephone surveillance at his t .
residence.upon receipt of your written approval. In 4V
view of the sensitive nature of this investigation,
no record is being made concerning the coverage and it
is requested that this memorandum"be returned upon
approval.

SRespectfully,.
A

n Edga rl Hoo v er
DAT /6 * Director

-TOP- SECRET-•-.. ...

-t
!

I
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(COMMITTEE NOTE.-The four documents which follow, all dated May 4,
1970, involve wiretaps on four separate individuals.]

OmC¢ 0" TIIr DiaIcTOR

a"

a -

$

TOP SECRET

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASUIWGTON. D.C., tss$

May 4. 1970

MEm.fORlDU,[ IOR TUE ATT'EY GENERAL

RE:

.TCeWJICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST

" -On the evening of.11ay 2, 1970, 13rigadior Genoral
Alexander-11. Haig, Of the Io'tional Security Council Staff,
advised that a serious security loak had odcurred
concerning United States involvenont in Cambodij.a
He requested that as soon ns possible n telephone
su veillanco be ir.stitutecd, if feasible, on the residence
and office of

"A survey is being conducted to determiho if
It is feasible to install a telcohone survoillance on him.
If it is determined to be feasible and you approve, this
Installation will be placed by this Bureau.

Respectfully,

nh Edgar H6ovor
Director

Approved:

Datae:

TOP SECRET

Group 1
Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification

RATIONAL SECURITY INFOR1MATIONj
Unathlizjed Disclosu,.e

Subject to Crimrial Sa.mctiouj

Arw~ w
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1TOP SECRET

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT Or JUSTICE

,0 FEDERAL DUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
VASUINGTO,.. D.C. 20S31

"- . •~ May 48 1970

MEMOMNDM FpR TE ATO,,EY GE WE L

• i RE : .

TECHI~CAL'SUR7B1LWANCE REQUEST

On the evening of ..ay 2v 1970 'Br.1gadier GeneralAlexander M. Haig, of -the National'ecurty Council*
" taff, advised that a serious secuhitv leak had occurred
cogcorning United States involvement in Cambodia.
He requested that as soon as possible a telephone
surveillance be instituted, if feasible, on..the
residence and office of. -.

* . A survey is being conducted to determine if
• it is feasible to install a telephone surveilla-ce on him.

" If it is determined to be feasible and you approve,
this installation will be placed by this Bureau,

Respectfully, ",

N~jh Ec$)ar Hoover*

Director

Approved:

Date:

TOP SECRET

Group 1
Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification

-$
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TOP SECRET
UNITED S'fr.TJ;S DM'A11T.\ENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASUINCTON. D.C. 2OS)S

- )May 4, 1970

M OANDMI -OR THE A. MMMY GMIERAL.

REt- _;

TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE PQUEST

• On the evening mf "ay 2, 1970,
, Brigadier General Alexander 1.1, Hig, Q.'t4he

National Security Council Staff,*advised.thata
@erioug servurity leak had occurred c,+ncerninr, .

" ni ed States involvement in Cambodia.
He requested that as soon as possible a telephone
surveillance be instituted, if feasible, oh the
residence and office of

A survey is being conducted to determine

* if it is feasible to install a telephone surveillance
on-bin. If it is determined to.be feasible and you
approve, this- installation-will be placed by this
Bureau.

respectfullyy,

on Edgar Hoover
-J. Diretor

2pproved:-

Date:

TOP SECRET

Group I
Excluded from automatic
downgrading and

declassification
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TOP SECRET

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL DUnFAU OF INVESTIGATION

•VASOINGTON. D.C. 25325

May 49 1970

S U10ROAND! FOR THE ATTORNEY GEWRAL

RE:
4DMMARhEIST OF
TECbNICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST

~ /P0 * he ev' ning of-a 2, 1970 i- Z4t~II
,- ' ., of the !ational'Scculity .ouncil" Staff,

" advised tha a serious security leak had occurred con.
cerning United States involvement in ambodia; -He requested

" thAt as soon as possible a telephone surveillance be.
ihstitutod, if feasible, on the residence and office of

A survey is being conducted to determine if
-it is feasible to install a telephone surveillance-in
him. If St; is dte-inc. to be f easible and you approve,
'this installation will be placed by this .Bureau.

Respectfully,

'tJoh74rar Hoover.. . . . Director

-Approved: ""

Date:

TOP SECRET

Group 1
Excluded fi-om automatic
downgrading and
declassification

.kTIOAL SECURITY NFOv?,!A'.T
Unzu,,-Ahri , Disc!bsure

Subject to Criminal Sanctions
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- CFII:C OF Y19 D9NCCTOR

TOP SECRET

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

.FEDERAL DUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

VASUINCTON. D.C. "0s5

May 13, 1970

IEMORANDUM FOR THE ATfORNEY GENERAL

,.S.

" ~RE4 "*'

" .On May 12, 1970, r'rigadier General Alexahde'r I.
Haig of tlie National Security Coni il SQ*aff, advised
that Dr. Ilenry A. Kis-singer of' tho White" House. staff,
'had requestd that as soon as possible a telep.ione-..
sdLrveillance be instituted on the ho-mu of
6f the National Security Council l;taff.

A survey has been conducted and it ha's deter-
mined that the installation of this telephone surveillance
is feasible. If you approve, 'this installation wi-1. be
placed by this Bureau.

* Respectfully,

hn Edg Ifoover
Director

APPROVED,

DATE__ __ __ _
NA'TG:FL (UITY TINFOR.TLTO T

S u b .-_-+ !+ --i o nsa. I , ,

TOP SECRET

Group 1
Excluded from automatic
downgrading and
declassification
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. Ovr'iCm OF Till O 3I CTUS TOP SECRET

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

VASHINGTON. D.C. 205S

October 16, 1970

MEMORANDUNt FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE: SPECIAL COVERAGE AT THE
" : REQUEST OF THE WffTE.HOUSE

e-

President,
The Honosable H. R. Haldeman, Assistant to the..

has requested that the telephone surveill nce on
be reinstituted. %

%,* is an employee of to-w U. S. Department
of , You previously approved a telephone surveillance of
him on May 12, 1969, which was discontinued on June'20, 1969...

This Bureau is in a position to conduct the
necessary telephone surveillance requested by Mr. laldeman.

Respectfully,

"°hn dn

Director

APPROVED

DATE , / '

TOP SECRET

GROUP IExcluded from automatic

downgrading and
declassification
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'OP SECRET.
UNITED STATES DLI'ATMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTICArIoN

VASUINCTON. D.C. 13iS

December 14g 1970

"E6RANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE: SPECIAL COVERAGE AT T.qE
S;" REQUEST' OF TE iH ITE HOUSE..

. Tho Honorable He R. Hralde n, %ss~stant to
the President, has requested that'the Bureaui institute
"ao.ephono .urveillance on the home telephone of

This Bureau is in a position to conduct the
necessary telephone surveillance requested by

* Mr. aldotran.

Respectfully,

hn Edg Hoover
Direct r

o Dtirecr

DATE_ _ _ _ _ _ _

TOP SECRET

NATIONAL SECURITY INFG-,M.--..
S Unauthoorized Disclosure

Subject to Criminal Sanctiotjs
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APPENDIX X.-ADDITIONAL MATERIALS SUBMITTED BY
FBI RELATING TO QUESTIONS ASKED AT THE COMMIT-
TEE'S AUGUST 7, 1975, HEARING

e or M awmo

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

VASE ENGTON. D.C. "MU

62-116464 December 2, 1975

U. S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

RE: REQUESTS MADE OF FBI AND
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
REPNESENTATIVES DURIN
TESTIMONY ON AUUST 7, 1975

During testimony of Assistant Director Eugene
Walsh before the HSC held on Agust 7. 1975, the Coittee,
on pages 1252 and 1253 of the transcript, requested
information concerning how the Mississippi Civil Rights
Investigations were reflected in the Bureau budget.

In response to the above, you are advised that
FBI fund have not been and are not budgeted specifically
for any particalar type of investigation such as civil
rights investigations. Rather, funds for all our field
investigative efforts are contained in one subactivity,
"Security and Criminal Investigations -- Field Investigations."
Funds for the Headquarters supervision of the FBI investi-
gative activities are contained in the budget subactivity,
"Security and Criminal Investigations -- Coordination."
Expenditures in connection with all investigations are
charged against these subactivities.

While funds are not budgeted for specific types
of violations, in providing Justification for funds requested,
FBI officials do provide testimony before the Congressional
Appropriations Committees with regard to workloads being
experienced and anticipated in the major investigative
categories. For example, on March 4, 1965 .ormer Director
Hoover provided detailed testimony before the House
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U. S. HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

RE: REQUESTS MADE OF FBI AND DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
REPRESENTATIVES DURING TESTIMONY ON AUGUST 7, 1975

Appropriations Subcommittee regarding civil rights activities,
including testimony concerning the murders of the civil rights
workers in Mississippi.

Pages 1314 and 1315 of above-mentioned request
contain an inquiry concerning the use of FBI computers.

In response to that request, the following descriptions
of automated information systems operated by the FBI are
submitted:

The FBI Identification Division has been the
national repository for fingerprint records since 1924. In
1971, Rockwell International conducted a systems requirements
study regarding the automation of the manual functions of
the Identification Division. On August 30, 19739 the Division
began automating the arrest records of first-offender criminals
through the Automated Identification Division System (AIDS).
As of July 1, 1974, all first-offender criminals were being
added to this file causing it to grow at a rate of about
3,000 records per day. As of November 24, 1975, the total
records in this file were 1,385,349. The AIDS project includes
the research and development efforts associated with the
FINDER fingerprint reader, a special purpose device which
automatically reads standard fingerprint cards and stores the
data in computerized form.

The National Crime Information Center (NCIC) is an
on-line information system containing over 6 million records
relating to stolen property, wanted persons, missing persons
and criminal histories. Federal, state and local criminal
justice agencies have access to this system via a dedicated
teleprocessing network.

-2-
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U. S. HOUSE SELECT OOI4MITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (HSC)

RE: REQUESTS MADE OF FBI AND DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
REPRESENTATIVES IXRING TESTIMONY ON AUGUST 7, 1975

The FBI collects and tabulates monthly and annual
statistics of selected crimes reported to law enforcement
agencies committed in the United States. The Uniform Crime
Reports (UCR) automated information system provides support
in assembling and processing the crime statistics utilized
in the preparation and production of the UCR publications,
including "Crime in the United States."

The AIDS, NCIC and UCR systems provide support
for the entire criminal justice community.

The Cryptanalysis Support System is a classified
and dedicated Automated Data Processing (ADP) system which
performs mathematical and related calculations associated
with the FBI's cryptographic examination efforts.

The FBI, an agency of approximately 20,000 employees
and an annual budget of $468,700,000, utilizes ADP as an
administrative and management tool. The FBI's payroll is
completely automated. Personnel matters, such as promotion
and transfer, are managed through an on-line personnel data
system. Efforts are now underway to automate the FBI's
budget by implementing a management information system.
Several computer programs provide statistics required to
properly administer the FBI. All of these individual efforts
make up the Bureau Administrative Support Information System

The Investigative Support Information System is
composed of all ADP efforts which directly support the FBI's
investigative mission. In recent years ADP has been utilized
to directly support investigations. Many cases involve
handling large volumes of investigative data in computerized
form which are printed, sorted and/or searched by FBI ADP

-3-
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U. S. HOUSE SELECT OC ITTE ON INTELLIGECE ACTIVITIES (BSC)

RE: REQUESTS MAD OF FBI AND DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
REPRESENTATIVES DURING TRSTIt0NY ON AMUST 7, 1975

equipment. Without the availability of necessary ADP equipment,
many of these cases could not possibly be handled expedi-
tiously, efficiently or accurately. Direct assistance has
also been provided to the Antitrust Division of the Department
of Justice. The FBI's automation effort directly involving
investigation of major cases has more than doubled during
Fiscal Year 1975.

The FBI's Files and Comimications Division manages
intra-Bureau coumnications and the records files. A major
portion of the FBI's ADP efforts involve automation of
several functions of the Files and Commications Division.
This includes automating the General Index, the Central Records
filing system and the Secure Teletype System.

During Fiscal Year 1975, the FBI spent a total of,,
$8,261,000 on ADP. The cost includes hardware purchase and
rental, maintenance, software acquisition, telecommunications
in support of ADP, staff, space and supplies. Of that total,
$8,001,000 was the cost of perfoming the ADP ork of the
Data Processing Section, Computer Systems Division. The
remainder was the cost of operating the FBI Laboratory
Division's classified Cryptanalysis Support System.

EST AVAIA 


